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ABSTRACT
Traditional accounts of the transmission of compositions in Indian classical vocal 
music picture them being passed virtually unchanged from generation to generation. 
Comparison of the renditions of recent Gwalior gharana artists, however, shows that 
in reality extensive transformations can occur. In this study the transmission and 
perfonnance of khyal compositions are examined with reference to the Gwalior 
tradition, taking into account both the views of gharana members and the evidence of 
recorded performances and notated compositions.
Part 1 deals with the historical and theoretical background. It introduces the oral and 
written modes of transmission and explores Gwalior singers’ attitudes to change. Such 
attitudes are illustrated with reference to V.N. Bhatkhande’s celebrated Kramik 
pustak-malika collection and the controversy surrounding the ‘authenticity5 of its 
notations.
In Part 2 the processes of transformation are examined in depth. The discussion 
centres on two comparative analyses. The first compares 24 versions of a single 
composition, 16 transcribed from performances, and 8 more derived from notated 
collections. Spanning the period from the beginning to the end of the twentieth 
century, these examples enable successive versions of the composition to be traced 
through various lines of transmission for up to three generations of Gwalior artists. 
The second analysis compares selected features of a large sample of notated 
compositions found in various published collections. Each of the main performance 
parameters -  texts, rhythm and structure, and melody -  is discussed in turn. A 
concluding chapter draws together the findings of the previous analyses.
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KEY TO THE MUSIC NOTATIONS
The musical examples in this study are presented using a modified form of Western 
staff notation in combination with metrical signs used in Indian notation. In this 
format the boundary of each tal cycle (avartan) is marked with a solid vertical line, 
with internal divisions (vibhags) marked with dotted lines. The standard Indian 
symbols marking these subdivisions of the tal -  i.e. sam (X), tali (numerals 2, 3, 4) 
and khalT (O) -  are placed above the stave. The remaining beats {matras) are 
indicated with the symbol *•*.
sam tiilT kfialt
\  \  \
m atras; X  •  •  •  2 •  •  •  O •  •  •  3 •  •  •  X
< vibhag ► tal boundary
In extended examples, the name of the tal is generally given above the stave at the 
beginning of the first complete cycle. Where appropriate, the tempo indication is also 
given in parentheses -  e.g. (J = c.30), meaning approximately 30 matras per minute. 
Here, as in all examples, the minim ( J ) represents the matra.
In notating pitch I have followed the modem convention of representing the 
note Sa (the tonic) as C, Re (the supertonic) as D, and so forth. It should be 
remembered, however, that the staff-notation symbols refer not to absolute pitch but 
only to relative pitch. Where the example comprises a transcription of a performance, 
the singer’s actual tonic will be indicated at the beginning. In the text, pitches are 
normally referred to by their appropriate name in the Indian sargam (solfege) system 
— Sa, Re, Ga, Ma, Pa, Dha and Ni. Lower and upper register pitches are indicated with 
a dot respectively below and above the syllables. A summary of the sargam symbols 
and their staff-notation equivalents is given below:
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Fundamental
Tonic
Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni
Modifications of these basic pitches are indicated with accidentals (J, |?, \\) in the staff 
notation and by the initial letter of their equivalents in the sargam -  e.g. komal Re 
(D[?) is written as k.Re, suddh Re (D^) as S.Re, and tTvra Ma (F|) as t.Ma. Where a 
music example contains pitches which appear consistently in their modified form, I 
have used a ‘key signature5. However, to avoid any suggestion of ‘keys5 in the 
Western sense, the usual order of sharps and/or flats has been reversed.
Along with the usual array of pitch and rhythmic symbols found in staff 
notation, the musical examples also contain various additional symbols. Here I have 
followed a method similar to that originally developed by Josef Kuckertz (1970) for 
the notation of South Indian music and subsequently adapted for North Indian music 
by Richard Widdess (see 1981, 1994), in which various straight and curved lines are 
used in conjunction with the notated pitches to convey the contours and inflections of 
the melodic movement. An idea of the system can be gleaned from the examples 
given in the key below:
1. Melodic symbols
Symbol
$
performed
approximately:
performed
approximately:
Meaning
gliss.
gliss.
kfz
P P
P
--y—yrfro.0
Note that accidentals placed above the stave, as in the last example, are considered to 
apply not only to the (inflected) pitch immediately below but also to any other similar 
pitches which occur subsequently within the same matra. They do not, however, 
affect the tuning of any main notes.
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2. Rhythmic Symbols
Symbol
Arrows
Meaning
Arrows indicate that the note is performed 
fractionally earlier (*-) or later (-») than 
written.
The Dashed Curve
This symbol is used to indicate the position of 
ornaments in relation to the matra. In the 
first example, for instance, the notes below 
the dashed curve belong to the subsequent 
crotchet, while in the second they belong to 
the previous rest.
Dashed Line
Where the final portion of a note extension is 
dashed in this way, it indicates that there is 
some doubt as to where the note actually 
ends.
In making my transcriptions, I endeavoured to represent the rhythm as accurately as 
possible. In some performances, however, the tabla accompaniment was not always 
strictly in time. In such cases I could do no more than give an approximation of the 
rhythm. Where the distortion in the rhythm was particularly marked, I have indicated 
the fact in the transcription with the initials ‘R.D.’ (=  Rhythmic Distortion).
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A NOTE ON ORTHOGRAPHY
In this study Hindi, Marathi and Sanskrit terms are transliterated from the DevanagarT 
script according to the standard system set out in McGregor’s Outline o f Hindi 
grammar (1977:xii-xxx) and Snell and Weightman’s Hindi (1989:5-19). Plurals are 
formed by adding ‘s’. In transliterating Sanskrit words the inherent 'a ’ vowel on the 
final syllable has been included in accordance with standard practice. In the case of 
Hindi and Marathi words this vowel is generally omitted from the final syllable and 
also, in certain contexts, from earlier syllables, reflecting modem pronunciation 
(hence: rag and tabla rather than raga and tabala). In the transliteration of song texts 
and titles in these languages, however, the inherent vowels are left in since they are 
normally pronounced when sung.
Indian proper names, including those of authors cited in bibliographic 
references, are given in their anglicised form throughout the main text. In the 
bibliography, authors’ names are also given in this form. However, where at least one 
of the author’s works is written in an Indian script, the transliterated form of the 
author’s name is also given in parentheses. In references to works containing more 
than one sequence of page numbers, the transliteration follows the convention of 
using lower-case roman numerals for preliminaries (e.g. the Foreword, Preface, 
Introduction and so forth), and arabic numerals for the main body of the text.
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PART 1
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The bandis is like the Vedas...It cannot be changed. It should remain as it is. 
(L.K. Pandit, Int.)
We have a rule [in the Gwalior gharana]... that if I teach a cheej to anyone he 
must sing it exactly as I have taught him. (Sinde Khan, quoted in Deodhar 
1993:206)
Nowadays very few singers, even in my [Gwalior] gharana, know the bandis 
in its authentic form...In the distorted form in which many are presented, 
much of the balance and beauty of the original has been lost. (Jal Balaporia, 
Int.)
Gwalior is the oldest of the surviving gharands of khydl singing, generally considered 
to be the gangotri or ‘fountain-head’ from which the other major khydl gharands 
sprang. Members of this gharana normally trace its origins back to the early to mid 
nineteenth century and in particular to three singers belonging to the Royal court of 
Gwalior, namely the two brothers Haddu and Hassu Khan and their cousin Natthu (or 
Natthe) Khan. Oral tradition credits them with forging a new vocal style from a blend 
of their own family gayakl (singing style), inherited from their grandfather, Natthan 
Pir Baksh, and tan patterns acquired surreptitiously from a celebrated rival, Bade 
Mohammad Khan. Such was the popularity of this new synthesis, both in the 
founders’ own lifetimes and those of their immediate descendants and numerous
disciples, that by the early decades of the twentieth century ‘the Gwalior gharana’, as 
it was now being labelled, had become a significant force in the musical landscape, 
with a host of ‘star9 performers scattered throughout many areas of India, including 
most notably Maharashtra. Since then the gharana has continued to enjoy a high 
reputation, and while its standing is not perhaps as high as it once was, it still boasts 
many outstanding artists among its numbers.
Traditionally Gwalior singers have considered their gharana the prime 
repository of ‘authentic’ khydl compositions. The founding family are said by some to 
have been descendants of the revered eighteenth-century composers, ‘Sadarang’ and 
‘Adarang’, a relationship which afforded them, it is claimed, privileged access to their 
forebears’ treasure of compositions in their ‘authentic’ form. From its earliest days, 
the gharana accorded great significance to the composition (the ‘bandis’ or ‘cfz’). 
Indeed musical training was centred almost wholly around the learning of 
compositions. Not only were rags learnt by means of compositional examples, but 
disciples were also taught more generally to base their individual khydl performances 
on the melodic phrases found in the bandis itself.1 Assigned a role of such 
significance, the manner in which the composition was rendered was naturally of 
great importance. In this regard, traditional accounts lay particular stress on the 
gharana'’s reputation for ‘correctness’ of presentation, a reputation acquired, as Sinde 
Khan’s injunction quoted at the head of this chapter indicates, through a strict 
adherence to the fonn of the bandis as handed down by the guru. The picture 
suggested by such accounts is of a composition being transmitted virtually 
undisturbed from teacher to disciple through generation after generation until the 
present time. The reality, however, as Jal Balaporia’s earlier complaint about
1 For more details, see pp.54-55,
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distortion indicates, is rather different. Listening carefully to different Gwalior 
singers, one can discern many variations in the way in which bandises are rendered. 
In some cases, the differences are subtle ones, barely noticeable, but in others the 
divergence is so great that one is led to wonder how the two singers could belong to 
the same musical tradition. In the midst of such variety, where, then, lies the 
‘authentic’ Gwalior bandis? To what extent is the idea even tenable? To try and 
answer these and related questions, in this study we will look in detail at the 
transmission and performance of khyal compositions within the Gwalior tradition, 
taking into account both the opinions of gharana members and the evidence of the 
compositions themselves.
1.1 Previous Research
The amount of material relating to the Gwalior tradition published to date is 
quite extensive. The bulk of this, including some of the best information, is found in 
Indian languages, especially Hindi and Marathi, though there is also a fair quantity in 
English. Biographical material makes up the greater part of these publications. This 
mostly comprises the kind of sketches or profiles of individual gharana members, 
past and present, found in journals like the Quarterly Journal o f the National Centre 
for the Performing Arts, Journal o f the Indian Musicological Society, Indian Music 
Journal, Sangeet Nathak, Sahglta, and SahgTt Kala Vihar, and in various books (e.g. 
Garg 1957; Khan 1959; Shrimal 1973; Misra 1981, 1990; Nadkami 1982; Ranade 
1984; Deshpande 1989; Deodhar 1993). However, there are also a number of 
full-scale biographies and commemoration volumes devoted to particular Gwalior 
singers -  for example Vishnupant Chatre (Gadre 1906), Balakrishna Buwa
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Ichalkaranjikar (Ingle),2 Vishnu Digambar Paluskar (Khanna 1930, Patwardhan 1956, 
Athavale 1967, Deodhar 1971, Maudgalya et ah 1974; ‘Veer’ 1978), Krishnarao 
Shankar Pandit (Bhagwat 1992, L.K. Pandit 1996), Rajabhaiya Poochwale (Audak, in 
Poochwale 1942, Chinchore 1983), Vinayakrao Patwardhan (Maudgalya and 
Sangoram 1988) and Omkamath Thakur (Sharma, Dikshit 1971). In addition to these, 
there are numerous books and articles dealing more broadly with the history of the 
gharana (albeit generally with an emphasis again on individual biographies) and/or its 
stylistic make-up. They include most notably Aran Bangre’s Gvaliyar gharana (1989
-  one of the few full-length studies devoted exclusively to this gharana), and the 
chapters dealing with the Gwalior tradition found in Marulkar (1962), Chaube (1984) 
and Wade (1984).
Although many of these publications include useful infonnation on the 
composition, there is, with the exception perhaps of Wade (see below), little in the 
way of detailed analysis. For the most part, discussion of Gwalior practice in this 
regard is confined to a few generalised assertions, with little or no attempt to illustrate 
these with reference to actual practice. Where notated compositions are included, as 
they are in a few instances, they tend in the main to be consigned to separate sections
-  as examples, for instance, of rare compositions (e.g. Chinchore 1983) or gharana 
favourites (e.g. Khurana 1995), or, in the case of biographies, of a particular singer’s 
own compositions (e.g. Pandit 1996) -  rather than serving as an integral part of the 
discussion. Rather more important sources of such notations are the various 
collections which have been published by Gwalior singers (e.g. Mirashi Buwa, 
Vishnu Digambar Paluskar, Anant Manohar Joshi, Umamaheshvar Buwa Kundgolkar,
2 Works cited without dates, like this one, are ones which I have seen referred to in other publications, 
but not yet managed to find for myself. Because of their importance, however, I have included them in 
the bibliography.
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Krishnarao Shankar Pandit, Ramakrishna Narahar Vajhe, Rajabhaiya Poochwale, 
Omkamath Thakur, Vinayak Narayan Patwardhan, Shankar Ganesh Vyas and B.R. 
Deodhar).3 However, while these publications would provide more than ample data 
for any analysis, their authors/compilers have largely left the notations to speak for 
themselves, confining their comments to details of the rag and tal structure.
Extending our focus beyond the Gwalior tradition, we find the same general 
limitations hold true for much of the wider literature on khydl. There are, however, 
exceptions. Wade’s study of khydl, for instance, includes a detailed analysis of the 
various musical parameters of the bandis (1984:14-27), as does, albeit in a rather 
different way, her earlier (unpublished) Ph.D. dissertation (1971), Nayar’s (1989) 
examination of the life and work of the renowned musicologist, V.N. Bhatkhande, 
covers similar ground, using her subject’s own notated compositions to illustrate her 
points. Other commentators have concentrated on particular aspects of the bandis. In 
his study of time in Indian music, for instance, Clayton (2000) devotes a chapter to 
analysing the rhythmic structure of the bandis in various genres, including khyal. 
Others (e.g. Pant 1961) have focussed specifically on the texts.
Such studies notwithstanding, there remain many important aspects of the 
khyal composition which have received little or no attention. Even a topic as central 
as that addressed in the present study, namely the transmission and performance of the 
khydl composition, has remained largely unexplored. There has certainly been no 
major study comparing the way in which individual compositions are rendered by 
different artists, or attempting to relate the renditions of teachers with those of their 
disciples; nor has there been any attempt to compare, in any systematic fashion at 
least, the notated versions given in the numerous published collections of
3 These publications will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3 (see §3.1).
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compositions. Where comparisons have been made, they have been limited to very 
small samples, such as the four asthais (two notations and two transcribed 
performances) included in Wade (1984:24-26).
Clearly, then, both in relation to the Gwalior tradition and to the bandis in 
general, there is still a great deal of scope for research. As the first full-length work 
devoted entirely to the khydl bandis, the present study aims to take the discussion of 
this subject into a new phase, and thereby to provide, I hope, a solid foundation upon 
which future researchers can build.
1.2 Research Background
This study originally began life as part of a more general investigation into the style 
and performance traditions of the Gwalior gharana, a part which as time passed, 
however, began to draw more and more of my interest until I came to view it 
ultimately as a project in its own right. Much of the material for the study was 
gathered during three periods of fieldwork: October 1989-April 1990; January-June 
1991; and April-May 1998. In the first period I was based mainly in Delhi, though I 
also made trips to other important musical centres, including Gwalior, Calcutta, 
Bombay and Pune. During this time I took the opportunity to familiarise myself with 
many aspects of khydl singing. As well as attending numerous concerts and music 
festivals, I conducted a large number of taped interviews with artists from various 
khydl gharands. These, together with other more informal discussions with musicians, 
critics and writers on music, provided me with a good overview of the different 
opinions on khydl performance, as well as revealing the main lines of debate. In order 
to gain a more practical understanding of khydl singing in general and the learning of 
compositions in particular, I took lessons from the respected ustad of the Rampur-
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Sahaswan gharana, Hafiz Ahmad Khan, on the recommendation of his disciple, 
AJaknanda Patel, from whom I had been learning previously in London. I also had the 
opportunity to observe the lessons given by several other teachers, including, on a 
number of occasions, the classes given by the Gwalior veteran, Yinay Chandra 
Maudgalya in the Gandharva Mahavidyalaya (music college) in Delhi, of which he 
was then the principal.
My second field-trip was based mainly in Bombay, though I also revisited 
Delhi, Gwalior and Pune. On this occasion I focused almost exclusively on the 
Gwalior tradition. As well as interviewing a number of new Gwalior informants, I 
returned to all those Gwalior singers I had spoken to previously, re-interviewing some 
several times on a wide range of issues regarding the history and performance 
traditions of their gharana. During this and the previous trip I also collected a large 
quantity of commercial and private recordings, including rare concert recordings of 
certain Gwalior veterans. With regard to the bandis, I had determined by this stage to 
try and obtain as many recordings as possible of performances featuring one 
composition in particular, ‘Kaise sukha sove5 in rag Bihdg. To this end, I requested 
examples from all of my Gwalior informants. Where examples were not already 
available, most kindly agreed to perform them for me. The transcriptions made 
subsequently from these recordings, commercial and private, form an important part 
of the comparative analysis featured in this study.
The final, shorter period of fieldwork was undertaken a number of years later, 
when my researches into the bandis were at a rather more advanced stage. It was 
designed primarily to fill in some of the gaps which remained. By this time my 
knowledge of the subject had been considerably enriched by acquaintance with a 
variety of written Hindi and Marathi sources of which I had originally been unaware. 
Most crucially, I had managed get access, partly through contacts in India and partly
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through my own researches in the British Library, to some of the collections of 
notated compositions published by, or with the assistance of, Gwalior singers during 
the first half of the twentieth century. These had opened up for me several fresh 
avenues of investigation, which had in turn thrown up a number of new questions 
which I wished to discuss with my previous Gwalior informants.
1.2.1 Principal Gwalior Informants
In the course of the three periods of fieldwork, I endeavoured to interview 
singers from two of the principal teaching lines within the gharana -  namely that of 
the Pandit family and that of Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar. The Pandit family 
enjoys a special status within the gharana, one which derives in part from its close 
connections with the founding khandan (family). These connections date from the 
time of Vishnu Pandit, a renowned Sanskrit scholar and teacher employed in the 
Gwalior court during the second half of the nineteenth century, whose great love of 
music prompted him to send his own sons, Gopal, Ganpat, Shankar and Eknath, to 
learn from Haddu Khan (Pandit 1996:19-20). With the latter’s death in 1883, their 
training continued first under the other surviving member of the founding trio, Natthu 
Khan, and then subsequently under his (adopted) son, Nissar Hussain Khan, whose 
relationship with the Pandit family deepened to the extent that in 1886 he left his 
position as musician in the Gwalior court to become a member of their household 
(Pandit 1983; Pandit 1996: 20). For an orthodox Brahman family to invite a Muslim 
musician to their home, in defiance of the social norms, was a radical step, but in 
terms of Gwalior history it proved to be a fortunate one. For just a generation before 
the founding family was to disappear from the musical scene, Nissar Hussain had 
found not only a surrogate family to which he could pass on his vast store of
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knowledge, but also, in Shankar Pandit in particular, an exceptional performer capable 
of doing it proper justice.
By this time the original khandan had already dwindled somewhat in numbers. 
Hassu Khan had passed away prematurely somewhere around 1850-51.4 Some 
accounts credit him with a son, Gule Imam, but he is said to have died soon after 
reaching adulthood (Deodhar 1952b: 18).5 Of Haddu Khan’s two sons, the elder, 
Mohammad, died some 9 years before his father (in 1874 -  Garg 1957:167). This left 
only his younger son, Rahimat, and Nissar Hussain Khan to carry on the musical 
tradition. Thus, when they, too, finally passed away in 1922 and 1916 respectively 
(ibid.: 210, 314), leaving no offspring, it is not surprising that Nissar Hussain’s 
adopted family were seen by many members of the gharana as the founding 
khandan s natural successors. Since that time the Pandit family have continued to 
occupy a position in tenns of prestige somewhat analogous to that of the founding 
family.
For this study I interviewed two members of the Pandit family, grandsons of 
the above-mentioned Shankar Pandit -  namely L.K. Pandit (b. 1934), who was until 
recently Professor at Delhi University’s Faculty of Music and Fine Arts, and his 
younger brother, Chandrakant Pandit (1943-1995), who was for many years principal 
of the family’s music school, the Sankar Gandharva Mahavidyalaya, in Lashkar
4 Deodhar (1952b: 18) gives the date as 1850, while other commentators (e.g. Agarwala 1975: 26, fh.; 
Chinchore 1983:6) specify 1851. Agarwala cites Krishnarao Pandit as the source of the latter date. 
However, the same footnote also credits him with giving 1870 and 1876 as the dates for the death of 
Haddu Khan and Natthu (or Natthe) Khan respectively, although in Krishnarao Pandit’s own account 
(1983) the dates given are different (i.e. 1883 and 1884 respectively). It is worth adding that many 
commentators (e.g. Garg 1957: 400; Wade 1984:40; Bangre 1989: 28, 110) give 1859 as the date of 
Hassu Khan’s death. However, in Hakim Mohammad Karam Imam’s book Ma ’danul 'l-musiqT, written 
three years or so earlier, in 1856, Hassu Khan is said to have already died (Imam 1959a:20).
5 A few commentators (e.g. Vajhe 1938:163; Khan 1959:153) also mention a grandson, Mehndi 
Hussain (d. 1915), though other accounts (most notably, Pandit 1953: ii) appear to challenge this 
connection.
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(Gwalior). Among the other key informants from this line, four were based in 
Bombay, namely: Sharadchandra Arolkar (1912-94), who had learnt first from 
Krishnarao Pandit and then later from Eknath Pandit (respectively the son and brother 
of Shankar Pandit); Jal K. Balaporia (b. 1925), whose teachers included two disciples 
of Eknath Pandit, namely his son, Sitaram Pandit, and Dr Harihar Gangadhar Moghe, 
and who now himself teaches at Bombay University; Sharad Sathe (b.1932), who had 
learnt from two gurus from the other branch of the gharana, D.V. Paluskar and B.R. 
Deodhar, before becoming a disciple of Sharadchandra Arolkar; and Neela Bhagwat 
(b.1942), who learnt from both Sharadchandra Arolkar and Jal K. Balaporia. Another 
senior musician whom I interviewed in Gwalior on two occasions was Balasahab 
Poochwale (b. 1918), whose father had been a disciple of Shankar Pandit.
The remaining informants all belong to the other key teaching line -  that of 
Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar. Balakrishna Buwa (1849-1926) studied music with 
a number of gurus, including two of Hassu Khan’s disciples, Devaji Buwa in Dhar 
and Yasudeva Buwa Joshi in Gwalior and, briefly, Mohammad Khan, Haddu Khan’s 
elder son, with whom he toured for a time (Garg 1957:245-48; Deodhar 1993:1-13). 
His adult career took him back to his native region of Maharashtra where he worked 
first in Bombay and then later as a court musician in Aundh, Miraj and finally 
Ichalkaranji (whence he derived the ‘Ichalkaranjikar’ of his name). Such was his 
popularity as a performer that he is often credited nowadays with having established 
khyal singing in Maharashtra. His reputation was further enhanced by a string of 
successful disciples, including Anant Manohar Joshi (known as ‘Antubuwa’), 
Yashwant Sadashiv Pandit (better known as ‘Mirashi Buwa’), Gundo (or Gundu) 
Buwa Ingle and Vishnu Digambar Paluskar. The latter, as we will see later, is 
celebrated as one of the prime architects of the drive towards modernisation in
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musical education in the early twentieth century.6 Among the informants interviewed 
from this line were Yinay Chandra Maudgalya (b. 1917) and V.R. Athavale (b. 1918), 
who had both learnt from Paluskar’s disciple, Vinayakarao Patwardhan; Vidyadhar 
Vyas (b. 1944), Head of the Music Department of Bombay University, whose father, 
Narayanrao Vyas, had also been trained by Paluskar; and Veena Sahasrabuddhe (b. 
1948), the daughter of another of Paluskar’s disciples, Shankar Shripad Bodas, and 
whose other teachers included Kashinath Shankar Bodas (her brother), Balwantrai 
Bhatt, Vasant Thakar and Gajanan Buwa Joshi. In addition, I interviewed Yashwant 
Buwa Joshi (b. 1927), who had been trained in the Gwalior khyal tradition by the 
above-mentioned Mirashi Buwa. I also spoke to the writer and critic, Shrikrishna 
Dalvi, who had himself learnt from Yashwant Joshi.7
The Gwalior singers I talked to were no strangers to being interviewed. All 
had at some point been the subject of newspaper or magazine profiles, some on 
innumerable occasions, and so were accustomed to visits from writers and journalists. 
For many, too, my own visit was certainly not the first from a Western researcher. 
Moreover, among their number, there were some who had performed in Europe 
and/or North America and even a few who had taught for a time in Western 
institutions (e.g. Sharad Sathe and Vidyadhar Vyas) and so were used to fielding 
questions from Westerners. In addition, most were accustomed to writing and 
lecturing on musical topics and a few (e.g. L.K. Pandit, V.C. Maudgalya, V.R. 
Athavale, Neela Bhagwat, Veena Sahasrabuddhe) had written or edited books of their 
own. This meant that the issues I discussed with them were often ones which they had 
written about or at least thought about previously.
6 See Chapter 3, p.72.
7 For further discussion of the key informants and their teachers, see Chapter 4.
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Informants’ initial reactions to my research ranged from mild satisfaction, or 
even sometimes puzzlement, that an outsider, especially one from a Western 
University, would be interested in their gharana and their opinions of it, to relative 
indifference, owing in some cases, perhaps, to the fact that I was merely one in a long 
line of questioners they had faced previously, or to the conviction -  unexpressed at 
the time though sometimes disclosed to me later -  that a study by an outsider could 
not be anything but superficial. For those who had not previously had contacts with 
Western researchers, the assumption was often that I would have little or no previous 
knowledge of the subject. Indeed many of these were surprised that I had even heard 
of the past masters of their gharana, let alone listened to any of their recordings. In 
some of my early interviews these assumptions sometimes proved something of an 
obstacle in that when I attempted to ask more probing questions, especially ones of a 
technical nature, I would often receive an answer simplified in accordance with the 
perceived state of my knowledge. Interestingly, such assumptions were often 
dispelled less by displays of knowledge on my part than by the fact that I was able to 
refer to the opinions of other musicians, especially senior figures, interviewed 
previously. As regards the recordings of Gwalior masters, I was later to discover that 
the surprise displayed at my having listened to them was understandable, since many 
Gwalior singers had not themselves heard all of them. In fact, as my own recorded 
collection grew, I was often in a position to provide informants with copies of some of 
the rarer recordings.
As mentioned earlier, I began my research originally with a rather wider 
purview than that encompassed by the present study, a fact reflected naturally in the 
choice of topics for my initial batch of interviews. However, even after the current 
focus had been decided upon, I did not confine myself simply to this topic, but 
continued to question my informants on many other issues related to their gharana7s
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musical style and history. In the process I discovered that there was often greater 
disagreement among Gwalior singers with regard to certain matters than they 
themselves realised. Thus, for instance, when I mentioned that such and such a singer 
took a different view from their own on a particular point, they were often genuinely 
surprised. On some issues gharana members were willing to defer to others, 
especially more senior figures within the gharana. As regards the early history of the 
gharana, for example, most gharana members were happy to defer, by virtue of their 
close connections with the founding khandan, to members of the Pandit family. In 
other cases it transpired that they were well aware of the differences and my 
mentioning them only prompted them to elaborate their own views more fully and, in 
some cases, more vigorously.
Throughout my fieldwork I took care to avoid becoming associated too closely 
with any one person or section of the gharana. During the first fieldtrip I became 
aware of certain disputes and antipathies among gharana members, some recent and 
some longstanding, in which I was afraid I might be caught up were I known to be 
linked with any particular individual. It was for this reason that I opted, despite 
invitations, not to learn from any member of the gharana. As might be expected, 
informants themselves varied considerably in the degree of candour they allowed 
themselves when commenting on controversial matters.8 There were some who were 
prepared to speak their mind from the start and had no compunction about 
commenting, favourably or unfavourably, on the singing of others, whether from their 
own or rival gharanas. Others were reticent at first, but became less so as they got to 
know me better, or when confronted with opposing views. A few, however, remained 
unwaveringly diplomatic, scrupulously avoiding any hint of criticism no matter how
8 For reasons of diplomacy, I prefer to avoid mentioning any names here.
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many times they were interviewed. Generally during interviews, I refrained from 
giving my own opinions., but as my research progressed I got to know some of my 
informants well enough occasionally to challenge their views. This proved useful 
since in the ensuing exchange there sometimes emerged new facts which revealed the 
issues involved to be more complicated than I had first thought.
Some aspects of my methodology informants found unusual. In particular, the 
idea of systematically collecting and comparing different versions of a single 
composition was something not encountered before. Not everyone was sympathetic. 
In fact, one informant, albeit not from the Gwalior tradition, confessed that he could 
not really see the value in this approach. Others were intrigued as to what it showed, 
especially about their own performances. On my final fieldtrip I did show the 
transcriptions to some of the informants, though very few could read Western notation 
fluently enough to make a proper assessment. In the course of this study the merits of 
my approach should, I trust, become clear,9 but it is worth mentioning that in terms of 
my discussions with informants there was great benefit in having before me 
transcriptions of actual performances since it enabled me to ask much more detailed 
questions about the music than was normally possible.
1.3 Outline of the Study
This study is divided into two parts. Part 1, which includes this introduction 
and the two subsequent chapters, is concerned primarily with the historical and 
theoretical background.10 Chapter 2 will focus on the traditional oral mode of bandis
9 A full description of my methodology is given in Chapter 4.
10 Note that the present study will confine itself to solely to aspects of the gharana's history relevant 
to the subject at hand. For a more general history of the gharana and its musicians, the best English 
language source is the chapter on the Gwalior tradition in Wade (1984:36-80).
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transmission. It will begin with a brief review of the early history of khyal 
composition and a discussion of the conditions under which Gwalior singers acquired 
their bandis repertoire. This will be followed by an assessment of the effectiveness of 
this method of learning compositions, during which we will take a preliminary look at 
the arguments surrounding the question of bandis ‘authenticity’. In Chapter 3 we will 
move on to consider the notation of compositions. The discussion will include a 
description of the various notation systems employed by Gwalior singers and of the 
published bandis collections they produced, along with an examination of the 
differing views of the value of such notations as a learning tool. In the latter context, 
we will look at a few examples of bandis notations published by Gwalior artists and 
compare them with actual performances by the same artists. The chapter will also 
consider the part played by Gwalior singers in producing one of the most celebrated 
bandis collections, V.N. Bhatkhande’s 6-volume Kramik pustak-malikd, as well as 
investigating the controversy regarding the ‘authenticity5 of its notations.
In Part 2 of this study we move on to a detailed analysis of the music itself. In 
this section we will tackle some of the difficult questions regarding bandis 
‘authenticity5, identified earlier (see p. 16). The discussion will centre around two 
comparative analyses. The first involves a comparison of 24 different versions of a 
single bandis, the slow-tempo composition ‘Kaise sukha sove5 in rag Bihag, 17 
transcribed from performances by various Gwalior singers, and 7 more derived from 
notated collections produced by or with the assistance of Gwalior singers. Spanning 
the period from the beginning to the end of the twentieth century, these examples will 
enable us to trace bandis renditions through various lines of transmission for up to 
three generations of artists and at the same time to compare the versions sung by 
artists of the same generation, including disciples of the same teachers. The sample 
will also include a few examples of two renditions by the same artist, giving us an
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idea of the extent to which individuals may vary their performances. Together these 
comparisons should give us a good idea of the extent of variation within the gharana. 
The inclusion of notations by Bhatkhande will also allow us take further the 
discussion of the validity of his notations.
The second comparative analysis is intended to complement the first and 
involves comparing selected features of a large sample of bandis notations found in 
the published collections discussed in Chapter 3. The broader perspective here should 
allow us to discover the extent to which the findings in respect of ‘Kaise sukha sove5 
hold true for khyal bandises in general.
The discussion will extend over five chapters. It will begin with an 
introduction to the analysis in Chapter 4, after which we will proceed to consider each 
of the main performance parameters in turn, beginning with the texts in Chapter 5, 
moving on to the rhythm and structure in Chapter 6 and the melody in Chapter 7. This 
will be followed by a conclusion in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2
THE ORAL TRADITION
2.1 Khyal Composition: Early History
By the time that gharanas were first beginning to establish themselves as a major 
force in the musical world - the period roughly stretching from the mid to late 
nineteenth century - there was already a long-established and flourishing tradition of 
khyal- composition, one which, in the view of many commentators, had already seen 
its ‘Golden Age’ come and go. Although many of these bandises were subsequently 
lost, many others survived to form the core of the repertoire of all modem gharanas, 
including that of Gwalior. In view of this, it seems prudent to begin our discussion of 
bandis transmission with a brief review of what is known of the development of khyal 
composition during this early period.
Research into this area is fraught with difficulties, not least of which is the 
relative scarcity of detailed written records especially from the earliest years. Of those 
sources which have survived, few make more than a passing reference to this topic. 
The most useful pre-nineteenth century source is probably Dargah-i Quli Khan's 
Muraqqa '-i-Dihti which, though short on technical details, does at least give us first­
hand information on some of the khyal composers active in the court of Mohammad
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Shah in the years 1738-1741. The first publication to provide any substantial data on 
khyal composition, however, did not appear until the following century. This was 
Krishnananda Vyasadeva’s ScingTta ragakalpadruma, n  an encyclopaedia of Indian 
music published originally in eight parts in Calcutta between 1842 and 1849,12 and 
republished subsequently in a three-volume revised edition (Vols. 1-2 in Devcmagarl, 
Vol. 3 in Bengali script) in Calcutta between 1914 and 1916 under the editorship of 
Nigendra Nath Vasu (or Basu). In addition to some discussion of musical theory, these 
volumes contain the texts of almost 14,000 ‘songs’ (lgan’) in a variety of languages 
(Sharma 1969:111), which were collected over a number of years. They include 
enormous numbers of dhrupads, dhamars, khydls, tappas and taranas, as well as 
various Tighter’ genres. Unfortunately, however, the author does not include any 
notation, though he does specify the rag and tal used in each case.
During the remainder of the nineteenth century there was no other publication 
which could begin to match the importance of the SahgTta ragakalpadruma as a 
source of information on the khyal bandis. In Hakim Mohammad Karam Imam’s 
Ma'danuVl-musTql,, written in 1856, the subject is barely touched on, save for the 
mention of a few composers’ names and the partial quotation of the text of one (Imam 
1959a). As the century progressed some scholars made attempts to capture bandises in 
some form of notation. Among the earliest were: G. L. Chatre’s Git lipi (1864), 
containing, according to G. H. Ranade (1951:16), eight notated compositions; Maula 
Baksh Ghishe Khan’s Sahgltdnubhav (1888), containing a modest selection of
11 This is the title given on the title page of the revised edition (though with the ‘Sangila’ in 
noticeably smaller print). I have not seen the original, but one nineteenth-centuiy commentator who 
examined it, Sir George Grierson, gave its title as ‘Rdg-Sdgarddbhab Rdg-Kalpadrum’ (1889:136). In 
more recent musical publications (e.g. Ranade 1951:15; Sharma 1969; Manuel 1989:8) it is often 
referred to simply as the Raga kalpadmma.
12 These details are given in the editor’s introduction to Vol. 2 of the revised edition. (1916:iii).
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compositions captured in a sargam notation of his own devising, and the rather larger 
GJtasutrasara (1886) by Krishna Dhan Banerjee which featured over 130 bandises13 
(comprising mostly dhrupads and dhamars, together with a few examples of other 
genres like khyal, tarana, lappa, caturahg and trivat) presented in Bengali sargam 
and, in some cases also, Western notation.
It is not until the twentieth century, however, that we see the appearance of 
notated collections of more substantial proportions. Among the pioneers here were 
Vishnu Digambar Paluskar (1872-1931) and Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande (1860- 
1936). The latter’s six-volume set Kramik pustak-mdlika (published originally in 
Marathi between 192014 and 1937) is especially important, containing as it does well 
over a thousand bandises in a range of genres, collected from musicians from a 
number of different stylistic backgrounds. Vyasadeva’s collection still has the edge 
over Bhatkhande’s in terms of numbers, but the latter includes bandises from a much 
wider selection of rags. The example set by the early pioneers of bandis collection 
prompted many later musicians to publish portions of their own repertoire, so that 
now there is no shortage of examples of the so-called ‘traditional’ bandises in 
notation.
We will return to the subject of bandis notation, including Bhatkhande’s work, 
in the next chapter, but now it is worth discovering what light the various publications 
mentioned above can shed on the early development of khyal composition. Before 
turning our attention to this subject, however, a few words of caution are in order. It 
should be remembered that only a small portion of the infonnation available
13 He also included some examples of Western songs.
14 Some sources, including most notably the Bhatkhande smrti granth (Chinchore 1966:492, 496), 
give the date for volume 1 as 1919, but in the Marathi first edition I consulted (published in Bombay 
under the editorship of D.K. Joshi), the date on the title page was given as 1920.
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originates in contemporary records; the bulk either derives from retrospective 
accounts preserved in oral tradition or is inferred from the surviving bandises 
themselves. The pitfalls involved in relying on oral history were touched on earlier. 
However, there are drawbacks to the use of bandises too. With almost no records 
available of the views of the various khyal composers, or even in most instances a 
clue as to their identity, it is natural that researchers have turned to examples of their 
work for evidence as to the state of composition during this period. The problem is 
that in the majority of cases, the version (or, more often, versions) available is one 
which has been passed down from teacher to disciple through many generations, with 
all the potential for change which that carries. Evidently the chance of such change is 
greatest in more modem publications, but even the SahgJta ragakalpadruma may 
include examples of khyal bandises composed a hundred or more years previously. 
Sometimes internal evidence, such as the subject matter of the poetry, the language or 
dialect employed, or the presence of a composer’s pen-name (chap), can offer clues as 
to the origins or original form of the composition, but even so the resultant 
conclusions can only be tentative.
The question of where to begin the history of the khyal bandis is evidently 
dependent largely upon one’s view of the origins of the genre, an issue which has 
itself been the subject of much scholarly controversy. Without entering into the details 
of the debate, which has in any case been summarised very well in other studies (see 
especially Ahmad 1984:107-24), it can safely be said that commentators divide 
between those who insist on specific ‘inventors’, such as Amir Khusrau (1253-1325), 
the Sharqui sultans of Jaunpur (fifteenth century) or Niyamat Khan ‘Sadarang’ 
(eighteenth century), and others who argue, more plausibly in my view, for the genre 
being the product of a gradual process of evolution, possibly an outgrowth of earlier 
musical forms. In this ongoing debate, some musicians even profess to know, or know
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of, khyal bandises supposedly composed by Amir Khusrau or one of the Sharqui 
sultans (see, for example, Gautam 1980:33), but others, like D.C. Vedi, have disputed 
the authenticity of all such claims, insisting that ‘No one sings... [their] Khyal songs 
in Hindusthani classical ragas’ (1949:106).
A detailed analysis of seventeenth and eighteenth century sources by Najma 
Ahmad (1984) suggests that by this time khyal was thriving. In Faqir Ullah’s Rag- 
darpan (1665) we even get the names of two khyal composers who reportedly served 
in the court of Shah Jahan (ruled 1627-58), namely Idul Singh15 and Sheikh 
Bahauddin, though we are given no details of any bandises they might have 
composed. Some of their compositions could conceivably have found their way into 
Vyasadeva’s collection, or even into the later notated publications, but without any 
means of identifying them they seem destined to remain among the wealth of 
anonymous examples. Consigned likewise to extinction or anonymity are the bandises 
of the majority of khyal composers mentioned in Dargah’i Quli Khan’s recollections 
of musical life in the court of the emperor Mohammad Ali Shah of Delhi (reigned 
1719-1748), Muraqqa’-i-Dihll The exceptions, however, turn out to be two of the 
most important figures in the history of khyal composition - Niyamat Khan and Firoz 
Khan, better known by their respective noms de plume {chaps), ‘Sadarang’ and 
‘Adarang’. It is with these composers that the majority of commentators begin their 
discussions of the development of khyal composition.
Niyamat Khan ‘Sadarang’ is among the most celebrated figures of Indian 
music. Famed in his own day as a matchless blnkdr, dhrupadiyd and khyaliya,16 he has
15 In other commentaries on Rag darpan his name is given as Tde Singh’ (Imam 1959a: 16), and 
Tdsingh Bor (Gor ?)’ (Halim 1945:359).
16 Some traditional accounts of his life (e.g. Maudgalya 1965:26) suggest that he did not perform 
khyal himself, but this is contradicted by Dargah’i Quli’s reminiscences.
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subsequently come to be ranked alongside Tansen as one of music’s towering 
geniuses. Many musicologists have, until recently at any rate, followed oral tradition 
in viewing him as the principal architect of khyal as we know it, though lately some, 
citing Muraqqa -i-DihlT in evidence, have begun to argue that the role he played in 
the development of the genre may have been somewhat exaggerated. Lath observes, 
for instance, that the picture painted by Dargah’i Quli is of a khyal ‘scene’, every bit 
‘as complex and creative as the khyal scene today’ in which ‘Niyamat Khan was 
merely one among many creative khyal singers of his time5 (1988:9). That he was the 
greatest of his contemporaries, however, is left in no doubt:
His presence in north India is God’s great gift. He is matchless in the art of 
music. He has a remarkable capacity for composing various styles of songs. At 
present he is considered the master of contemporary musicians. He does not 
concede to anybody’s request for singing except the King. (Khan, transl. 
Ahmad 1984:165)
Dargah’i Quli’s tributes also extend into the sphere of khyal composition, where for 
his creative ability in composing new khyals (along with technical mastery and 
knowledge of rags) he is likened to the great nayakas of earlier times.17 Such praise is 
echoed in other manuscripts from the same period, such as Inayat Khan Rasikh’s 
Risala zikr-e-mughannian-e-Hindustan (written 1734-35), and Abdul Rehman’s 
Mir ’dt-e-aftab-numa (c. 1803-4),
In his compositions, Niyamat Khan frequently included his chap ‘Sadarang’ 
(‘the ever merry’), a title which was, according to tradition, originally bestowed on 
him by Mohammad Shah ‘for his great talents and theoretical and practical knowledge
17 The term nayaka here is used in the sense, defined by Ranade, o f ‘A person weil-versed in the 
theory and practice of music’ (1990:13).
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in classical music’ (Prajnanananda 1981:185).18 Niyamat Khan returned the 
compliment by weaving the emperor’s own name and title, ‘Ranglla’ (meaning, 
among other things, ‘a man of pleasure’ or ‘a merry person’) into many of his 
compositions, often combining it with his own chap to fonn the phrase ‘sadarangTle 
mohamadasa’. His compositional output appears to have been enormous, and 
although some examples have inevitably been lost with the years, his bandises (even 
allowing for the ‘spurious’ examples discussed below) still constitute a larger 
proportion of the general repertoire of modem khyal singers than those of any other 
single composer before or since.
The other celebrated figure from the court of Mohammad Khan was 
‘Adarang’, generally identified as Firoz Khan. In traditional accounts he is frequently 
said to be Niyamat Khan’s son (Garg 1957:381; Khan 1959:55), but more recent 
studies of Muraqqa ’-i-Dihll have led scholars to the conclusion that he was, more 
likely, his nephew (the son of the latter’s younger brother, Khusrau Khan) and son-in- 
law (Ahmad 1984:123,166; Brahaspati 1984:365). Others have speculated that he may 
have succeeded the latter as Chief Court musician in the Delhi darbar (‘Kala’ 
1964:37). But whatever the actual nature of their relationship, the two pseudonyms 
have become so inextricably linked in popular tradition that commentators frequently 
treat them as a pair.
The only other important composer from this period whose output as survived 
in anything like reasonable numbers is ‘Manrang’, Information about his life is so
18 While few commentators would seriously challenge the traditional equation of ‘Sadarang’ with 
Niyamat Khan, some have pointed to the lack of any confirmation for this view in any of the roughly 
contemporary sources mentioned above. This is most surprising in the case of Muraqqa’-i-Dihlt, which 
mentions both names without ever making the link, an omission which leads Lath to speculate 
tentatively that ‘Sadarang may have been a different khyal composer, perhaps older than Nyamat Khan’ 
(1988:11).
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sketchy and so contradictory that it is difficult to say much about him with any 
certainty. Some sources (e.g. Garg 1957:277; Nath 1990:72) have named him as 
Bhupat Khan,19 while others (e.g. Wade 1984:20) have suggested Mahwat Khan, but 
the majority of commentators have chosen to leave the question of his identity open. 
Yet whoever he may have been, there is no disputing that by the end of the nineteenth 
century large numbers of the compositions which bear his name were concentrated in 
the hands of one particular family -  that headed by Muhammad Ali Khan (c.1825- 
1905) of Jaipur (Khan 1959:198; Chaube 1984:175), whose tradition even came to be 
labelled as the ‘Manrang gharana’ (Garg 1957:305; Ratanjankar 1966:17).20 It was 
he, together with his son Ashiq Ali Khan (d. 1915), who furnished V.N. Bhatkhande 
with many of the compositions which appear in the Kramik pustak-mdlika series 
(Ratanjankar 1967:15).
In the minds of many modem musicians the names of ‘Sadarang’, ‘Adarang’ 
and ‘Manrang’ have together come to represent something like a ‘Golden Age’ of 
khyal composition. As Pant expresses it, their names ‘shine in the galaxy of khyal 
composers as stars of the first magnitude, as composers reverenced in all schools’ 
(1961:137). And some singers still make a point of announcing before a performance 
that they are about to sing a khyal based on one of their compositions. The esteem in 
which they are now held was clearly shared by the generations of musicians who 
came after them. Indeed Nayar (1989:79) suggests that the status of ‘Sadarang’ and 
‘Adarang’ in particular was such that their khyal bandises even came to rival 
dhrupads and dhamdrs as the embodiment of ‘correct’ rag delineation.
19 Others (e.g. Garg 1957:382; ‘Vasant’ 1989:341) give Bhupat Khan’s chap as ‘Maharatig’.
20 The precise nature of the connection between Muhammad Ali Khan and ‘Manrang’ is unclear, 
though Gautam (1980:121) reports that Muhammad Ali Khan himself claimed to belong to the family 
of ‘Manrang’ and to have lived in the house of one of the latter’s grandsons.
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Ironically, the reputation of these bandises for authenticity had consequences 
which would ultimately lead to their own legitimacy being questioned:
Some scholars doubt the authenticity of the khyals bearing the names 
Sadarang and Adarang, asserting that documention is impossible while in 
Indian literature the practice has obtained of putting a more revered 
composer’s name to a new composition in order to enhance the value of the 
new work or to do honor to the memory of a more famous poet... (Wade 
1971:136)
It is difficult to establish what proportion of the ‘Sadarang’ and ‘Adarang’ bandises 
(or indeed those of ‘Manrang’, since the argument also holds for them) which have 
come down to us are of this ‘retrospective’ variety, but some musicologists, like 
Premlata Sharma (cited Wade 1971:136fn), have suggested it may be as high as fifty 
percent.
Information on the khyal composers in the generations immediately after 
‘Sadarang’ is sketchy. The research to date, based on an analysis of the language and 
content of the bandises themselves combined with clues gleaned from written and oral 
tradition, has led some commentators to group composers on the basis of language 
and region. Pant even speaks of compositional ‘schools’, which, he suggests, grew up 
‘around the personalities of the descendants and disciples’ of ‘Sadarang’, ‘Adarang’ 
and ‘Manrang’ in places like ‘Delhi, the Punjab, Rajasthan, Gwalior, further Deccan 
and towns like Atrauli, Sahaswan, Kairana, Lucknow, Varanasi and farther east’ 
(1961:137). Without wishing to exaggerate the importance of the connections with the 
three earlier composers in shaping subsequent compositional trends, there is no 
question that their influence was strongly felt. The ‘retrospective’ use of chaps, 
mentioned above, bears this out, as, perhaps, does the high proportion of later 
composers who chose pseudonyms incorporating the suffix ‘-rang’. Some of the 
earliest of these are listed (along with many other chaps) in one of the indexes to the
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Sangita ragakalpadruma (2nd edn.. vols. 2 and 3), and include Ajab-rang, Iska-rang, 
Krsna-rang, Prem-rang, Rag-rang, Sok-rang, Kesar-rang (also spelt Kesar-rang), 
Khus-rang, Braj-rang, Bhajan-rang, Rang-rang and Rasik-rahg. Further examples, 
gleaned from other sources, include Paisa-rang, Dhela-rang, Hing-rang, Sukh-rang, 
and, in more recent times, Sab-rang, Pranav-rahg, Ras-rang, Dil-rang, Sur-rang, 
Din-rang, Bhav-rang and Mitu-rang.
The language of the bandises written during the 18th and 19th centuries was 
predominantly Hindi, though there were also some in Panjabi. The Hindi used, 
however, was not the same as the modem ‘received’ form, known as Kharl Boll 
(‘established speech’), which has been adopted as the national language of the modem 
Indian State. In modem usage, the term ‘Hindi’ has increasingly come to refer to this 
fonn, but it is, in fact, simply one of a number of dialects which are classified under 
the umbrella of Hindi. The other ones include Braj Bhasa, Rajasthani, Avadhi,
Bhojpuri and Bihari. Fig. 2.1 gives a general indication of the geographic area in
which each of these dialects is spoken, though in practice the linguistic boundaries 
separating them cannot be clearly defined since they tend to merge one into another. 
The dominant position occupied by Kharl Boll is, as Snell points out, only a relatively 
recent phenomenon:
[Ujntil about the middle of the nineteenth century, the literatures of the 
‘Hindi’-speaking area were dominated by other dialects, principal of which 
were Braj Bhasa and AvadhT. Braj Bhasa in particular gained a literary 
currency well beyond the borders of the area where it was (and is) spoken as a 
mother-tongue; the association of the cultural district of Braj, centred on the 
towns of Mathura and Vrindaban, with the Krsna religion made it a natural
choice as the vehicle for devotional verse, and its linguistic and literary
conventions were enthusiastically adopted for a wider range of court and 
popular verse. (1991 :ix)
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Fig. 2.1
Map showing the approximate geographic location of the principal languages 
and dialects used in khyal bandises21
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21 This is based on a map of ‘The geography of Urdu and Hindi’ by Rupert Snell (in Shackle 
1985:33).
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The importance of Braj Bhasa during this time was also reflected in the sphere of 
khyal composition. The overwhelming majority of bandises which have been handed 
down to us were written in this form of Hindi and even those written in one of the 
other dialects may sometimes include some elements of Braj Bhasa. In fact, it is 
common to find bandis texts in one dialect sprinkled with vocabulary from extraneous 
sources. Elements of Gujarati, Avadhi, Kharl Boll and Braj Bhasa, for instance, can be 
found in texts written in Rajasthani, while those in Avadhi, Bhojpuri or Bihari may 
contain not only Kharl Boll and Braj Bhasa but also Arabo-Persian or Urdu 
vocabulary (Pant 1961:13 8).
The subject matter for the texts embraced a wide range of themes, including 
views of life, Krishna, descriptions of nature, separation from a lover, union with a 
lover, weddings, religious devotion to a deity and praise of a patron (Wade 1971:121- 
22; 1984:21-23). Some commentators have bemoaned what they see as a decline in 
the literary quality of the texts among the later composers of this period:
Since many of the later composers who imitated Sadarang and Adarang were 
singers without any literary background, there was a marked decline in the 
textual contents (sdhitya). Some of these composers descended to such 
mundane and flippant levels that they merely depicted or described the 
internal family squabbles between co-wives, mother-in-law and daughter-in- 
law, or the backbiting of sisters-in-law, and so on. The hedonists in the 
pleasure-seeking royal courts must have enjoyed these down-to-earth topics 
and typical vignettes from contemporary social conditions. (Misra 1990:41)22
For many such critics, however, the concern is less with the Tnundanity’ or 
‘flippancy’ of the subject matter than with its explicitly sexual content. Other 
complaints, however, are directed at the poetic construction itself. Several examples
22 Similar views are expressed by many other writers, e.g. Gautam (1980:33-34) and Brahaspati 
(1975).
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of such poorly constructed texts are given by a number of sources including Pant 
(1967:140-41) and Nayar (1989:202-3).
The purpose of the foregoing discussion was not to provide a comprehensive 
exposition of compositional trends up to the nineteenth century, but, rather, to provide 
some historical background on the bandises which were in general circulation during 
the lifetime of the ‘founders’ of Gwalior gharana. In the following section we will 
look in more depth at what is known, or at least what can be surmised, about the early 
Gwalior repertoire.
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2.2 The Inheritance
The founders of Gwalior gharana, Haddu, Hassu and Natthu Khan, are believed by 
most present-day singers to have possessed bandis repertoires of substantial 
proportions, though this belief probably owes more to their celebrated status than to 
any hard evidence. According to Deodhar (1993:125), a particularly favoured disciple 
might sometimes have received from his (or her) teacher as many as a dozen or two 
dozen bandises in each rag, leaving them with a repertoire stretching sometimes into 
the thousands. In the case of Haddu, Hassu and Natthu Khan, the question of favoured 
status seems to be in little doubt, since the bulk of their musical instruction was 
reportedly undertaken by family members, particularly their grandfather Natthan Pir 
Baksh, but how ample this inheritance itself was is less easy to establish. In the 
musical literature the repertoire of Natthan Pir Baksh receives barely a mention, 
although L.K. Pandit does refer to his ‘treasure of khayals in dhrupad ang’ (1996:15), 
a treasure which he presumably passed on to his grandsons. According to some 
accounts (e.g. Pandit 1953:3-4; Khopkar 1983:64), the founding family were 
descendants of the two celebrated composers, ‘Sadarang’ and ‘Adarang’, which leads 
some gharana members to conclude that they must have inherited an especially good 
stock of their compositions.
In any case, by the time they reached artistic maturity the founding trio are all 
believed to have succeeded in acquiring substantial numbers of bandises. Indeed, if 
one rumour, reported by S. Kalidas (1988:1), is to be believed, Haddu Khan had 
certainly amassed sufficient numbers to allow him to make a dowry payment of 
‘several hundred compositions’ to his son-in-law, Inayat Hussain Khan (later of
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Rampur-Sahaswan gharana)23 Of the three, however, some gharana members argue 
that it was probably Natthu Khan who possessed the most extensive collection:
[All three] must have had a large repertoire, but between the three brothers 
there was a kind of division of work...Haddu Khan and Hassu Khan, they 
were the singers, the performers, [whereas] Natthu Khan was a guru. He 
hardly performed...Natthu Khan was the one who was supposed to preserve 
the bandises and work on them. So probably his was the largest treasure. 
(Neela Bhagwat, Int.)
On the question of which compositions were sung by the founders, the musical 
literature is even less forthcoming. In narratives concerning the founding trio, 
bandises are rarely mentioned by name, and even those that are may sometimes be 
suspect. Shrimal (1965:60), for instance, identifies ‘Bola re papaiyara’ in rag Miyan 
Malhar as the composition Hassu Khan was singing when he attempted the difficult 
thunder-and-lightning tan which, according to tradition, would leave him fatally 
injured. Yet among gharana members I have not been able to find anyone, even those 
best placed to know such as L.K. Pandit, who can confirm anything more than the 
identity of the rag.
For further clues as to the bandises sung by the founding trio, the most 
obvious source would seem to be the repertoire of more recent Gwalior singers, about 
which rather more is known. The drawback of this approach, however, is that there is 
in most cases no means of verifying whether an individual bandis was indeed part of 
the founding family’s heritage, or whether it entered the Gwalior tradition through 
another route. This is especially true of the early history of the gharana when the idea 
of a Gwalior identity had not yet fully crystallised. The first generation of disciples,
23 This rumour is disputed by some members of the gharana. Indeed Neela Bhagwat, citing the 
authority of her teacher Sharadchandra Arolkar, denies that Inayat Khan learnt anything from Haddu 
Khan (Bhagwat 1992:4; Int.), contradicting numerous other accounts (e.g. Garg 1957:108).
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for instance, included a number who had received an extensive training in other 
musical traditions in addition to Gwalior, the most notable example being 
Ramakrishna Deva (Devaji Buwa), who is said to have learnt dhrupad from the 
famous dhrupadiyd Chintaman Misra, and tappd, khyal, and dhamar not only from 
Hassu (and possibly Haddu) Khan but also Magelu Khan of Jhansi (Deodhar 1993:6). 
Since it is hardly credible that he would have taught his own students only the 
bandises given to him by Hassu Khan, then it must be assumed that at least some of 
the compositions which he obtained from Chintaman Misra and Magalu Khan must 
now number among those performed by Gwalior members today.
Even allowing for the objections set out above, however, it does seem likely 
that many of the corpus of bandises now associated with Gwalior gharana were 
among those sung by members of the founding khcmdan. In the next section we will 
look in more detail at how the repertoire was passed on from generation to generation.
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2.3 Bandit Acquisition
You only have to observe the faces of music lovers light up on hearing the first line of 
a familiar composition resounding through the concert hall, or the eagerness with 
which connoisseurs call out their requests for a rare or especially beautiful bandis, to 
understand something of the pleasure which can be derived from a composition. In an 
ideal world, perhaps, this would be reason enough to prompt any artist to build up a 
large repertoire of bandises, but in the real world considerations of a less altruistic 
kind also play their part. In the early days of the gharanas, most musicians earned 
their livelihood solely through musical activities, either vying with each other to 
secure a respected position in one of the royal courts, or else striving to survive in the 
fiercely competitive market-place of one of the main urban centres. In this 
environment, musical knowledge was prized not only for its intrinsic worth, but for 
the advantages it brought in terms of financial security and status. Understandably, 
therefore, it came to be treated as a commodity to be jealously guarded, something to 
be passed on only to family members and disciples who had proved their devotion to 
their teacher and earned his (or her) trust. If we view this teacher-disciple relationship, 
for a moment, in purely transactional terms, it can be seen that the bandis repertoire 
represents one of the more readily quantifiable elements of a gharana's musical 
treasury. It is certainly rather easier to list the number of bandises you have been 
taught than to quantify less tangible, but equally important, elements such as voice 
application or aspects of gayakl This is not to say, however, that all bandises carry 
equal status: a rare specimen is likely to be treasured above a well-known one, a fine 
one above its more run-of-the-mill counterparts, and so forth. Most teachers will take 
account of such hierarchies in their instruction, perhaps choosing, for instance, to 
reserve the most precious gems in their repertoire for only a privileged few.
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The musical literature records many examples of the reticence of the early 
ghardnedars to part with bandises. In the case of Gwalior gharana, the most 
notorious instance, cited frequently, concerns Ramakrishna Buwa Vaze (Vaze Buwa) 
who in return for his initial four years of devoted service to his ustad, Nissar Hussain 
Khan, received only a small number of bandises 24 Twenty or so years later, in 1907, 
a similar fate befell Rajabhaiya Poochwale who, having been accepted as a disciple of 
Shankar Pandit, was taught a single bard khyal composition on the first day, after 
which he had to wait for six years before his guru gave him anything more (Audak, in 
Poochwale 1942:14).25 Anecdotes of this kind, however, are liable to give an 
exaggerated impression of the gurus’ misanthropy, making it almost appear as though 
disciples had to struggle for every compositional morsel. That professional musicians 
were possessive of their knowledge is undeniable; it would not have been in their 
economic interests to be otherwise. However, for the majority of disciples the return 
they got on the time invested in serving their guru or ustad was not unreasonable; and 
for the favoured minority the rewards could, as we have seen, be enormous. In any 
event, the literature does contain some evidence of gurus, far from holding out on 
disciples, actually going out of their way to fulfil their obligations to them. Deodhar 
reports, for instance, that when Devaji Buwa attempted to teach the young 
Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar at home, his efforts were repeatedly thwarted by 
his disapproving wife,26 forcing him into conducting his lessons al fresco:
24 The figure he himself gave in an autobiographical article which appeared in the weekly publication 
Vasundra in 1933 was quoted by Garg (1957:329) as ‘at the most five’ [my translation], though in the 
English translation of the same passage in Deodhar (1993:125) it appears as ‘at the most eight’. For 
examples of a similar reticence in relation to notating bandises, see pp.93-95.
25 See also p.91.
26 Interestingly, Balakrishna Buwa’s own wife was also rumoured to have made life difficult for his 
disciples (See Ranade 1967:74).
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All that he could do was to take Balkrishna with him whenever he went on a 
stroll in the evening, or the daily visits to temples, and teach him a 
composition or two at that time. In this manner Balkrishna would learn a 
couple of cheejs [i.e. compositions] every day from his guru which he would 
hum to himself and practise while engaged in his household tasks. In three or 
four years he was able to learn 300-400 cheejs in this way. (Deodhar 1993:7)
Yet although these might appear rather arduous learning conditions, it should be 
remembered that by modern standards even the more normal setting would be 
regarded as rather harsh.27
Although under the gurukul system disciples generally obtain the majority of 
their bandises directly from their guru or ustad, they might also learn some from other 
members of his family or from fellow disciples, especially more senior ones. 
Occasionally, too, they might, normally with their teacher’s permission, acquire a few 
additional bandises from other artists, though as inter-gharana rivalries began to 
increase, this was more likely to be a member of the same tradition. There is evidence 
that teachers were not averse even to arranging the lessons themselves:
Amir Khan,28 having come to know that Pandit Balkrishnabuwa of Gwalior 
gharana had settled down at Miraj, decided to meet the celebrated singer. 
While on his way from Hyderabad (Deccan) to Punjab in 1890-’91, he paid a 
visit to Miraj. He was at Miraj for about six months during which time...he 
taught 20-25 astai antaras to Balkrishnabuwa’s pupils at the old man’s 
bidding. That probably explains how cheejs from Amir Khan’s family became 
part and parcel of those belonging to the Balkrishnabuwa tradition, (ibid. :212)
For more experienced students the practice of providing tdnpurd accompaniment and 
vocal support for visiting artists might also give them access to bandises belonging to 
other streams of the gharana. This could prove especially fruitful if they were invited 
to tour with them. Among the young singers who benefited from a prolonged
27 See § 2.4 (p.56) for more details.
28 Amir Khan (d. c.1910) had learnt music from his cousin Banne Khan, a disciple of Hassu Khan.
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exposure of this kind were Balakrishna Buwa himself (whose gurus had been 
disciples of Hassu Khan), who accompanied Haddu Khan’s elder son Chote 
Mohammad Khan (Ranade 1952:23), and then later his (Balakrishna Buwa’s) student 
Anant Manohar Joshi who toured with Haddu Khan’s younger son, Rahimat Khan 
(Ranade 1967:77; Narayangaonkar 1968:355). Although the acquisition of bandises 
tended to be concentrated in the years of intensive training, many singers would 
continue to build up their compositional base steadily throughout their life. Potential 
sources here included not only other vocalists, but also, for those determined enough, 
tabla, players and sarangi players. The latter group in particular could often prove a 
great fund of knowledge in this respect.
The early generations of Gwalior disciples, of course, were subject to many 
restrictions with regard to bandis acquisition, one of which was the growing inter- 
gharana rivalry. The gharanas, it will be recalled, had emerged into a musical world 
already blessed with an abundance of khyal compositions, the fruits of a century or 
more of creative efforts. Some of these were concentrated in the hands of certain 
families (as was the case with many of the ‘Manrang’ compositions — see p.37), but 
many were, to a greater or lesser extent, in general circulation. Assuming the 
transmission patterns to be roughly on the lines described above, then it seems likely 
that even singers from entirely disparate musical backgrounds would have had a 
certain proportion of their repertoire in common. In the case of the gharanas, 
however, the close connections which existed between some of them at least suggest 
that the degree of overlap would have been even greater. The ‘founders’ of many of 
the gharanas which would later emerge as rivals to Gwalior (e.g. Ghagghe Baksh of 
Agra gharana, Ali Baksh and Fateh Ali Baksh of Patiala gharana, and Inayat Hussain 
Khan of Rampur-Sahaswan gharana -  see also p.43) had originally themselves been 
disciples of this tradition, and would presumably therefore have had access to at least
some of its compositional corpus. In the early days, the newly emerging gharanas 
were happy to acknowledge their debt to Gwalior, but gradually as the rivalry 
between them increased, the links tended to be played down, even occasionally to the 
extent of denying their existence. In this fevered atmosphere bandises often became, 
Nayar suggests, weapons in the rhetorical battles:
The quarrel of gharanas reached a stage when it was openly declared that 
Rampur had no connection with Gwalior in music and nor had Gwalior 
anything common with Jaipur. Consequently, it was expected that a pupil 
would stick to his own gharana only and under no circumstances would be 
singing compositions of any other gharana even though they may be valuable. 
The compositions and the ragas bore the stamp of gharanas and as a result the 
musicians became sworn enemies of each other and there were frantic 
attempts to run down one another. In the domain of Khayal one section of 
musicians used to run down the compositions of Sadarang and Adarang 
branding them as fit only for being sung by beggar boys.29 (1989:93)
I suspect Nayar is rather overdramatising the situation here, but in any case there is no 
doubt that in any war of words Gwalior gharana would have been reasonably well 
placed since most of its exponents were acknowledged to have a good stock of 
traditional khydl bandises. This was not true of some its rivals who were accused of 
turning to composition or to converting dhrupad bandises into khyals merely to make 
up for an inadequate existing repertoire. Whether such assertions could be 
substantiated was, at this time, beside the point; the accusers were not in the business 
of carefully weighing up evidence. Judging by some of the counterattacks, these kinds 
of criticism did sometimes hit home. The slur directed at ‘Sadarang’ and ‘Adarang’
29 The pejorative reference to ‘beggar boys’ here alludes to the two brothers, Bahadur and Dulla (or 
Dulle) Khan, who were, according to one traditional account at least, the first singers to perform the 
khyals of Niyamat Khan. The story goes that he had taken them on as his disciples after they had been 
left untrained and impoverished by the death of their father, a great dhrupadiya. Later they are said to 
have achieved great fame as the ‘Miyan Brothers’ (Misra 1990:36-37; see Sen 1972:156-7 for a rather 
different version of the story).
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mentioned above, for example, hardly looks like the response of a gharana blessed 
with an ample supply of their compositions.
As might be expected, as the chauvinism increased there was a greater 
tendency to view gharana repertoires as discrete. Even evidence to the contrary could 
be dismissed. For instance, bandises manifestly common to different gharanas might 
be claimed as the exclusive property of one or other of them. At the same time there 
was the ever-present fear of theft. For a singer with a good collection of bandises this 
presented something of a dilemma. For, in order to demonstrate the extent of their 
knowledge, they would, on occasion at least, be expected to perform one of the more 
prestigious examples, thereby giving other musicians, including those from rival 
gharanas, the opportunity to listen to and perhaps even memorise them. To learn a 
bandis from scratch would, needless to say, have taken remarkable powers of 
memorization, but it was possible. Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar’s disciple, 
Vaman Buwa Chafekar (1879-1964), for instance, is said to have obtained numerous 
compositions from different musicians in this way (Deodhar 1993:178). But even 
singers whose musical memories were not as impressive as Chafekar’s might not find 
it too difficult to pick up a bandis if, as was often the case, they were already partly 
acquainted with it, and only needed to fill in a few details to make their knowledge 
complete.
To combat this problem of unauthorized acquisition, some artists refused to 
sing the most precious portions of their repertoire in public, while others did so only 
rarely. Another strategy was to present the composition in a distorted or incomplete 
form. Most often, it was the antara which was affected. Some vocalists resorted to 
mumbling its text so that it could not be understood, or replacing it with akar.; at other 
times this whole portion was simply omitted altogether. This led to some 
compositions being passed on in an incomplete or distorted form. It also meant that
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knowing the antara came to be regarded by many musicians as the real proof that one 
knew a composition. Even in more recent times this practice has continued. S. Kalidas 
(Int.), for instance, told me that he had observed his own guru, the Jaipur gharana 
veteran Mallikarjun Mansur (1910-1992), sing antards in akar, and I have 
encountered singers who were prepared to let me record the asthal of a composition, 
but not its antara.
It should be emphasised here that although the climate of secrecy and mistrust 
may have curtailed the transmission of bandises between gharanas somewhat, it 
certainly did not put an end to it completely. There is plenty of anecdotal evidence to 
suggest that in private some vocalists did agree to pass on bandises, even sometimes 
precious ones, to members of other gharanas, particularly if they were able to get 
something substantial in return. Similar trades were made with sarangi players, and 
even sometimes with tabid players. One Gwalior singer who appears to have been 
especially dogged in his quest for bandises was Vaze Buwa. According to Deodhar, ‘If 
a person - be he a tabala player or a sarangi player, or a vocalist - so much as 
hummed something new in his presence, Buwasaheb was sure to cling to him like a 
leech to learn it!’ (1993:126).
With so many variables affecting the acquisition of bandises, there will 
undoubtedly have been great differences in the size of individual singers5 repertoires, 
though, in the view of many senior artists, they tended on average to be rather larger 
than those of today.30 Estimates here are often couched in terms of the number of 
bandises per rag. Sharadchandra Arolkar (Int.) asserted that a Gwalior student would 
be expected to know a minimum of 3-6 bandises in each rag, but for mature Gwalior
30 One apparently dissenting view is Deshpande’s (1987:128), who, arguing against the denigration of 
modern centres of music education, suggests that ‘There was a time once when a singer sang only a 
handful of cheej-s he knew’.
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artists most estimates tend to fall within the 10-30 range (e.g. L.K. Pandit, Int.; K.G. 
Ginde, Int.; C.R. Vyas, Int.). Naturally the figures will vary from rag to rag, but if we 
assume that these singers sang at least the 40-50 pracalit (‘common5) rags, said by 
Deodhar (1989d:50) to have been favoured by the gharana, then this would suggest a 
repertoire of somewhere between 400 and 1500 bandises. Wide though this band is, it 
does at least indicate that for the average Gwalior singer their repertoire would 
probably have been measured in the ‘hundreds5 rather than the ‘thousands5, a figure 
broadly in line with estimates given for the gharana"s repertoire in general (see 
Maudgalya 1967a:35).31
A few Gwalior artists are, in fact, credited with exceptionally large repertoires, 
possibly running into thousands. Nissar Hussain Khan, for instance, is said to have 
amassed ‘a vast collection of vintage cizes* (Garg 1957:210) in various genres, so 
many, indeed, as to have reportedly earned him the special designation ‘Kofhivdle 
GavaT (Vajhe 1938:163; Pandit 1996:20), a title normally applied to a singer (‘gavaT5) 
considered a great ‘store-house5 (i.e. ‘kothf in Hindi, from which the adjective 
kothTvale is derived) of compositions. A high proportion of these were passed on to 
favoured disciples. The Pandit family, with whom he lived during his later years, is 
said to have been especially privileged in this respect, with Eknath and Shankar 
Pandit both receiving a bountiful supply. Many of today’s veterans also testify to the 
impressive repertoire of the latter5s son, Krishnarao Pandit. A friend and long-time 
admirer, Ramesh Nadkami (Int.), for instance, recalled that on one of the occasions 
that Krishnarao stayed with him in Bombay, he heard him sing around 30 
compositions in rag HamTr alone. In rag Yaman his stock of compositions appears to
31 Note that where figures are given for repertoire size in the musical literature, they normally refer to 
the total number of bandises for all genres.
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have been even greater. L.K. Pandit (Int.) told me that his father taught him around a 
hundred compositions in this rag, including khyals (‘about 50-60’, according to his 
estimate), tappas, tap-khyals, bandis kf fhwnrTs, tardnas, and astapadis (see also 
Pandit 1996:26). Similar reports can be found in respect of singers from other 
branches of the gharana. Witnesses apparently remembered Bhaya Joshi ‘presenting a 
number of different ragas with thirty to forty cheejs from each’ (Deodhar 1993:20), 
an indication, perhaps, of the scale of the repertoire he inherited from his father, 
Yasudeva Buwa Joshi, whose own bandis collection was reputed to be vast. 
Repertoires of a comparable magnitude have also been reported for some of the other 
early Gwalior masters -  including Banne Khan (Garg 1957:236), Vishnupant Chatre 
(Deodhar 1993:283), Vaze Buwa (ibid.: 126) and Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar 
(Ranade 1967:81).
The advantages of a large repertoire in terms of status etc. have already been 
mentioned, but according to some commentators it was also to some extent 
necessitated by the nature of the relationship between bandis and rag to be found in 
khydl at this time:
Fonnerly nobody used to tell you the grammar of the rdga. The compositions 
themselves were the grammar. In each and every gharana the rag was taught 
through bandises. The ustdd used to start a disciple with a composition; no 
alap, nothing of that sort. Nobody told you the aroh-avroh.... [T]he old masters 
used to insist that the more compositions you have in one rdga, the more you 
know the rdga...[In this way] you get different avenues. If you see a person 
from different perspectives you come to know the exact figure of the person. 
(K.G. Ginde, Int.)32
32 One of the ‘old masters’, Krishnarao Pandit, did indeed make this very point in an article on the 
Gwalior vocal style (1969:9),
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The old masters always instructed their pupils to keep in mind, while 
presenting khayals the tonal structure of [the] Bandish for elaboration. They 
said, “why worry about the rules or grammar of the raga? Look at the Bandish 
and sing”...Naturally this meant that in khayal singing the elaboration has no 
particular system or method, but depends upon the tonal structure of the 
Bandish. Obviously for one raga, the elaboration could be done in different 
ways which gives variety to the presentation. Hence there could be greater 
scope in the extempore improvisation. (Athavale 1976a:38-39)
Thus a good stock of compositions not only increased a singer’s knowledge and 
understanding of the rag, it also provided him or her with much greater scope for 
improvisation. With a single bandis taking centre stage as the focus for improvisation 
in each performance, it naturally paid for the sake of variety to have bandises of 
differing designs. Most important here was the first part of the asthdi, known as the 
mukhrd (or cehrd ), since this returns constantly throughout the performance, serving 
to punctuate passages of improvisation. Some mukhms begin on the first beat of the 
tdl (the 4sam’), but the majority start a few matrds before and are composed in such a 
way as to focus attention on the arrival of the sam. Most singers regard the note which 
coincides with sam as the focal point of the whole design. For this reason, within the 
Gwalior tradition at least, many artists try and ensure that for each rag their bandis 
repertoire includes, where possible, examples which arrive at sam on different notes. 
The extent to which this is possible depends on the structure of the rag, and also upon 
the hierarchy of pitches within it. As a general rule the sam note tends to be reserved 
for the more prominent pitches of the rag, especially the vddi and samvddl, but there 
are some rags, like Yaman, where the range of possibilities is rather greater.33
33 We will return to this subject in Chapter 7.
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2.4 Learning through Imitation
In the previous section we saw something of the general conditions under which 
Gwalior singers built up their stock of bandises. Let us move on now to examine the 
traditional learning process in more detail. Under the traditional gurukul system, 
which prevailed at least until the last century, learning was done largely through 
imitation of the teacher. Indeed to judge from the descriptions handed down to us, it 
seems that many of the early gharana. masters relied on little else. Here, for instance, 
is an account of the lessons conducted by Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar in his 
house in Miraj towards the end of the nineteenth century:
Guruji would teach cheejas but rarely if ever tell the name of the Raga. It was 
not in vogue in those days to state the rules of the Raga, its ascent and descent, 
sonant and consonant (vadi -  samvadi). Theory, latent in the practice, was not 
analytically conceived as a separate entity to be taught to the students. They 
learnt whatever the teacher taught. Writing the text of the ‘ cheeja’ was a taboo. 
They pronounced the words just as they heard them emerging from the 
Master’s mouth. None could ask questions, and if anyone made bold to do so 
he only courted expulsion from the house for good. (Deodhar 1973:23)
Balakrishna Buwa’s approach here, though it would be judged rather harsh by modem 
standards, was probably in line with that practised by most teachers at this time. The 
practice of withholding from disciples what would now be regarded as cmcial 
information is certainly confirmed by many other sources. In most instances, of 
course, the disciple was able to find out such details later, if  not from the ‘Master’, 
then perhaps from fellow students, especially more senior ones. Yet this was not 
always so and many singers reportedly reached the end of their lives without ever 
discovering the identity of the rag in which some of their bandises were set.34 The
34 Strange as this might seem to modem performers, however, knowledge of the rag in which a 
composition was set was not a prerequisite for a khyal performance. As Athavale observes, at a time 
when ‘the exposition of a raga was learnt from the various phrases of the traditional compositions’, it 
was perfectly possible for a singer to render a khyal ‘correctly on the basis of the composition alone5 
(1970:30).
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prohibition on writing, referred to by Deodhar, appears in Balakrishna Buwa’s case to 
have applied at all times and not merely to the lessons themselves (Ranade 1969:55), 
though it is difficult to believe that no disciple ever succumbed to the temptation to 
note down at least some of the bandis texts at some point. Some of the early Gwalior 
masters certainly kept records of bandis texts. L.K. Pandit, for instance, still possesses 
notebooks which belonged to his grandfather, uncle and father (Shankar Pandit, 
Eknath Pandit and Krishnarao Pandit respectively) containing the bandis texts written 
in Modi script (an alternative cursive form of Devanagari commonly used for Marathi 
handwriting), often recording the order in which they were acquired from members of 
the founding khanddn (Pandit 1996:26; Int.). Similar records exist of the bandis texts 
kept by one of Shankar Pandit's disciples, Rajabhaiya Poochwale (B. Poochwale, 
Int.).35 Whether any of the founding family themselves kept such records is not clear, 
though L. K. Pandit told me that as far as he knew they did not.
In teaching the bandis the usual practice was to present it first in sections, 
perhaps a phrase at a time, repeating these until the students could accurately 
reproduce them, before finally singing the whole thing through in its entirety. 
According to L.K. Pandit (Int.), however, there were no fixed nonns in this respect: it 
very much depended upon ‘the grasping power of the student’, a concept expressed in 
Hindi by the term patrata (i.e. ‘capacity of the receiver’ -  S. Kalidas, Int.). This could 
vary greatly depending not only on their innate abilities, but also on factors such as 
their eagerness to learn or their experience; advanced disciples, for instance, tended to 
be capable of taking in a larger sweep than their less experienced counterparts. When 
teaching individually it would have been relatively easy for masters to tailor their 
lessons to suit such individual capabilities, but where, as in the case of Balakrishna
35 These predate his connections with Bhatkhande and hence his discovery of notation.
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Buwa, both junior and senior disciples were routinely taught together, presmnably 
such adjustments could not so easily be made. Then as now teachers varied in their 
approach to rhythmic indications. Some preferred to begin by concentrating on the 
melodic aspect, waiting for this to be mastered before fixing the bandis in tal. This 
was the approach reportedly adopted by Balakrishna Buwa’s disciple, Vishnu 
Digambar Paluskar, in teaching students in his music school (the Gandharva 
Mahavidydlaya) in Lahore in the early 1900’s (Deodhar 1973:49). Others elected to 
present the bandis in tal from the start, either indicating the rhythmic structure 
manually or singing with tabla. accompaniment. Within the gharana it appears to have 
been common practice for singers to teach and practice while playing the theka of the 
tal on the bay a (the left-hand drum of the tabla pair), V.D. Paluskar and Mirashi 
Buwa certainly appear to have taught this way (Deodhar ibid.; Y. B. Joshi, Int.). 
Sometimes the personal ensemble was expanded even further to include the tanpura. 
Shankar Pandit, for instance, used to do his riaz (practice) while playing bayd with his 
left hand and tanpura with his right, a skill which he also imparted to his disciples, 
including his son Krishnarao (L.K. Pandit, Int.) and Rajabhaiya Poochwale (B. 
Poochwale, Int.; Garg 1957:320). According to Deodhar (1993:20), Balakrishna 
Buwa Ichalkaranjikar also used to practice in this fashion.
Having been introduced to a new bandis in the manner described, the disciples 
would then go away and practise until they knew it to their teacher’s satisfaction. At 
the head of Chapter 1, we quoted the words of Sinde Khan in which he asserted that it 
was a ‘rule’ of the Gwalior gharana that disciples had to reproduce the bandis 
‘exactly’ as taught.36 This is, admittedly, the kind of statement one would expect from
36 Sinde (or Shinde) Khan (d. 1950) was the son of the Gwalior singer, Amir Khan, mentioned on 
p.48.
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most teachers whatever their musical background; to confess to accepting anything 
less might imply that their own teaching standards were lax. To what extent this ideal 
was realised, however, is a matter we will come to shortly. How long it took for every 
nuance of a bandis to become firmly fixed in the mind of the disciple would evidently 
depend on factors such as their ability and experience, the difficulty of the 
composition, and the complexity of the rag in which it was set. As a general rule, drut 
compositions tend to be simpler and hence easier to learn than those in vilambit lay. 
Ranade reports that Balakrishna Buwa’s students would normally ‘revise singing the 
same chijs over again for many days in succession (1969:52), although those with 
especially prodigious memories, like Vamanbuwa Chafekar, were apparently capable 
of picking up a composition in as little as 5-6 hearings (Deodhar 1993:175). On the 
other hand, Sinde Khan claimed that it might take the average disciple weeks to fully 
master a bandis in one of the ‘uncommon ragas’ (ibid.:207-8), due, presumably, to the 
fact that such rags, known technically as ‘apracalif rags, tend to be more ‘complex 
in construction and movement’ (Ranade 1990:51) than their ‘common’ (or ‘pracalif) 
counterparts.
As a method of learning compositions, the approach just described had much 
to recommend it. The emphasis on imitation undoubtedly helped improve students’ 
musical memories, for instance, while the insistence on a faithful reproduction of the 
master’s original helped them develop a good ear for musical detail and subtle 
nuance, thereby potentially enriching their whole performance. Even the absence of 
any systematic theoretical training might have some benefits, as one renowned 
modem educationalist, S. N. Ratanjankar,37 acknowledged:
37 Ratanjankar is best known as a disciple of Bhatkhande, though he did learn from other teachers 
including, for a short time, the Gwalior Master, Anant Manohar Joshi (Ratanjankar 1993:361).
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The lack of Svarajnana [i.e. preparatory training in notes and notation] 
worked as a blessing in disguise in the case of those students of music of the 
past ages, because it was only by steady and constant practice aided by 
musical imagination and memory that the lessons learnt from the Ustad could 
be retained.
We now wonder how a musician of the old tradition is able to repeat 
verbatim the songs he might have learnt fifty years ago. They must have 
practised these songs at least five thousand times to remember them correctly 
after a lapse of fifty years. (Ratanjankar 1965:45)
Such advantages notwithstanding,38 however, the idea of teaching without any 
theoretical background or even explanation would hardly be acceptable to the 
majority of modem educationalists. From the viewpoint of bandis transmission, the 
dangers of distortion are all too apparent. It is easy, for instance, to see how the 
prohibition on questions might have prevented a disciple from learning the text of a 
composition correctly. Bhagwat mentions just such an instance in her monograph on 
Krishnarao Pandit:
It was difficult to leam from [Krishnarao] Panditji, but that appears to be more 
because of the authoritarian structure in which no explanation could be asked for.
Students often could not get the words of a bandish properly. Some of 
them would exchange notes with each other, but at other times no one was any 
wiser. (1992:8)
Similar problems also arose, no doubt, in relation to other aspects of the bandis.
In a system which relies so heavily on imitation to the exclusion of all other 
approaches, the manner in which the bandis is presented by the master is evidently of 
crucial importance. At the very least one would expect a reasonable degree of 
consistency in their renditions. On this count, to judge from the anecdotal evidence at 
least, the Gwalior masters score very differently. At one end of the scale there were 
those whose bandis presentations are said to have been virtually identical each time.
38 I suspect Ratanjankar is being diplomatic here, exaggerating the ‘blessings’ of this approach in 
order to avoid causing offence to those trained under the traditional system.
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One such was Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar whose renditions were apparently so 
rigidly consistent that they even attracted criticism:
[Balakrishna] Buwasaheb was admirably adept in presenting a cheej with all 
its dimensions intact and every bada khayal presented by him was identical in 
respect of its tone and tempo. No matter how many times you heard him, the 
presentation was exactly the same. This required extraordinary self-discipline. 
Naturally, those singers who were incapable of such discipline were apt to 
denigrate his cheejs as ‘printed presentations’. (Deodhar 1993:21)
Whether or not the criticisms of Balakrishna Buwa here were indeed motivated 
merely by professional jealousy, as Deodhar maintains, the very fact that his 
detractors felt confident in making them argues that this degree of precision was not 
the norm for khyal singers at this time. This conclusion is borne out by the testimony 
of senior gharana figures such as Sharadchandra Arolkar (Int.) who told me that very 
few singers at this time adhered rigidly to a single form of a bandis; a few variations 
would always tend to creep in here and there as part of the natural creative process.
However, it was one thing for a singer to vary his or her bandis presentation in 
the context of a khyal performance, where doing so would have no discernible 
drawbacks, quite another to carry this practice over into the sphere of teaching where 
it could easily cause confusion. But, according to Neela Bhagwat (Int.) at least, this 
did sometimes happen: so accustomed had certain of the gurus become to playing 
with the bandis form in this way, she suggests, that they were either unwilling or even 
unable to curb this tendency for the purposes of teaching. Thus a disciple might be 
presented with one version of the bandis on one day, only to be confronted by a 
slightly different one on the next; even within the same lesson the form might change. 
She reports that her own guru, Sharadchandra Arolkar, found learning from 
Krishnarao Pandit immensely arduous for this very reason:
He told me it was very tough because [Krishnarao] Panditji was not 
consistent...He would not sit with a form of bandis. He would say “Sing after
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me” and one had to accompany him on the tanpura. And unless your voice 
was capable of rendering the voice modulations and the tans and the khatkas, 
one could not sing with him. (Int.)
It should be said that this view of Krishnarao Pandit’s teaching is strongly disputed by 
L.K. Pandit (Int.), who told me that his father always adhered strictly to the form of 
the bandis he had himself been taught, a point we will return to shortly.
Of course, even if a disciple did manage to learn the bandis to the satisfaction 
of their guru in the initial stage, there was no guarantee that their memories would not 
fail them later. Then, as now, it was not unusual for musicians occasionally to forget 
parts or even the whole of a bandis they had learnt many years before. Even members 
of the founding khanddn were not immune to this. Apparently Krishnarao Pandit 
could remember Rahimat Khan approaching Nissar Hussain Khan on more than one 
occasion with requests on the lines of ‘Bare BhaiyajT, please tell me the antara of this 
bandis. I have forgotten it.’ (L.K. Pandit, Int.). Such lapses, then, are not uncommon 
even where a singer is reasonably fastidious about practice and revision, but where 
this is neglected the problem can be greatly magnified, sometimes leaving an 
individual’s repertoire seriously depleted. Sinde Khan apparently lost ‘hundreds’ of 
bandises in this way (Deodhar 1993:217). And if want of revision could cause large 
swathes of a repertoire to be effaced like this, then it is not difficult to see how details 
of individual bandises might also have faded from the memory over time.
Having seen, then, something of the conflict between the Gwalior ideal of 
faithful reproduction of the master’s original and the everyday realities of learning 
and retaining the bandis which militated against its realisation, it is worth asking at 
this point: how closely did the early Gwalior exponents, in fact, adhere to the version 
of the bandis handed down to them by their teacher? Unfortunately this question is 
not as straightforward as it might at first appear. The first difficulty lies in establishing
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a stable point of reference from which to make the comparison. One potential 
stumbling-block here is the possibility, referred to earlier, that some singers 
‘elaborated on the bandis form’ (to use Neela Bhagwat’s description) even when 
teaching it to their students. For although they may have had some kind of ‘definitive 
version5 of the bandis in their mind, even if not always precisely conceived, this 
would not have been immediately apparent to their students. In these circumstances 
the best a struggling disciple could hope for was to try and infer it from the variants 
presented to him or her.
Another potential difficulty in approaching the question posed above relates to 
the act of comparison itself. Musicians, of course, have a vested interest in claiming 
authenticity for their own bandis repertoire, so that any comments they make on the 
bandis repertoires of previous singers of their tradition, and particularly their own 
gurus, have to be treated with some caution. However, similar care should be taken in 
assessing musicians’ statements about identity and difference in general. They cannot 
always, as Nettl (1983:109-10, 191-92) has observed, be taken at face value. He cites 
one relevant example drawn from his own research into Iranian classical music ‘in 
which a performer claimed to play a piece identically each time, despite the fact that 
to any outside observer the performances would sound completely different, having in 
common only certain motifs and scalar patterns’ (1983:195). In this instance, the ideas 
of perfonner and researcher as to what constituted ‘identical’ were different. I have 
found similar discrepancies in my discussions with Indian musicians. Here, for 
instance, is the reply given by Vinay Chandra Maudgalya when I asked him whether a 
Gwalior artist would sing a composition exactly as taught to him by his guru:
Yes, like that. I have noticed that when Narayanrao Vyas and my guru 
Vinayakrao Patwardhan [both disciples of Vishnu Digambar Paluskar].., sang 
in duet fonn, they both sang exactly the same -  sam, khalT coming on the same 
[note/text syllable?]. (Maudgalya, Int.)
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One only has to listen to the commercial recording of ‘Ye bana me charavata gaiya5 in 
MdlgunjT released by these two stalwarts (see EMI: STC 04B 7183) to realise that 
their simultaneous renditions were certainly not ‘identical’ in the strict sense of the 
term. Yet clearly for Maudgalya they were close enough to be regarded as the same.
Given the difficulties just described, then, we return to the question of how 
strictly previous generations of Gwalior singers adhered to the version of the bandis 
they were taught. Within the gharana there are certainly those who insist that the 
early Gwalior masters never strayed from the path set out by their respective teachers. 
However, since their conviction often appears to rest more on a general belief, for the 
most part unexamined, in the authenticity of the Gwalior inheritance than on any 
specific evidence, it is difficult to accord it much weight. Looking at the information 
available in the musical literature, the picture we get is rather more mixed. Some 
support for the idea of a fairly rigid adherence to the ‘letter5 of a composition by at 
least some Gwalior disciples comes from B. R. Deodhar5s recollections of a concert 
given by Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar, part of a music conference hosted by the 
Gandharva Mahavidyalaya in Bombay in 1919. Throughout he was accompanied by 
four of his disciples, including some, like Vishnu Digambar Paluskar, who had long 
since left their guru's house to strike out on their own:39
Buwasaheb started with the khayal, [‘\Jabahi saba nirapat niras bhaye,5 in 
Bhoop raga. Buwasaheb and his four disciples rendered the raga in such a 
remarkably co-ordinated way that each word was uttered by all the five 
simultaneously, the tala divisions observed by each singer were exactly alike -  
no one led or straggled behind. The five different voices might have emanated 
from a single throat. (1993:3)
39 Paluskar, who was Deodhar’s own guru, is the only disciple named by him here. He does, however, 
mention four others who were attending the music conference -  ‘Pandit Gundubuwa [Ingle], Pandit 
Aundhkar, Pandit Ananat [i.e. Anant?] Manohar Joshi and Buwasaheb’s own son Annabuwa’ (1993:2) -  
and there is a slight implication that the other supporting vocalists may have been drawn from their 
number, but since this is never explicitly stated, it is difficult to be certain.
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The tone of Deodhar5 s description here, together with the fact that he deemed 
the incident worthy of comment at all (he must, after all, have observed innumerable 
guru-sisya renditions of this kind in the course of his career) suggest that this degree 
of precision was not usual for this type of ensemble at this time. Of course, it does not 
follow that, because disciples are able to sing a bandis in time with their guru, they 
will continue to render it in an identical fashion at all times: anyone who has sung in 
an amateur choir knows that it is possible, albeit with a little concentration, for 
someone unsure of their part to keep in time by taking their cues from more 
experienced colleagues. Yet Deodhar evidently believed that by and large this 
precision was indeed maintained outside the guru's presence at least in the case of 
Gwalior singers, since elsewhere he characterises the ‘typical Gwalior presentation5 
as commencing with ‘the entire cheej... sung precisely as received from the guru5 
(ibid.:200).
Other comments, however, indicate that not all Balakrishna Buwa’s disciples 
succeeded in achieving this ideal. Comparing the bandis presentation of Vamanbuwa 
Chafekar with those of some of his guru-bhdls, Deodhar writes:
I had heard these same cheejs [as Vamanbuwa sang] from several other 
disciples of Balkrishnabuwa but none of the renderings impressed me very 
much. They stressed the wrong syllables and the presentations were altogether 
simplistic. It was almost as if they were deliberately assaulting some of the 
words. And because I thought the entire rendering singularly lacking in beauty 
I refrained from picking up the cheejs from them...But Vamanbuwa's 
presentation completely shook me. The cheejs, words and their respective 
positions were exactly the same. But in Vamanbuwa’s presentation they 
sounded so melodious and smooth and moved with a sort of natural grace. 
Inevitably, I wanted him to teach me how to sing them, (ibid.: 172)
Here we have evidence of distortion -  aesthetic, if not substantive -  occurring even 
among students of a teacher renowned for his fastidiousness in regard to bandis 
presentation.
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Differences among disciples of the same guru have also been noted for singers 
of the Pandit teaching line. Ratanjankar (1967:38), for instance, mentions that 
Bhatkhande observed ‘slight differences, here and there’ in the versions of the khyal 
bandises sung by the four disciples of the Pandit family, whom he had engaged to 
teach in the music school which he set up in Gwalior in association with the maharaja, 
Madhav Rao Scindia, in 1918. Of these, Bhatkhande apparently judged the versions 
sung by Raja Bhaiyya Poochwale to be the most ‘authentic’. It is not clear upon what 
he based this verdict, but there can be little doubt that it was influenced by the 
knowledge he had gained previously collecting bandises from other Gwalior singers, 
including Eknath Pandit40 This is not to say, however, that there was absolute 
uniformity even between members of the Pandit family in this respect. Sharadchandra 
Arolkar (Int.), a disciple of both Eknath Pandit and his nephew Krishnarao Pandit 
(Shankar Pandit’s son) certainly noticed differences in the renditions of these two. 
From the examples he sang to me, the differences were immediately apparent, Eknath 
Pandit’s versions being much less elaborate than those of Krishnarao Pandit. 
Evidently such conspicuous and consistent differences between senior figures of the 
Pandit family cannot seriously be attributed solely to factors such as memory lapses 
or inadequate training; they must be the result of a conscious choice.
How, then, are we to square the supposed Gwalior ideal, of close adherence to 
the bandis as taught, with the apparent willingness of some senior figures to flout it? 
One clue can be found in the criticisms levelled at Balakrishna Buwa’s ‘printed 
presentations’, mentioned earlier. In his description Deodhar attributes such 
comments merely to professional jealousy.41 That this was a factor in some cases
40 We will discuss Bhatkhande’s association with these Gwalior singers in the next chapter.
41 Deodhar, unlike many other commentators, is not generally afraid to criticise members of his own 
gharana. However, when it comes to Vishnu Digambar Paluskar and Balakrishna Buwa
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seems likely, but it is also probable that in other instances the criticisms were 
prompted by genuine objections to Balakrishna Buwa’s perceived rigidity, an 
aesthetic viewpoint which was summed up by Sharadchandra Arolkar as follows:
A khyal song is not a frozen thing; it’s a fluid sculpture. The song which 
freezes is not a classical thing; it becomes a light thing...The substance should 
be there -  the expression, the meaning -  but [it’s] not like tracing. You have to 
create, not to trace by memory (Int.)
Arolkar argued that while it was essential for students to adhere closely to the version 
of the bandis given by the guru at the learning stage, later when they had reached 
musical maturity, provided they had received what he termed ‘proper training’, they 
should be capable of departing from the Tetter’ of the bandis without losing the 
‘substance’.
On the face of it, this view of bandis performance seems very different from 
the ‘ideal’ claimed for the Gwalior gharana, but, in fact, the difference is probably 
not as great as it seems. Talking to Gwalior singers, I have found that even those who 
are most insistent on absolute fidelity to the bandis as taught, are often prepared to 
accept a greater degree of flexibility than their own statements might have led one to 
expect. Often their true position becomes clear only when the discussion moves on to 
specific musical examples. On a number of occasions, for instance, I have seen a 
singer qualify their earlier categorical claims when I have pointed to specific 
discrepancies between their own recording of a particular bandis and that of their 
guru. The typical response in these circumstances has been something along the lines 
of ‘oh yes, a small variation like that is allowed’ or ‘yes, but the basic structure is the
Ichalkaranjikar, (his guru and his guru's gum  respectively), his tone becomes rather more defensive, 
illustrated by his readiness to give them the benefit of the doubt on points of controversy such as the 
one mentioned here.
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same’, suggesting a view of bandis transmission not entirely dissimilar to that of 
Arolkar.
Of course, even if we accept Arolkar5s view of the bandis as a ‘fluid sculpture5, 
we are still left with many difficult questions Which musical parameters, for instance, 
can be varied and to what extent? How far can this be taken without the ‘substance5 
(to use Arolkar5s term) being lost? Does the ‘substance’ change over time? To what 
extent would gharana members agree on what constitutes the substance? Later in this 
study we will return to these questions and compare the different answers given by 
Gwalior singers with the evidence of the music itself. Before this, however, we will 
look in the next chapter at the effect which the development of notation had on the 
learning of bandises.
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2.5 Summary
By the time the founders of the Gwalior gharana came to acquire their repertoire of 
khyal bandises, there was already a long-established tradition of khyal composition 
stretching back at least 150 years. During the eighteenth century in particular there 
had been what many musicians regard as a ‘Golden Age’ of composition, producing 
such illustrious composers as Niyamat Khan (‘Sadarang’), Firoz Khan (‘Adarang’) 
and ‘Manrang’, whose bandises still occupy an honoured place in the repertoire of 
modem singers.
The early generations of Gwalior singers are reputed to have possessed a 
substantial stock of bandises in a variety of genres. Estimates normally put the 
average number in the hundreds, though certain individuals are credited with 
collections extending into the thousands. Such large repertoires not only conferred 
benefits in terms of prestige, but also helped enhance a singer’s knowledge of rag 
structure at a time when theoretical explanation was largely taboo. In most cases the 
bulk of the repertoire was acquired from the guru (or gurus), though other possible 
sources included members of the same and other gharanas and even tabla and 
sarangi players.
Traditionally the bandis was leamt through direct imitation of the guru, with 
Gwalior disciples required to reproduce the guru's original precisely as taught. In 
practice, however, the harsh learning conditions coupled with the alleged tendency of 
some gurus to vary the form of the bandis, often made this ideal difficult to achieve. 
Even so, Gwalior singers were expected, so it is claimed, to adhere strictly to this 
form of the bandis throughout their careers and to pass it on unchanged to their own 
disciples in turn. Although there is anecdotal evidence that some Gwalior singers did 
indeed adhere rigidly to the ‘letter’ of the bandis, reproducing both its melodic and
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rhythmic dimensions faithfully each time, there is also evidence that others treated it 
more flexibly, with some possibly even evolving their own individual styles of 
rendition.
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CHAPTER 3
THE WRITTEN TRADITION
3.1 Notating the Bandis Repertoire42
In the previous chapter we looked at some of the traditional routes through which a 
singer might acquire his or her repertoire of bandises. What they all had in common 
was their reliance solely upon aural memory as a means of transmission. For most of 
the early Gwalior maestros the idea of using any kind of visual representation to aid in 
the learning process would have been deemed strange, not to say preposterous. It ran 
counter to the whole ethos of the gurukul system as it existed at that time, which 
encouraged learning through imitation of one’s guru to the virtual exclusion of other 
approaches. In the nineteenth century there had been, as we saw, a few experiments 
with notation, but these were mainly isolated examples. During the twentieth century, 
however, this situation was to alter drastically. New ideas on musical education 
coupled with the desire to preserve the bandis repertoire for posterity provided the 
impetus for further experiments in notation. Many of the systems which emerged
42 Note that the descriptions of the various bandis collections mentioned in this section are derived 
primarily from an examination of the publications themselves (see the Bibliography for frill details).
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proved short-lived, but a few would survive to gain wide currency among musicians, 
and be used as the basis for numerous collections of bandises. The part which Gwalior 
musicians played in these developments was significant, not to say crucial, and 
naturally this had important ramifications for the transmission of the bandis 
repertoire.
Although there were many individuals involved in the development of 
notation, the contribution of two figures in particular stand out as crucial -  Vishnu 
Digambar Paluskar and Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande. Each viewed the creation of a 
notation system (svaralipi) as a means to an end, part of a wider agenda to reform and 
modernise classical music. In both cases the incentive appears at first to have been 
primarily pedagogical, a means of simplifying the teaching and learning of music, but 
both soon recognised its potential as a means of preserving the traditional bandis 
repertoire.
3.1.1 The Paluskar Notation System
Bom in the Princely State of Kurundwad in 1872, V.D. Paluskar had an eminently 
respectable background. He was the son of a highly respected ktrtankar (a singer 
specialising in a genre of devotional singing known as kTrtan), and was educated at an 
English medium school alongside the Prince’s own son. Indeed if it were not for a 
childhood accident in which he damaged his eyesight, he would probably not have 
contemplated music as a profession at all (Deodhar 1973:21; 1993:133). Forced by 
events to find a career which would not place great strain on his eyes, his family 
chose to send the boy, by then 15 years old, to study music with the celebrated 
Gwalior gharana singer Balakrishna Buwa in Miraj. For the next nine years or so, 
until 1896, his life followed the traditional pattern mapped out for students of classical 
music, which included his performing the kind of menial household tasks for his guru 
which would normally have been considered well beneath someone of his social
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station. Over the years, however, the wide discrepancy between the high social 
position accorded to him by dint of his family background and his royal connections, 
and the much lower status accorded to musicians in general and to his own guru in 
particular, became an increasing source of anguish to him and he became determined 
to change the situation (Athavale 1976b: 16-17). To this end, he resolved, among other 
things, to establish a new institutional framework for learning music which would be 
both systematic and, in social terms, highly ‘respectable5. It was against this 
background that he first considered the merits of developing a notation system.
Paluskar5s first serious experiments with notation were made in 1897. His 
interest was apparently first stimulated by hearing a barber render various dhrupads in 
sargam, making him see the potential of a system which was very little used at that 
time (Deodhar 1973:34-35). To help him in his endeavours he recruited two fellow 
disciples of Balakrishna Buwa, namely Anant Manohar Joshi and Shrikrishnahari 
Hirlekar.43 Their description of their initial efforts, recounted by Deodhar, shows how 
little their gharana training had prepared them for this new enterprise:
‘Avgun Na Keejie5, [t]he composition in Yaman was the first to be selected for 
notating...Tambura was tuned and some one started singing ‘Ab Guna Na5 
very slowly. When ‘Aba5 was sung, all noticed that ‘W5 (ba) was in Madhya 
‘Sa5, Now started the investigation of the note of ‘\3f  (‘a5). One of them 
suggested that c'3f should be in ‘Dha5 note. There upon one of them sat singing 
the lonely whereas some one else slowly sang ‘^ f5 1%5 ‘i f  [‘Sa5 ‘Ni5 
‘Dha’]. When the prolonged ‘>3f  of one voice and the 1?r5 (Ni) sung by the 
other voice coincided, they all cried “Eureka ! We have found it !” So ‘x3f  was 
fixed in Nishad, and they wrote the notation of ‘OT5 [‘aba5] as [Ni Sa]
This trial and error method took them as long as eight to ten days to notate the 
song. (ibid.:35-36)
43 Although Hirlekar (b. 1871) was briefly a student of Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar, he is 
generally viewed nowadays as a follower of Paluskar (see Garg 1957:122-23; Maudgalya et al 
1974:63).
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The figure of 8-10 days here, reportedly given to Deodhar by Anant Manohar Joshi 
and Shrikrishna Hirlekar themselves, appears to conflict with Paluskar’s own 
testimony, as reported in Maudgalya et al. (1974:25), which fixes the time-scale 
substantially lower at ‘more than three hours’.44 In either case, however, there is no 
doubt that at this stage the process was an excessively laborious one, especially in 
view of the relative simplicity of this particular bandis.
In the months which followed, however, Paluskar’s notational skills were 
gradually honed to a point where he could take down a bandis in a relatively short 
space of time. At this time the notational system used was still rather rudimentary, 
with many details remaining to be worked out, but over the next three years he 
gradually expanded and refined it, influenced partly by Western staff notation and 
partly by what his studies of Sanskrit granthas had taught him about early Indian 
notation (Deodhar 1973:25). In 1901, he published his first book using the new 
system, a volmne of compositions entitled SahgTt bdlbodh. After some further 
refinements over the next few years, it finally reached what was to be its standard 
form. An example of the finished system can be seen in Fig. 3.1, which shows his 
notation of the composition ‘Kaise sukha sove’ in rag Bihag. The three rows represent 
the three basic saptaks (registers) of Indian music, tar (high), madhya (middle) and 
mandra (low), with the boundaries of the tal cycles marked by vertical lines. The text 
is given immediately below the bottom row with extensions of individual syllables 
indicated with a dot. The numbers below this mark the subdivisions (vibhags) of the 
tal -  1 (sam), 3 (tali) and 3 (khalT). The pitches are written in sargam, with accidentals 
shown by symbols (e.g. here A = #) placed before the pitch in question. Time values
44 Interestingly, the same publication also contains an article by Deodhar in which he again mentions 
a time-scale of ‘ several days’ for this initial notation (see Maudgalya et al. 1974:113).
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are represented by various symbols placed below the sargam syllables (e.g. x ~  -  o  w  
« □ and 3S representing 4, 2, 1, | ,  J, and § matr'as respectively), though
these are occasionally supplemented by other symbols placed after the sargam 
syllable, designed to indicate further extensions of the pitch. These include the dot 
(i.e. • -  extending the length of the preceding note by half its value, as in Western 
notation) and what Paluskar terms an uccaran (lit. ‘utterance1), a symbol combining 
the rhythmic symbol with i  (e.g. o + i = £) to increase the note by that time value 
(e.g. ^rr i  = 1 + 1 = 2  matras).45 A similar composite sign, this time combining the 
rhythmic symbol with a vertical line (e.g. ? Y ¥ etc.), is used to indicate a rest or 
‘wisrantf.
45 The uccaran is only employed in certain contexts. Its nearest equivalent in Western music would be 
the tied note.
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Fig. 3.1
Vishnu Digambar Paluskar’s notation of ‘Kaise sukka sove’ in rag Bihdg 
Source: Rag Bihdg (n.d.: 7-22)
Asthdi
TSl= Tnital (8-matra form)
Upper
Register
Middle
Register
Lower
Register
Text:
sargam syllables (pitch prolongation)
— -—s ' ------------------------------- ^
7Ts»/
rhythmic symbols
. /  V ‘visrantC
T f /  \ * T  t t  y*" (rest)
o
f t  f t  f t
i  ^0 y f°
syllable extensions divisions
1  (saw)
t  ’f t  •
SJ (tall) ^ (khali)
w r
single line marks 
the tiil boundary -----►
V  f t  ¥  1
ft  ft
tivra (ft) 
___
■or
^ r :
2 lines mark the end 
of the asthai -----►
"TOT ■ET f t  Y  ^ A Y T t T A T f Y T T r
&  o  &  ^  0  ^  o  o
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Antara46
cTR S t
'W ' 4V □
TRET ■frtU  1% T f t  1% T  11 A i r
0 0 0 0 0 
3 3
1
■^ ro
T f IT TJ T f x j
0 0 -  0 0 0
■ft u  A i r  t r  A i r
— fc# ^  o ^
UT 1% XT TIT • n  t f  •
3  1
*irc 3 lines mark the end of the antara — ►
TR3T tt i r  • 2  y
o o
o o o
4(5 A transnotation of this composition into Western notation is given in Fig. 4.16 (see Vol. 2, p.29-30). 
Note that Paluskar (1901:25) lists Tintal as an 8 -mdtrd tal, though an examination of the fheka he gives 
reveals that what he regards as the mdtrd is the equivalent of two mdtrds in the standard 16-mdtrd form 
(ibid.: 124). Consequently for the purposes of the transnotation the matra was taken to be o rather than 
— (for further discussion of Tintal, see §6.1.2, esp. p. 204),
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Having perfected his notation system, it was not long before Paluskar began to 
put it to practical use. For Paluskar the most immediate priority was to exploit the 
potential of his new system as an educational tool. To this end he published many 
textbooks using it, some of which were to become for a time at least the staple diet of 
students attending the various music schools founded by him. The first of these, 
known as the Gandharva Mahdvidyalaya, was opened in Lahore in May 1901, 
followed 7 years later by another branch in Bombay (Athavale 1967:23; Deodhar 
1971:33, 49; Maudgalya et al. 1974:26, 35). In time many of Paluskar’s disciples and 
followers went on to establish further branches in many other cities.
Paluskar’s publications included many devoted wholly or partly to notations of 
bandises drawn from his own repertoire. One of the most important was the SahgTt 
balbodh series, which he began publishing, as we saw, in 1901. Expanding eventually 
to 5 volumes, this series contained notations of numerous traditional bandises 
(including dhrupads, dhamdrs, khyals, tarands and caturangs) in a selection of rags, 
together with a few of Paluskar’s own compositions. In the early editions, the series 
also featured notations of dlaps and tans in certain major rags, but these were 
republished separately later under the title of the rag -  e.g. Rag Kalyan, Rag Bhairav, 
Rag Bihdg, Rag Malkauns*1 and Rag BhupalTA% Among Paluskar’s other publications
47 Note that one of Paluskar’s Mdlkauns notations, based on the bandis ‘Kaba ho kapT’, was rendered 
into Western notation by the British musicologist A. H. Fox Strangways and included as an example of 
a khydl performance in his well-known treatise The music of Hmdostan, published in 1914 (see pp. 287- 
99). Paluskar’s own version had originally appeared eleven years earlier in his Sahglt trtlya pustak 
(1903:135-83).
48 The sequence of Paluskar’s early publications can cause confusion. His SahgTt balbodh (1901), 
which contained only compositions, was followed by SahgTt [.s/c] dvitry pustak (i.e. Music second book) 
in 1902 and SahgTt trtly pustak (i.e. Music third book) in 1903, each containing both bandises and alap 
and tan passages. From Paluskar’s own remarks in the introductions to the two later volumes, it is 
evident that he regarded all three as part of the same series. In subsequent editions, however, as the 
content was expanded and reordered, the series appears to have divided briefly into two separate series, 
with the generic titles o f Sahgit balbodh and SahgTt respectively, the latter being republished soon 
afterwards under the separate rag titles mentioned here.
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further sources of traditional bandises include Rag proves (published in 19 parts, 
1911-29, each containing a single bandis -  mainly chota khyals -  along with 
notations of dlap, tans and boltans in various rags), Hori (1 part, 1923, containing, in 
its original edition at least, 22 examples of this genre) and Tappa gayan (1 part, 
containing numerous tappas). According to G. H. Ranade, Paluskar had nurtured ‘an 
ardent desire...to publish in music-notation all the chijs of his own repertoire as well 
as that of his guru, Balakrishna Buwa’ (1969:60), but in the event, perhaps because of 
his many competing commitments, his ambitions could only be partially realized and 
at the end of his life ‘a major part even of his own repertoire...still remained 
unpublished’ (ibid.).
Paluskar continued to use his own notation system throughout his life, but for 
many of his disciples it proved rather too complex and consequently they modified it. 
At first the changes were confined to the registral indications, the unwieldy three-tier 
layout giving way to a more compact format in which notes in the upper and lower 
registers were distinguished from their middle-register counterparts through the 
addition respectively of a dot and a vertical line placed above the sargam syllable 
(e.g. and According to Deodhar, the circle of disciples first conceived the idea 
of this new slim-line system around 1925-26, though it was not until a few years later 
that it reached ‘a tangible form’ (1974:114). In a conference convened in the city of 
Nasik (Maharashtra) in May 1928, Paluskar’s chief disciples put the new format 
before their guru; the reform was then put to a vote of all the disciples and accepted 
by the majority (ibid.; Deodhar 1971:110-11). Judging by their publications produced 
shortly afterwards -  e.g. Narayan Moreshvar Khare’s Sangit rdglaksan, Part 1 (1933) 
and Vinayak Narayan Patwardhan’s Ndtyasangit prakcis (1930) and its follow-up 
publication, Mahdrdstra sangit prakas (1934) -  the disciples were content for a time 
to confine their amendments to this feature alone. Soon, however, they began to
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introduce further changes. As early as 1936, with the publication of Part 1 of 
Patwardhan’s Rag-vijnan series, we are already seeing new symbols for accidentals 
(e.g. the sharp symbol A now becomes ✓ ), note extensions (now S), rests (now 9) and 
even some of the rhythmic divisions (e.g. ** replaced by gr, xt by £ etc.). 
Subsequently after a little more tinkering with the rhythmic symbols and the addition 
of an elevated sargam sign (e.g. ^ 70TT) to represent a kana svara (grace note), the 
system reached its completed form, one very different from Paluskar’s original. In 
terms of ease of use, there can be no doubt that it was a considerable improvement on 
its predecessor, as a comparison between the previous example and that shown in Fig. 
3.2, a notation of the same composition by Patwardhan, plainly reveals.
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Fig. 3.2
V.N. Patwardhan’s notation of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ in ragBihag 
Source: Rag-vijnan 2 (1970:179-80)49
Asthai
CTal=  TilvSya)
■3T Tr 7T
syllable kana svara dot above indicates
extension /  = fivra (it) (grace note) lower-register note
N . /  . X .  X
o to
X  yText X
XT S TP ^  Tf IT ^  ^XT W
o v s * '  0 0  — 0  O ' - '  O
#  . . . t  ^  ^  i t
1 ^
1  T ^  . ffer r^
Antara
line ( ) indicates 
upper-register note
T t t j t t ^ ^ T ^ T X T 7 r ^ T TTt r ,^ r ^ f g t i iir 'ErTr $ t p u t t
O — — ' - ^ ' - ' O — '“ ' ' ' / ',- , ' -/ 0  0  0  o  ^  ^
. cf> w t T j r f t i i . n t . ' S T i t r .......................................
+
49 Note that Patwardhan’s version of this composition is slightly different from that of his guru. A 
transnotation into Western notation is given in Fig. 4.17 (see Vol. 2, p.31).
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This new system continues to be used in Paluskar’s music schools and other 
institutions to this day, and in the intervening years numerous music textbooks have 
been written using it. As regards classical vocal compositions, one of the most 
important is undoubtedly the Patwardhan Rag-vijnan series mentioned above. He 
originally published this set in 5 parts between 1936 and 1939, revising and 
expanding these in subsequent editions before adding a 6th part in 1958 and finally a
tli7 in 1964. Judging by the bandises chosen for inclusion in the 1930’s editions, it 
appears that Patwardhan originally intended his series to complement Paluskar’s own 
publications, but when subsequently these went out of print, many of the 
compositions contained in them were added, albeit often in a slightly different form, 
to the Patwardhan set. Modem editions of Rag-vijnan now contain 1040 compositions 
in 209 rags, including khyals, dhrupads, dhamdrs, horls, astapadfs, tappds, tar anas, 
caturahgs, trivals, thumns, dadrds and bhajans, along with some sargam-glts and 
laksan-glts. Although the greater part of the collection consists of ‘traditional’ 
compositions, it also contains many of more recent origin composed by Paluskar, 
Patwardhan and others. As might be expected, most of the vintage compositions are 
drawn from Patwardhan’s own Gwalior repertoire, but he did also include some more 
usually associated with other ghardnas (Maudgalya and Sangoram 1988:120).
It should be noted that the ‘revised’ Paluskar system did not prove congenial to 
all of Paluskar’s disciples. Omkarnath Thakur, for instance, opted to use a notation 
system of his own for his 6-part Sahgltdnjali set (published originally 1938-62, 
containing notations of 219 compositions in 62 rags along with detailed discussion of 
each rag, and examples of dldp- and tan- patterns). On the other hand, when B.R. 
Deodhar came to publish his Rag-bodh (a 6-part series, published from 1939 onwards, 
intended as a series of graded textbooks and including over 160 compositions in 43
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rags, again together with some alaps, tans, bol tans and substantial theoretical and 
historical discussion), he elected to employ the rival system -  that of Bhatkhande.
3.1.2 Bhatkhande’s Notation System
Bom in Bombay in 1860, Bhatkhande trained originally as a lawyer. However, 
his great passion for music led him to move away from the law and devote his 
energies instead to the task of modernising Indian musicology and musical education. 
According to Nayar (1989:289), his interest in notation began fairly early in his 
musical career. Indeed he is said to have already been using some form of notation 
perhaps as early as the 1880’s. His system, in the form it appears in his later 
publications, resembles Paluskar’s in its use of sargam syllables to represent 
individual pitches, but with the mandra and tar saptaks indicated by dots placed 
respectively below and above the syllable in question. A similar approach was used to 
show accidentals, komal notes marked by a horizontal line underneath a syllable, and 
tivra notes by a vertical line above it (e.g. 1?t and 4). Moreover, rather than using 
different symbols to indicate rhythmic divisions of the matra, as Paluskar had done, 
Bhatkhande’s system simply groups the pitches together into a single mdtrd using the
sign 4 or for larger groups) ‘ v - placed underneath, with further
subdivisions indicated with a comma (e.g. An example of Bhatkhande’s
notations, comprising yet another version of ‘Kaise sukha sove5, is shown below:
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Fig. 3.3
V.N. Bhatkhande’s notation of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ in rag Bihdg 
Source: Kramikpustak-malikd 3 (1988:201-2)50
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50 A transnotation of this composition into Western notation is given in Fig. 4.12 (see Vol. 2. p.23).
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Bhatkhande employed this system in numerous publications, including two 
collections of bandises. The first of these was published as a series of ‘about 23’ 
pamphlets (Ratanjankar 1967:25) from 1916-C.1923 under the title of Gitmalika, each 
part containing a modest selection of compositions.51 Later the majority of these were 
to be incorporated into the much larger Kramik pwtak-malika collection in 6 volumes, 
originally published between 1920 and 1937.52 Designed as a series of graded text 
books for use by music students, this set is, as noted in the previous chapter, among 
the most important collections of vocal compositions to have appeared to date. As 
well as 300 or so of Bhatkhande’s own compositions (Ratanjankar 1967:58), it 
contains well over 1000 traditional bandises in a range of genres, including dhrupads, 
dhamars, horis, khyals, taranas, and tappas, the fruits of a sustained policy of bandis 
collection stretching back over many years.53 According to Nayar, this policy had 
been prompted as much by theoretical considerations as by the desire to preserve the 
repertoire for posterity:
He realised that in the absence of written theory and notation, only the 
traditional compositions contained the vital essentials of the ragas, handed 
down from father to son and from guru to pupil...Therefore, he decided to 
approach the famous gharanas of that period in order to collect more of the 
precious and pure traditional compositions. (1989:72)
Not everyone he approached was willing to assist him with this venture, but through a 
combination of negotiation, cash payment, backed up by his own persuasive skills and
51 Ratanjankar states that ‘Not less than 25 compositions...were given with their notations in each 
pamphlet’ (1967:25). However, in Parts 1-19, which I have examined, the number of compositions, in 
fact, varies from 17 to 31 per volume.
52 Note that the early volumes o f this collection were revised and enlarged subsequently. Ratanjankar 
(1967:60) states that all the bandises of the Gitmalikd were republished in the later collection, but, in 
fact, there were a number which did not reappear. Twenty two of these, however, were later republished 
in the Bhatkhande smrti granth (see Chinchore 1966:151-52).
53 The precise number of compositions depends on the edition.
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the active support of various princely patrons, he was able to secure the cooperation 
of enough singers to allow him to build up a fairly substantial collection. His principal 
sources, listed in D.K. Joshi’s Preface to Volume 4 of the original 1923 edition of the 
Kramik pustak-malika (henceforth KPAd),54 include members of the ‘Jaipur’ 
(‘Manrang’) school, the Senia tradition of Rampur, and, most importantly from our 
present perspective, Gwalior gharana. Considering the importance of Bhatkhande’s 
collection, it is worth examining his Gwalior connections more closely.
According to Sobhana Nayar’s study of his life and work (1989:72, 84), 
Bhatkhande’s earliest associations with Gwalior gharana can be traced back to 1884 
when he joined the Gayan Uttejak Mandall, a music club in Bombay in the 1880’s 
which employed a number of teachers belonging to this tradition.55 Unfortunately she 
does not name them in this context. Elsewhere (see p.64, 313) she does identify two 
of his early teachers as Ali Hussain Khan and Vilayat Hussain Khan, from whom he is 
said to have learnt around 100-125 khyals,56 but makes no mention of their having 
connections with Gwalior. The main sources upon which Nayar drew for her study -  
namely the Bhatkhande smrti granth (Chinchore 1966) and S.N. Ratanjankar’s Pandit 
Bhatkhande (1967) -  are also silent on the question of the origins of these singers. 
However, Balasahab Poochwale, whose father worked closely with Bhatkhande for 
many years, told me he believed the latter’s early teachers did include certain 
‘Mohammedan singers in Bombay’ who were ‘relations of Gwalior singers’ (Int.). 
Another of Bhatkhande’s teachers at this time, whom Nayar includes in her list of
54 Reproduced in the subsequent Hindi edition. See also fn. 59
55 Note that by this time Bhatkhande was already an experienced sitar player, as well as being a 
practising lawyer (Nayar 1989:62).
56 One of the sources upon which Nayar relies for her information here, S.N. Ratanjankar, gives the 
figure as 100-150 khyals learnt (1966:9).
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Bhatkhande’s Gwalior sources is Raoji Buwa Belbagkar. In this she is probably 
following Chinchore (1966:60), who identifies him as the source of ‘hundreds’ of 
Gwalior bandises. Raoji Buwa Belbagkar’s connections with Gwalior gharana are 
unclear. Balasahab Poochwale (Int.) identified him as a Gwalior gharana singer who 
sang khycil as well as dhrupad. In the KPM, however, he is listed simply as a 
‘dhrupadiyd belonging to the tradition of Abdulla Khan’ (Vol.4, 1987a:7), while 
Bhatkhande’s disciple, S.N. Ratanjankar describes him as a ‘Dhrupad singer, who is 
said to have learnt Dhrupad from his father and also to have been a pupil of 
Zainulabdeen Khan of Hyderabad (Dn.)’ (1967:8-9). According to Ratanjankar, 
Bhatkhande learnt from Raoji Buwa Belbagkar for several years until the latter’s 
death around 1895, during which time he learnt about 300 dhrupads (1966:9; 1967:9,
5712). No mention is made of him having learnt any khyals from him.
Later, when Bhatkhande had embarked upon his quest for bandises in earnest, 
he came into contact with Ganpati Buwa Milbarikar58 (1882-1927), who numbered 
the three Gwalior artists, Balakrishna Buwa, Vasudeva Buwa Joshi and Krishna 
Shastri Shukla,59 among his teachers (Garg 1957:134-35; Chinchore 1966:510). 
Impressed by his large repertoire of compositions, which included numerous
57 In his later biography of Bhatkhande written in Marathi, Ratanjankar broadens the range of his 
estimate to ‘200-300 dhrupads’ (1973:13),
58 Alternative spellings include ‘Milbadikar’, ‘Milvadikar’, ‘Bhilvarikar’ and ‘Bhilvadikar’
59 Krishna Shastri Shukla (also known as Krishna Shastri Buwa) o f Ujjain in Madhya Pradesh is 
himself listed among Bhatkhande’s main sources in D.K. Joshi’s Preface to Vol. 4 of modern Hindi 
editions of the KPM. As a student of Vasudeva Buwa Joshi (Hassu Khan’s disciple), he was potentially 
an important source of Gwalior bandises so that it is puzzling that he is not mentioned as such in any of 
the accounts of Bhatkhande’s life and work I have consulted. Moreover, although the Hindi version of 
the Preface (1987a: vi-viii) purports to be a translation of that which appeared in the original Marathi 
edition, the two are not, in fact, identical. For in the original 1923 edition (see pp. i-v) Krishna Shastri 
Shukla was not mentioned. Why his name was added subsequently is not clear, though it is possible 
that he was included at the behest of Ganpati Buwa Milbarikar himself as a homage to his guru', D.K. 
Joshi, was, after all, one of Ganpati Buwa’s disciples (Chinchore 1966:510).
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examples from many different gharanas including Gwalior, Bhatkhande engaged him 
as a teacher in the Gayan Uttejak Mandali in 1909, beginning an association which 
was to last almost two decades. In the intervening years, Bhatkhande was able to learn 
substantial numbers of bandises from him -  400, according to one estimate 
(Chinchore 1966:489).
Another important Gwalior source from this time was Eknath Pandit (1870- 
1950 -  younger brother of Shankar Pandit and a disciple of Nissar Hussain Khan) 
who during the period ‘approximately 1914-15’ (Garg 1957:113) or ‘1915-16’ 
(Ratanjankar 1966:41) was engaged by Bhatkhande to teach him compositions 
belonging to his tradition. Estimates as to the number of bandises obtained from him 
have been recorded variously as ‘about 250’ (Garg 1957:114), 300-400 (Ratanjankar 
1966:41), ‘about 350’ (Chinchore 1966:511; Nayar 1989:315) and ‘nearly 500’ (L.K. 
Pandit 1996:85). Yet Eknath Pandit’s association with Bhatkhande did not end there; 
he also helped him in the task of editing and correcting the bandises he had collected 
previously (Chinchore 1966:60), and from c. 1930-36, he taught in the music school 
which Bhatkhande had set up in Gwalior under the auspices of the maharaja of 
Gwalior some years earlier (Garg 1957:114).60 Eknath Pandit’s association with 
Bhatkhande does not seem to have been looked on favourably by other members of 
the Pandit family. L.K. Pandit (1996:84) reports that before approaching Eknath, 
Bhatkhande had already made a similar request to his brother Shankar, who had 
turned him down. Although it is tempting to attribute his refusal largely to the 
traditional (and understandable) resistance on the part of Gwalior masters to parting
60 It seems probable that Eknath Pandit’s contribution to the Kramikpustak-malikd dated mostly from 
the earlier period since by 1930 the first four parts of the original Marathi version -  including the fourth 
in which he is listed as a source (publ. 1923) -  had already been published.
with their gharana*$ treasures, this was not, L.K. Pandit maintains, the primary reason 
for his grandfather’s reluctance in this case:
Shankar Rao was prepared to personally teach Pt. Bhatkhande, [sic] the 
bandishes but refused to give them to him merely for notation without first 
learning them. He considered the bandishes sacred as the Vedas and did not 
want them to be tampered with. Though Shankar Rao was not against notation, 
he feared that some bandishes would be simplified at the altar of notation! 
(1996:84-5)
Shankar Pandit’s doubts over Bhatkhande’s approach were also shared by his son, 
Krishnarao, who urged Bhatkhande to focus his energies more on producing 
compositions of his own using the traditional repertoire as a model, thereby erecting 
‘a new Taj Mahal...without affecting the old one!’ (ibid.). He did, however, oblige 
Bhatkhande by setting some 40-50 bandises in notation. Later when Bhatkhande’s 
notations began to be published, the Pandit family apparently felt their worst fears had 
been realised: the form of the bandises had been altered. The dispute between the 
Pandit family and followers of Bhatkhande over the ‘authenticity’ of the latter’s 
notations rumbles on to this day. We will consider the whole question in greater depth 
in §3.3.
The remaining sources of Gwalior bandises were drawn from the teaching staff 
of the Madhav SahgTt Vidyalaya51 (the music school which Bhatkhande set up in the 
name of the maharaja of Gwalior). From its opening in 1918, it had employed a 
number of vocalists trained in the Gwalior tradition, namely Rajabhaiya Poochwale, 
Bapurao Gokhale (both students of Shankar Pandit), Krishnarao Gopal Date and
61 Note that most biographies of Bhatkhande (e.g. Ratanjankar 1966:37; 1967:38-39; 1973:32-33; 
Nayar 1989:184) refer to this institution by its later name, the Madhav SahgTt Mahavidydlaya, though, 
in fact, its reclassification from a Vidyalaya (‘school’) to a, Mahdvidyalaya (‘college’) does not appear 
to have occurred until after Bhatkhande’s death. Thus, for instance, in Part 2 of Rajabhaiya 
Poochwale’s Tan Malika, published in the very year of Bhatkhande’s death (i.e. 1936), the author is 
described on the title page as the ‘Principal’ of the '‘Madhav SahgTt Vidyalaya’.
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Bhaskarrao Ramachandra Khandeparkar (the last two, students of Shankar Pandit’s 
elder brother, Ganpatrao -  Chinchore 1983:41). Although all appear to have been 
involved to some extent with the process of preparing the KPM  for publication, the 
contributions of Date and Poochwale in particular appear to have been considered 
impressive enough to merit their inclusion in the list of named sources given in the 
KPM  itself. Having heard each of them perform, Bhatkhande reportedly judged 
Rajabhaiya Poochwale to be the most ‘authentic’ with respect to the rendition of 
traditional bandises (Ratanjankar 1967:38).62
By the time he met Bhatkhande, in fact, Rajabhaiya had already received a 
thorough training in two major vocal traditions. According to the biographical data 
given by V.G. Audak in Rajabhaiya’s own Sahgltopdsand (1942:6), his first guru had 
been Baldevji, a government servant who had been taught music by Mehndi Hussain 
Khan, a disciple of Nissar Hussain Khan, who, it is sometimes suggested,63 was the 
grandson of Hassu Khan. After learning from him for a few years, Rajabhaiya 
continued his musical education from 1897 under the tutelage of the respected 
dhrupadiya, Vamanbuwa Deshpande (a.k.a. Vamanbuwa Phaltankar -  c. 1830-1907) 
(Audak, in Poochwale 1942:8), from whom he acquired, he later maintained, some 
200 dhrupad-dhamdr compositions (Poochwale 1954:iii). At the same time he also 
received instruction in both dhrupad and other genres, khydl included, from 
Vamanbuwa’s eldest son Shivram Shastri (alias Lalabuwa), who had himself been 
trained in the Gwalior khydl tradition by Nissar Hussain Khan (Audak, in Poochwale 
1942:8, 13). With the death of Lalabuwa in 1904 and then Vamanbuwa in 1907,
62 Ratanjankar’s account refers specifically at this point to Rajabhaiya’s renditions as ‘nearer the 
original as taught by Shankar Rao Pandit’ (1967:38), under the mistaken impression that all four were 
disciples of Shankar Pandit. See also p.93.
63 See fn.5, p.22.
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Rajabhaiya, by now aged 25, was accepted as a disciple by Shankar Pandit. For the 
first six years of his discipleship, however, his new guru taught him next to nothing, 
although he did ask one of his disciples, Kashinath Mule, to give him some limited 
instruction (ibid.: 14-15). Yet eventually Rajabhaiya’s continued devotion won him 
round and over the next four years he appears to have received a thorough training in 
the Gwalior style, learning, according to his own reckoning, ‘hundreds’ of Gwalior 
compositions (Poochwale 1971: iii). Following the death of Shankar Pandit in 1917 
he was recruited by Bhatkhande to serve as a teacher in a new music school to be 
opened soon afterwards, and to which he would ultimately be appointed principal. 
With a repertoire of perhaps ‘more than 700 or so bandises’ (Chinchore 1983:24) 
from two different vocal traditions, including dhrupads, khyals, thumrls, tappas, 
tardnas, bhajans, and astapadis (ibid.:20), it is easy why Bhatkhande might have 
considered him a valuable source of compositions. How many bandises he himself 
contributed to the KPM  collection is not clear. His son, Balasahab Poochwale (Int.), 
estimated around 300. In the Sahgltopdsand, however, Audak (Poochwale 1942:21) 
puts the figure as high as 40% of the total, which, even presuming he means to 
include only the traditional compositions in the total and not Bhatkhande’s own, 
would still suggest a figure well in excess of 400.64 Rajabhaiya’s contribution to the 
collection did not end there, however: he also played a significant role in preparing 
the final editions of the KPM  for publication, a subject to which we will return later.
It is difficult to determine what proportion of the compositions which appear 
in the Kramik series originated from Gwalior sources, since Bhatkhande -  swayed
64 Since we are dealing with estimates here, the apparent discrepancies in the figures given need not 
overly concern us. I have found from repeated interviews that musicians’ estimates in this area often 
vary, sometimes quite markedly, on different occasions. At any rate, in the present case Balasahab 
Poochwale, when questioned, appeared to see no conflict between his own estimate and Audak’s 40% 
figure, with which he told me he concurred.
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partly by the reluctance of some musicians to allow themselves to be acknowledged 
as sources (Wade 1984:53), and partly by the desire to break out of what Nayar dubs 
‘the stifling atmosphere and factional quarrels of the gharana system’ (1989:93) -  
avoided for the most part giving individual provenances 65 The figures for individual 
contributions given by some commentators provide a partial clue, though their failure 
either to distinguish between the bandises collected and those subsequently published 
or to specify whether or not they take account of duplications -  i.e. the same 
compositions collected from more than one performer -  prevent them from being 
more than a general indicator. (If we add up the figures they give for Gwalior sources 
alone they come to more than the total number of traditional bandises in the 
Bhatkhande’s whole collection!). Nonetheless, it seems probable that the Gwalior 
contribution to the collection ran into several hundreds, ranging across many genres -  
tardnas, tappas, hons, dhrupads and dhamdrs, as well as khyals.
It should be noted that even before Bhatkhande had brought out all the 
volumes of the KPM, Rajabhaiya Poochwale had begun to publish a companion 
series, Tan malika (3 parts: 1932, 1936, 1947),66 featuring various alap, tan and bol 
tan patterns to be sung with selected khydl compositions from the KPM. In Parts 2 and 
3 the notations of the latter were also given. He followed this up in due course with 
three bandis collections of his own: Sahgltopdsand (1942), containing 55 
compositions, 43 contributed by Rajabhaiya himself (including dhrupads, dhamdrs, 
khyals, tardnas, khyalnumds, caturahgs, astapadls, trivats, bhajans and a tap-khyal)',
65 The other probable factor influencing Bhatkhande’s omission here, the fact that his notations often 
took account of different versions of the same composition rather than relying on a single source, will 
be considered in §3.3.
66 The ‘tlsrl pustak’ or ‘third book’ of this series was published in two volumes, labelled respectively 
‘purvardh’ and ‘uttrardh’ (i.e. ‘first’ and ‘final’ parts), making a total of four volumes for the set.
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ThumrT tarangim (1952), containing over 40 thumrTs; and Dhrupad-dhamar gdyan 
(1954), featuring 7 dhrupads and 7 dhamdrs he had learnt from Vamanbuwa 
Deshpande.
3.1.3 The Publications of Other Gwalior Singers
In producing their collections of bandises, Bhatkhande and Paluskar began a 
trend which in the years to come many musicians were to follow. However, traditional 
attitudes to the repertoire and notation did not disappear overnight. For those steeped 
in the values of the gurukul system, the idea of making their gharana’s treasury of 
compositions available to all and sundry was treated initially with suspicion, and even 
sometimes downright hostility. Bhatkhande found this when training his first batch of 
teachers for the Madhav SahgTt Vidyalaya, whose number included, as we saw earlier, 
four disciples trained in the Gwalior tradition. How Bhatkhande won them over to his 
cause is related by Ratanjankar:
In drawing up the course of studies Bhatkhande asked them to write their 
Dhrupads, Horis and Khayals in notations and sing them to him to enable him 
to make a selection out of these for teaching. They hesitated because they had 
learnt the compositions from their Guru, Shankar Rao Pandit, the famous 
Khayal singer of Gwalior, with great efforts and this was then considered a 
treasure to be guarded and not given. But Bhatkhande placed before them a 
whole file of Khayals from their Guru’s tradition which he had collected some 
years before, from Eknath Pandit (known also as Maoo Pandit)...He also sang 
some of the Khayals, as he had learned them from Maoo Pandit. It was a 
revelation to these musicians to hear him sing compositions belonging to their 
Gharana. This vanquished them. They wrote their Khayals and sang them 
without hesitation.6 (1967:38)
Doubts of this kind were not always so easily assuaged, however, as the list of major 
artists who refused Bhatkhande’s request for bandises, given above, demonstrates only 
too well. One of these, Ramakrishna Buwa Vaze, was ultimately won round to the
67 See Fn.62, p.90.
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cause of notating by the arguments of Bhatkhande, Paluskar and others, to the extent 
that, Deodhar reports, he would even ‘occasionally talk of passing on what he knew to 
others and publish vintage cheejs in the form of a book’ (1993:128). In fact, he did 
publish some of them, along with many of his own compositions, in the two volumes 
entitled Sangit kala prakas (1938, 1941), which contained altogether 153 bandises in 
a mixture of common and rare rags, notated according to the Bhatkhande system. The 
full-scale collection, however, never quite materialised, a testament, Deodhar 
suggests, to his inability to ‘escape what had become second nature to him -  his 
ingrained secretiveness’ (ibid.).
A less ambivalent, albeit rather belated, convert to the notational cause was 
Mirashi Buwa, who waited until his 60’s before making his first attempts at notating. 
Initially hostile to the idea, he was eventually won round by the arguments of another 
disciple of the Gwalior tradition, G.H. Ranade, as the latter recalled:
... I exhorted Mirashibuwa to put each one of his chijs into correct music- 
notation with the help of an expert if necessary -  as till then the Buwa was a 
stranger to the art of music-notation. The Buwa however flatly refused to part 
with the chijs in his repertoire as that would have meant a permanent loss to 
his own disciples and free booty for unworthy strangers. I earnestly appealed 
to the Buwa saying that his guru the great Pt. Balkrishnabuwa 
[Ichalkaranjikar], though remembered by the older generation was hardly 
known to the present generation and even his name was sure to be forgotten by 
generations to come as he had not left behind any material or objective 
testimony of his g[r]eat art. If however Mirashibuwa meant to do such work he 
could do it and in that case his name would be remembered with gratitude by 
future generations and would be writ large in the history of our music and 
musi[c]-traditions.
The appeal went home and the Buwa felt convinced of the greatness of 
the cause and promised to take up the work in hand with all possible zeal...For 
some months, it was a trying experience even for the Buwa, as till then he had 
never interested himself in the mechanical aspect of putting chijs into notation. 
Prof. Yinayakbuwa Patwardhan was kind enough to help him in the initial 
stage. But once Mirashibuwa developed a facility for putting chijs into 
notation, he became a master and did the work with great determination and 
success. (1969:59)
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Most of the notations done during this time were subsequently published in the three 
volumes of his Bharatiy sahgit-mdld (1944, 1946, 1951) using the ‘Revised’ form of 
Paluskar notation system. This is one of the best collections of what its author 
describes on the title page as ‘purane Gvaliyar khyaP (‘old Gwalior khyals’) 
available. It contains in total 479 compositions in a variety of genres,68 including 
almost 400 khyals in 96 rags, along with some sargamglts (compositions using the 
note names which Mirashi Buwa lists under the labels ‘saregama’ and ‘surdvat’),69 
dhrupads, tardnas, and a small number of khydl-numas, tappds, horTs, and Marathi 
Pads in some of these rags. Later he republished 50 of the khydl bandises, 1 slow- 
tempo and 1 fast-tempo example in 25 of the major rags, together with various dlaps, 
bol dlaps, tans and bol tans in the 5-part series Hindusthani khydl-gdyakJ (1953-63).
It should be noted that by this time a number of books featuring notations of 
Gwalior compositions had already been published by other disciples of Balakrishna 
Buwa. As well as the Paluskar publications mentioned earlier, for instance, there were 
also Anant Manohar Joshi’s Sangit praves (3 parts, published 1912 onwards, 
containing various chotd khyals, dhrupads, and other lighter genres, along with the 
‘svaravistars’ of the rags covered) and Harmonium delighter (2 parts, 1916), series 
intended primarily as text-books for students attending the Srigurusamartha-Gdyan- 
Vadan-Vidyalaya, the music school he had opened in Bombay in 1909,70 but which 
also proved popular with other learners (Ranade 1967:77-78; Narayangaonkar 
1968:356). Subsequently another disciple, Umamaheshvar Buwa Kundgolkar,
68 The contents pages list 480 in total, but this figure includes one duplication.
69 This resembles the term ‘suravarta’, denoting a comparable genre found in sitar music (see Ranade 
1990:47).
70 Some commentators (e.g. Ranade 1967:77; Bangre 1989:107; Misra 1990:143) give this date as 
1907, but Anant Manohar Joshi himself gives the year as 1909 (see 1912:ii), as does his disciple, A.P. 
Narayangaonkar (1968:356).
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Principal of the Gayansamaj in Belgaum (Karnataka), had published his Sangit 
kaladarpan (in at least 2 parts which included notations of numerous compositions 
including both bard and chota khyals, dhrupads, dhamars, tardnas, tappds and 
thumris, along with dlaps, tans, paltas and some theoretical discussion). Balakrishna 
Buwa does not appear to have objected to such projects. Indeed Part 2 of 
Kundgolkar’s series (publ. 1924) even includes a few lines of endorsement penned 
jointly by Balakrishna Buwa and his son, Narahar (alias Anna Buwa). Balakrishna 
Buwa was himself no stranger to publication: earlier, in the 18805s, he had been 
involved in producing the monthly music journal Sahglta darpana, which had 
featured, among other things, ‘a good exposition of the well-known Ragas 
accompanied by illustrations duly rendered into simple music notations5 (Ranade 
1951:17). Furthermore, his son, according to Mirashi Buwa, ‘had wanted to publish a 
collection of all the dizes of the [Gwalior] tradition5 (1951: vii), a desire which his 
premature death in 1925 left unfulfilled
As was stated earlier, the majority of collections produced by Gwalior singers 
used either the Bhatkhande or the ‘Revised5 Paluskar notation systems, albeit in some 
instances with minor modifications. Even the exceptions, however, which included 
the publications of Anant Manohar Joshi, Umamaheshvar Buwa Kundgolkar (both 
disciples of Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar), Omkamath Thakur and Krishnarao 
Pandit, were not radically different. All, for instance, employed sargam syllables to 
represent the pitches and all used similar, or even in some cases the same, symbols to 
indicate accidentals or registral differences. As regards rhythm, too, they also tended 
to employ either an approach similar to that used by Bhatkhande involving the 
grouping of notes, or else one using various symbols to represent time values similar 
to the kind used in the Paluskar system. In this regard, the case of Krishnarao Pandit is 
interesting. According to L.K. Pandit, his father had originally developed what he
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terms 4an independent notation system... way back around 1912’ (1996:82), though it 
was not until 1924 with the publication of his Sargam sar that it first appeared in 
printed form. Subsequently he went on to publish a number of books on both vocal 
music -  Sangit proves (2 parts: 1927, 1936, containing together 140 compositions -  
chiefly khyals and tardnas -  in 51 rags, with some additional dldp, bol dldp and tan
* 71patterns in Part 2), SahgTt misra sahcdrT and SahgTt alap sahcdrT (1931, containing 
alap and tan patterns to go with the slow-tempo compositions found in Vol. 1 of 
SahgTt praves) -  and instrumental music -  Harmoniyam siksa (2 parts), Sitar aur 
jalatrahg siksa (2 parts) and Tabla vadan siksa (2 parts) -  all of which were to run 
into several editions. Comparing these, however, we find evidence of differences 
between the early and later editions as regards the representation of rhythm. In the 
early editions his approach closely resembles that of Bhatkhande -  the examples 
given in L.K. Pandit’s biography of his father are of this kind (see 1996:62-68). By 
the later editions, however, he had moved to a system more in line with the approach 
adopted by Paluskar and his disciples, albeit with fractions replacing Paluskar’s 
rhythmic symbols. An example of the later system is reproduced in Fig. 3.4.
71 Note that the 140 bandises here include 4 dhrupads given in a supplement to Part 1.
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Fig. 3.4
Krishnarao Pandit’s notation of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ in ragBihag 
Source: Sangftproves 1 (1953:12)72
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72 A transnotation of this composition into Western notation is given in Fig. 4.1 (see Vol. 2, p. 6).
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Whatever the form of notation used, the list of Gwalior artists who did publish 
bandis collections (or at least texts books containing numerous bandises) is quite 
impressive. Yet impressive though it is, this list of publications is liable to give an 
exaggerated impression of the extent of the Gwalior repertoire which had found its 
way into print. For if we compare the content of each publication we find a great deal 
of duplication. However, it should be remembered that the majority of these 
publications were not conceived primarily for the purpose of preserving the ‘Gwalior 
repertoire’ for posterity, but, rather, as text books to assist in the training of music 
students. They were certainly not part of any coordinated effort to maximize the 
number of Gwalior bandises in print. In fact, in some cases their authors/compilers 
may not even have been aware of what others had published. Add to this the fact that 
there were at this time rival educational movements, each with their own distinct 
notational systems and text books, and the large number of duplications begins to look 
rather less remarkable.
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3.2 Learning with Notation
Having seen, then, something of the circumstances under which the Gwalior 
bandis repertoire came to be notated, we move on now to consider the impact which 
notation had on the learning of compositions. Living at a time when the use of sargam 
syllables among Hindustani musicians, in the spheres both of teaching and 
performance, is taken for granted, it is easy to forget that this was not always so, and 
that for many singers trained along traditional lines the task of notating a bandis 
could, at least at first, be an immensely arduous one. Earlier (see p.73) we quoted the 
description of the protracted efforts of Paluskar and two of his guru-bhals to notate 
their first bandis. This story was undoubtedly repeated many times over the years as 
notation became more widespread.
In addition to mastering the details of the notation system itself, anyone 
attempting to render their bandis repertoire into notation would have been faced with 
two difficult tasks. The first was to arrive at a single ‘definitive5 version of each 
bandis. For those artists who adhered steadfastly to one version in their performances 
this would not have been a problem, but for those in the habit of varying their 
renditions, as some previous ghardnd masters are said to have done, the necessity of 
fixing upon a single one could well have proved something of a chore. Presumably 
researchers like Bhatkhande will have met with similar problems when attempting to 
transcribe the performances of others. However, assuming this hurdle was eventually 
cleared, the singer would then be faced with a second dilemma -  that of deciding 
which elements of the bandis to notate. To some extent this decision would have been 
determined by the nature of the notation system itself. The act of notation, insofar as it 
involves an attempt to represent the experience of one medium in terms of another, 
necessarily entails a degree of distortion. Thinking specifically of a khydl bandis, even
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the most intricately worked out notation system would be hard put to capture every 
parameter of the performance -  notes, rhythm, silences, ornamentation, dynamics, the 
nuances of voice production, exact pronunciation of the text, etc. -  and even if it came 
close, the ‘flavour’ of the original would still be lacking. That said, however, none of 
the principal notation systems in use in North India were devised with the aim of 
capturing more than a few of these parameters. In fact, as we saw in the previous 
section, the Paluskar and Bhatkhande systems, though often differing in respect of the 
specific symbols used, covered broadly the same territory in this respect, 
concentrating chiefly on representing rhythm and pitch, with only a limited indication 
of other expressive and ornamental features (e.g. minds, kana svaras etc.).73
It might be supposed that this more limited representational framework would 
have rendered the task of notating a bandis less onerous. To an extent this may have 
been true, but it still left those doing the notating with many difficult choices. Should 
they, for instance, aim to capture every detail capable of being recorded by the 
notation system or should they attempt to simplify, and, if so, by how much? 
Moreover, to complicate matters further, singers trained in the traditional manner 
would not necessarily have been acquainted with the theoretical distinctions or 
hierarchies underlying the notation system. It is difficult enough for those familiar 
with the distinction, let us say, between the ‘principal’ notes and kana svaras to 
decide which are which, let alone for someone for whom the distinction hitherto had 
no meaning.
Bearing in mind everything that has been said so far about performance and 
notation, it is not surprising to discover that when we compare the notations given by
73 Note that kana svaras (grace notes) were not used in Paluskar’s original three-tier system, but were 
introduced into the revised format which was to become the standard one for use in the numerous 
music colleges set up by him and his disciples.
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various artists with their actual recordings of the bandis in question, we invariably 
find discrepancies. Naturally the extent of these will vary depending on the artist in 
question, but as a general rule the faster the lay in which the bandis is set the closer 
the correspondence tends to be. The general tendency is well illustrated in the 
examples given in Figs 3.5-3.8 below:
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Fig. 3.5
Mirashi Buwa: Asthm of ‘Tuma sugara catura baTya’ in rag Kedar (notation) 
Source: Bhdratty saiigTt-mdld 2 (1946:173-74)
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Mirashi Buwa: Asthai of ‘Tuma sugara catura balya’ in rag Kedar (performance) 
Source: Concert, date unknown (author’s collection)
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Fig. 3.6
Mirashi Buwa: Asthai of ‘Ala sal sajana’ in rag Adana (notation) 
Source: BhdratTy sahgit-mala 2 (1946:210-11)
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Mirashi Buwa: Asthai of ‘Yala sal sajana9 in ragAtfana (performance)
Source: HMV STC 850613
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Some rhythmic ambiguity here.
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Fig. 3.7
V. N. Patwardhan: Asthai of ‘Yara katarl manu’ in rag Lalita-GaurT (notation)
Source: Rdg-vijhdn 5 (1984:186-87)
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V. N. Patwardhan: Asthai of ‘Yara katarl manu’ in rag Lalita-GaurT (performance)
Source: HMV STC 04B 7183
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The original is marked as the equivalent of a crotchet ( J ) here, but this appears to be a misprint.
The V  here is pronounced as a 'j*.
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Fig. 3.8
K. S. Pandit: Asthai of ‘Nabi ke darabara’ in Rag Basant (Notation) 
Source: SahgitPraves 1,1953:65-66
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K. S. Pandit: Asthai of ‘Nabi ke darabara’ in Rag Basant (Performance) 
Source: Concert, date unknown (Author’s Collection)
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The first example here, for instance, shows the notation given by Mirashi Buwa for 
the asthai of the drnt bandis ‘Tuma sugara catura baiya’ in rag Kedar (originally 
written using the revised Paluskar notation system but rendered here into Western 
notation to facilitate comparison) along with my transcription of his performance of 
the same composition, part of a live concert he gave towards the end of his life. 
Comparing the two, we see that rhythmically the two are remarkably similar. In fact, 
with the exception of the word ‘jane5, every syllable of the text falls at precisely the 
same position in the tal cycle. In the case of the melodic content, on the other hand, 
there are slightly more differences (e.g. on the words ‘sugara’ and catura5 near the 
opening), though overall they remain fairly similar.
The next example (Fig. 3.6) shows the same artist’s notation of the asthai of 
the slower-tempo composition ‘Ala saT sajana’74 in rag Adana and a transcription of 
the same bandis extracted from one of the small number of H.M.V. gramophone 
recordings he made in his youth (reissued recently as Vol. 1 of the ‘Great Luminaries 
of Gwalior Gharana’, series - see HMV STC 850613). In respect of the melodic 
content here, the divergence is minimal, confined to slight differences such as those 
which come on the words 4 [yjala5 and ‘nala’. Indeed, overall the two versions are, if 
anything, closer than their counterparts in the previous example. However, viewed 
from the perspective of rhythm the differences are much more conspicuous. 
Compared to the notation, the recorded rendition is much freer. Notes which in the 
former are assigned to particular mdtras are frequently taken in a more syncopated 
fashion in the latter. Similarly relatively simple patterns, such as that on the words 
‘mana tarase’ in the notation, are rendered in a much less regular and uniform way in
74 As can be seen from the transcription, in his performance he actually sings ‘yala’ rather than the 
‘ala’ given in his notated version.
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performance, and occasionally include breaks even between the syllables of 
individual words. In some cases these breaks are followed by an extra vowel, as 
happens between the second and third syllables of the word ‘sajana’ (though whether 
the artist would have viewed this as an akar interpolation or simply as a repetition of 
the vowel in a slightly modified form is uncertain). Comparing the placement of the 
text syllables relative to the pitches at this point, we see that in the performance the 
additional vowel appears in the position which in the notation is occupied by the fmal 
syllable. Indeed when the final syllable does come in the performance, its vowel is 
elided with the first syllable of the following word, ‘sajana asa’ becoming ‘sajanasa’. 
Yet, despite these differences, overall the relationship between the notation and 
performance in these examples remains reasonably close. The relationship may no 
longer always be apparent at the level of every individual matra as it was in the 
previous drut example, but viewed from a more general structural perspective the 
parallels can easily be observed.75
A further loosening of the notation-performance relationship can be observed 
in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8, which feature a similar comparison, this time involving the 
asthais of two slow-tempo bandises, ‘Yara katarl manu’ in rag Lalita-GaurT 76 and 
‘Nabi ke darabara’ in rag Basant, notated and performed by V.N. Patwardhan and 
Krishnarao Pandit respectively. Patwardhan’s notated version was originally written 
using the ‘revised’ Paluskar notation system, and that of Krishnarao Pandit in the
75 Note that in the initial rendition of the asthai the tabid accompanist, as sometimes happens, fails to 
anticipate correctly where the singer means him to place the sam, entering in this case a little late. 
Naturally this caused complications for the transcription. Should the rhythm be notated as the singer 
probably meant it or should it be based on the placement of the tabid bols? In the end I opted for a 
compromise, locating the initial sam where Mirashi Buwa meant it to go, but continuing as normal with 
the tabid thekd as the guide from the 2nd mdtrd.
76 In the notes to the commercial cassette recording the name of the bandis is given erroneously as 
‘Mar Katar Mar Premki5.
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system which he had developed himself. In the performances the tempi -  26 matras 
per minute for V.N. Patwardhan5s Ektal and 38 for Krishnarao Pandit5s Tilvdrd -  fall 
within the traditional vilambit range for the Gwalior gharana, both considerably 
slower than in the 85 matras per minute of the previous Mirashi Buwa example. The 
notations again present the bandis in something of an ‘idealised5 form, shorn of the 
numerous breaks, vowel or syllable repetitions (e.g. the partial repetition of the word 
Tagana5 in Fig. 3.7) which routinely occur in performance.77 Examining the melodic 
aspect, we observe that although Patwardhan does deviate from his notational 
paradigm from time to time in his performance, for the most part he remains 
reasonably faithful to it. Perhaps the most noteworthy difference is in the note which 
comes on the sam beat of the initial tal cycle, sung to the syllable ‘d l\ In the notated 
version this is given as a s.Ma, but in the perfonnance it is rendered as a t.Ma, 
followed then by a descent to s.Ma and thence to Ga . Small though this change might 
appear, it still seems surprising considering the importance which many musicians 
attach to the positioning of this note. Interestingly, a similar thing happens at the same 
point in the Krishnarao Pandit example, where the Pa of the notation is rendered as 
k.Dha - Pa in the performance (see below). In both instances, the note preceding the 
sam-note is also different. Without being able to ask the artist in question, of course, 
we can only conjecture as to the reasons for these and other discrepancies. Some, for 
instance, might be the result of simplifications made as part of the notational process; 
others may simply be misprints. However, they could also, in some instances, be
77 There are some discrepancies between the text given by Patwardhan in the notation and that which 
he actually sang. Although some of these may simply be the result of the kind of distortion which 
occurs regularly in performance, it is also possible that he is using a slightly different version of the 
text. Some support for this view comes from the text as given by Mirashi Buwa in Vol. 3 of his 
Bhdratfy sangit-mdla (1951:140): i.e. ‘Yara katarl manu premadl hop! hoi saTya’. While this differs in 
some respects from both of the versions given by Patwardhan, as regards the word ‘hop!’, it comes 
rather closer to the 4opT sung by Patwardhan than the ‘ape’ he gives in his own notation.
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indicative of a less than rigid attitude to bandis presentation on the part of the artists 
themselves, a possibility which we will return to later in this study.
Looking more closely at the two examples, it can be seen that the melodic 
relationship between notation and performance is in the later instance slightly 
different. Whereas Patwardhan’s notation might be thought to provide a fairly detailed 
melodic ground-plan of the bandis as actually performed, albeit with a few 
differences, that of Krishnarao Pandit seems to show only the main contours of the 
melody. If we take, for instance, the second syllable of the word ‘saba’ as an example, 
we see that in Krishnarao Pandit’s notation cba’ is set to the notes t.Ma - k.Ga. In his 
performance, however, the same syllable is sung to what appears to be simply a slight 
elaboration of the original -  i.e. t.Ma - Pa - t.Ma - k.Ga. This is typical of the 
relationship between the notation and performance in this case. Indeed the 
discrepancy vis-a-vis the (initial) sam note, referred to earlier, is also almost certainly 
due to a slight elaboration of Pa.
Moving on in our comparison to the rhythmic sphere, the relationship between 
notation and performance in both examples looks even more tenuous. Indeed if we 
compare the placement of text syllables we observe that the only syllable which 
occurs at precisely the same place in the tal cycle in both versions is the one which 
comes on the initial sam. In the previous Mirashi Buwa example there was at least a 
certain degree of correspondence between the musical events in each successive 
vibhdg (division) of the tal, but here that too has gone. Even as an indicator of the 
relative rhythmic values attached to the different pitches in performance, the notations 
are not especially helpful. The Patwardhan example comes closer in this respect, 
though not enough to be accepted as anything more than a very generalized guide in 
this area.
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Overall, then, our analysis of these four examples certainly confirms the 
importance of tempo as a factor in determining the relationship between notation and 
performance. However, the differences which we have observed in this connection 
also affect the status of notation as a medium for learning bandises. In the case of drut 
khydls, especially relatively simple ones like the first Mirashi Buwa example shown 
above (see Fig. 3.5), its potential benefits in terms of speed and efficiency are easy to 
see. Critics might point to drawbacks for disciples in terms of the development of a 
purely aural memory, and in the possible loss of some of the nuances of voice 
projection and ornamentation, but on the whole these possible shortcomings would 
seem to be outweighed by the numerous advantages which the use of notation confers. 
At the slower end of the tempo scale, however, the balance shifts somewhat. At best 
here, notation can only serve as a very general guide to how a bandis should be 
presented.
This brings us to the question of how notation ought to be used. The pioneers 
of notation clearly intended that it should play a central role in the learning process. In 
urging its adoption Bhatkhande, for instance, argued that it represented ‘ [t]he only 
authentic and fool-proof method of learning a composition’ (cited Nayar, 1989:286), a 
reliable way of preventing the distortions frequently associated with oral transmission. 
More controversially, however, he also proposed that 4[t]he basis of real training 
should be to enable a pupil to recognise notation and develop in him the ability to 
translate it into voice’ (ibid.). Here he seems to be assigning to notation a role 
analogous to that which it plays in Western music, whereby the main objective for the 
student consists in learning to interpret the notation. Whether this was really 
Bhatkhande’s original intention or whether, as his student S.N. Ratanjankar maintains, 
he saw notations more as ‘a basic skeleton which made it a great deal easier for a 
student of music to understand and pick up the music that he heard from his teacher or
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from an artist’ (1967:58) is a matter of dispute, but we do know that students in his 
colleges were not only required to memorise notations of the bandises given in the 
Kramik pustak-mdlika, but were even tested on this in written examinations (Nayar 
1989:176, 181).78
Support for using notation to assist in the learning process, however, was not 
confined to the direct followers of Bhatkhande and Paluskar. Sometimes even 
traditionally-minded musicians became convinced of its merits. One late convert to 
the cause was, as we saw earlier, Mirashi Buwa, who was won round to the idea after 
decades of teaching in the orthodox manner. Thereafter he not only trained his 
disciples to sing traditional compositions from the notations but also taught them 
orderly rag elaboration by means of notated rag-vistars (publishing them in the three- 
volume Bharatiy sangit-mala and five-volume Hindusthdm khydl-gayaki series 
respectively). Indeed so satisfied does he appear to have been with his new-found 
teaching method that he even helped to institute an annual competition at the 
Gandharva Mahavidyalaya at Pune awarding prizes ‘to competitors who show 
proficiency in singing the chijs back at sight of the printed notation’ (Ranade 
1969:60).
His enthusiasm was not, it can safely be said, shared by the majority of 
ghardnd musicians. In fact, of the numerous innovations introduced in the name of 
musical modernisation in the early decades of this century, it is this policy of teaching
78 A slightly different slant on Bhatkhande’s methods was provided by one of Dr. Ratanjankar’s 
prominent disciples, K.G Ginde, who told me that Ratanjankar always insisted that ‘Bhatkhande never 
taught them any compositions through notations. He used to teach them verbally, get the composition 
settled, and then he used to give them notation for the record’ (Int.). This description, however, does not 
sit easily with other accounts of Bhatkhande’s teaching methods, or indeed with the instructions he 
issued to the teachers o f his first music school in 1920, which included not only the direction 
concerning memorising notations but also the suggestion that while teaching a new song the teacher 
should write it on the blackboard in notation and then make the students reproduce it (see Chinchore 
1966:107; also Nayar 1989:180-82).
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bandises directly from notation which has probably suffered the most sustained 
criticism. In making their complaints, critics often aimed rather broadly, not bothering 
to distinguish between learning exclusively from notation and learning primarily from 
notation. Without detailing every argument here, it can be said that the main 
complaints centred, unsurprisingly, on the deficiencies of notation as a medium for 
representing the music as actually sung. Learning in this way, it was argued, would 
tend to increase the likelihood of distortion rather than reduce it as Bhatkhande had 
thought; it could also lead to the bandises becoming simplified. Such criticisms 
appear to have hit home, to the extent that in more recent times even supporters of 
notation have been careful to spell out its shortcomings and to stress the benefits of 
learning directly from a teacher. Some have attempted to make a distinction based on 
tempo and experience. B.R. Deodhar (1993:208), for instance, argued that while it 
was possible even for a comparative beginner to learn ‘relatively small cheejs in 
middle tempo’ (i.e. chota khydl compositions)79 purely from notation, to accomplish 
the same feat successfully for a bard khydl bandis would require a mastery of the 
musical idiom such as could only be acquired through prolonged exposure. Insofar as 
an experienced artist is likely to stand a much better chance than a novice of 
producing something at least approximating to the original bandis, Deodhar is 
undoubtedly right. But, as he himself concedes, so heavily dependent is this approach 
on individual interpretation that no amount of experience or detailed stylistic 
knowledge will ever be sufficient to guarantee that the bandis, particularly one in
79 Note that when Deodhar talks of medium-tempo bandises, he usually means chotd khydls. 
Throughout his Rag bodh series he uses the designation lmadhya lay’ for compositions which some 
other commentators label ‘dnif.  On a few occasions he himself uses both categories for the same 
composition, labelling the tal of a ldrut ciz1 as ‘madhya lay5 (see, for example, ‘Muskila karoge asana’ 
in Vol. 6, 1989e:76).
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vilam bit la y , be reproduced in precisely ‘the traditional manner’, as Deodhar terms it 
(ibid.:209), down to the smallest particular.
Theoretically, of course, such deficiencies look capable of being remedied 
simply by including a certain amount of practical demonstration. This is certainly 
what many educationalists originally believed. Students would thereby continue to 
learn bandises primarily from notations but the teacher would take care to show them 
how these should be realised in practice. This solution, however, has never really 
gained widespread acceptance. Although it is still thought by some teachers to be 
useful, especially in the early stages of learning, or perhaps for students wishing to 
acquire a large number of relatively simple bandises in a comparatively short time, it 
is not generally held to be a truly effective way of learning compositions of any 
complexity or subtlety
If the case for learning classical compositions directly from notation, then, is 
looking distinctly lame nowadays, the same is not true of approaches in which 
notation is assigned a more supportive role. Used as an adjunct to, rather than a 
replacement for, oral transmission, notation comes much closer to fulfilling the 
expectations of its early supporters. Arguments remain, however, as to what should be 
the proper balance between the two. In recent times opinion in classical music circles 
has tended to favour using notation primarily as an aide memoire. This was a position 
which some artists had been advocating since the early days of notation. It was, for 
instance, one of the points of dispute between the Pandit family and Bhatkhande in 
Gwalior. As we have seen, Krishnarao Pandit shared the latter’s belief in the value of 
notation to the extent that he even developed his own system and published text­
books using it. But, unlike Bhatkhande, his enthusiasm was always strongly tempered 
by a conviction that music is essentially ‘knowledge to be acquired by hearing’
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(Bhagwat 1992:26). Thus as honorary Principal of the Sankar Gandharva Vidyalaya80 
in Gwalior from 1914-72 he always ‘insisted that students... should not be allowed to 
learn the bandishes from the book’ but ‘were to make use of the notations only after 
they had learnt the bandishes with their guru' (Pandit 1996:83). While this might 
originally have seemed a rather over-cautious stance in regard to notation, it looks 
now to have been vindicated. At all events, within all branches of the Gwalior 
ghardnd it is now the favoured approach.
Many of the issues addressed in the present chapter we will explore further in 
the context of our detailed analysis later. First, however, we will consider another 
source of controversy within the Gwalior tradition, namely Bhatkhande’s notations.
80 This institution was originally known simply as the Gandharva Vidyalaya, but was renamed in 
honour of Shankar Pandit after his death in 1917 (Pandit 1996:79-80).
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3.3 Bhatkhande’s Notations
In detailing the connections between V. N. Bhatkhande and the Gwalior tradition 
earlier, we mentioned in passing the dispute over the ‘authenticity5 of Bhatkhande’s 
notations, an issue which has a direct bearing on our present discussions. Hence, 
before proceeding to our detailed analysis, I propose to examine this dispute in more 
detail.
It will be recalled that in order to further his goal of collecting and preserving 
the traditional bandis repertoire, Bhatkhande approached a large number of artists 
from a variety of vocal traditions. Although many refused, he did manage through a 
combination of his own persuasive skills, cash inducements, and, on occasion, 
pressure exerted by various princely patrons on his behalf, to gain the co-operation of 
some, albeit grudgingly in a few cases (see below). Bhatkhande appears to have 
begun notating bandises from the Gwalior tradition as early as the 1880’s when 
attending the Gayan Uttejak MandalT in Bombay, though the bulk of his collection 
was amassed later. His main Gwalior sources during this time included one from the 
Maharashtrian branch of the gharana, namely Ganpati Buwa Milbarikar (a disciple 
of, among others, Balakrishna Buwa, Vasudeva Buwa Joshi and Krishna Shastri 
Buwa), and four from, or with close musical connections to, the Pandit family, 
namely Eknath Pandit (Shankar’s Pandit’s younger brother), Rajabhaiya Poochwale (a 
disciple of Shankar Pandit), Bhaskarrao Ramachandra Khandeparkar and Krishnarao 
Date (both disciples of another of the Pandit brothers, Ganpatrao).81
The assistance afforded Bhatkhande by these singers was not, it can safely be 
said, greeted with unalloyed enthusiasm by other members of the Pandit family. As
81 See §3.1.2 for full details of Bhatkhande’s Gwalior sources.
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we saw earlier, before approaching Eknath Pandit, Bhatkhande had, L.K. Pandit 
maintains, already asked Shankar Pandit for his help with the same project and been 
refused. Some biographies of Bhatkhande, especially those written by his own 
disciples or supporters, have tended to interpret the rebuffs which Bhatkhande 
received in such cases merely as symptomatic of overly-conservative, reactionary, 
even prideful attitudes 82 In the process they not only take little account of what were 
often perfectly legitimate fears concerning loss of repertoire, status etc. on the part of 
musicians whose livelihoods were, after all, heavily dependent on such knowledge, 
but also ignore or underplay serious musical objections to his project. In his account 
of the affair, L.K. Pandit is careful to rebut any suggestion that his grandfather’s 
rejection of Bhatkhande’s request for bandises denoted a reactionary outlook on his 
part or that he was in any way out of sympathy with Bhatkhande’s more general 
goals. On the contrary, he insists, ‘The Pandits were educated persons and they 
wanted that this [musical] art should be spread to everyone’ (Int.). Hence ‘Shankar 
Rao was not against notation’ (1996:84) in principle; nor was he unwilling to teach 
Bhatkhande compositions in the traditional way. He would not, however, countenance 
giving ‘them to him merely for notation without first learning them’ (ibid.), 
apparently fearing that they might be tampered with or simplified.83 Bearing in mind 
subsequent criticisms of Bhatkhande on this very point, it is difficult to avoid a 
suspicion that there may be an element of ex post facto rationalisation in this account 
of Shankar Pandit’s thinking at this time, at least in the weight accorded to his
82 The following passage from Nayar’s biography is typical: ‘It can well be imagined that Wazir 
Khan, the doyen of the gharanedar ustads by virtue of his connections with Mian Tansen, would 
possess all the pride and conservatism of that age and would be least willing to part with his 
knowledge’ (1989:85).
83 Whether or not Shankar Pandit was aware of Bhatkhande’s alleged proficiency at notating and 
accurately singing back bandises (as attested to by the latter’s disciples at least), or indeed whether it 
would have impressed him, is not documented.
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reservations in this area. For most singers considerations of this kind would have 
paled into insignificance besides the prospect of simply giving away to an outsider 
(and hence to innumerable unknown readers) bandises which had cost them so much 
time and effort to learn. In any event, in coming to his decision he would have had to 
take account of the feelings of his own teacher, Nissar Hussain Khan, who was still 
alive at this point.
Whatever the objections raised by Shankar Pandit (or indeed Nissar Hussain 
Khan), Bhatkhande was clearly not swayed by them. Indeed his belief in his project 
was such that he had no compunction about turning to Eknath Pandit to achieve the 
same ends. Bhatkhande’s association with the latter appears to have begun in Bombay 
at about the time that his first collection of bandises, the GTtmdlika series, began to be 
published. According to Ratanjankar’s account, Eknath Pandit had ‘come to Bombay 
in 1915-16 because of financial difficulties’ and was making his living by ‘giving 
musical instruction to a music-loving gentleman’ (1966:41). By this time Bhatkhande 
had already amassed a fairly substantial collection of Gwalior bandises from Ganpati 
Buwa Milbarikar among others, though he remained on the look out for further 
examples. Hence ‘On hearing news of Eknath Ji, Annasahab [i.e. Bhatkhande] called 
him to his house for the purpose of getting cJzes from him, and, having agreed the fee, 
began to note down the cfzes’ (ibid.). Engaged thereafter on a monthly salary 
(Chinchore 1966:511), Eknath Pandit appears to have given Bhatkhande hundreds of 
bandises -  estimates range from 250 (Garg 1957:114) to ‘nearly 500’ (L.K. Pandit 
1996:85). Presumably after Shankar Pandit’s earlier refusal, both parties to this 
arrangement will have known that their actions were not going to be well received by 
the rest of the family back in Gwalior. In his account of the affair L.K. Pandit avoids 
any mention of their reaction, though it is not hard to guess what it might have been. 
When doing research on the relationship between Bhatkhande and Krishnarao Pandit
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(for her monograph on the latter), Neela Bhagwat (1992:35; Int.) found that there was 
a general belief within the family that Bhatkhande had taken advantage of Eknath 
Pandit’s vulnerable financial position to get him to co-operate. It is true that 
Bhatkhande appears to have had few scruples about bringing pressure to bear where 
he felt it would bring him the results he wanted; even now some gharand musicians 
complain that Bhatkhande used the authority of a patron or ruler to coerce their 
predecessors into disclosing portions of their repertoire against their will (see below). 
In the present case, however, with no evidence of exploitation or underhand tactics on 
Bhatkhande’s part, he cannot be so easily cast as the villain of the piece, at least on 
this score.
Notwithstanding the private reservations of the Pandit family over 
Bhatkhande’s actions, the focus of their public criticisms of Bhatkhande in this area 
has been directed largely at the notations themselves. According to L.K. Pandit the 
appearance of the notations in print was greeted with dismay by the whole family, 
including Eknath Pandit himself: ‘When Eknathji saw the result he was shocked, as 
was [his brother] Ganpatraoji. The fonn of the compositions taken from the Pandit 
family had been changed!’ (1996:85). It is not clear which notations Eknath Pandit 
was ‘shocked’ by. As we saw earlier, Bhatkhande published two bandis collections: 
the GTtmdlika, series published at irregular intervals between 1916 and c.1923; and the 
larger 6-volume Kramikpustak-malikd, originally published between 1920 and 1936, 
but then revised and enlarged in later editions until it reached the standard fonn in 
which it continues to be published to this day. The later set reprinted, with revisions, 
most of the compositions of the earlier set. In the GTtmdlika series Bhatkhande does 
not, except in a few isolated cases, name his sources. From the publication dates, 
however, it seems reasonable to assume that it includes at least part of Eknath 
Pandit’s contribution. The later set, which does list him as a source, is generally
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considered to have superseded its predecessor. For this reason perhaps, it is this 
publication whose notations have drawn the most criticism from the Pandit family.
Similar misgivings over Bhatkhande’s notations were expressed within other 
sections of the gharand. Commenting on the notations of the GTtmdlika, for instance, 
G.H. Ranade, a disciple of one of Bhatkhande’s other important Gwalior sources, 
Ganpati Buwa Milbarikar, disputes their authenticity as follows:
[Bhatkhande] published some cTzes taken from Guruvatya Ganpatibuwa 
which I had also had the opportunity of learning from him. Regarding those 
cTzes I can say without a doubt that the form in which I learnt them is not the 
same as that in which they are given [here] and that Bhatkhande published 
them, having deliberately modified them considerably. (My translation -  In 
Mirashi Buwa 1944: xvii)
He contrasts these notations with the compositions published by Krishnarao Pandit 
and even by Bhatkhande’s own disciple and collaborator, Rajabhaiya Poochwaie, 
which he maintains ‘are virtually identical to our cTzes’ (ibid.).84
That Bhatkhande’s notations did not always reflect the fonn of the bandis as 
sung by gharand musicians is not disputed even by Bhatkhande’s supporters. The 
reasons for this, however, are worth clarifying. One explanation, popular among 
gharand musicians, is that Bhatkhande did not always receive the ‘legitimate’ version 
of the bandis. Oral tradition includes a number of stories of singers deliberately 
distorting the bandises in response to what they perceived as Bhatkhande’s high­
handed methods. Here, for instance, is the account related by Hafiz Ahmed Khan of 
Rampur-Sahaswan gharand:
Pandit Bhatkhande committed a “Himalayan blunder” ...He only contacted 
the rulers -  the maharajas and nawabs [saying] ‘Look here. I’m a lawyer, a
84 Writing in 1944, he is presumably referring to Krishnarao Pandit’s two-part Sangit pra\>es (1927, 
1936) and Rajabhaiya Poochwale’s SangTtopasana (1942). The latter had also published the first two 
volumes of his Tan mdlika series (1932, 1936) by this time, but these simply reproduce some of the 
bandis notations given in Vols. 2 and 3 respectively of Bhatkhande’s Ki'amik pusfak-mdlikd series.
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very educated person.., Please instruct your musicians to come and sing before 
me approximately all the compositions which they know’. And what was his 
position? He used to sit on the sofa along with the Maharaja and the poor 
musicians used to sit on the carpet...According to our etiquette, this should 
not have been done. Of course, the patron... did have every right to treat those 
musicians in that way, but most of them tended to treat them with respect. But 
this gentleman, Bhatkhande, had got no business to sit on the sofa and say to 
the musicians ‘Now come on, sing’...
Those musicians, whether they were Hindus or Muslims, were very 
hurt. The respect which Bhatkhande was supposed to give them was not there. 
He was [acting like] another ruler and he didn’t even give one penny to any 
artists as a compensation or as a gift. So now they made a group [saying] 
‘Now since he is giving us nothing, we are only parting with the compositions 
under duress. So we should twist the words and also the note combinations 
when singing to him5, (Int.)
While there is no reason to doubt that deliberate distortion of this kind did occur, it is 
difficult to determine either its extent or even which singers were involved. Oral 
tradition does suggest a number of likely candidates who would seem to have every 
reason to feel affronted by Bhatkhande’s actions (e.g. Wazir Khan at Rampur), but in 
some accounts these are lumped together with others whose motivation for deceiving 
him is not immediately apparent. How much of these stories has been created 
retrospectively is hard to ascertain. The tendency of some musicians, especially those 
with limited knowledge of Bhatkhande’s working methods, to ascribe all differences 
between his and their own versions of a bandis to this cause certainly leads a few to 
make some rather sweeping generalisations on this question. Bhatkhande was, in any 
case, far too shrewd and knowledgeable a researcher to be so easily duped. If he had 
suspected some musicians of cheating, it is difficult to believe that he would have 
allowed this to continue for long without complaining to the patron.
With regard to his Gwalior sources, there appears to be no evidence of any 
deliberate distortion of the kind credited to singers of other traditions. As far as we 
know, all the arrangements which Bhatkhande came to with them were entered into 
freely. Some of the disciples of the gharand sent to Bombay by the Maharaja of
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Gwalior in 1917 to be trained by Bhatkhande as teachers for the Madhav Sangit 
Vidyalaya (who included Rajabhaiya Poochwale and Krishnarao Date among their 
number) may have felt a little pressurised in the early stages of their training into 
revealing parts of the gharand treasury which they would have preferred to have kept 
to themselves, but within a short time their doubts appear to have been banished and 
they became eager converts to his cause. Relations with his earlier sources also appear 
to have been reasonably amicable. Talking to gharand members, I have certainly not 
heard of any offence on Bhatkhande’s part which might have prompted any of them to 
cheat him. His relationship with one of his major sources, the veteran Ganpati Buwa 
Milbarikar, lasting as it did from 1910 until the latter5 s death in 1927, seems to have 
been especially good, as attested not only by its longevity but also, the Bhatkhande 
smrti granth (Chinchore 1966:511) maintains, by Ganpati Buwa’s decision to open a 
music school in Sangli (Maharashtra) in Bhatkhande’s name (the Catur Sangit 
Vidyalaya).85
An alternative hypothesis sometimes put forward to account for the alleged 
inadequacies in Bhatkhande’s notations is that they were accomplished too rapidly for 
them to be wholly accurate. Van Der Meer, for instance, is reflecting a common view 
when he argues that to have ‘collected several thousand compositions... in a period of 
about fifteen years’ made it ‘likely that his standards of reliability suffered under the 
haste with which he wanted an important knowledge to be preserved’ (1980:184). Not 
unexpectedly, the writings of Bhatkhande’s supporters contain ample testimony 
affirming his proficiency at notating and accurately singing back from notation. 
Nayar, for instance, has Muhammad Ali Khan of Jaipur ‘pleased that Bhatkhande 
reproduced... cheejs [of his tradition] exactly in its pure fonn’(1989:82). A similar
85 ‘Catur’ was one of Bhatkhande’s pen names.
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implication appears to underlie Ratanjankar’s account, quoted earlier (see p. 93), of 
how Bhatkhande ‘vanquished’ the fears of the Gwalior disciples among his first batch 
of students by successfully reproducing from notation bandises collected earlier from 
Eknath Pandit. Even allowing for possible exaggeration here, there is no reason to 
question Bhatkhande’s competence as a notator. By the time he began to collect in 
earnest, he had already had many years in which to hone his notational skills. 
Moreover, he appears to have taken the task of collecting and notating very seriously, 
so it looks improbable that he would have undertaken it in a slipshod manner. Hence 
if there is any complaint against Bhatkhande’s notations, then the reason would seem 
to lie elsewhere.
There is, in fact, a certain irony to such attempts to explain away 
Bhatkhande’s notations in terms of his carelessness, since most of the discrepancies 
they point to are probably the result not of negligence on his part but rather its 
opposite, his diligence and thoroughness. The testimony of those who worked with 
him, together with the evidence of his journals and writings, show that far from being 
careless, Bhatkhande was meticulous in his approach to the task of collecting and 
notating. For him, the corpus of traditional bandises was important not merely for its 
own sake, but also for the light it might shed on current musical practice, and 
particularly the principles of rag exposition. Early on in his researches, however, he 
realised that many of the traditional compositions had in the process of oral 
transmission over several generations become distorted, often grossly so, with regard 
to text and melody, with the result that there were often in existence several different 
variants of the same bandis, some differing radically from others. In the light of this, 
Bhatkhande apparently determined that ‘it was necessary to correct and standardize 
them...before they could be published’ (Nayar 1989:91). Bhatkhande seems to have 
undertaken this task with great care. An idea of his methodology can be gained from
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the advice he gave to the young B.R. Deodhar in about 1926 with regard to bandis 
texts:
Panditji [Bhatkhande] said, “The first step is to record the cheej 
[i.e. composition] as you find it, then show it to some scholar who has made a 
special study of Braj-bhasha. If the meaning is clear, well and good. In case 
the meaning is not clear keep it as it is in a safe place without any alteration 
whatsoever. A cheej with a respectable and long pedigree is generally known 
to several musicians. When you have collected a number of different versions 
from several expert musicians you can wade through the different readings and 
unerringly arrive at the original and correct version... ”. (1993:42)
Whether Bhatkhande was really as confident by this stage in his own ‘unerring* 
ability to reconstruct the original text in this way, as Deodhar* s recollections suggest, 
is not certain, though his own considerable experience might have been expected to 
make him a little more circumspect.
Bhatkhande’s own notations were not in any case always arrived at in a single 
step: many underwent a series of revisions before they reached the ‘standard* form in 
which they appear in the Kramik pustak-mdlikd. Since to date only a small number of 
Bhatkhande’s original ‘unedited’ transcriptions have been published,86 it is not 
possible to trace the revision process from beginning to end, but by comparing the 
notations given in the earlier GTtmdlika series with their later counterparts we can get 
an insight into its later stages. Bhatkhande had already embarked upon his policy of 
‘correction’ in preparing the notations for the earlier set. Although in a few cases he 
appears to have been sufficiently satisfied with the results to allow them to be 
reprinted unaltered in the later set, the overwhelming majority underwent further
86 Thirteen such transcriptions are given in the Bhatkhande smrti granth, together with Bhatkhande’s 
comments (see Chinchore 1966:163-80). In nine cases the source is also given, though none of these 
were Gwalior singers. Although some of Bhatkhande’s observations are revealing, the notations 
themselves do not cast much light on the process of revision since, with one exception, these 
compositions did not appear in either o f his published sets. Even the exception, the bandis ‘Aja re 
badhavran’ in rag Siiha (see p. 169), published in Vol. 6 of the KPM {p. 183 of the 8th Hindi edition), is 
no more helpful in this respect, since both versions are identical.
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editing before their final form was fixed and the changes continued even through 
different editions of the KPM.
Not content to rely solely on his own judgement on these matters, he did 
consult ‘several other scholars’ in preparing the final version (Chinchore 1966:60). 
Nayar (1989:91-92) identifies one of these as Eknath Pandit, crediting him not only 
with helping to correct the bandis texts and notations, but also with assisting 
Bhatkhande with his project to formulate general principles of rag movement. This 
account, however, seems at odds with L.K. Pandit’s assertion, referred to above, that 
Eknath Pandit was ‘shocked’ at the final form of the notations. For someone 
intimately involved in such a project to profess such surprise at its outcome would 
seem to be rather perverse.
In any event, Bhatkhande was certainly not short of Gwalior-trained artists to 
assist him in the editing process. As we saw earlier, the teaching staff of the Madhav 
Sanglt Vidydlaya in Gwalior included a number of disciples trained by Eknath 
Pandit’s brothers, Shankar and Ganpatrao. The contribution of Rajabhaiya Poochwale 
was especially important here. Bhatkhande appears to have been particularly 
impressed by his abilities, regarding him as the most ‘methodical and cultured 
musician’ of the original group of trainees (Nayar 1989:91). Moreover, as we saw 
earlier, with regard to his renditions of bandises in particular, Bhatkhande seems to 
have considered Rajabhaiya’s versions to be generally more ‘authentic’ than those of 
the other Gwalior gharana disciples among this group. Rajabhaiya for his part was 
greatly struck by the breadth of Bhatkhande’s learning and enthused by his far- 
reaching plans for the refonn of musical education. As time passed Bhatkhande came 
to rely on him more and more, and he in turn came to accept Bhatkhande as his guru.
As regards the bandis notations, it seems that initially Rajabhaiya was not 
entirely in sympathy with Bhatkhande’s methods. According to his disciple, Balaji
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Pathak (1966:298), Rajabhaiya admitted later that his esteem for the Gwalior tradition 
made him unwilling at first to countenance the idea of making any changes to its 
compositions, and that it was not until a few years later that he came to recognise the 
merits of Bhatkhande’s approach. During this period he was content to notate the 
bandises of his tradition and to leave it at that. At what point he became fully 
involved in the ‘correcting’ and editing process is not clear, but it seems likely that it 
was not until after the original editions of at least the first four parts of the KPM  had 
been published -  i.e. from 1923 onwards. The Bhatkhande smrti granth (Chinchore 
1966:259-61) includes a transcript of a talk given by Rajabhaiya on All India Radio,
8 7Lucknow, containing some of his own recollections of the revision and correcting 
process and outlining his own journey from self-confessed ignorance to understanding 
under Bhatkhande’s guidance (though unfortunately not in enough detail to give us a 
real insight into the thinking which underlay the revision process). Here he refers to 
working on the reprints of the KPM. Indeed he mentions specifically preparing draft 
copies of the bandis notations to be published in the ‘reprint of the third Kramik 
book’, by which he presumably means the second (‘revised and enlarged’) edition 
which came out in 1928. Yet at whatever point Rajabhaiya’s initial objections finally 
evaporated, once fully committed to the project Bhatkhande reportedly gave him 
access to his entire collection of transcriptions (Nayar 1989:91), allowing him to 
carefully compare the versions collected from other Gwalior artists with his own 
renditions of the same bandises.
Given the scale of the KPM  collection and the numerous other commitments 
of those involved in producing it, the process of notation, correction and revision, not 
surprisingly, proved a rather protracted affair. To try and expedite matters,
87 This was reprinted subsequently in Chinchore’s biography of Rajabhaiya (1983:46-48).
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Bhatkhande sometimes arranged for those concerned in the project to come together 
for periods of concentrated work. In June 1922,88 for instance, he managed to get 
official funding from the Maharaja of Gwalior to enable himself and three of the 
Gwalior-trained teachers from the Gwalior music school, namely Rajabhaiya 
Poochwale, Krishnarao Date and Bhaskarrao Khandeparkar, to lodge for a month or 
so in Haridwar (Uttar Pradesh), where, according to Khandeparkar (1966:266), they 
worked on preparing compositions for Vol. 4 of the KPM  which would ultimately be 
published in August of the following year. From Chinchore5 s account of the same 
episode (1966:63, 492; 1983:32), it appears that during this time Bhatkhande also 
arranged a seminar of musicians, language specialists etc. in order to try and reach a 
consensus regarding the 'correct’ form of the traditional bandis texts.89
On another occasion Rajabhaiya Poochwale and Bhaskarrao Khandeparkar 
travelled during their summer vacation to Bombay to help Bhatkhande ‘prepare those 
cizes in the 2nd and 3rd Kramik books which still required notation and setting in tdV 
(Khandeparkar 1966:266). Accompanying them on the trip was Narayan Gune, a 
student from the Madhav Sahglt Vidyalaya, aged then around 18 or 19.90 His 
recollections of this time, given in the Bhatkhande smrti granth, offer a useful insight
88 This is the date given by Bhatkhande in a letter written just before (i.e. 22nd May 1922 -  see 
Chinchore 1966:376-77).
89 Chinchore’s account, one repeated also in Nayar (1989:91), represents the seminar as the main 
purpose of the trip to Haridwar. It is puzzling therefore that neither Bhatkhande’s letter discussing the 
impending trip nor Khandeparkar5s recollections of the stay mention any such seminar. Moreover, 
Chinchore talks of ‘Rajabhaiya and 7 or 8 other singers of Gwalior’ reaching Haridwar ‘along with 
their papers’ (1966:63), whereas Khandeparkar, as we saw, mentions only Bhatkhande, himself, 
Rajabhaiya Poochwale and Krishnarao Date. In his English biography of Bhatkhande, S. N. 
Ratanjankar (1967:49) also adds the name of Bapurao Gokhale to the list of those in attendance, though 
in the more cursory reference to the same occasion which appears in his later Marathi biography 
(1973:42) only Bhatkhande, Poochwale, Date and Khandeparkar are mentioned.
90 The Who’s Who of Indian Musicians gives his date of birth as the 6th April 1906 (Sangeet Natak 
Akademi 1984:47).
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into the notation and editing process as well as some clues as to Bhatkhande5 s
thinking at this stage:
In June 1924 or 1925 Swami Guruji Rajabhaiya [Poochwale], Bhaskarrao 
Khandeparkar and myself went to Bombay in order to do the notations for the 
Kramik Third Book. From 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. the work on the book was 
undertaken in Sukthankar Ji’s bungalow in Malad, and we [ourselves] stayed 
in Vile Parle. Shri [S. N.] Ratanjankar Ji used to come from Borivali, Pandit Ji 
[i.e. Bhatkhande], Rajabhaiyaji, Bhaskarraoji, Ratanjankaiji and myself were 
the ones in regular daily attendance. Wadilal [Shivram Nayak] Ji and 
Ratanjankarji’s father also stayed sometimes. We normally worked on the 
book until 4 o’clock, after which we all sang for an hour... Pandit Ji had learnt 
some Gwalior khyals from Eknath Pandit. Rajabhaiyaji had learnt from Swami 
Shankarrao Pandit. And Bhaskarraoji had learnt from Swami Ganpatrao 
Pandit. Whenever a particular khyal [composition] was chosen for notation, 
then the three gentlemen used to sing it exactly as they had each learnt it, and 
then having arrived at an amalgam of all of them, this would be written down 
finally in a fixed form. First it was written on a slate, and afterwards copies 
were made from this. About 4-5 khyals were prepared every day. In most 
cases Pandit Ji accepted the version sung by Rajabhaiya. Several times there 
occurred phrases in the khyal which broke the rules of the rag. Correcting it, 
Pandit Ji sang it in a very pleasing way and told Rajabhaiya to keep it in this 
form. But some people had accused Pandit Ji of spoiling the Gwalior khyals by 
doing this. Consequently Pandit Ji usually wrote them down in the form sung 
by Rajabhaiya. Pandit Ji called Rajabhaiya ‘Bhaiya’. When the khyal was 
ready, Bhaskarrao used to write it down in a neat copy. His letters were 
extremely neat. Pandit Ji called him Thadnls’ [i.e. the name for a public 
records officer]. I recollect that in setting the hara khyal ‘Bana thana kaha ju 
cale’ in rag Kedar, Pandit Ji originally notated [the word] ‘kanhaf in this way:
Pa SaDha SaNi Re SaNi SaDha Pa
ka nha $ $ $ $ $ $ S S  T
But there was discussion of this. Then Pandit Ji said to Rajabhaiya ‘Bhaiya, 
keep it as you sing it5, otherwise the Gwalior people will object again’. Finally 
it was written down as Rajabhaiya sang it:
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Pa Dha Ni Dha Pa (Pa) Ma
ka nha $ $ $ $ I
Many [other] cizes were written down like this exactly as Rajabhaiya sang 
them. Yes, Pandit Ji certainly pointed out their mistakes, but, as far as 
possible, he made no alterations to them. (My translation -  1966:291-92)91
It will recalled that by this stage Bhatkhande had, in fact, succeeding in 
acquiring ‘Gwalior khyals’ not only from Eknath Pandit, as Gune states, but also from 
other Gwalior singers, including most notably Ganpati Buwa Milbarikar. We do not 
have details of which compositions he collected from each of his sources, but unless 
he had determined to confine himself during these sessions solely to notating 
compositions acquired from Eknath Pandit, a prospect which looks unlikely, then it 
seems probable that at least some of the bandises under consideration emanated from 
other sources. Moreover, given what we know of his preference, noted earlier, for 
collecting, where possible, multiple versions of the same composition, it is also 
conceivable that in at least some instances the version contributed by Bhatkhande in 
these sessions was already an amalgam of different readings rather than any single 
version, be it Eknath Pandit’s or anyone else’s. And since Bhatkhande had never 
limited himself to collecting bandises only from Gwedior-ghardna sources, it seems 
likely, too, that in at least some cases he will have had versions collected from singers 
from other traditions. Curiously, Gune make no mention of Bhatkhande consulting his
91 B. S. Sukthankar, a solicitor by profession (Chinchore 1966:507), was the publisher for the 1st 
edition of KPM  series. Wadilal Shivram Nayak was one of Bhatkhande’s senior disciples (ibid.: 503; 
Ratanjankar 1967:12). Malad, Vile Parle and Borivali are suburbs of Bombay. Note that 
Khandeparkar’s account gives no date for the sessions in Bombay, nor does S. N. Ratanjankar in any of 
his three biographies of Bhatkhande. In an autobiographical sketch, however, Ratanjankar maintains 
that he lived in Borivali ‘tor about a year in 1922-23’ (in Sangoram 1993:367), which suggests that the 
trip to Bombay may possibly have been earlier than Gune believed. In this case, my best guess, from 
comparing Khandeparkar’s chronology with other information given by Ratanjankar, would be June 
1923.
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extensive collection of transcriptions, though it would be odd if they had not featured 
somewhere in the proceedings.
As regards the ‘authenticity5 of the notations, Gune’s account contains two 
important claims, both of which require qualification. Firstly he asserts that 
Bhatkhande was at this juncture not only aware of the accusations levelled at his 
notations but was even prepared to concede ground to his critics by opting, often, it 
seems, against his better judgment, for a version they might deem acceptable, namely 
that sung by Rajabhaiya Poochwale. Secondly, he maintains that the earlier charges of 
distortion had arisen largely from Bhatkhande5 s desire to eliminate those portions of 
the composition not in keeping with the ‘rules5 of the rag in question.
On the last point, it should be noted that Bhatkhande had, of course, 
previously derived these ‘rules5 themselves, in part at least, from a detailed analysis of 
the compositions (Ratanjankar 1967:9), so that what we are really talking about is his 
attempt to ‘correct’ portions which did not conform to his own generalisations. By 
this time he had already published the first three volumes of his Hindustham sangit- 
paddhati series, the greater part of which was devoted to detailed discussion of rag 
theory and current practice. However, his ultimate aim, spelled out in the first All 
India Music Conference which he helped organise at Baroda in 1916, was to establish 
a ‘uniform system of ragas and talas (with special reference to the Northern system of 
music)5 (Bhatkhande, in Chinchore 1966:418). His main objective here, it should be 
said, was to push for the acceptance of his own ideas on rag classification, but he did 
also recognise that there were disagreements among musicians regarding some 
aspects of rag treatment which would require settling if his dream of ‘standardisation5 
was to be realised. Accordingly, in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th All India Music Conferences 
held in Delhi (1918), Banaras (1919) and Lucknow (1924) respectively, he arranged 
for musicians from different traditions to attend in order to discuss their differences
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and to achieve what Ratanjankar dubs ‘a common understanding’ (1967:43). The 
rules which were agreed on here, no doubt after much wrangling, were later 
incorporated into Part 4 of the Hindustham sahgit paddhati (1932).
Ironically, it seems that the same drive towards standardisation which led 
Bhatkhande to modify some of his earlier views on rag also occasioned, if  Gune is 
right, his readiness to accept infringements of the ‘rules’ with respect to the bandis 
notations. Gune is undoubtedly overstating the case, however, when he attributes 
almost all melodic discrepancies between Bhatkhande’s version and that sung by 
Rajabhaiya Poochwale to ‘errors’ in rag delineation in the latter instance. He does not 
appear to allow for other possibilities, most notably that Bhatkhande’s version may 
simply have been based on a different version of the bandis. This looks a possibility 
even in the case of the example he cites of the word ‘kanhal’. The difference here, 
with Bhatkhande’s version centred around the upper tonic and Poochwale’s never 
rising above Ni, does not seem to merely one of rag delineation. In any case one has 
to be careful in talking of ‘errors’ with regard to rag movement: for what Bhatkhande 
considered ‘mistakes’ may not necessarily have been regarded as such by 
Rajabhaiya’s own guru, Shankar Pandit. The same example should serve to illustrate 
the point.
In Gune’s account the implication is that Rajabhaiya’s version of ‘kanhal’ 
contained errors. Indeed the context in which it is discussed might lead one to suppose 
that Gune considered its defects to be so self-evident as to necessitate no further 
comment. Yet, in fact, the fault is not so obvious as he appears to believe. Indeed if 
we examine the examples of rag movement (rag-vistar) given for Kedar in Vol. 1 of 
Bhatkhande’s Hindustham sahgltpaddhati (sic), we find a phrase very similar to the 
one said to have been sung by Rajabhaiya -  i.e. t.Ma Pa Dha Ni Dha Pa, t.Ma Pa Dha 
Pa s.Ma (1910:175). Yet despite this, there still remains one portion of the Rajabhaiya
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version about which Bhatkhande may have had some reservations, namely the 
opening Pa-Dha-Ni. Although this particular note combination does appear in the rag- 
vistar given for Kedar in the Hindustham sahgitpaddhati, it is limited there to a single 
occurrence -  part of the phrase quoted above. In the Gitmalikd series which he began 
publishing a few years later, however, none of the Kedar compositions in the volumes 
I have consulted contain this combination.92 It is also absent from the aroh-avroh 
(ascent-descent) pattern he gives for this rag in Vol. 3 of the later KPM  series 
(1988:108):
Aroh
SaMa, MaPa, Dha Pa, NiDha, Sa
Avroh
Sa, Ni Dha, Pa, t.Ma Pa Dha Pa, s.Ma, Ga Ma Re Sa
Neither is it found among the examples of rag movement given for Kedar in the same 
volume (ibid.: 691-93), Bhatkhande always opting instead for an ascent involving 
vakra movement between Pa and Ni. By contrast, if we look at the aroh-avroh pattern 
given by Shankar Pandit’s son, Krishnarao, in Part 1 of his Sahgit proves (1953:6), we 
notice a number of differences:
Aroh
Sa Ma Pa Dha Ni Sa
Avroh
Sa Ni Dha Pa Ma Ma Re Sa or Sa Ni Dha Pa t.Ma Pa Dha Pa s.Ma Ga Re Sa
While the pitch material here is identical to that given by Bhatkhande, the order in 
which it appears is in places different. The aroh in particular includes none of the
92 See Vol. 4, 1917:13; Vol. 5, 1917:15; Vol. 6, 1917:11-12; Vol. 8, 1918:3-4, 14; Vol. 9, 1918:20; Vol. 
12, 1919:14; Vol. 14, 1919:17; Vol. 15, 1920:15; Vol. 16, 1921:20; Vol. 18, 1921:2-3, 25; Vol. 19, 
1922:3, 31-32.
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vakra movement found in its Bhatkhande counterpart. Indeed it can be seen to contain 
the very Pa Dha Ni combination which Bhatkhande’s aroh avoids. Moreover in the 
specimen alap patterns which Krishnarao Pandit gives for this rag in another 
publication, Sahgit alap sahcari (1935:8-10), we find this note combination occurring 
a number of times.
Let us turn now to Gune’s other assertion: that in preparing the final version of 
his notations Bhatkhande gave precedence to the versions sung by Rajabhaiya and 
that ‘as far as possible, he made no alterations to them’ even where they departed 
from his own view of the rag. In the context of the dispute over the validity of 
Bhatkhande’s notations, this is an important claim. Represented as a concession to his 
Gwalior critics, this approach, though it could not be expected to silence entirely all 
charges of distortion, ought at least to have reduced the volume of such complaints, 
especially those emanating from the Pandit family. If that was Bhatkhande’s hope, 
then he will have been sorely disappointed. Of course, Gune may have been mistaken 
as to how far Rajabhaiya’s version coincided with the final version written down on 
the slate. As we saw earlier, one of the reasons for Rajabhaiya’s initial reluctance to 
participate in the editing process was Bhatkhande’s insistence on altering the bandises 
as he had learnt them. It seems unlikely, even allowing for his desire to placate his 
Gwalior critics, that Bhatkhande would now have completely reversed his policy. In 
any case, in his radio talk Rajabhaiya confirmed that ‘corrections’ were indeed made 
at this stage, though he does not go into detail. According to his son, Balasahab (Int.), 
however, such amendments were largely confined to the text; the notes themselves, he 
insisted, were left as his father had learnt them.
Finally, then, we arrive at the crux of the present dispute vis-a-vis 
Bhatkhande’s notations. On one side we have his critics insisting that his final 
notations represent a distorted form of the Gwalior bandises, and on the other his
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defenders insisting that, some necessary ‘corrections’ notwithstanding, the form in 
which he left the bandises was not substantially changed from that taught by Shankar 
Pandit. At this point, to get a better idea of the nature of the dispute, it is worth 
looking briefly at a few examples of the notations themselves. Let us begin by 
returning to the Kedar composition which Gune remembers Bhatkhande and his 
disciples working on in Bombay, ‘Bana thana’. Although one might easily derive the 
impression from Gune’s account that Bhatkhande was planning to publish this 
composition for the first time, it had in fact been published by him twice before, first 
in 1918 as Part 8 of the GTtmalika series and the second in February 1922 in Vol. 3 of 
the original edition of the KPM. The version being decided on in Bombay, therefore, 
was that destined to appear in the second ‘revised and enlarged’ edition of the third 
KPM  volume, which would eventually be published in 1928. The form in which the 
compositions appear in this edition was to become the standard one. An idea of the 
changes which this bandis underwent in the course of the revision process can be 
gleaned from Fig. 3.9, which features the three notations aligned vertically so as to 
allow easy comparison:93
93 Note that in all of Bhatkhande’s versions ‘Bana thana’ is written as one word.
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Fig. 3.9
Three versions of ‘Banathana kaha ju/jo cale’ in Rag Kedar 
as notated by V. N. Bhatkhande
AsthdT
Tal = Trital (i,t.Tilvafa?)
X • •  •  2
Bhatkhande; 
Gttmatika 8 
(1918; 14)
Bhatkhande:
KPM 3 ,1st ed.
(1921: 67)
Bhatklinndc: 
KPM 3, Std. cd. 
(1988:140) rfocr
ba - na - tlm
kii ha Ju le ill kosica
na bhfi
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Here we have evidence of amendments being made with each successive 
version. In the case of the two earliest notations the differences are relatively minor: 
slight changes in the spelling (e.g. ‘kanhal’ replacing ‘kanaT’), a grace note added or 
omitted here and there, variations in the melody (e.g. on the words ‘nlkohf or 
‘dikhal’) or the rhythm (e.g. the opening of the antara), and so forth, but nothing 
drastic. By the final version, however, the composition has undergone a more 
thoroughgoing revision of the kind one might have anticipated after the revision 
session described by Gune, and involving numerous changes to the melody and 
rhythm as well as further amendments to the text (including most notably the removal 
of the word ‘neka’). Interestingly, the setting of ‘kanhai’ here differs slightly from the 
one which Gune represented as the final version (which, in fact, more closely 
resembles the setting of ‘dikhaf which comes at the parallel point at the close of the 
antara). Among the explanations for this discrepancy is the possibility that 
Bhatkhande continued to refine his notations even after the sessions in Bombay. If so, 
then the grace note Ni added to the Dha on the second syllable could have been an 
attempt to bring Rajabhaiya’s Pa Dha Ni more into line with Bhatkhande’s view of 
the rag, contradicting Gune’s claims regarding Bhatkhande’s resolve to accept the 
Rajabhaiya version, warts and all.
While this example confirms the fact that there were major changes made to 
the notation after the sessions in Bombay, it does not tell us whether the final version 
had indeed moved closer to the version sung by Rajabhaiya. At this point it would 
have been helpful to have been able to turn for comparison to a recording of 
Rajabhaiya’s perfonnance of this composition from this time. There are, in fact, 
extant recordings of Rajabhaiya’s singing, but, unhappily from our present 
perspective, these all date from the period after his collaboration with Bhatkhande. An 
alternative, and perhaps more useful, approach in view of the dispute with the Pandit
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family, would be to compare the final Bhatkhande notations with those given in what 
is claimed to be their ‘correct form’ in Krishnarao Pandit’s Sahgit praves. 
Unfortunately, ‘Bana thana’ was not among the bandises included in this collection, 
but there are others to which we can turn for the same purpose.
Figs. 3.10-3.12, for instance, each contain the Pandit and the various 
Bhatkhande notations of respectively ‘Mora bole’ in rag Kedar, ‘PTra na jam re’ in 
ragMdlkauns and ‘Karima kar[a]ma ’ in rag Hamir:
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Fig. 3.10
‘Mora bole’ in Rag Kedar as notated by V. N. Bhatkhande and K. S. Pandit
Asthal
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(1988:139)
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Fig. 3.11
‘Plra na janl re’ in RagMalkauns as notated by V. N, Bhatkhande and K. S. Pandit
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Fig. 3.12
‘Karima karfajma’’ in RagHamTr as notated by V. N. Bhatkhande and K.S. Pandit
AsthiiT
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(1922:38)
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Bhatkhaiule's notation is open to more than one interpretation here.
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These three compositions all appear in Part 3 of the KPM, and as such may well have 
been among those which Bhatkhande and his disciples were working on during the 
period described by Gune. As regards the successive Bhatkhande notations, each of 
the examples here exhibits a different pattern of change. In the case of ‘Karim'a’ 
k a r m a f o r  instance, the journey from the GTtmalika to the final KPM  version has 
been comparatively short, with only minor modifications being made at each 
successive revision. Between editions of the KPM  we observe some changes, 
including most notably the varied version of the asthai mukhra (on the word 
‘karima’) concluding each section, but on a distinctly smaller scale than that noted in 
respect of ‘Banafhana’ earlier. As regards the other two compositions, the distance 
travelled from their first to their last incarnations is appreciably greater. Interestingly, 
the pattern of change differs with respect to the asthai and antara. In the case of the 
asthats most of the revisions occur between the first and revised editions of the KPM, 
whereas in the case of the antaras substantial changes have already been introduced 
by the first edition of the KPM. The antara of ‘Mora bole5 in particular appears to 
have undergone a major renovation by this stage, extra portions of text and melody 
increasing its length by over a cycle of the tal. By the revised version, however, many 
of these changes have been discarded and the antara returned to something more 
nearly resembling its first incarnation.
In widening the comparison now to include Krishnarao Pandit’s version, care 
must be taken not to draw any too hasty conclusions. In our discussion of the 
traditional teaching methods earlier (see pp. 61-62), we mentioned the claim 
apparently made by one of his disciples, that even when teaching, Krishnarao Pandit 
would sometimes vary the form of the bandis. This, as we saw, was vigorously 
disputed by his son, L.K. Pandit. However, if it were true, then the version captured in 
the notation may not necessarily have reflected how he would have sung it on all
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occasions. Our subsequent comparison of his notation and perfonnance of the Basant 
composition ‘NabI ke darabara’ (see pp. 108-111) did show that the relationship was, 
in any case, a very loose one. This was especially true in the rhythmic sphere, where 
the distribution of the notated pitches in relation to the tal proved to be virtually no 
guide as to where they would appear in practice. As regards the melody, on the other 
hand, we saw that the notation showed only the larger melodic contours. Clearly on 
this evidence, it would be absurd to read too much into every difference we might 
observe between Krishnarao Pandit’s notations and their Bhatkhande counterparts; for 
even if the musical reality each had been attempting to represent were, in fact, 
identical, one would still expect to find some discrepancies between their notations. 
That said, however, it should be possible, adopting a less literal interpretation, to 
derive some clues to illuminate the question in hand.
Addressing first the question of whether the final Bhatkhande notation did 
indeed move closer to the version sung by Rajabhaiya, we certainly find some 
evidence in our examples to support this view. In the antara of ‘Mora bole’, for 
instance, the stepwise ascent to Re on the final syllable of ‘balaiya’ which appears for 
the first time in the last of Bhatkhande notations could well, judging by a similar 
(albeit less rapid) ascent in the Pandit version at this point, have derived from 
Rajabhaiya’s rendition. Indeed, on the evidence here, it could be argued that 
Rajabhaiya’s version might also have influenced the decision, which we noted above, 
to abandon many of the revisions to the antara made previously. Other examples can 
be found in the asthai of ‘PTra na jam’. For instance, the ascent to Sa on the word 
‘janl’, or the descent to Ga on the final syllable of ‘balama’, which did not appear 
until Bhatkhande’s final notation, all have their analogues in the version published by 
Krishnarao Pandit.
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As to the general direction of the revision process, then, the evidence here 
does appear to confirm the view of Bhatkhande’s supporters. On the question of the 
disputed ‘legitimacy* of his final notations, however, their claims look more 
questionable. Comparing the Bhatkhande versions with their Pandit counterparts, it is 
not difficult to see why the Pandit family might have felt aggrieved. Considering first 
the texts, we see that they diverge in a number of places. To give just a few examples, 
in ‘Mora bole’ Bhatkhande’s ‘bana bana’ and ‘dara dara’ are given as ‘bana gana’ and 
‘dare dare’ in their Pandit counterparts, the latter including also an additional ‘maT’ in 
the antara.; in ‘PIra na jam re’ Bhatkhande’s first ‘rlta’ and ‘bhaila’ appear in their 
counterparts as ‘prlta’ and ‘raka hagaye’, and ‘ajahu na aye kahtkl’ as ‘una janu ko 
na’; and in ‘KarTm'a’ kar[a]ma ’ Bhatkhande’s ‘bakasanehara’ appears in its 
counterpart as ‘baksanehara’. As we saw earlier, Bhatkhande’s supporters accept that 
revisions, or ‘corrections’ as they put it, were made to the text, so some divergence in 
this area might have been anticipated. However, other differences appear to go 
beyond what one might have expected from their assertions. They extend, for 
instance, not only to the lengths of sections (as in the case of the antara of ‘More 
bole’ or the asthai of ‘KarTm'a’ kar[a]m'a’ ’), but also the choice of tal, as in the case of 
‘PIra na jam’. In the melodic sphere, too, the discrepancies between the versions 
certainly appear at times to go beyond the range of variation which one might 
reasonably have expected. Even adopting the flexible interpretation recommended 
earlier, it would, in my view, be stretching things to regard the different notations of, 
let us say, ‘rlta’ at the close of ‘PIra na jam, or ‘karma kare alia’/ ‘karama kara alia’ 
near the opening of ‘Karima’ kar[a]ma” , merely as attempts to represent the same 
melodic events.
It should be said that the degree of melodic differences noted in respect of 
these examples is not untypical. In fact, there are other bandises where the degree of
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divergence is much greater. An example can be found in Fig. 3.13, which contains the 
Bhatkhande and Pandit notations of the composition ‘Bore/Baure jina alia’ in rag 
Sarang. According to Gune’s account (1966:292), this was another of the 
compositions whose final form was decided in Bombay. Unlike 'Bana thana’, this 
bandis had not yet appeared in print, and its notation appears to have caused some 
difficulty since Gune remembers it taking two days to complete, which points to there 
being a fair degree of divergence among Bhatkhande’s editorial team with regard to 
how this bandis was performed. Be that as it may, the final result provides the 
strongest evidence yet against Gune’s own assertions. For so different is it from the 
version published by Krishnarao Pandit that it is scarcely credible that it could have 
been derived with little or no alteration, as is claimed, from the version which his 
father had passed on to Rajabhaiya Poochwale. In that case, however, the question 
arises: from where did Bhatkhande, in fact, derive such versions so much at variance 
with those sung by the Pandit family? Since differences of this scale would be 
difficult to explain merely in terms of ‘corrections’, the most likely answer would 
seem to be: other sources. Could they even perhaps have been derived from another 
Gwalior source? This would, of course, suggest a range of variation within the 
gharana of considerable proportions, a possibility which we will explore in the 
forthcoming chapters.
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Fig. 3.13
‘Bore/Baure jina’ in rag Sarang as notated by V.N. Bhatkhande and K.S. Pandit
Asthai
Bhatkhande: 
KPM  3, Std. ed. 
(1988:482-84)
K. S. Pandit: 
SangTf pravei t 
(1953: 38-39)
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Bhatkhande's notation is open to more than one interpretation here
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3.4 Summary
Until the end of the nineteenth century the learning of compositions was dependent 
almost entirely upon aural memory. During the twentieth century, however, this was 
to change with the appearance of a new learning tool, namely notation. Among the 
numerous notation systems which were developed, those of V.D. Paluskar (at least in 
the modified form adopted by his disciples) and V.N. Bhatkhande gained the most 
widespread acceptance. Both used sargam syllables to represent the pitches, but 
differed in the way in which they indicated rhythm, tal structure and pitch register. 
Gwalior singers published many collections of classical bandis notations, of which the 
most substantial were Paluskar’s 5-part SangTt balbodh, Mirashi Buwa’s 3-part 
Bhdratiy sangTt-mala and V.N. Patwardhan’s 7-part Rdg-vijnan set. The largest 
number of bandises belonging to the Gwalior repertoire, however, were published in 
Bhatkhande’s 6-part Kramik pustak-malikd, which is perhaps the most important 
bandis collection to have appeared to date.
Most of the notation systems which were developed aimed to capture only the 
melodic and rhythmic parameters of the music. The precise relationship between 
notation and perfonnance varied depending on the notator. However, in general 
notations of fast-tempo bandises tended to be closer to the way in which the bandis is 
actually rendered than notations of slower-tempo performances, which were often no 
more than skeletal versions of the bandis as performed. In the early days of notation 
there was a fierce debate between those who advocated learning compositions directly 
from, or at least with the help of, notation, and those who insisted that bandises 
should be learnt first from the guru in the traditional manner, with the notation used 
only as an aide memo ire. Nowadays most Gwalior singers favour the latter view.
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Gwalior singers played an important part in producing the notations of 
Bhatkhande’s Kramikpustak-malikd, not only furnishing him with numerous bandises 
for his collection, but also assisting him with the editing process. Yet despite this, his 
notations have attracted much criticism from within the gharana, especially from the 
Pandit family, who accuse him of altering the original bandis form. Close scrutiny of 
Bhatkhande’s publications, together with the testimony of his followers, reveals that 
his notations were not always arrived at in a single step, but often underwent a series 
of revisions before reaching their final form, and that in making these revisions he 
frequently took account of versions derived from more than one source. Comparison 
of his notations and those published by Krishnarao Pandit, however, does not support 
the claims of Bhatkhande’s followers that his final notations always reflected the 
version sung by members of the Pandit family.
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PART 2
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CHAPTER 4
INTRODUCTION TO THE ANALYSIS
In assessing the effectiveness of different modes of bandis transmission in the 
previous chapters, we made some preliminary attempts to account for the 
discrepancies which have been observed between different Gwalior artists’ renditions 
of the same composition. In doing so, however, we relied mainly on evidence drawn 
from the musical literature or from interviews. In this and the following chapters we 
will look in more detail at the nature and extent of the differences, drawing on 
information gleaned directly from the performances themselves. The discussion will 
centre mainly around two comparative analyses, the first featuring a transcription of 
different versions of the same bandis, the second featuring a more general comparison 
involving a wide selection of notated bandises. By focusing both narrowly and 
broadly in this way, it is hoped that we will emerge with a reasonably full picture of 
bandis presentation within the Gwalior gharana.
For the detailed analysis I selected the well-known ‘Kaise sukha sove’ in rag 
Bihdg, a bandis generally believed to have been composed by the eighteenth-century 
composer Niyamat Khan (‘Sadarang’ -  see pp.34-36). Usually rendered in slow 
tempo, this composition is popular with artists from a variety of stylistic traditions. It
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appears to have been part of the repertoire of Gwalior artists from the earliest days of 
the gharana and is still regularly performed by members of all its main branches. 94 As 
such it seemed a reasonable choice to serve as the basis for a comparative analysis. 
My aim was not only to collect a good cross-section of examples from different 
branches of the gharana but also sufficient numbers to enable us to trace its progress 
through a few generations of singers. Moreover, in order to discover the extent to 
which singers adhered to a single version of a bandis, I also endeavoured to find 
recordings of two different renditions by the same singer. In the event I succeeded in 
collecting examples from 14 different artists, which, including two duplicate versions, 
amounted to 16 recordings in total. Of these, three were commercial recordings (i.e. 
L.K. Pandit: MID 7028; Narayanrao Vyas: HMV STC 04B 7369; and Omkamath 
Thakur; RHC 240 374), three others private recordings kindly donated by Gwalior 
members, and the remainder my own recordings made with the co-operation of the 
artists in question. All these performances I transcribed into Western staff notation.
To supplement this list further, I also opted to include notated versions of the 
bandis. Although, as we have seen, these only show the bandis in a simplified form, 
they still give a good indication of how the artist-cum-notator would have performed 
the composition in question. Notations of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ appear in the 
publications of five senior Gwalior figures: Krishnarao Shankar Pandit’s Sangit 
praveS Vol.l (1953:12), Vishnu Digambar Paluskar’s Rag Bihag (n.d.:7-ll), Mirashi 
Buwa’s BharatTy sangit-mala, Vol. 2 (1946:128-29), Vinayakrao Patwardhan’s Rag- 
vijnan, Vol. 2 (1970:179-80) and Omkamath Thakur’s SahgJtanjali, Vol. 3 
(1955:185-86). To these I have added three further versions for which Gwalior artists
94 Among the Gwalior artists I spoke to, the only one whose repertoire did not include this particular 
bandis was Madhav Umdekar.
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were the prime, if not exclusive, sources -  namely those given in V. N. Bhatkhande’s 
GTtmdlikd, Vol. 6 (1917:15) and Vol. 3 of both the original and revised editions of his 
Kramikpustak-malika series (1922b:84-84 and 1988:201-2 respectively). These eight 
versions were originally presented in various notational formats, but for the purpose 
of our analysis I rendered them all into staff notation.
The completed transcriptions and transnotations, amounting to 24 versions in 
total, are set out in Volume 2 of this study to allow for easy reference. They are 
presented in two ways, first individually in Figs. 4.1-4.24 (pp.6-40), and then all 
together in Fig. 4.25 a-j (pp.42-51) in an arrangement designed to facilitate 
comparison. In the latter case, the bandis has been divided into sections, with 
corresponding portions aligned vertically down the page. The order of alignment aims 
to highlight lines of transmission by grouping teachers and disciples together. Overall 
the Gwalior artists here can be divided into two main groups: those belonging to the 
teaching line of the Pandit family, which are shown at the top of the page down as far 
as Jal K. Balaporia; and those belonging to the line of Balakrishna Buwa 
Ichalkaranjikar, which are grouped together from Mirashi Buwa downwards.95 Note 
that Sharad Sathe learnt first from two members of the Balakrishna Buwa line, namely 
D. V. Paluskar and B. R. Deodhar, and then later from a member of the Pandit line, 
Sharadchandra Arolkar. In theory, therefore, he could have been placed in either 
group. However, since in practice his bandis renditions are, according to his own 
testimony (Int.), closer to that of his last guru, he has been included among singers of 
the Pandit line.
Two artists who do not fit easily into either group are V. N. Bhatkhande and 
Balasahab Poochwale. Bhatkhande, as we have seen previously, acquired
95 These two teaching lines were discussed in §1.2,1 earlier (p.21).
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compositions from a number of Gwalior singers, including ones from different 
branches of the gharana. For this reason it seemed appropriate to place his notations 
between the two groups. Balasahab Poochwale, on the other hand, could legitimately 
have been be included among the artists of the Pandit line, his father, Rajabhaiya, 
having been a disciple of Shankar Pandit. However, his father’s subsequent close 
associations with the Bhatkhande project, and most especially his involvement with 
producing the final edition of the Kramik pustak-mdlikd, mean that the bandis 
renditions of both father and son have tended to be viewed, especially by members of 
the Pandit family, as closer to the versions given by Bhatkhande than to those of 
Shankar Pandit. In view of this, I opted to place the Balasahab Poochwale version 
after the last of Bhatkhande’s notations of this bandis,96
While the above comparison should provide much detailed information in 
respect of our chosen bandis, it will not tell us the extent to which our findings hold 
true for Gwalior bandises in general. In fact, to achieve a similar depth of information 
with regard to wider trends, this analysis would have had to be repeated for hundreds 
of bandises, not a practical proposition bearing in mind the time-consuming nature of 
the transcription process and the difficulty of obtaining recorded material from the 
previous generations. A more realistic alternative was to undertake a comparative 
survey using a reasonably large sample of bandises but focusing on a small number of 
relatively important features. In order to gain access to the widest possible selection of 
compositions, I decided to base the analysis around the bandis notations which appear 
in the following publications, produced by or with the help of Gwalior artists: 
Krishnarao Shankar Pandit’s Sahglt praves Vols. 1-2 (1953-54); Vishnu Digambar
96 For more details on Rajabhaiya Poochwale’s musical training and connections with Bhatkhande, 
see Chapter 3 (esp. pp.90-91).
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Paluskar’s SahgTt [s/c] dvitiy pustak (1902), SahgTt trtiya prntak (1903), SangTt dvitiy 
bhag (1907), SahgTt balbodh Vols. 1-3 (1916-1922), Rag proves Vols. 1, 3 and 5 
(1911-13), Rag Bhairav (1913), Rag Kalyan (1922); Mirashi Buwa’s Bhdratiy sahgit- 
mdld Vols. 1-3 (1944-1951); Umamaheshvar Buwa Kundgolkar’s SangTt kaladarpan 
Vol. 2 (1924); Ramakrishna Nahar Vajhe’s (i.e. Vaze Buwa’s) Sahgit-kald-prakds 
Vols. 1-2 (1938-41); V.N. Patwardhan’s Rdg-vijndn Vols. 1-7 (1968-91), B. R. 
Deodhar’s Rag bodh Vols. 1-6 (1989-90), Omkamath Thakur’s SahgTtdhjali Vols. 1-6 
(1954-64); V. N. Bhatkhande’s Kramik pustak-mdlikd Vols. 1-6 (modem Hindi 
edition: 1987-89); and the Encyclopaedia o f Indian music with special reference to 
the ragas, Vol. 2 (Clements 1988), which contains compositions reportedly obtained 
from Bhaya Joshi (the son of Hassu Khan’s disciple, Vasudeva Buwa Joshi) and 
rendered into Western notation. As we noted in Chapter 3, there is a high rate of 
duplication between these publications with respect to the compositions chosen for 
inclusion, making them eminently suitable for a comparison of this kind. In order to 
increase further the range of data available, I also opted to draw on two further 
sources. The first was the ‘List of Recordings’ of Krishnarao Pandit’s performances 
given in Neela Bhagwat’s monograph Krishnarao Shankar Pandit: a doyen o f khayal 
(1992:71-74). This includes a mixture of his commercial recordings and ones drawn 
from private collections. The second source was a list of the traditional khydl 
compositions making up Neela Bhagwat’s own repertoire, kindly given to me by the 
artist herself.
To keep the numbers manageable, I decided to restrict the comparison to the 
399 khydl compositions featured in Mirashi Buwa’s series. Unlike some of the others, 
this series is explicitly confined to the Gwalior repertoire -  it is subtitled ‘purane 
Gvaliyar khyal’ (‘old Gwalior khydls’) -  and includes compositions in over 90 rags. 
With the bandises selected, I then consulted each publication in turn noting down
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whichever of the following particulars were available: the rag; the title of the bandis 
in Devanagarl and Roman scripts; the printed source consulted; the tal\ the lay (where 
marked); the length of the asthai and antard in matras, together with the starting 
mdtra in each case; the text syllable with which the asthai and antard reach the initial 
sam (see Appendix 2 in Vol. 2 of this study for full details).97 This data was then 
analysed to determine general trends. The results of this analysis will be examined in 
detail in subsequent chapters.
To further clarify the relationships between the different artists/notators 
involved in the two comparisons, I have drawn up a chart summarising the main 
connections between them (see Fig. 4.26). This is a simplified version of the more 
comprehensive chart given in Appendix 1 (see Vol. 2). To distinguish the artists 
featuring in the comparison from the others shown here, their names have been 
italicised.
Although the forthcoming analysis is not intended to be exhaustive, the 
relatively large number of musical examples under scrutiny will inevitably require a 
great deal of detailed analysis in order to do proper justice to what is, as the 
discussion in the previous chapters has already indicated, a highly complex subject. 
Accordingly, in order to avoid dealing with every performance parameter at once, the 
discussion is divided into three sections as follows: text (Chapter 5); rhythm and 
structure (Chapter 6); and melody (Chapter 7). This will be followed in Chapter 8 by a 
conclusion drawing together the findings of the previous sections.
97 The reasons underlying the choice of details here may not be immediately apparent in all cases, but 
they should become clear in the course of the subsequent analysis.
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CHAPTER 5
TEXT
In this chapter we will focus on the khydl texts themselves, leaving the question of 
how they are set to music until later. The greater part of the chapter will be taken up 
with a detailed comparison of the different versions of the text of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ 
published by Gwalior singers, during which we will endeavour to identify and, as far 
as possible, explain any differences which we discover. Following this, in order to put 
our findings in perspective, we will look briefly at the texts of a few other 
compositions, including some where the published versions diverge to a much greater 
extent. Here the focus will be less on the language and meaning of the texts than on 
the patterns of difference within the gharana.
5.1 ‘Kaise sukha sove’
The text of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ is one of the many devoted to matters of love. Written 
in the Hindi dialect Braj Bhasa, it is comparatively short. Below is given the text and 
translation as published by Vinay Chandra Maudgalya. As an aid to interpretation, I 
also include a glossary of the relevant vocabulary:
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Vinay Chandra Maudgalya’s Text98 
AsthdT:
^  f ^ r  n
kaise sukha sove nfdariya syama murata cita carhl 
Antard:
^R T  ^R T  w t n "  HT % T  HT5 1 1 $  II
soca soca sadaraiiga akulave ya bidha gatha pari
Translation
Asthmi
How can she have restful sleep while her heart is pining away for Syam (Lord Krishna)? 
Antard:
Sadarang says that she has become very restless with the anxiety of unfolding this tangle. 
[Source: Indian Music Journal No.3 (1965:26)]
GLOSSARY99
.. A. kaise - how
Ht- so- - sleep (v.i.)
^ l^ n r mdariya - sleep (n.f. -  poetic & regional usage)
W sukha - happy, easy (adj.)
Hence:
^  •# - mdariya sukha so- - sleep soundly
$U1H syama - Syam, epithet of Lord Krishna
murata - image, shape (n,f.)
■fer cita - mind, heart, thought (n.m.)
Xlc?- carha- - enter, attack [the mind] (v.i.)
98 The original was published in Devandgarf script only.
99 The principal sources consulted in compiling this glossary were Das (1965), Platts (1997) and Snell 
(1991). In line with usual practice for Braj Bhasa (see McGregor 1968, Thiel-Horstmann 1983, Snell 
1991 etc.), verbs are cited in their root form.
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^IxT- soca- - think, fret, grieve (v.t.)
sadarariga pen-name of the author
'Slcpfl- akula- - feel agitated, uneasy, restless (v.i.)
TTT ya bidha - in this way, manner etc.; thus
is gafha - knot, entanglement (n.f.)
■UT- para- - fall, befall, occur, happen (v.i.)
gatha para- - become knotted or entangled (v.i.)
As in numerous khyals, the heroine is of the type described in the Natya sastra (the 
celebrated Sanskrit treatise on dramaturgy) as virahotkanthita, ‘distressed by 
separation5 (Bharata 1951:467).100 Here so filled are her thoughts with the image 
(‘murata’) of her beloved that sleep has become impossible. The verb ‘sove’ is given 
in its subjunctive-present form, the ‘-ve’ ending here indicating the 3rd person. In Braj 
Bhasa ‘usage of the subjunctive-present is often indistinguishable from that of the 
general present5, but it does tend to be preferred in contexts like this one where ‘the 
force of the verb is rhetorical or declamatory rather than narrative’ (Snell 1991:11). 
Here it is employed in conjunction with ‘nidariya5 (a noun derived, like the more 
familiar ‘nfd’, from ‘nidra’, the Sanskrit word for ‘sleep’). The object of desire is 
identified as ‘Syam (‘the dark one5), the epithet of the ideal lover of Hindu tradition, 
Lord Krishna. Stories of the erotic exploits of the youthful Krishna have traditionally 
been the source of a great deal of romantic literature, with his love for Radha and for 
the gopis (the wives and daughters of the cowherds) invariably interpreted in spiritual 
terms as symbolising God’s love for the human soul. Out of this tradition has come 
much devotional literature, including numerous bandis texts, in which love for God is 
expressed in terms of romantic or erotic desire for Krishna. Thus in the present case
100 For a discussion of the Ndtya sastra's eight categories of nayikas as a typology applied to musical 
texts, see Manuel (1989:9-15).
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the distress of the heroine can been interpreted both in terms of a romantic or physical 
longing and also as a desire for spiritual union with the divine. In the translation the 
heroine is described as ‘pining away’ for Krishna, but, in fact, the Hindi represents 
her as more of a passive (if willing) victim, helpless against the incursion -  one of the 
meanings of the verb ‘carh-5 is ‘attack5 or ‘invade5 -  of Krishna’s image.
The inclusion of the chap (pen-name) ‘sadaranga5 in the antard appears to 
suggest it is the work of the celebrated eighteenth-century composer Niyamat Khan. 
As we saw in Chapter 2, pseudonyms are not always reliable indicators of authorship 
due to the practice, common among later composers, of adding the pseudonym of a 
more celebrated predecessor to their own creations either in tribute or else in the hope 
of enhancing the status of such creations. That notwithstanding, however, this 
example is generally regarded by musicians as a genuine ‘Sadaranga5 bandis.101 
Maudgalya’s translation has ‘Sadaranga5 commenting on the restlessness of the 
heroine. The phrase ‘Sadarang[a] says that...5, which he uses, is, in fact, a common 
formula for translating the chap. However, in the Hindi itself it is ‘Sadaranga5 
himself, assuming the identity of the heroine, who has become restless. There is no 
conflict here, however; the ambiguity is a characteristic feature of khydl lyrics.
The rest of the translation is more problematic, however. The original contains 
no indication that the heroine actually wants to be free of the tangle, as the translation 
suggests. The verb ‘soca-5 is used here in the sense of ‘fret5 or ‘grieve5. It is given in 
its absolutive fonn represented by the verb stem alone, the repetition emphasising the 
drawn out nature of the action. The distress of the heroine is further suggested by the 
following verb ‘akula5-, meaning ‘feel agitated5 or ‘feel restless5. Hence a literal
101 To avoid inconsistencies, the name ‘Sadarang’ will henceforth be spelt ‘Sadaranga’ in line with the 
way it is pronounced when sung.
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translation of ‘soca soca sadaranga akulave’ might be ‘Having fretted and fretted, 
Sadaranga feels restless’. Yet, while the heroine is undoubtedly in a state of great 
agitation, there is nothing in the Hindi to indicate that her ‘anxiety’ stems from a 
desire, still less an attempt, to escape from her situation. Nor is there any intimation of 
the suggested ‘unfolding’ (by which the translator presumably means ‘unravelling’ or 
‘untangling’). In fact, the sense of ‘gatha para-’ would perhaps better be conveyed 
with the English idiom of ‘being knotted up inside’. All in all, then, a more 
satisfactory translation of the antard text might be something on the lines of: 
‘Sadaranga is in the throes of anguish, all knotted up inside’102 (or else, if we opt to 
retain the formula Maudgalya uses to translate the chap, ‘Sadaranga says that she is in 
the throes of anguish, all knotted up inside’).
At this point it is worth widening the discussion to include other versions of 
the same text. The following selection comprises those published by Krishnarao 
Pandit, V.N. Bhatkhande (3 versions), Mirashi Buwa, Vishnu Digambar Paluskar, 
Vishnu Narayan Patwardhan and Omkamath Thakur. To this I have added one further 
example obtained directly from Neela Bhagwat. The Devandgan script is reproduced 
precisely as it appears in the original. Where the word boundaries have been indicated 
in the original (as, for example, in the Mirashi Buwa, V.N. Patwardhan and 
Omkamath Thakur examples, where the text is first given separately), these are 
retained. In other cases, however, the text is arranged in a standard format. Where the 
text recurs either in full (as in instances where the text is printed separately first) or in 
part (e.g. where the mukhrd is given again at the end of the asthai and antard, or 
where the opening words of the composition is given on the contents page or in an 
index), it is not uncommon to find discrepancies in the spellings. In some instances it
102 My thanks to Dr. Rupert Snell for suggesting this alternative translation.
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is obvious which version the author meant, but in others their intention is less easy to 
divine.103 In the latter case, one could perhaps opt for the ‘standard1 spelling but that 
would rather defeat the object of the present comparison. Accordingly I have opted 
instead to include all the alternatives (e.g. x j< fr /x R fr ) .  This approach will be followed 
in all subsequent examples.
Krishnarao Pandit: SangTt proves 1 (1953:12)
m i 31 ih Fdd
kaise sukha sove nidariya/nTdariya mal sama murata cita call 
#cr wRq w<?vidT w  f&x im utr 
soca soca sadaranga ukalayo j a vidha gatha parT
Neela Bhagwat: Interview
W  ^ W  ^  ^
kaise sukha sove nidariya mal syama murata cita cadhl
m s
soca soca sadaranga ukalayo jabidha gatha pari
V. N. Bhatkhande (I): GTtmalika 6 (1917e:15)
^  m i ^  f^ r  ^ r
kaise sukha sove mdariya mal sama murata cita cadhl
■^ txr m i m  t o  m s ■q^ r
soca soca sadaranga akalave mal ya bidha gatha pari
103 To illustrate the distinction, in Omkamath Thakur’s version the text at the start of the antard is 
given twice, first as ‘^Ef f^ET’ (‘soca soca’ -  the standard spelling) and then later as (‘soca
sauca’). In this case there would seem to be sufficient grounds for regarding ‘sauca’ as a misprint. Had 
the repetition occurred instead as ‘sauca sauca’, however, there would still be grounds for preferring the 
standard ‘soca soca’ spelling, but not sufficient to judge which version the author would have regarded 
as the correct one.
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V. N. Bhatkhande (II): Kranukpustakmalika 3 (Marathi 1st Ed., I922b:84-5) 
ttt£ sum  ■Rrt
kaise sukha sove nidariya mal syama murata cita cadhl
^  w ^ t  w i ht -fear ms n^t
soce soce sadarauriga okalave mal ya bidha gttha pad!
V. N. Bhatkhande (HI): Kranukpustak-malika 3 (Hindi 8th Ed., 1988:201-2)
kaise sukha sove mdariya syama murata cita cadhl
^rt t tit ftsr ms titr
soce soce sadaranga okalave ya bidha gatha pari
Mirashi Buwa: BharatTy sangTt-mala 2 (1946:128-29)
W  ^  ^ R u i WT
kaise sukha sove mdariya syama murata citacadi
vwdriifl h t f e r  m s  u^r
soca soca sadaranga ukhalaye ya bidha gatha pari
Vishnu Digambar Paluskar: RagBihag (n.d.:7-74)
ip r  -fag
kaise sukha sove mdariya / mdariya / mdariya sama murata / murata cita cadi / cadi
soca soca sadaranga hukalaye ya vidha gatha pari 
V. N. Patwardhan: Rag-vijhan 2 (1970:179-80)
«&§ Ipr ‘^ R tu  w i  I^rt ^ r / ^ r
kaise sukha sove nidariya syama murata cita carhT / cadhl 
* 5 ^  TIT i%Ef -Qtt 
soce soce sadaranga okalave ya bidha gatha pari
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Omkamath Thakur: SahgTUihjali 3 (1955:185-86)
^  ^  W f  ^  i ^ r ’=epfr
kaise sukha sove Mdariya syama murata cita carhl
•^ Fcf i^xr w -jirt -otr
soca soca sadaranga akulaye ya vidha / bidha gata pari
The first point to note in comparing the texts given above is that while there 
are many differences between them, they are all recognisably the same text. This is 
worth emphasising since, as we will see later, examples can be found of rather more
radical divergence. On the other hand, although the scale of divergence may be
relatively small in this instance, the number of variants still appears, on the face of it, 
surprisingly large. Indeed, of the ten versions given, only two are the same, namely 
those of V.N. Bhatkhande (3rd version) and V.N. Patwardhan, a fact which seems 
remarkable bearing in mind that the selection includes examples drawn from artists 
with close teacher-disciple links, some of whom will surely have had access to the 
versions published previously by other gharana members. One might have expected, 
for instance, a closer resemblance between Patwardhan’s text and that of his guru, 
V.D. Paluskar, whose version would presumably have been available to him, as it 
would also have been to his guru-bhal, Omkamath Thakur, whose version differs 
from both of theirs. Even the text of Patwardhan’s own disciple, Vinay Chandra 
Maudgalya, given earlier, is at variance with his; as indeed is Mirashi Buwa’s, despite 
the fact that Patwardhan served as one of the editors of the publication from which 
Mirashi Buwa’s version is taken. The three versions given by Bhatkhande also differ 
slightly from each other, no doubt reflecting the process of revision and correction 
discussed in Chapter 3 (see §3.3). A full summary of all the text variants found in the
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previous examples, arranged in Devanagari dictionary order, is given in Fig. 5.1 
below:
Fig. 5.1 
Summary of text variants
<
^  Pterin
~«W)qr
V ^ t^T
J kaise sukha sove {
nidariya 
nidariya 
nidariya 
nidariya 
nidariya 
nidariya 
V nidariya
mai
T^t
’5g^ T
Rift
sama j murata 
syama {^ murata cita
rca^ i
cadi
cadhl
carhl
^call
■?Nr t^xT
■ - »  «V *»■HR HR H*?#T
siicbtfi^
<
X5W)R
soca
soca
soce
soca
soca
soce
sadaranga \  
sadaraunga
akulaye
akulave
akalave
ukalayo
ukhalave
okalave
hukalaye
mai
T l f e / R S 104
r
gltha
r
-<TTTC> Jtr£r ja 4
bidha ■< gatha
*
TTRT l a t r [ya vidha gata
padi
pan
104 These are alternative spellings resulting from the practice common in printed books of using the 
cmusvara in place of the superscript sign candrabmdu (i.e.e*5 instead of ^  ).
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In a moment we will examine these variants in detail However, before doing 
so, there are a few general points which need to be borne in mind. The first is that 
few, if any, of the singers/editors whose texts we are examining would have been 
experts in the dialect of Hindi in which the bandis was composed. In most cases Hindi 
was not even their first language. The mother tongue of Krishnarao Pandit, V.N. 
Bhatkhande, Vishnu Digambar Paluskar, Mirashi Buwa, V.N. Patwardhan, and Neela 
Bhagwat, for instance, is/was Marathi, while that of Omkamath Thakur was Gujarati. 
However, even those whose first language was Hindi would not necessarily have been 
closely acquainted with the Braj dialect found here. There are, in fact, significant 
differences between modem Hindi (known as Kharl Boll) and Braj Bhasa both with 
regard to grammar and vocabulary, so that, without study, even Hindi speakers might 
find some khydl texts hard to understand.105 Some of the afore-mentioned 
singers/editors do appear to have made an effort to acquaint themselves with Braj, 
though it is unlikely that most knew it well. On this point, it is worth recalling that 
even Bhatkhande, whose knowledge of Braj was, by most accounts, reasonably good, 
felt the need to consult specialists in the language before publishing his notations in 
their final form.
The second point concerns the condition of the texts themselves. As we have 
seen previously (see §2.4), the traditional method of learning compositions was 
through direct imitation of the guru. In the case of the text, such imitation did not 
necessarily entail any understanding of its meaning. All that was required of the 
disciples was that they reproduce the words in the form uttered by their guru. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that after numerous generations of such transmission the texts 
had often become distorted, sometimes exceedingly so. We saw in Chapter 3 that the
105 For a discussion of the languages/dialects used in khydl texts, see pp.39-41.
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texts of the bandises collected by Bhatkhande were often in a rather mangled state, 
frequently with portions which made no sense. In the case of the authors/editors 
whose texts we are comparing, we do not know for certain in what state they will 
have received the texts from their respective teachers. However, we do know that at 
least some of them did endeavour to correct what they regarded as errors in the Braj, 
and even those, like Krishnarao Pandit, who would not countenance any changes to 
the melodic content were, however, prepared to make alterations to the text where 
they considered it had become distorted (L.K. Pandit, Int.).
It is worth noting that in the performance arena there is evidence of texts being 
presented by some previous Gwalior masters in an extremely distorted fashion. In his 
well-respected Marathi book on vocal gharanas, SahgitdntTl ghardni\ published in 
1962, for instance, N.R. Marulkar offers some examples of what he terms ‘faulty 
pronunciation’ by Gwalior artists, which include his recollections of a mahftl concert 
in which ‘one well-known Gwalior singer’ rendered ‘Kaise sukha sove’ in a form 
which sounded more like ‘Kai-se soka so-y ve-t’ and the opening of another bandis, 
‘Deva deva satasanga’ in rag Sdvanl, in a fonn more like ‘Dye ev dye-v’ (1962:92- 
93). Not surprisingly, such distortions tend to occur most often in cases where the 
artist’s mother tongue is not Hindi. In the present case Marulkar does not name the 
guilty party, but it seems likely that he was referring to someone whose mother tongue 
was Marathi. There had by this time already been considerable debate among Marathi 
speakers on the failings of Marathi-speaking khyaliyas. The renowned Marathi writer 
and essayist, N.S. Phadke (1874-1978), for instance, had accused them of making the 
words of the khydl composition sound meaningless by their indistinct pronunciation, 
resulting in ‘the entire musical performance [becoming] insipid and tasteless’ 
(Deshpande 1987:95), a problem which prompted him to call for the creation of new 
khydl compositions in Marathi.
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The third point to bear in mind is that the texts as they appear in the bandis 
collections may not always be in precisely the form intended by their authors/editors. 
Some of the variants listed in Fig. 5.1, for instance, may simply be the result of 
typographical errors. Misprints are not uncommon in bandis collections, and indeed in 
some the proportion is extremely high. In the majority of cases the errors involve 
substituting one constituent of the following pairs of vowels for the other:
v3T/'3TT (a /a )
or (u /u )
or ^ " (e /a i)
or ^  (o / au)
and the most common of all, or fVT (i/T)
A similar substitution often occurs in the case of certain consonants, especially those 
with similar graphs -  e.g. (b /v )  and IT/’ET (gh/dh). The alternatives listed 
earlier, resulting from orthological discrepancies within the same publication, include 
a few examples of these kinds -  namely 1%U/f^Ty (bidha / vidha -  Thakur), /
(nidanya / mdariya / nidariya -  Paluskar) and (murata /
murata -  Paluskar). An idea of the frequency with which such variations can occur 
can be gleaned from the fact that in the portion of the publication from which 
Paluskar’s text is taken (a notation of an extended khydl performance based on our 
featured bandis), the spelling ‘murata’ occurs 7 times and ‘murata’ (the standard 
spelling), 5 times. In such cases the inconsistencies at least draw our attention to a 
possible misprint. However, where the publication contains only one version of the 
text, it is difficult to be certain whether or not a particular spelling, especially an 
unusual one, was actually the one the author intended.
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The problem of identifying misprints in published bandis texts is compounded 
by the lack of standardisation in Braj orthography in general. As Snell observes in 
relation to Braj classical literature:
The forms which appear in published texts are the product of successive 
centuries of scribal copying and re-copying, and do not necessarily represent 
accurately the conventions in which the work was originally composed; forms 
preserved in manuscripts may represent genuine linguistic features, or may 
simply reflect scribal whim. (1991:4)
The situation is complicated further by a tendency among both manuscript copyists 
and modem editors/typesetters to impose Sanskritic or modem Hindi orthographies on 
the original (ibid.:6, 12). The result is that many of the orthographic variations or 
discrepancies encountered in printed bandis texts may well correspond to those found 
in Classical Hindi literature more generally.106 This is certainly true in the case of the 
texts we are examining here, as we will see shortly.
With the above points in mind, then, let us proceed now to our analysis of the 
texts. We will look first at each set of variants in turn. Here we will confine ourselves 
to identifying the different types of variants. After this, however, we will move on to 
address the question of textual ‘authenticity’:
1. nidariya / nidariya / nidariya / nidariya / nidariya / nidariya / nidariya
The word for ‘sleep’ here generated a large number orthographic variations. 
Some of these may be due to misprints, though most I have been able to find in 
dictionaries.
106 See Snell (1991:4-6) for further details o f Braj morphology and orthography.
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2. mfu / -
The word TnaT is present in only some versions of the text. In most cases its 
appearance is confined to the ctsthal, but in the first two of Bhatkhande’s versions it 
also appears in the antara. The word itself (meaning literally ‘mother’) is a term of 
address used between women, and is one of a number of feminine vocatives which 
crop up regularly in musical texts. More often than not it serves simply as a ‘filler5, 
adding nothing significant to the textual meaning. We will consider the question of its 
role in the text of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ in more detail later.
3. sfmia / syaina
These spellings of Krishna’s epithet are both found in classical literature (see 
Platts 1997), though in Braj manuscripts another spelling, ‘syama5, with the (s) 
replacing the^T (s), is more common (see Entwistle 1983:167; Snell 1991:5).
4. murata / murata
Again these are varieties of spelling, the latter being the standard (see Das 
1965:3973, 3993),
5. cadi / cadi / cadhl / carhi / call
This group includes different kinds of variations. Some are of little, if any 
significance. The contrast between the short T  in the first variant above and the long 
‘f  in the remaining variants is one example. In fact, the first spelling is confined to 
Paluskar’s notation and may well be a misprint, since the same notation also contains 
the other spelling (i.e. cadi). Another variation of only minor importance is the 
distinction between xicSt (cadhi) and '^ T  (carhi). Throughout this study I have 
followed standard practice in representing the characters Tg- and c? as the retroflex 
plosives d and dh, and ^  and g> as the retroflex flaps r and rh. In practice, however, 
the distinction is not always clearly maintained. In Braj manuscript tradition, for
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instance, one frequently finds Tg" and cf used in contexts where the consonant would 
normally be articulated as a flap. Indeed this occurs so often that it is doubtful 
whether the presence or absence of the subscript dot, which differentiates words like 
xicgT and xicfr, would even be noticed by most readers. It should be added that in the 
printed bandis collections, not only is the dot often omitted in error, but in some 
instances — e.g. in Bhatkhande’s Gitmalika series and the early Marathi editions of his 
Kramikpustak-malika -  it is simply not used at all.
Another relatively insignificant difference is that between cadfrf/carhi and 
cadi. These are merely different spellings of the same verb. Both are found in classical 
literature, though the spelling with dh/rh is more common (see Entwistle 1983:164; 
Platts 1997:432).
The remaining variant, ‘calf, stands apart from the others. The latter are all 
versions of the same verb, whose root (carh- or car-) means, as we saw previously, 
‘enter’ or ‘attack5. In the context of the text we are examining, it is used in 
combination with the word ‘cita5 to give the sense of the heroine’s heart or mind 
under assault from Krishna’s image. ‘Call’, however, is from the root cal-, which 
means, among other things, ‘walk, move, go, leave5. From a grammatical point of 
view, however, this verb does not really work satisfactorily in conjunction with ‘cita5. 
Among the texts we are comparing, ‘calf is confined solely to Krishnarao Pandit’s 
version. Whether this was the form in which he learnt it or whether it was the result of 
his efforts to ‘correct’ the texts, referred to earlier, is unclear. Asked about this, his 
son, L.K. Pandit (Int.), told me that he did not know for sure, but suggested that the 
softer T  sound of ‘call5 was in any case more in keeping with the language of bandis 
texts than the harder ‘dh5 or ‘rh5 sound o f ‘cadhi’ or ‘carhi’.
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6. soca / soca / soce
The difference between the first two variants, Tflxf (‘soca’) and (soca), 
here is of negligible significance. In the second spelling, which is confined to 
Krishnarao Pandit’s version, the anusvara (i.e. the superscript dot) serves to indicate 
vowel nasalisation. In spoken Hindi it is not unusual to find nasalisation occurring 
spontaneously in long vowels like the ‘o’ here (see Entwistle 1983:161-62). In Braj 
manuscripts it is often marked, though ‘this convention is not usually carried through 
into printed texts’ (Snell 1991:6).
By contrast, the difference between these first two variants, on the one hand, 
and the last is of rather more importance. In the case of the first two, the verb is in its 
absolutive form, represented by the verb stem alone. Its literal meaning would, as we 
saw previously, be ‘fretting’ or ‘having fretted’. In the case of the last variant, 
(‘soce’), however, the same verb is in the subjunctive-present form, which in the 
context of the song might be translated literally as ‘she frets’.
7. sadaranga / sadaraunga
Of the two spellings here, the second is confined solely to the Marathi editions 
of Bhatkhande’s KPM  and reflects the wider trend in these editions of using the 
combination ‘au’ + anusvara in contexts where one would normally expect to find, in 
Marathi as well as Hindi, the (inherent) ‘a’ + anusvara spelling.
8. akulaye / akulave / akalave / ukalayo / ukhalave / oka lave / hukaiaye
This verb, expressing the distress of the heroine, exhibits an especially wide 
range of variants. Looking carefully at these, we can observe differences both in the 
verb roots and in the endings. Two of the roots -  namely ‘akula-’ and ‘ukala-’ -  are 
certainly verbs found in classical Hindi literature (See Platts 1997:66). The latter is 
employed not only in the sense of ‘feel restless’, but also of ‘feel nauseous’ or even
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‘be sick5, and perhaps for this reason Krishnarao Pandit felt it necessary to include a 
footnote explaining (in Hindi) the meaning intended by his ‘ukalayo’ (he gives the 
adjective ‘vyakula’ meaning ‘perplexed’ or ‘restless’). The remaining roots differ 
from ‘ukala’ only in their initial vowel. Paluskar’s ‘hukala-’ and Mirashi Buwa’s 
‘ukhala-’ look like variations on ‘ukala-’. Paluskar is reported to have ‘made a deep 
study of Hindi and Brij Bhasha’ (Deodhar 1973:35) during which it is possible that he 
encountered the spelling he gives, though it is not clear why he would have chosen 
this rather than the standard Braj spelling. Bhatkhande, too, studied Braj and, as we 
have seen, consulted a number of language specialists in his efforts to arrive at what 
he regarded as a definitive version of each bandis. Their advice could well have had 
some influence on the change from ‘akala-’ in the GJtmdlikd to ‘okala-’ in the KPM im 
The verb endings can be divided into two main categories: those ending ‘-ve’ 
indicating the subjunctive-present tense (suggesting a translation on the lines of 
‘he/she feels’ or ‘is becoming restless’), echoing the ‘so-ve’ of the first line; and those 
ending ‘-ye’ or ‘-yo’ denoting the perfect tense (i.e. ‘he/she has become restless’). The 
change in tense does not significantly alter the meaning. Interestingly, although Vinay 
Chandra Maudgalya gave the ending as ‘-ve’ in his published text, when he performed 
the composition for me some years later, the version he sang was ‘akulaye’. There are 
many possible explanations for the discrepancy in this case, but it should be said that 
it is not unusual to find performers singing a version of the texts slightly different 
from those given in their own publications. We have already seen an example when
107 The nearest word to the root ‘okala-’ I have found which conveys the sense of restlessness 
intended here, is the adjective ‘aukal’ defined by Platts (1997:106) as ‘restless’ or ‘uneasy’. He also 
lists the verb ‘okna’ as meaning ‘to vomit’ (ibid.), which, it will be recalled, is one of the meanings 
covered by the root ‘ukala-’. The root ‘akala-’, on the other hand, would seem to be related to ‘akalf 
(n.f.) meaning ‘unrest’, ‘agitation’ etc.
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comparing V. N. Patwardhan’s notation and performance of the bandis ‘Yara kataff 
manu’ in rag Lalita-GaurTin Chapter 3.108
9. y a / j a
In classical Braj TIT (ya) and ^FfT (ja) normally represent the oblique forms of 
respectively the demonstrative and relative pronouns, the equivalent of the words ‘is’ 
and ‘jis’ in modem standard Hindi. As regards the meaning the difference would be 
slight, ‘ya bidha’ translating as ‘in this manner’, and ‘ja  bidha’ as ‘in which manner’. 
In practice, however, the distinction is not always so clear-cut, in that some Braj 
speakers pronounce T t as a ‘j \  Hence TIT and W  could also, in fact, be the same word. 
It is worth adding that in modem Braj ‘ya’ and ‘ja ’ are both used for the oblique 
demonstrative pronoun. Indeed, according to Varma, the use of ‘ja’ is more 
widespread, extending over ‘the greater part of the Braj [-speaking] area’ (1935:81).
Of the published texts we are examining, the spelling ‘ja ’ is confined to 
Krishnarao Pandit’s version. Among the singers whose recordings feature in our 
central comparison, only three use this form -  namely, Chandrakant Pandit, 
Sharadchandra Arolkar (Krishnarao Pandit’s son and disciple respectively), and Neela 
Bhagwat (Arolkar’s disciple). The remainder, including Krishnarao Pandit’s other son, 
Lakshman, all sing ‘ya’.
10. bidha / vidha
These represent different spellings of the same word. In my transliteration of 
the texts I have followed standard practice in representing the graph ■gr as the 
semivowel ‘v’ and W as the consonant ‘b’. And indeed among the recordings of 
‘Kaise sukha sove’ in our sample, we find singers pronouncing this word in both
108 See fn.77, p. 109.
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ways. However, it is worth noting that in Braj manuscript tradition the distinction 
between ^  and ^  is not always so clear-cut. Many scribes, for instance, forsake ^  
altogether in their manuscripts, using of for both V  and *b\ while others make a 
different kind of graphic distinction, using g  for ‘b’ and the dotted ^  for ‘v \  In these 
contexts, therefore, the word may simply be another way of writing “fcTU,
11. gatha / gatha / gSta
The first two variants here are different spellings of the same word, the 
feminine noun meaning ‘knot’ or ‘tangle’. Used in combination here with the verb 
‘par-’, it conveys, as we saw earlier, the sense of ‘being knotted up inside’. The last 
variant, on the other hand, is a different word, meaning, among other things, ‘body’ or 
‘limb’. In the song text it combines with the same verb to give the sense of the 
heroine’s body or limbs lying idle or useless.
12. pad! / pari
These are again alternative spellings. However, while the first (generally with the 
subscript dot -  i.e. is the usual spelling in modem standard Hindi, the latter is 
more common in Braj Bhasa.
Overall, then, it can be seen that the majority of the variations between the texts are 
relatively minor. Indeed some of the differences would not even be noticeable when 
actually sung. And even those few variations which do have some implications for the 
grammar and meaning, do not alter the meaning of the text to any great extent.
Faced with so many variants, the question of textual ‘authenticity’ is clearly 
going to pose some difficulties. Nevertheless careful scrutiny of these texts can in 
some instances provide clues as to which, if any, of the variants was most likely to be 
current in the earliest days of the gharana. A case in point is the repeated verb with
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which the antara begins. In the majority of versions the verb appears, as we saw 
earlier, in its absolutive form represented by the verb stem alone (i.e. ‘soca soca’). 
This version was also that given originally by Bhatkhande in his Gitmalika. By the 
time he came to republish it in the KPM, however, it had been changed to ‘soce soce’ 
in line with the subjunctive-present of his other verbs, ‘sove’ and ‘okalave’. Of the 
Gwalior artists whose texts are reproduced above, only V. N. Patwardhan gives this 
version. Whether Patwardhan himself nonnally adhered to this version in performance 
is uncertain, though the fact that, as the examples given in our featured comparison 
demonstrate, his guru, guru-bhai and two of his disciples (respectively V. D. Paluskar, 
Narayanrao Vyas, V. C. Maudgalya and V. R. Athavale -  see Fig. 4.25f) did not 
certainly leaves some room for doubt. In fact, apart from Patwardhan, the only 
Gwalior singer included in our featured comparison who follows Bhatkhande in this is 
Balasahab Poochwale, which is not surprising given his father’s close connections 
with Bhatkhande and the KPM. In view of this, with the balance of evidence so firmly 
titled in one direction, one could be reasonably confident in asserting that ‘soca soca’, 
rather than ‘soce soce’, was the version most likely to have been sung in the early 
days of the gharana.
In other instances, the evidence is rather more mixed. In the case of the verb 
discussed above, for example, the close resemblance between the roots ‘ukala-’, 
‘hukala-’ and ‘ukhala-’ given by three earliest Gwalior singers in our sample -  
respectively Krishnarao Pandit, V. D. Paluskar and Mirashi Buwa -  might lead us to 
prefer ‘u’ as the initial vowel rather than ‘a’, ‘a’ or ‘o’, when choosing from the list of 
spellings. Similarly the fact that all three are perfective participles, albeit with 
different endings, might lead us to favour this tense.
A different kind of problem is posed by the word ‘mal’, which is present in 
some versions of the text and absent from others. A glance at the texts of the versions
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given in our featured comparison reveals that its occurrence is confined to singers 
belonging to the Pandit branch of the gharana, where it appears after the word 
‘mdariya’ in the asthdi. In all the notations or performances of singers belonging to 
the line of Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar it is simply omitted. This is significant 
because it suggests not merely that is there is a clear divergence between different 
branches of the gharana. on this point, but that this divergence can be traced at least as 
far back as the generation of Krishnarao Pandit, Mirashi Buwa and V. D. Paluskar.
Interestingly, the divergence we have observed within Gwalior gharana is also 
manifest in the texts given by Bhatkhande. In his first version, published in the 
Gitmalika, the ‘maT’, in fact, occurs twice, once in the asthal, as in the examples 
already discussed, and once in a roughly corresponding position in the antara. This 
arrangement was also retained in the original Marathi edition of the KPM. However, 
by the time this publication had reached its standard fonn a few years later, an 
editorial decision had been made to take out both TnaT’s. What prompted their 
removal is uncertain. In Chapter 3 (see p. 124), we noted that, according to B. R. 
Deodhar, Bhatkhande claimed that by comparing the versions of a text sung by 
‘several expert musicians’, it was possible to reconstruct ‘the original and correct 
version’. Perhaps in this case, faced with readings which differed on this score, he 
decided on balance that the ‘mat’ must have been absent. The word Tnaf is, as we 
saw earlier, one of several feminine vocatives which turn up frequently in musical 
texts. It often functions simply as a ‘filler’, without really adding anything to the 
textual meaning. Indeed it is not unknown for singers to employ it for the same 
purpose in their improvisations even where it is not a part of the bandis text. From the 
viewpoint of ‘authenticity’, therefore, its appearance in texts is always slightly 
suspect. But where, as here, there are versions in which it is present and others in 
which it is absent, the odds of its being a later accretion would seem to be high,
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Much of the debate over bandis ‘authenticity' within Gwalior gharana, of 
course, is premised upon the generally unspoken assumption that the gharana did 
possess, at one time at least, something approaching an ‘original9 version of each 
composition. This is not something which can be taken for granted, however. Indeed it 
might be argued that if the trend we have observed in recent generations of singers 
held true even in small measure for their earlier counterparts, then the possibility of 
even radical departures from the original in some cases cannot be ruled out. In the 
textual sphere the evidence provided by Krishnananda Vyasadeva’s SahgTta 
ragakalpadruma collection is invaluable in this respect. Published originally, as we 
saw previously (see p.31), between 1842 and 1849, and then reissued in a 3-volume 
revised edition between 1914 and 1916, it contains a vast number of musical texts 
collected by the author over the previous three decades,109 the very period during 
which the founders of the Gwalior gharana are likely to have acquired the bulk of 
their own bandis repertoire. Examining the texts of the revised edition, we find among 
the examples listed as sung in rag Bihdg two which bear a close resemblance to our 
featured bandis:
Krishnananda Vyasadeva: Sahgita ragakalpadruma 1 (1914:309)
u s  Tjjtjer
kaise sukha sovu mdariya kama murata cita carhi
H u  ^
soca soca sadaranga ukalaya hiya vedana ati barhl
109 According to the author’s introduction (entitled ‘Rcigsagarfd sficna’) given in Vol. 2 of the revised 
edition, it took him 32 years to collect the material for his book (Vyasadeva 1916: i).
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Krishnananda Vyasadeva: Sahgita ragakalpadruma 1 (1914:329)
IPTR 1^T
kete sukha sove mdariya syama murata cita carhi rahata nita 
s r a i r ^ f r  m s  tSrt
avadha badl ajahu nahi ae mohana mlta
The first of these examples exhibits the closer correspondence to the versions sung by 
Gwalior exponents. Apart from the final portion which is entirely different, the 
resemblance is reasonably close. Some of our earlier hypotheses on the question of 
authenticity find further confirmation here -  e.g. the preference for the verbal root 
ukala- over the alternatives, or for ‘soca soca’ over ‘soce soce’. This last example 
appears to call into question Bhatkhande’s decision to abandon the first version in 
favour of the second, though his decision to remove the ‘mat’s looks more justified.110 
In a few places, the first Vyasadeva version finds no exact counterparts in any of the 
variants given in the texts discussed above. Some of the differences are minor, having 
no effect on the meaning -  e.g. the spelling of ‘nldarlya’ with the retroflex flap ‘r’111 
and the ‘-ya’ ending of the perfective participle ‘ukalaya’. In the latter case, it is worth 
noting that the ‘ya’ ending is more typical of modem Hindi than of Braj. As we saw 
earlier, in Braj literature it is not unusual to find Braj forms replaced by their modem 
Hindi equivalents like this, and, in fact, the change from an ~o ending (such as that
110 Whether Bhatkhande ever took account of the Vyasadeva texts in preparing his notations is not 
clear. However, to judge from the description of the Sahgita ragakalpadruma collection given in his 
book, A short historical survey o f the music o f Upper India, which reproduces a speech he delivered at 
the first All-India Music Conference, Baroda, in 1916 (the year before the first of his notations of 
‘Kaise sukha sove’ was published), it certainly appears that he had consulted it (see Bhatkhande 
1934:37).
111 Further spellings found in classical literature include ‘mdariya5 and ‘mdariya’.
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found in the ‘ukalayo’ given in some of the text versions discussed earlier) to the -a 
ending seen here is especially common, (see Snell 1991:12).
Other differences do affect the meaning, however. The use of ‘sovu’ in place 
of ‘sove’, for instance, changes the sense of the verb from the 3rd to the 1st person. A 
still more significant divergence occurs with regard to the object of the heroine’s 
longing. It will be recalled that in all of the previous versions he was identified as 
‘sama’ or ‘syama’ (Lord Krishna), permitting the text to be interpreted in both erotic 
and devotional terms. Here, however, in place of this we find the word ‘kama’. In 
Braj Bhasa this has a number of meanings, including ‘desire’, ‘lust’, ‘passion’ and 
‘love’. More appropriately in the present context, it is also employed to refer to the 
object of such desires, or to their personification, Kamdev, the god of love frequently 
dubbed ‘The Indian Cupid’ (Snell 1991:192; Platts 1997:804), making the text much 
more overtly erotic.
The second of the Vyasadeva texts resembles the Gwalior versions only in the 
asthai. The antara is entirely different. Looking at the asthai text, we see that ‘mal’ is 
again absent. Moreover, there are two further variants not so far encountered -  i.e. 
‘kete’ in place of ‘kaise’ at the beginning and the additional text ‘rahata nita’ at the 
end of the line. ‘Kete’ means literally ‘how much’, but used rhetorically, as here, its 
meaning is similar to ‘kaise’ (‘how’). The word ‘rahata’ is the active present form of 
the verb ‘rah-’. When following a perfective participle, like the ‘carhi’ here, it serves 
to stress the continuity of the action of the earlier verb. The effect is further 
underlined in this case by the adverb ‘nita’, meaning ‘always’ or ‘constantly’. Hence, 
the overall sense now is of the heroine’s heart being constantly assailed by Krishna’s 
image.
In other ways, however, the second Vyasadeva text is closer to the Gwalior 
versions than the previous example -  e.g. in its use of the 3rd person ‘sove’ rather than
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‘sovu’ and of ‘syama’ instead of ‘kama’. Comparing the texts given by Vyasadeva 
with their more recent counterparts, some commentators have been tempted into 
rather hasty conclusions concerning their relative authenticity. Citing these very 
examples, for instance, C. S. Pant confidently asserts that: ‘It seems that some 
musicians thought it fit to replace the Kam Moorat of the original khyal with 
Shyam-moorat, and thus gave a bowdlerised edition of the song’ (1967:139). 
Following the same set of assumptions, he could also presumably have added that 
‘sovu’ had been replaced by ‘sove’, or indeed that the final portion of the version 
current nowadays was not part of the ‘Sadarariga’ original.112 Looking carefully at the 
texts, it must be admitted that the balance of the evidence does appear to favour Pant’s 
viewpoint. For instance, the alternative words ‘hiya vedana ati barhl’ found in the 
Vyasadeva version, telling of the growing heartache of the heroine, certainly seem 
more in keeping with the preceding text than those which appear in the modem 
versions. The ‘barh!7‘carhl’ rhyme, too, might be regarded as neater than their 
Gwalior counterparts (e.g. ‘carhi7‘parf or ‘call7‘parT’) given earlier. Yet while Pant 
may well be right in his assumptions, on the evidence of the texts alone he is certainly 
not entitled to regard the case as proved. Not enough is documented of Vyasadeva’s 
working methods, his approach to editing, his sources and so forth for us to properly 
assess the reliability of his texts. We have already seen the problems with misprints 
which can occur in modem publications, and it is difficult to believe that a collection 
as monumental as Vyasadeva’s would not have been plagued by similar problems. 
But even supposing the form in which the texts appear accurately reflects that in 
which he found them towards the beginning of the nineteenth century, this is no
112 Note that the versions given by Pant differ slightly from those given in the revised edition o f the 
Sahgita ragakalpadruma. One of the differences is that in Pant’s versions, both texts begin identically 
with ‘Kaise sukha sove’.
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guarantee of their authenticity. If we assume, as seems probable, that Vyasadeva 
obtained most of his khyal texts from oral tradition, then many will already have 
passed through numerous generations of singers before reaching him. In these 
circumstances, it is unlikely that all would have survived entirely unaltered. For a 
khyal like ‘Kaise sukha sove’, most likely composed during the reign of the Emperor 
Mohammad Shah of Delhi (1719-48), as much as a hundred years or more could 
already have elapsed between its original creation and its publication by Vyasadeva. 
This was certainly ample time for distortions to have arisen or for rival versions to 
have come into being. It cannot be assumed, therefore, that the form or forms in 
which the khyal is sung today are necessarily less ‘authentic’ than those found in the 
Sahgita ragakalpadruma. That said, however, Vyasadeva’s texts do at least serve as a 
reminder that even those elements common to all modern versions of a text may not 
have been present in the original.
5.2 Other Texts
Let us extend our comparison now to include other khyal texts. For the sake of 
brevity, henceforth we will not attempt to analyse the language in detail, but will 
confine ourselves to ascertaining the extent of text variation. It can be seen that the 
kind of divergence we have just seen between Vyasadeva’s versions and their more 
recent counterparts is relatively common. Sometimes the difference is limited to the 
odd word or two here and there, but in other instances the divergence is much more 
radical. For an example of the first kind, we need look no further than the drut khyal 
which is often sung immediately after ‘Kaise sukha sove’, at least by singers of the 
Pandit teaching line. Here are the versions given by Vyasadeva, Bhatkhande and four 
Gwalior artists;
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RagBihag
Krishnananda Vyasadeva: SangTta ragakalpadruma 1 (1914:308-9)
giOT t  ^  ^  t  ^  * R ^ T
valama re mere manake cite hovana deho vana de kahT mTta piyarava 
i^pr ^ r o r  t i tc i^
sadaranga jina javo videsava sukhadT galTya sovanade
Krishnarao Pandit: SahgTlproves 1 (1953:13)
t o h  [t?]
balama re more manakl cita hovana da [de?] hovana dere mlt piyarava 
WWF  'fcFT W  ^  ‘f^RUT ^ToFf t
tuma sadaranga jina j a bidesava sukha mdariya sovana de
V.N. Bhatkhande: Gitmalika 6 (1917:13)
^  S bw "It Sa^r ^  ■fbrR^ T
balamure more manake cite hovana dere hovana dere mlta piyarava 
■^3T i^FT ■5F3ft " fH W  ^  '^ R d l  ^  ^  ^
sadaranga jina jao bidesava sukha mdariya sovana dere sovana dere mTta piyarava
V.N. Bhatkhande KPM  3 (1988:174-75) 113
irm^rr
balamure more manake cite hovana dere hovana dere mlta piyarava 
1^pr w a t  ^  r lem ^ r
sadaranga jina javo bidesava sukha mdariya sovana dere sovana dere mTta piyarava
113 The Marathi version (1922:85-86) is the same except for the following spellings: ‘nldariya’ and 
‘sadaraunga5. So is the version given by Rajabhaiya Poochwale in Vol. 2 of his Tan malika (1932:42-
44) with the exception of the spelling ‘balamare’.
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Mirashi Buwa:
BhdratTy sangit-mdla 2 (1946:136-37); also Hindustani khyalgdyakl 5 (1963:62-63)
P it  P i t  ‘smsfr Pfcr itw t t
bala more more manakl cTta hovana de hovana dere mTta piyarava 
w P t -f^pr f ^ c r r  ^  PfcflpJT prapr ^  
tmna sadaranga jina javo bidesava sukha mdariya sovana de
VJN. Patwardhan: Rdg-vijhan 2 (1970:184-85)
P it  Prft tra^r tra^r f t  P rt fe R ^ r
balamure more manakl cite hovana dere hovana dere mTta piyarava 
W p T  -f^ r iffsrsT -rfN ^ofr/i^qT p m  f t  
tuma sadaranga jina javo bidesava sukha mdariya / mdariya sovana dere
B.R. Deodhar: Rag~bodh 2 (1989:67-68)
balama re more mana ke cTte hovana de hovana de re mTta / mita piyarava
$pr ww* I^pt -f^rar ^  *Wtiii/PteRiji p m  f t  Prarr f  t  PftVi^r O w i
tuma sadaianga jinajavo bidesava sukha mdariya/mdariya sovana de re sovana de ie mlta/mitapiyarava
Amidst the numerous variants here, the Vyasadeva version stands apart from the 
others in its spelling of ‘valama’, ‘videsava’ and ‘mere’ and in its inclusion of the 
words ‘de kahf (rather than the ‘dere’ found in the other versions) and ‘sukhadT 
galTya’ (rather than ‘sukha mdariya / nldariya / mdariya’). By contrast, in the next 
example, a slow-tempo composition sung variously in rag Bhairav and RamkalT, the 
divergence is much more evident. Here the antara of the Vyasadeva text is entirely 
different:
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Krishnananda Vyasadeva: Sahgita ragakalpadruma 1 (1914:90 -  Bhairav)
cpluo fen <^ IOc£l cJRT UTt
koyala bole maf more dhiga lalakl basa pal
mrm^i m i
ambuva morane tesuva phulane madhamatl vasanta rtu al
Krishnarao Pandit: SahgTtproves 1 (1953:57-58 -  Bhairav)
^  m i tr
koyala bole mal modhinga lalake basa pe 
cblic& -$W> ^dldd T^T^ T ^  ^  t -
kaheko nisadina bola sunavata navata tore dvara pe
V.N. Bhatkhande: KPM 2 (1989:193-94 -Bhairav)
^  m i  ifrf^rr w
koyala bole mal modhinga lalake basa pai
kaheko nisidina bole navata avata more dvara pai
Mirashi Buwa: BhdratTy sahgtt-mdld 3 (1951:113-14 — RdmkalT) 
m i ^
koyala bole mal modhinga lalake basa pe
■EFTtgfr i^rra^r m m  rftt m .  $
kaheko nisadina bola sunavata navata tohe dvara pe 
V.N. Patwardhan: Rdg-vijhdn 4 (1968:113-14 -RdmkalT)
- ............... -..■A-. fV  f  - A . _rs» .   ...A.   -  .*&WRM dR5 TRTt m  t^T ^  tf
koyala bole mal mo dhinga lala ke basa pai
■^ Tt f^ R d  ^dldd ■?TTgcT/'^ T'^ r^ T ^ lt ^  fT
kahe ko nisadina bola sunavata navata / na avata tohe dvara pai
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Focusing on the Gwalior examples in the foregoing selections, we observe that 
the pattern of divergence is not strikingly different from that which we found in the 
case of our featured bandis. Again we have a range of variants, but as before none of 
the versions strays far from its counterparts. A comparison of the versions of the other 
khyal texts given in the various bandis collections published by Gwalior artists reveals 
a similar degree of convergence/divergence in the majority of cases, though the 
pattern of relationships between the versions given by individuals varies from 
composition to composition. Thus, for instance, the fact that two artists’ versions are 
similar in one case is no guarantee that they will be so in all cases. The complete 
accord, for instance, between Bhatkhande’s final version of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ and 
that of Patwardhan, which we noted earlier, is repeated in only a small proportion of 
other cases.
Bhatkhande’s collection, in fact, contains a number of notations in which the 
antara is completely different from that normally sung by Gwalior artists. A good 
example is ‘Jane na dungf in rag Kdmod. A particular favourite among Gwalior 
exponents, this chotd khyal composition appears in the collections of several Gwalior 
singers, including those from different teaching lines. Comparing the texts given in 
these, we find that they are on the whole very similar:
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Krishnarao Pandit: SahgTtpraves 2 (1954:13)
. -s. ____  » a , a    tv  . . jV  . .. - . ■ ♦ rN5^Tm c£nT -^ r '3TOn cJltfW n^ FT H Mc-X^d ^
jane na dug! n mai apane balama ko nainana me kara rakhau palakhana muda muda kari
^  TRl^ Tf^ r ^ p r
jaba avege lalahl apahi more mandara valehau balaiya rumajhuma kari
Bhaya Joshi: Encyclopaedia of Indian music with special reference to the ragas, 
Vol. 2 (in Clements 1988:48-49)
jane na deugi rl may! apane balamako nayananame kara rakho palakhana muda muda kare
^  ■% "fr cp^
jaba avege lalahi apahi more mandara hi le ho balaiya jhumajhuma kare
Mirashi Buwa: BhdratTy sahglt-mdld 2 (1946:160)
^ r /^fr tr aircFt •gfr w t  ugK<H m  ^  ^
jane na dugi / dugi n mal apane balama ko nainana me kaja rakho palakhana mada mada kare
jaba avege lala hi / hi apahi more mandara lehu balaiya jhumajhuma /jhumajhuma kare
V.D. Paluskar: Sangft balbodh 1 (1916:116-18)
vjfi^  tt # d t c j ? r  ^  -^ r xmm ^  •$<?
jane na dyaugi ri mal apane balama ko nainana me kara rakho palakhana muda muda kare
w  w& % vsrrqfl"^ ^
jaba jabege lala hi apahi more mandara lehu balaiya jhumajhuma kare
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Patwardhan: Rag-vijhan 2 (1970:208-9)
wr-?r dk-wcht %pf 3  ^  ^r£t ti^ t %  %  ^
jane na dug! ri/ri mal apane balamako nainana me kara rakhl palakana muda muda kare
■o t  ^ r tfr  'Snuft ^  ^
jaba avege lalahi apahi more mandara lehu / lehu balaiya jhumajhhma kare
Omkarnath Thakur: Sahgitdhjali 5 (1958:56-57)
W T  rf ^Vii t r  q<r>^ c^T -^nFf ^  " 3^
jane na dugi iT maf apane balama ko nainana mg kara rakhu palakana muda muda kara
jaba avege / abege lala hi apa hi more mandara lehu / leho balaiya / balaiya rumajhuma kara
The differences here are largely confined to minor variations in orthography and verb 
endings of the kind we observed earlier in respect of our featured bandis. In 
Bhatkhande’s version, by contrast, we find that while the asthai text remains broadly 
in line with those given above, the antara is distinct. It even contains Niyamat Khan’s 
reputed pseudonym ‘sadaranga’ combined in familiar fashion with the name of his 
patron, Mohammad Shah114 (here spelt ‘maummadasa’):
V.N. Bhatkhande: Kramikpustak-malika 4 (1987:102-103) 113
kare jane na dug! eri mai apane balama ko nainana me kara rakhl palakana muda muda 
camaka bljarl meha barase sadaraglle maummadasa barase meha buda buda
114 See p.35.
115 The text also appears in this form in Rajabhaiya Poochwale’s Tan malika 3 (1971:21-22).
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Although in this case it seems likely that Bhatkhande obtained this antara from a non- 
Gwalior source, it is difficult to be sure. Commenting on the different versions of the 
bcmdises he had collected, Bhatkhande himself once observed that he found that, 
while the words of the asthai generally tended to be correct, there were, by contrast, 
‘numerous versions of the antara’ (quoted Deodhar 1993:43). And indeed, even 
among Gwalior singers, it is certainly possible to find bandises in which the antara 
texts differ radically. Here, for instance, are the versions of the texts for a well-known 
composition in rag Kdmod given by two singers from different branches of the 
gharana:
Krishnarao Pandit: SahgTtproves 2 (1954:7-8)
T rtw f ^  for P u rest w
hu to janamana chadogf mltava bole surajana prema pTyako satha
bedana mori tumasana lagi rahe tahe kou jane ka hunako sadaranga mahummadasa
Mirashi Buwa: BhdratTy sangit-mald 2 (1946:158-59) 
w r  xr Pm4H thr f e n ^ r  w
hu to janamana chad! ye nisadina prema piyako sanga
bedana prema magata hu mere pyare ko kljiye / kijiye kahi naga
Again we find the ‘ sadaranga/Mohammad Shah’ combination present only in one of 
the antaras here. In fact, the only portion common to both antaras is the initial 
‘bedana5. Comparing these with Bhatkhande’s version, we find that it comes closest 
to Mirashi Buwa’s:
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Bhatkhande KPM  4 (1987:103-4)116
w r  'T Thr ■fem ^  ^rn-
hu to janama na chadu nisa dTna prema piya ke sanga
i^ ro r n |r  f f  - to t ^  f m
bidhana topai yah! mat maga more piya ko kTje ekaranga
A similar split between different branches of the gharana can be observed in the case 
of the following chota khyal composition in rag Multanv.
Mirashi Buwa: BhdratTy sahgTt-mald 1 (1944:120-21)
3TFWT e£|*nSV -q r^ t
nainanume anabana konasT pari re
c n w  t o w  w m  ’m
barabara sota palakhana lagata jitadekho uta samasl panre
Krishnarao Pandit: SangTt proves 1 (1953:91)
^  t o  W W  xjtr t
nainana me ana bana konase pan re
tStro t o  ?itr iper w rafr t
sukhase sobata pala nahi khovata mohani murata samakl khadl re
While there are a few more common elements here (e.g ‘pala’, ‘sama’ and ‘re’), the 
antaras are still very different. In this case, however, the Bhatkhande version contains 
elements of both:
116 The version published in the original Marathi edition of the KPM (1923:86-7) was the same except 
for the spellings ‘sauhga’, ‘sadarauhga’, ‘tope’ and ‘ekaraunga’.
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V.N. Bhatkhande: Kramik pustak-mdlikd 4 (1987:760-61)
u^ r
nainana me anabana kaunasT par!
• f ^ H  ^  ^  ^
nisadina sovata palakana kholata jaba dekho mukha syama kT kharT
Another instance where Bhatkhande’s text appears to combine portions of two 
divergent Gwalior antaras involves a slow-tempo composition in rag Siir-Malhar.
Mirashi Buwa: BhdratTy sahglt-mdld 3 (1951:147-48)
T «HNH<a 'Sntf UTCf
e garajata aye badara kare atahl sukha paye
^  w  sr^tr
garaja garaja cahu ora barasa rahe tabahl sadaranga atahT mana bhaye
Umamaheshvar Buwa Kundgolkar: SaftgTt kaladarpan 2 (1924:94-95)
^  ^  -cnt
garajata aye badaruva / badaruba atahT daru / daru paye 
xfe vsiTf w  vsratr^tntr 
rumajhuma canda avr saraga atahT suku paye
V.N. Bhatkhande KPM  6 (1987:273)
vsnt ’JRvrRT ‘^ {RcjT <3Tfcltr IR^T
aye garajata badarava atihi suhaye garajata
f  W'Br ^  xnfr
rumajhuma cahu ora te barase sadaranga atihi sukha paye garajata
The contrast between the versions of Mirashi Buwa and Kundgolkar here, including 
the absence of the pseudonym ‘sadaranga’ from the latter’s antara, is especially
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noteworthy given that they were both disciples of Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar. 
Indeed, so different is the antara text, that one is led to wonder whether one or other 
of the disciples might have acquired the bandis (or the antara at least) from a source 
other than Balakrishna Buwa himself.
A similar divergence can also be observed in the following case, though this 
time between Mirashi Buwa and another gurubhai, V. D. Paluskar. Once more it is 
only in Mirashi Buwa’s text that we find Niyamat Khan’s pseudonym:
Mirashi Buwa: BhdratTy sahgit-mdld 3 (1951:124-25 -  rag Suhd Kanaka)
^  t  ^  w r
tu hai maumadasa darabara nijhama dlna so j ana
^  w t  w e n t  w r  'fcsm  *3nr
joT jol dhyave sol phala pave sadaranga terohl / terohi guna gyana nijhama dma sojana 
V.D. Paluskar: SahgTt balbodh 3 (1922a:116-19 -  rag Suhd Sughrat)
tuve momadasa darabara nTjamadlna sujana 
cj(^  cr>o^ < TR: ■ ^ -^ 5  ’li'onnqin
dhavala kalasa para bala-bala jaiye unapara jaiye kuravana nTjamadlna sujana
Here Mirashi Buwa’s version comes close to that given by a singer belonging to a 
different branch of the gharana, Vaze Buwa:
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Vaze Buwa: SahgTt-kala-prakas 2 (Vajhe 1941:74 -  Rag Suhd)
tu / tu hai maumadasa darabara nijamuddlna sujanT
^tdr ^ d r  w t  tfrft w ?  m t  f t r  5 *t *nt i ^ r r
johl johl dhyave sohi phala pave sadaranga tero guna gave nija muddina sujanT
The discrepancy in the texts here is accompanied also by differences in the rag 
designation. Although this might be thought to imply that we are dealing with 
different compositions, an examination of the notation suggests otherwise. For while 
there are some differences in the notes employed for the asthai, they are sufficiently 
alike to be regarded as the same bandis.
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5.3 Summary
Our comparison of the texts given by various Gwalior gharana artists for our featured 
bandis revealed a surprisingly high number of discrepancies. In most cases, however, 
the differences turned out to be relatively minor, consisting of slight variations in 
orthography or verb forms. The only significant discrepancy concerned the use of 
Tnaf, which was absent from the asthals of singers belonging to the Balakrishna 
Buwa teaching line. Variations of a similar kind were also observed between the 
successive notations published by Bhatkhande. In the first two of these ‘maf 
appeared in both asthai and antara, but were removed from the final version.
In Vyasadeva’s collection we discovered two other possible variants of the 
text for this bandis dating from the earliest days of the gharana, both displaying 
significant differences from any of the variants found among Gwalior singers. This 
raises the possibility at least that the form in which the bandis was sung at the 
inception of the gharana may have been significantly different from that originally 
envisaged by its composer. Subsequent analysis pointed to the same possibility in 
respect of other bandises.
In the last part of the chapter, we looked at a few cases of more radical 
divergence. Although these represented only a small proportion of the total, they were 
important since they showed that there were different versions of the bandis around in 
the early days of the gharana. Included among the examples here were those showing 
divergence between Bhatkhande and Gwalior singers, between different branches of
117the gharana and even disciples of the same guru.
117 We will consider the implications of these findings further in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 6
RHYTHM AND STRUCTURE
In this chapter the focus of our discussion shifts to the areas of rhythm and structure. 
Our analysis here will centre heavily on information drawn both from our featured 
comparison and from the comparative table given in Appendix 2 (see Vol. 2). In order 
to establish a context for the analysis, we will begin with a discussion of tal and lay in 
relation to the Gwalior tradition, highlighting any differences in practice or 
terminology which could give rise to misunderstanding later. After this we will 
proceed to the analysis proper, looking first at the question of the tal to which 
compositions are set. Some gharana members maintain that the identity of the tal is a 
crucial factor in determining the ‘authenticity’ of the bandis. Thus it will be 
interesting to see how much agreement there is among gharana members as to the tal 
used for each bandis. Following this we will move on to examine the relationship 
between the tal and the bandis structure. To get an idea of the extent of structural 
variation within the gharana, we will begin with a preliminary comparison of the 
principal structural features of the various versions of ‘Kaise sukha sove\ after which 
we will look in more detail at certain aspects of structure, drawing also on evidence 
from the notated collections. The discussion will focus first on the earliest generation
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of singers and will include an examination of Vishnu Digambar Paluskar’s views on 
bandis construction. Finally in the last part of the chapter, we will look at what effect 
the more recent trend towards slower vilambit lays had on bandis structure.
6.1 Tal and Lay
6.1.1 Tal
One of the features most often cited as characteristic of Gwalior style is its use of a 
variety of tdls. At first sight this might appear an unremarkable claim, but, in fact, it is 
a practice which flies in the face of current trends. Although most artists, no matter to 
which gharana or tradition they belong, are expected by the time they reach musical 
maturity to be fully conversant with all the principal tdls used for khyal, the vast 
majority tend in their performances to concentrate on a small number, particularly 
Ektdl and Tlntal. The most common formula is to sing a bam khyal in vilambit Ektdl 
or Tlntal, followed by a chotd khyal in drut Tlntal, but it is not unusual to find whole 
concerts featuring only Tlntal. Within the Gwalior tradition, too, there are some 
artists, like Malini Rajurkar, who adhere largely to the Ektdl-Tlntdl pattern, but most 
Gwalior exponents tend to prefer rather greater metric variety. Indeed some, like L.K. 
Pandit and Yashwant Buwa Joshi, make it almost a matter of policy to include a wide 
selection of tdls in every concert they give or commercial recording they release.
Traditionally Gwalior singers have performed khydls in 7 tdls. In Fig. 6.1 
below they are arranged according to the lay categories -  vilambit (slow), madhya 
(medium) and drut (fast) -  in which they are most commonly found. To give an idea 
of their relative popularity, I also include in parentheses a figure for the number of 
khyal bandises in each of these tdls as found in Mirashi Buwa’s Bharatly sahglt-mdla 
collection:
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Fig. 6.1
The traditional tdls used by Gwalior gharana singers for khyal
No of 
Mdtras
Vilambit Lay Madhya Lay Drut Lay
10 Jhaptdl (22)
12 Ektdl (28) Ektdl (21)
14 Jhumra (17)
Adacautal (8) Adacautal (2)118
15 Savdri (3)
16 Tilvard (143)
‘DhTma’ Tlntal (2) «----- Tlntal (153) ——>
One notable absentee here is the 1-matra Rupak tal. This is sung by some Gwalior 
singers (e.g. Veena Sahasrabuddhe), but is not one of the tdls traditionally associated 
with the gharana. According to Jal K. Balaporia (Int.), ‘in Gwalior [gharana] you 
will rarely find any compositions in Rupak\ Certainly among the gharana1 s 
traditional stock of khyal compositions, such compositions are extremely scarce. 
Mirashi Buwa’s extensive collection, for instance, contains not one example in this 
tal.
Of the tdls that are listed, Yashwant Joshi (Int.) specified Jhumra and Tilvard 
(also spelt Tilvdda) as particular specialities of the Gwalior tradition, though it is 
probably the latter which is most distinctive. Among Gwalior singers Tilvard has 
traditionally been the most popular choice for slow-tempo performances. Of the 
vilambit bandises in Mirashi Buwa’s collection, for instance, the number set to
118 One of the two medium-tempo Adacautal compositions here, namely ‘banare ghara kaja rT in rag 
Todi, in fact, appears twice in Mirashi Buwa’s collection, first as a madhya lay composition in Vol. 1 
(1944:48-49) and then as a drut composition in Vol. 3 (1951:195).
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Tilvara -  71.86% of the total (see above) -  far exceeds those in other tdls. Although 
in the early 20th century the use of Tilvara appears to have been fairly widespread, as 
the century progressed it came to be viewed increasingly as the particular preserve of 
Gwalior singers. In other gharanas it is used rarely, if at all, nowadays; instead the 
usual choice for a 16-matra tal would be the more familiar Tintal In terms of length, 
vibhdg pattern and tall-khali configuration, Tilvara is, in fact, indistinguishable from 
Tintal, differing only with respect to the pattern of tabid strokes (theka) it employs:
t in t a l 119
X J )  2 0  3
J J J J :J J J J : J .J.. : J J. J—j.
dhfl dhin dhin dha dha dhin dhin dhfi dhfl tin tin ta ta dhin dhiu dha
Source: Mirashi Buwa 1944:133
TILVARA
X (Matrs = J) 2 O 3
J  JJ . J J : J  J J J : J J J J  J : J J J J I
dhfl tr ka dhin dhin dhfl dhfl tin tin ta tr kn dhin dhin dha dha dhin dhin
Sources: Kundgolkar 1924:7; Deodhar 1989d:54
119 The theka patterns quoted in this chapter are given in their basic form and represent only a few of 
the possible variants for each tal. For the syllables ‘dhin’ and £tin’, I have given the spellings normally 
given in English publications (rather than the ‘dhl5 or ‘dhf and ‘tf’ or ‘tf found in the Hindi and 
Marathi sources). In all other cases, however, the transliteration adheres to the version given in the 
original source. The symbols used to indicate the clap patterns for each tal vary from source to source. 
However, to avoid confusion, they are given here in the form found in the majority of modem 
publications.
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or
x {Matra -  <J) 2 O 3
—J— —J* J i J------J---J----J-1—J—m J-■-J i ■ J J J--------J-i i i
dha ti-i'i-ki-ta dhin dhi nfi nil tin tin tfi ti~ ri-ki-ta dhin dhi nfl nil dhin dhin
Sources: Mirashi Buwa 1946:x; Deodhar 1989d:53
Note that in their publications, some Gwalior singers, such as V.D. Paluskar and 
Krishnarao Pandit, employ the term Tlntal (or its equivalent TritaT) in a generic sense 
to cover both Tintal and Tilvara. In Paluskar’s case, Tilvara bandises can sometimes 
be distinguished by means of tempo indications, either 4 madhya ’ (as with his notation 
of ‘Kaise sukha sove’), or, more commonly, lvilambit\ though sometimes even these 
are omitted. More consistent is Krishnarao Pandit, who uses the term ‘jalad TritaT 
(meaning, curiously, ‘fast TritaT) to indicate slow-tempo bandises set to Tilvara, 
cdhima TritaT (‘slow TritaT) for slow- to medium-tempo Tintal compositions, while
reserving the label ''TritaT alone exclusively for faster-tempo, chota khyal
* * 120 compositions.
To complicate matters further, in publications produced by disciples of the 
Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar line (e.g. V.D. Paluskar, Anant Manohar Joshi, 
Mirashi Buwa, Umamaheshvar Buwa Kundgolkar and V. N Patwardhan), we 
frequently find Tintal itself categorized as an 8-matra tal. Looking at the theka 
patterns given, however, we find that the difference is merely one of classification, in 
that what is classed as a single matra in this version is equivalent to 2 matras in the 
standard 16-matra form (In the theka quoted above, for instance, the matra unit would
120 In Part 1 of his Sahgit praves, * TritaT and ‘ jalad TritaV are listed as separate tals (see p.2 of the 
section marked ‘Notesan Sanket’).
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be considered as ‘ o  ’ rather than ‘ J ’). In fact, the only important consequence of the 
difference in classification here relates to the interpretation of the tempo markings in 
these publications, a topic to which we will return presently.121
Adacautal and SavarT are used only occasionally and the number of bandises 
set to these tdls is limited. In Mirashi Buwa’s collection of Gwalior bandises, for 
example, there are only 10 in Adacautal and 3 in SavarT. Perhaps because of their 
relative rarity, there are, as Krishnarao Pandit (1954: vi) remarked, differing opinions 
regarding these tdls. In the case of Adacautal I have encountered in the writings of 
various Gwalior singers no fewer than four different versions of its structure:
Fig. 6.2
Various clap patterns given for Adacautal
V.D. Paluskar (2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2): X 2 O 3 O 4 O
Mirashi B uw a (2 + 2  +2  + 2  +2  + 4): X 2 O 3 0  4
K.S. Pandit (2 + 4  +4  +4): X 2 o  4
V. N . Patwardhan (2+ 4 + 1  + 3 +4): X 2 3 0  4
Mdtrds: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Sources: Paluskar 1916:122-24 
Mirashi Buwa 1951:16 
K.S. Pandit 1953:17-18; 1954:6 
V.N. Patwardhan 1970:4
Of these, Paluskar’s version is the one found in the majority of publications 
nowadays. As regards the theka, however, there appear to be at least two basic 
varieties:
121 Note that in all the publications of Gwalior singers I have seen, Tilvard is always listed as a 16- 
mdtra tal. However, in a note to accompany his theka for this tal, Kundgolkar (1924:6) mentions that it 
is also classified by some as an 8-mdtt'd tal.
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ADACAUTAL (THEKA 1): 14matras, 2H-2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2
X {Matra = J ) 2 O
.
O
'■000
o
J ij  J . I J J
dhin ti ri Id ta dhin nil ta  nji kit ttil ti ri ki ta dh i nS dhi dhi n3
Source: Deodhar 1989d:55 
ADACAUTAL (THEKA 2): 14 matras, 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2
X (Matra = J ) 2 O o o
J J .. : J 1 .1 1 I 1 1 I
dhin dhin dhS gi ti ri ki ta ta nil ka ttil dhi dhi nil dhi dhi nil
Source: Deodhar 1989d:55
Interestingly, although, as we saw above, the tal divisions given by Patwardhan differ 
from those given by his own guru (V.D. Paluskar), the theka pattern he provides is 
identical to the second of Deodhar’s two thekas, given above.
The name ‘SavarT is used to refer to a number of different tdls comprising 
‘odd numbered beats’ -  e.g. 11, 15 or 19 matras (Nath 1990:110). In the Gwalior
1 99tradition, the term is normally used to refer to the 15-matra variety, though again 
sources differ as to its structure:
122 Clayton (2000:57-59), citing Swapan Choudhury, labels the 15-matrd variety ‘pancam savari’, 
reserving the term ‘savari’, or alternatively ‘cartal ki savari’, for the 11 -matra variety.
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Fig. 6.3
Contrasting clap patterns for Savari
Paluskar /  Mirashi B uw a (3 + 4 + 4 +4): X 2
K.S. Pandit (3+ 4 + 4 + 4): X 2
R ajabhaiyaPoochw aie (4 + 4  +3  +4): X 2
Clayton (4 + 4  +4 +3): X 2
Vasant (3 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2): X O
Matras: 1 2 3 4 5
O 3 (4)
2 0  3 0  4
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Sources: Paluskar 1922a:68-71 
Mirashi Buwa 1951 :xvi 
K.S. Pandit 1954:vi, 72-79 
R, Poochwale 1942:43-44 
Clayton 2000:59 
Vasant 1989:228
It should be said that not all Gwalior singers sing in SavarT. In some cases this may 
simply be because they are not familiar with it, but in others it is because they do not 
feel entirely comfortable performing in it. Among the latter group was Sharadchandra 
Arolkar, who in spite of knowing bandises in this tal, generally avoided it, apparently 
objecting to its asymmetrical structure (Sathe, Int.).
6.1.2 Lay
Although, as Clayton (1992:82-83; 2000:75-76) has observed, lay can be defined both 
in terms of tempo (i.e. matra rate) and of rhythmic density, it is usually in the first 
sense that the majority of musicians use the term when referring to the basic lay of a 
performance. In discussing the Gwalior lay here, we will first attempt to establish as 
far as possible what were the previous norms for lay in Gwalior gharana after which 
we will look at the extent to which these have changed in the course of the twentieth 
century.
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The majority of descriptions of the traditional Gwalior lay attempt to relate it 
either to the speed of the human heart or to the structure of the bandis, or sometimes 
to both. According to many veterans, Gwalior artists traditionally sang in what they 
describe as a ‘natural lay\ one in which the matra-x&tQ for a tal in madhya lay 
corresponds roughly to the speed of the human heart-beat. G. H. Ranade (1961:121- 
23) suggests that until at least the nineteenth century this was the norm not only for 
Gwalior gharana but for khyal in general.123 Quoting a figure for the human heart­
beat of 80-90 matras per minute (henceforth MM), he specifies speeds for each lay 
category as follows:
If we adopt the pulse beat as the standard M atra, one Avartan of 16 M atras 
for the Tina-Tala in the Madhya Laya would take about 12 seconds or even 
less. The Vilambit will cover about 24 seconds and the Drut about 6 seconds 
for one Avartan (1961:122).
This gives us figures of approximately 40, 80 and 160 MM for vilambit, madhya lay 
and drut respectively. Ranade’s own musical background, which included training 
from the Gwalior masters, Ganpati Buwa Milbarikar and Gundo Buwa Ingle (Garg 
1957:14), as well as a personal acquaintance with many other top-ranking musicians 
from the turn of the century, lends credibility to the figures here. However, it is worth 
noting that they do not accord precisely with his own observations on the same matter 
made in an earlier publication:
In this [Gwalior] gayald...one avartan of Tilvara, i.e. 16 matras, will take 
approximately 15 seconds and at most 20 seconds, Madhya lay will take 
approximately half this time and drut lay a quarter, (in Mirashi Buwa 1944: 
xix) [emphasis mine]
123 The heartbeat is one o f a number of physiological timing mechanisms which have been proposed, 
both by Western and Indian musicians, as the basis of a ‘natural’ tempo. Since the nineteenth century, 
however, there has been a great deal of psychological research into this topic, none of which has 
succeeded in establishing a firm relationship between the heart rate and the perception of tempo (see 
Fraisse 1982:153-54). Indeed the evidence is that what is perceived as a ‘natural’ tempo ‘varies 
considerably in different contexts and from person to person’ (Dowling and Harwood 1986:182).
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He does not specify here whether he is referring simply to initial performance speeds 
or whether he is also taking account of acceleration within a performance, but, 
whatever the case, the figures for each lay category -  i.e. c.48-64 MM for vilambit, 
c.96-128 MM for madhya lay, and c. 192-256 MM for drut -  all lie above the ranges 
which one would obtain based on the figure he quotes for the human heart.124 It might 
be argued, in fact, that Ranade’s 80-90 MM figure is rather too narrow in its range. 
Many medical authorities nowadays quote a normal range for the heart-beat of 
between 60 and 100 beats per minute (Smith 1990:522), which gives us figures of 
approximately 30-50 MM for vilambit lay, 60-100 MM for madhya lay and 120-200 
MM for drut. Since lay speeds tend, in any case, to be extremely variable, it would 
probably be better to employ the latter more broadly-based figure in discussions of 
previous lay norms rather than the more narrowly-based figure cited by Ranade.
As well as ‘natural’, the Gwalior lay is also sometimes described as a barabar 
ki lay (Dalvi, Int.). In Hindi barabar means among other things ‘equal’ or ‘matching’. 
In the context of lay, it is one of a number of terms used to indicate the ratio of 
rhythmic density to tempo, as Fig. 6.4 below indicates:
124 The absolute lower limit he sets for the time taken to complete a cycle o f Tilvara here does not 
tally with the speeds found in the recordings of Gwalior veterans like Anant Manohar Joshi, Krishnarao 
Pandit, and Sharadchandra Arolkar. Indeed in the last two cases, of the performances measured, all 
commenced with cycles lasting in excess of 20 seconds (see Fig, 6.5 for details).
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Fig. 6.4
Terms describing lay as the ratio of rhythmic density to tempo 
(from Clayton 2000:76)
Lay Rhythmic Density: Tempo (metric pulse)
barabar (lay) 1:1
derh (derhT lay) 3:2
dugun (dugum lay) 2:1
tigun (tigum lay) 3:1
caugun 4:1
pancgun 5:1
chegun 6:1
satgun 7:1
alhgun 8:1
Barabar here denotes a lay in which the temporal events correspond precisely to the 
lay -  that is to say, ‘1 event per matra'' (Stewart 1974:80), In the context of bandis, 
the meaning of the term is less easy to pin down, for musicians often interpret it in 
slightly different ways. Ashok Ranade’s definition conveys the general sense in which 
it is used:
In tempo, a relationship of correspondence between the units of song etc. and
the accompanying rhythms. (1990:58)
Some musicians interpret this loosely to imply a generalized correspondence between 
the phrases of the bandis and the structure of the tal, but others imply a rather more 
direct relationship between individual notes and matras. Here, for instance, are the 
descriptions of the relationship offered by Shrikrishna Dalvi and G. H. Ranade 
respectively:
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The rhythmic pattern chosen is such that the words of the bandis are always 
completely interwoven with the lay pattern...The words [are used] in such a 
way that there is a constant relation between the svara part (the notes of the 
rag) and the rhythm pattern. (Dalvi, Int.)
[In] the Vilambit of the old days... there was correlation between the Laya of 
poetry and Laya of Tala, and it was not a music of skipping from one Matra 
to another, but was correlated with the integral form of the composition 
regulated not only by Matras, but by the particular Tala and its Angas... 
(Ranade 1961:123)
Without reference to specific musical examples, a task which we will postpone until 
our detailed analysis later, it is difficult to establish precisely what is meant here. But 
in any case, the important point is that, for Gwalior traditionalists at least, the concept 
of barabar ki lay represents the ‘ideal’ relationship between bandis and lay.
At this point it is worth mentioning the views of Vishnu Digambar Paluskar on 
the topic of bandis construction. According to B. R. Deodhar, Paluskar believed that 
the traditional stock of compositions sung by Gwalior artists were constructed in ‘a 
peculiar way’, with asthai and antara each set to a precise number of ‘breaths’, so 
that ‘[i]f one sings perfectly in accordance with the regulation of breath in relation to 
the number of words in the text of the song as prescribed by the Gwalior Gayki, one 
finds that the cheesa automatically covers the gamut of the given ‘Tal’ ’ (1973:50). Of 
course, this begs the question: how long is a ‘breath’? Paluskar reportedly defined it 
as ‘the period of time required for singing a number of words continuously till one 
pauses to breath[e] again’ (ibid.), which does not help since it depends upon variables 
such as the lung capacity of the artist and the speed at which the text is sung, a 
decision which relies in turn upon the judgement of the artist.125 All attempts to 
describe the ‘correct’ or ‘ideal’ marriage of text and lay will inevitably face similar
125 We will examine Paluskar’s views on bandis construction more fully later in the chapter.
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criticisms: for this is a relationship which can, ultimately, only be demonstrated, not 
described. Therefore, as an indicator of previous tempo norms, the concept of barabar 
ki lay can, in itself, only be of limited value. To get a better indication of these we 
must turn to the recorded repertoire.
Fig. 6.5 shows the range of tempi used for a variety of tab  in various 
categories of lay based on khyal performances recorded by Rahimat Khan, Vaze 
Buwa, Haribhau Ghangrekar,126 Krishnarao Pandit, Sharadchandra Arolkar, Anant 
Manohar Joshi and Mirashi Buwa. This list includes singers from different 
generations and different branches of the gharana, whose singing is - rightly or not - 
widely perceived to be in the traditional Gwalior mould. To facilitate comparison I 
have included here only the figure for the start of each recorded item, which tends, in 
any case, to be the one normally quoted by musicians when they refer to their own or 
others’ tempo.127 More to the point in terms of the focus of this chapter, it is the 
tempo in which the composition would have been sung. Since the recordings of these 
artists are a scarce commodity, the sample is necessarily limited and consequently it 
would be unwise to draw any firm conclusions from this as to the full extent of the 
tempo ranges which each artist might, in the normal course of events, have used, but 
this does not prevent us from drawing more general conclusions from the figures 
shown. For the sake of consistency I have retained the lay categories for each tal 
given in Fig. 6.1 earlier. Whether these would in all cases have been the ones used by 
the artists themselves is uncertain. Wherever possible, however, I consulted the 
publications of Gwalior singers, comparing their lay designations for particular 
compositions with performed examples.
126 Ghangrekar was Vaze Buwa’s disciple.
127 As a general rule the slowest tempi occur at the beginning of a performance, though cases of 
deceleration are not unknown (see Clayton 2000:89-90).
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Fig. 6.5
Table showing the range of starting tempos recorded (in matras per minute) for a 
variety of tals in various lay categories based on khyal performances by various 
Gwalior gharana artists taken from the author's collection
Lav: 
Tal
Rahimat
Khan
Vaze
Buwa
Haribhau
Ghangrekar
Krishnarao
Pandit
Sharadchandra
Arolkar
An ant
Manohar
Joshi
Mirashi
Buwa
Vilambit:
Ektdl - 31 [1] - 23.5 -4 3  [7] 25 - 39 [6] 48.5 [1] -
Jhumra - - - 34 [1] - 46.5 [1] -
Adacautal - - _ 52 [1] - - -
TUvat-d - - - 28-42 [8] 27 - 35 [7] 53 [1] 51 [1]
Tintal ('Dhimd’) - - - 78 [1] - - -
MadhvaLav:
Jhaptdl - 1 0 0 -1 1 1  [4] 117-118 [2] 8 0 -  125 [3] 48 - 82 [ 3 ] 128 - _
Tilvard 93 [1] - - - - - 85 [1]
Tintal - - - 130 - 138 [3] 97 [1] - -
Drut:
Ektdl _ 178 - 230 [2] - 232 [1] - - 192 [1]
Tintal 258 - 268 [2] 201 -2 8 9  [5] - 207 - 280 [3] 142 - 178 [10] 1 8 0 -1 8 9  [3] -
KEY
[ ]  Size of recorded sample
128 Interestingly, the figures at the extremes of the range here are those recorded for two different 
performances of the same bandis (‘Tore darasana pyasl’ in Rag Piiriyd).
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What is most immediately apparent from Fig. 6.5 is that each lay category supports a 
wide range of tempi, a fact which would seem to be obvious, but can sometimes be 
obscured by talk of a ‘natural’ or ‘ideal’ lay. On the face of it, the figures here do 
provide some support for the idea of a ‘natural’ lay based on the speed of the human 
heartbeat. If we compare these with the figures based on this criterion quoted earlier 
we find that, while for vilambit there is a high degree of correspondence between the 
two sets of figures, for the faster lay categories the degree of correlation is slightly 
lower, with recorded figures tending to be on average a little higher than those 
predicted for a ‘natural’ lay. However, one should be wary about drawing any firm 
conclusions from this since, in fact, in some cases my decision as to which category in 
which to place at least some of the figures was, as I show below, influenced by this 
very criterion.
As we saw earlier, Tilvard is generally described by Gwalior traditionalists as 
a slow-tempo tal -  slow, that is, at least in terms of the lay norms which prevailed 
until at least the early 20th century; by modem standards it would be regarded as fairly 
swift (see below). Looking at the figures here, however, we see two performances 
which would be judged extremely quick even by traditional standards, one a 
performance in Adana by Mirashi Buwa and the other a performance in Malkauns by 
Rahimat Khan (both reissued recently on HMV STC 850614). With figures 
respectively of 85 MM and 93 MM, their tempi are both roughly in line with the 
figure of 80-90 MM for the speed of the human heart which G.H. Ranade offered as a 
measure of madhya lay. For this reason I placed them both among the madhya lay 
examples in the table.
The categories for TlntdHTritdl also require some comment. In the collections 
of Gwalior singers, compositions in this tal can be found under various such 
categories, namely vilambit, dhTma, madhya lay and drut. The first of these tends to
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be found in contexts where, as was suggested in relation to Paluskar’s publications
129earlier, the author probably means Tilvara. For compositions in slow-tempo Tlntal
the more usual term, at least in the Gwalior context, is dhlma (‘slow’). K.S. Pandit, 
Mirashi Buwa, Y.N. Patwardhan and B.R. Deodhar all use this designation in their 
collections and Deodhar (1989a: 16) includes "dhlma TritaT among the tdls employed 
for hard khyal, even listing it as an alternative to Tilvara as an accompaniment for one 
of his notated bandises (see 1989d: 188-89). For this reason I included dhlma Tlntal in 
the vilambit category in Fig. 6.5. Yet comparing notated examples carrying this 
designation with actual perfonnances of the same bandises, one finds that they tend in 
general to be at the upper end of the traditional vilambit tempo range. The one 
example included in Fig. 6.5, for instance, from a performance of ‘Mhare dere avojf, 
a bandis which Krishnarao Pandit himself, like Mirashi Buwa (1951:93-94), classifies 
as in ‘dhlma TritaT (see 1954:87-88), was actually perfonned by him at a tempo 
closer to the one he uses for Jhaptal, which the majority of musicians would probably 
class as madhya lay,130
The term "madhya lay5 itself where it appears in conjunction with Tlntal in the 
publications of Gwalior singers generally denotes a chola khyal (the fast-tempo form 
of khyal). Drut is used sometimes, though some authors, like Mirashi Buwa and 
Patwardhan, reserve this tempo marking largely for Ektdl, which would seem to 
suggest that they expect Tlntal to be taken at a slower tempo. Again, however, an 
analysis of the recorded repertoire suggests that the distinction is not so clear. Tlntal 
bandises which are marked madhya lay are frequently sung at tempi that most 
musicians would regard as drut. In some of his recordings, for instance, Vinayakrao
129 For a discussion of the ‘vilambit TritaV designation in Bhatkhande’s KPM, see p.236.
130 Wade also describes the same performance as in ‘rapid medium tempo’ (1984:55).
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Patwardhan, sings compositions labelled madhya lay in his Rag-vijnan series at 
speeds of over 230 MM.131 One possible explanation for the apparent discrepancy 
here lies in their view of the tal. In this chapter the tempo measurements are based on 
the assumption that Tintal is a 16-matra tal. However, as we saw earlier (see p.204), 
Mirashi Buwa and Patwardhan, in common with other singers from the Balakrishna 
Buwa teaching line, prefer to classify Tintal as an 8-matra tal, with each matra lasting 
the equivalent of 2 matras in the usual 16-mdtra form. Consequently, it could be 
argued that the designation 4madhya lay5 in respect of the 8 -matra. form ought to be 
interpreted as drut in respect of its 16-matrd equivalent. Whether this was how these 
authors intended their tempo indications to be understood is not clear, but it should be 
pointed out that the same kind of discrepancies can be observed even where a Gwalior 
singer views the tal in more conventional tenns. In his Sangit-kala-prakds series, for 
instance, Yaze Buwa uses the same madhya lay designation for Jhaptdl, Ektdl and 
Tintal (16-matra form), despite the fact that in his commercial recordings of the same 
bandises, as Fig. 6.5 indicates, he takes Ektdl and Tintal at a much faster tempo, in 
some cases over twice that of his Jhaptdl performances. A more likely explanation of 
such discrepancies is that the bandises marked madhya lay are ones which can be 
performed at either medium or fast tempo. It is not uncommon for a composition 
which might be sung as part of the second segment in a bard-chofa khyal sequence to 
be sung at times as part of a single stand-alone item in medium tempo, one which 
employs ‘features of both the bada and the chhota khyals as it suits the musician’ 
(Ranade 1990:27). In Fig. 6.5, for instance, all of the Tintal examples I have placed in
131 See, for example, his performances in Sur Malhdr, Jaijaivanti and Piiriyd released originally on 
record under the HMV label (see N 26090, N 26000 and FT 2970 respectively) and reissued more 
recently on cassette as part of the ‘Great Luminaries of Gwalior Gharana’ series (see HMV STC 
850613 and HMV STC 850614).
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the madhya lay category were of this type and, as can be seen, they are indeed 
noticeably slower than those in the drut category.
Having gained some idea, then, of the tempo norms which prevailed in khyal 
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, it is worth looking briefly at the 
extent to which these were to change as the century progressed. The most striking 
development, the one most commented upon by older singers, has occurred in the 
vilambit sphere and involves what may be described in simple terms as a gradual shift 
towards slower vilambit tempi. The trend is thought to have originated with Abdul 
Karim Khan (1872-1937 -  Desai 1969:178; Amar Nath, Int; Van Der Meer 1980:156) 
and Abdul Wahid Khan (d. 1949 -  Ramesh Nadkami, Int.), both members of the 
Kirana gharana.. The shortage of recorded examples of vilambit performances by 
either of these two performers, makes it difficult to gauge the extent of the slow-down 
with any accuracy, but, if the figure of approximately 22 MM recorded for the 
opening of Abdul Wahid Khan’s Darbdri Kanadld performance in Jhumra (HMV: 
ECLP 2541) is typical, then the lay was nothing like as slow as it was to become 
subsequently.132 Despite much initial controversy, the new tempo caught on, and was 
soon taken up by increasing numbers of singers. Some, like Amir Khan (1912-1974, 
Indore gharana), took the trend further by adopting even lower tempi -  around 
11.5-17.5 MM in the examples I have analysed -  inspiring many others to follow suit. 
At first the very slow tempi were labelled ati vilambit (‘very slow’) which some 
musicologists, maintaining the principle of proportionality in lay categories, have 
defined as half the speed of vilambit (Vasant 1989:220; Dinkar Kaikini, Int.). But as
132 Although the same disc features extracts from three other bard khyal performances, it is not 
possible to measure their initial speeds since all begin in mid performance. For a detailed discussion of 
Abdul Wahid Khan in general and his Darbdri Kanada performance in particular, see Wade (1984:210- 
16).
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time passed and more and more singers began to adopt these tempi, so the ‘a tf came 
to be used less and less. Nowadays in the notes accompanying commercial recordings, 
or the announcements preceding public concerts and radio broadcasts, even the 
slowest of tempi are generally referred to simply as vilambit. The term ati vilambit 
continues to be used occasionally, but mainly by artists who have resisted the general 
trend towards lower speeds, and for whom it often carries pejorative connotations, 
implying a lay which is ‘too slow’.
Although no gharana. has remained unaffected by the change in the tempo 
norms, each one has responded to it in its own way. Some, like Kirana and Indore, 
were, as we have seen, clearly in the vanguard of change from the start, while the 
older gharanas like Agra and Gwalior were much more resistant to it. Evidence of the 
general trend towards slower vilambit tempi, and the attitudes to it, can be found in 
the writings of Gwalior singers. As early as 1944, for instance, G. H. Ranade, in his 
Foreword to Vol. 1 of Mirashi Buwa’s Bharatiy sahgit-mdla, felt it necessary to 
distinguish the vilambit lay used by Gwalior gharana from the much slower variety 
existing at this time. Evidence that general perceptions of what constituted vilambit 
were beginning to alter can be found in Vol. 3 of the same collection, published in 
1951, in which we find Mirashi Buwa himself reclassifying the traditional Gwalior 
vilambit as follows: ‘The khyal gayaki of our gharana is sung in madhya lay, not in 
the vilambit lay of today’ (1951: vii). The same classification was also used by 
Krishnarao Pandit in an article on the Gwalior style published in 1969, in which he 
further maintains, in an implicit criticism of contemporary trends, that ‘to take the lay 
any slower would destroy the beauty of the [khyal] bandis’ (1969:9). In an earlier 
article entitled ‘Some Thoughts About The Laya Aspect Of Modem Music’, G. H. 
Ranade had been rather more forthright in his criticism of ‘the so-called Vilambit 
Laya of modem music’, characterising it as ‘an artificial standard’ and ‘a head-ache
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to many’, resulting in concerts that ‘become dragging and insipid, without suggesting 
either the beginning or the end of a song’ (1961:122-23). Artificial or not, some 
Gwalior singers had already begun to adopt the slower lay by this time. Indeed 
Omkamath Thakur had already taken his tempo down to a level close to that of Amir 
Khan (see below). On the whole, however, the Gwalior gharana was not perceived as 
having yet succumbed to the fashion for the very slow tempi. Writing in 1961, 
Vamanrao Deshpande placed the major gharanas in the following order with regard 
to their basic vilambit lay, beginning with the fastest: Gwalior and Agra; Patiala; 
Jaipur; Kirana and Indore. He does not give any figures, but he does suggest that in all 
but the last two cases the tempo remained fast enough to preserve the character of the 
lay (1987:74).
Since then, however, the picture has altered considerably. During this period 
the slower tempi have become so firmly established that modem audiences have come 
to regard them as the norm, and indeed even to expect them. It is not surprising, then, 
to find that more and more singers, even from gharanas whose basic lay was 
traditionally faster, began to adopt them. As a result it is no longer possible to make 
any simple generalizations about the basic lay of these gharanas or to rank them in 
order in the way that Deshpande did.133 To get an idea of the lays used by Gwalior 
singers I have collected data on the vilambit speeds used for Ektdl and Tilvard by a 
number of different artists, as measured at the start of each performance. The findings 
are presented in the form of two graphs, one for each tal (see Fig. 6.6 - 6.7). In order 
to show the pattern of change over time, in each graph the artists are arranged in 
chronological order according to the year in which they were bom. For comparison I
133 This is assuming, of course, that such generalisations were really possible even at the time that 
Deshpande’s classification was originally conceived.
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have included some singers from the previous table. The figures for each artist are 
shown as ranges represented by vertical blocks, with the sample size indicated in 
square brackets above each block.
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In interpreting these two graphs, it is worth bearing in mind our earlier caveat 
regarding the dangers of inferring too much from such a limited sample of recordings. 
In most cases the sample is certainly too small to be anything more than a general 
indicator of the tempi used by the artists in question. That said, however, the graphs 
do nonetheless give us some idea of the overall pattern of change with regard to 
tempo. What is immediately evident in both cases is that there has been no 
straightforward move from faster lays in the past to slower lays now. For while there 
has been a clear downward shift in the tempo overall, there remain some singers who 
still adhere to previous tempo norms. Within the Gwalior tradition, it was members of 
the Paluskar branch of the gharana who probably responded first to the changes in 
tempo norms. Among the first generation of V.D. Paluskar’s students, the degree of 
slow-down appears to have varied from singer to singer. In the case of Narayanrao 
Vyas the slow-down was, according to his son, ‘only slight: you would say that it was 
almost the original [Gwalior lay]* (Vidyadhar Vyas, Int.). Indeed, judging by his 
commercial recordings, his tempo was often, as the graphs show, well within the 
traditional range for vilambit. In the Bihag recording from which we extracted the 
version of ‘Kaise sukha sove5 included in our featured comparison (see Fig. 4.16), for 
instance, he begins his first cycle of Tilvara at an extremely brisk 44-45 MM. His 
sometime jugalbandT (duet) partner, Vinayakrao Patwardhan, on the other hand, 
appears to have preferred a rather slower tempo (18-27 MM in the recorded sample), 
as did the latter5 s disciple, D.V. Paluskar (Vishnu Digambar Paluskar’s son), though 
not generally as slow as that of Omkamath Thakur whose Ektal performances 
frequently opened at a speed of 16 MM or below. His recording of ‘Kaise sukha sove5 
(see Fig. 4.22), for example, begins at c.15 MM for Ektal, a speed three times slower 
than that of his own gurubhai mentioned above.
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Nowadays, however, such tempi as this are not unusual for singers of this 
branch. Yeena Sahasrabuddhe, for instance, regularly adopts a tempo at or just above 
this level for her Ektal performances, as did her brother Kashinath Bodas. Vidyadhar 
Vyas started out singing at the same lay as his father, but gradually over a number of 
years began to slow it down so as to allow himself, he maintains (Int.), more time to 
exploit the expressive potential of the svaras. Again speeds in the region of 12-16 
MM are not uncommon at least in his Ektal performances. On the other hand, he does 
not consider that a leisurely tempo of this kind is necessarily appropriate for all rags:
[I]n the case of certain ragas where the nature of the raga is not that serious, 
not that elaborative, I may take the original madhya lay or original vilambit lay 
of Gwalior because it suits [them] more...Maybe, for example, Ham.Tr> 
Sankara, Durgd, where the ati vilambit or, say, fairly vilambit lay may not do 
full justice to the mood of the raga. (Int.)
Yet the rag is not the only factor influencing the tempo: the degree of slow-down also 
appears to vary from tal to tal. Comparing Vidyadhar Vyas’ figures for Ektdl and 
Tilvara, given in the earlier graphs, we see that those for Tilvara are roughly twice 
those for Ektdl (i.e. 25-34.5 MM compared with 12.5-16 MM). We are dealing with a 
limited sample here, so it is unlikely that this represents the full range of tempi taken 
by him for each, but nonetheless the difference does seem consistent with the 
distinction between ‘fairly vilambif and ‘ati vilambif which he draws in the 
quotation above.
A similar distinction appears to hold also for other singers featured in the 
earlier graphs, such as Yashwant Joshi, Chandrakant Pandit, Madhav Umdekar and 
Malini Rajurkar, and looking more widely, it does appear that the trend towards 
slower lays has affected Ektdl to a greater extent than other tdls. To illustrate, of the 
100 or so vilambit Ektdl performances in my own collection of Gwalior gharana 
recordings, 38 began at a tempo lower than 20 MM, the figure which Clayton, in his
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detailed analysis of tempo, suggests is the lowest speed at which matrds ‘are 
perceivable as consistent pulses’ (2000:85). Of these, 12 were under 14 MM. By 
contrast, a similar analysis of a somewhat smaller sample of over 60 Tilvara 
performances elicited only one example below the 20 MM rate, while for the 
remaining slow-tempo tals in the traditional Gwalior repertoire -  Jhumra, Ajdcautal 
and Savari -  there were none. It seems likely that the reason for the more far reaching 
slow-down in the case of Ektal is connected with the fact that it is one of the tals 
favoured by gharanas, like Kirana, which have been most in the forefront of the 
change. As we saw earlier, it is by far the most common tal chosen for a bard khydl 
nowadays, and hence, one could argue, the one most likely to be chosen by Gwalior 
singers willing to accept the slowest lays. It might be objected at this point that 
although Ektal is undoubtedly the most usual choice among modem artists for their 
bard khydl, it is not the only one: Tintal and Jhumra are also frequently performed in 
ati vilambit lay. Consequently, it might be asked, why does the same argument not 
apply to these talsl As regards Tintal, we have already seen that this is not one of the 
vilambit tals traditionally sung by Gwalior singers. The case of Jhiimrd, however, is 
less easy to explain. According to Yashwant Joshi (Int.), this tal is not suitable for the 
very slow tempo since at this speed, he maintains, it loses its effect. This is, of course, 
a question of individual judgment, but it should be said that the same argument could 
also be made with respect to Ektal, and indeed some Gwalior singers do indeed make 
it.
Although, then, most Gwalior singers have by now either embraced the new 
lay norms or at least made some degree of concession to them by slowing down their 
own basic lay, there remain some, mostly from the Pandit teaching line, whose 
vilambit lays remain at or close to the traditional Gwalior norm. These include among 
others, Sharad Sathe, Neela Bhagwat, Jal Balaporia, and Balasahab Poochwale. The
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majority of their performances appear to begin with a lay located somewhere in the 
range 25 - 44 MM, which is similar to the range used by Krishnarao Pandit. Not 
surprisingly, it is among this group that one finds the least favourable attitudes to the 
slowing-down of the lay. For them lay is clearly linked with the question of stylistic 
authenticity. Many argue, for instance, that the very slow tempi which have emerged 
in modem times are incompatible with Gwalior style since they not only distort the 
traditional relationship between bandis and tal, mentioned above, but also change the 
nature of the elaboration. Some of these criticisms will be addressed more fully later, 
but there is one more general charge which requires some discussion here. This is the 
suggestion that in modern times the lay has become so slow as to fundamentally alter 
the nature of the tal. Traditionalists argue that, although tals may be sung in a range 
of speeds, there are boundaries beyond which it is not possible to go without the 
character and structure of the tal becoming distorted. With the new ati vilambit lay, 
they suggest, this boundary has been well and truly crossed. Certainly with cycles now 
lasting up to a minute or more, some degree of distortion would seem to be inevitable, 
but, in fact, it is not just the speed of the tal which has changed, it is also the 
accompanying theka pattern. As was mentioned earlier, tabid players, in the course of 
producing variations on the thekd, often divide up the matra, and although players differ 
as to precisely what divisions they make, the general principle seems to be that the 
slower the lay the greater the number of subdivisions. Thus as the vilambit lays became 
increasingly slow, so tabla players began to divide up the matra more and more. In the 
process, the traditionalists argue, the nature of the subdivisions underwent a subtle 
change: for whereas previously it was relatively easy to perceive the matra as the basic 
pulse, now the gap between mdtras had become so long that it was difficult to avoid the 
focus shifting to the subdivision of the matra. The common complaint is that now tals
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like the 16-matra Tintal and the Yl-matra Ektal have effectively become 64-beat and 
48-beat tals respectively.
The extent of the change can be seen in Fig. 6.8. This shows the theka pattern 
(notated in rhythmic values) used for the first avartan (cycle) of vilambit performances 
given by Krishnarao Pandit (Ex. 1), Malini Rajurkar (Ex.2) and Madhav Umdekar (Ex.3) 
respectively. The tal in each case is Ektal. It should be stressed that the examples given 
are only one of many variations of the theka pattern which appear within their respective 
performances, though each is, I believe, reasonably representative:
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Fig. 6.8
Examples showing how tabid players subdivide the thekd pattern for Ektal 
(transcribed from performances by three Gwalior ghardna artists)
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Key to Fig. 6.8
Basic Thekd V.N. Patwardhan’s Rag-vijhdn Vol. 2 (1970:4)
Ex.l From a performance of 4 Yen lala mil a’ in Rag Yaman Kalydn by
Krishnarao Shankar Pandit (A.I.R. Broadcast, 30.12.89). Tabla player 
unknown.
Ex.2 From a performance of ‘Lala manavana maT call’ in Rag Todl by
Malini Rajurkar (Cassette AA 146,1987). Tabla player: Shashikant 
Mule.
Ex.3 From a performance of ‘Kai sakhT kaise ke kariye5 in Rag Yaman by
Madhav Umdekar (A.I.R. Broadcast, date unknown). Tabla player 
unknown.
Here Ex. 1 probably comes the closest to what might be considered a ‘traditional’ 
Gwalior vilambit performance, though the tempo at 26 MM might be considered on the 
slow side for Krishnarao Pandit. In this the density of tabla strokes (bols) is mostly 
between two or four strokes per matra. While to the untrained ear the position of each 
matra in this case might not be immediately apparent, to any listener familiar with the 
metric structures of Indian music, this would be obvious. With Ex.2, in the slower tempo 
of 19.5 MM, we have probably reached the limits of the range wherein it is still possible 
to feel the matra as the basic pulse ,134 Here the divisions are more extensive and the 
minimum rhythmic unit has decreased from the l/8th of a matra in the previous example 
to a 1/16th of a matra here. The highest density of strokes per matra, however, is to be 
found in Ex.3. With a tempo of 13 MM, we are now at the lower end of the vilambit 
range. Here the progression of matrds is so slow and the rhythmic divisions so great that 
it is all but impossible to perceive the underlying pulse as the matra. In fact, most 
musicians would now interpret the effective pulse here as the 1/4 matra.
134 It will be recalled that Clayton set the lower limit in this regard at 20 MM (see pp. 224-25).
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6.1.3 Summary
In the foregoing discussion of tal and lay we touched on a number of issues which have 
an important bearing on the way in which khydl compositions are rendered. Before 
proceeding to our analysis proper, therefore, a brief review of the main points would 
seem to be in order. In general, as we saw, Gwalior ghardnd singers take pride in 
performing in a range of tals. In the case of khydl, there are 7 main varieties: Jhaptal, 
Ektal, Jhumra, Adacautal, Savarl, Tilvdra and Untal. Of these, Tilvdra, Ektal, Jhumra, 
Adacautal and, on occasion, Savarl are used for vilambit lay, Jhaptdl, Adacautal and 
Tintal for madhya lay, and Ektal and Tintal for drut lay. In terms of ghardnd identity, we 
found that the most distinctive of these tals was Tilvdra. Seldom used by other ghardnas, 
Tilvdra is by far the most common choice for bard khydl performances. On the other 
hand, Tintal, which in some ghardnas is regularly performed at slow tempo, is not 
generally used for this lay, though, under the label ‘dhlmd TritaV, it is sometimes 
performed at a tempo which in traditional terms would have been regarded as 
somewhere between vilambit and madhya lay. Comparing the descriptions of Tintal 
given in the publications of Gwalior artists, we found that among singers of the 
Balakrishna Buwa line it was often labelled not as a 16-matra tal, as is customary, but as 
an 8-matra tal. On closer inspection, however, it emerged that the difference was more 
one of classification than of practice. In the case of the remaining tals, a similar 
comparison revealed broad agreement in all but two instances, Adacautal and Savarl, 
for which there appear to be a number of different clap patterns.
In our discussion of lay, we endeavoured first to establish what were the 
tempo norms which prevailed in the early days of the ghardnd. Comparing the 
descriptions given by Gwalior members with tempo figures derived from the 
recordings of Gwalior artists generally considered representative in this regard, we 
found some support for the idea of a ‘natural’ {madhya) lay based loosely on the
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human heart rate. We found that the correlation was closest in the case of the vilambit 
category, with the figures for madhya lay and drut categories being on average 
slightly above what might have been anticipated based on this measure. Yet however 
closely or otherwise the original lay categories conformed to the neat 1:2:4 
proportions for vilambit, madhya lay and drut described by musical theorists, there is 
no doubt that during the twentieth century the relationship between them was to 
radically alter under the influence of a new trend, originating outside the ghardnd, 
towards slower vilambit tempi. Beginning in the first quarter of the century, the 
fashion gradually took hold, eventually becoming so firmly established that the slower 
tempo came to be regarded as the norm. Within the Gwalior tradition attitudes to the 
slow-down appear at first to have been largely hostile, but gradually as time passed 
increasing numbers of Gwalior singers began to accept the new situation and modified 
their performances accordingly. Nowadays there are still a number of Gwalior singers 
whose vilambit tempi remain at or close to the previous norms for their ghardnd, but 
the majority have either accepted the new tempo norms, or at least modified their 
tempo in a downward direction. Clearly a change of this magnitude cannot fail to 
have had an impact on the way in which khydl compositions are rendered. It will be 
one of the issues which we address in the discussion that follows.
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6.2 Bandis and Tal
Having now, so to speak, prepared the territory, our focus shifts to the rhythmic and 
structural dimensions of the khydl bandis itself. We will begin in this section by 
considering the matter of the tal to which compositions are set. Then in the later 
sections we will look in more detail at the relationship between the tal and the bandis 
structure.
Let us start our analysis of bandis and tal, then, by examining the different 
versions of ‘Kaise sukha sove\ These, we discover, are set to one of two tals}35 The 
majority -  that is, 16 of the 24 versions -  are in the 16-matra Tilvdra, which is, as we 
saw earlier, the tal most often used by Gwalior singers for vilambit lay. The remaining 
8 versions -  namely those of Bhatkhande (all three notations), Poochwale, 
Maudgalya, Athavale, Thakur (performance only) and Sahasrabuddhe -  are set to the 
12-matra Ektal.136 Three of these, namely Maudgalya, Athavale and Thakur, employ 
different tals from their respective gurus, V. R. Patwardhan (in the first two cases) 
and V.D. Paluskar (in the last case). Omkamath Thakur even deviates in this respect 
from his own published version. Looking solely at the versions given by Gwalior 
singers here (and excluding for the present that of Balasahab Poochwale who 
normally follows Bhatkhande in this matter), one might reasonably conclude that the 
practice of rendering the bandis in Ektal is a comparatively recent trend. I have often 
heard the more traditionally-minded ghardnd members criticise what they regard as 
the modem preoccupation with slow Ektal at the expense of other tals (see p. 201),
135 For full details, see Fig. 6.12 on p.247.
136 I have heard singers of other khydl traditions sing this bandis in other tals. Among the 
commercially available recordings, examples include Bhimsen Joshi’s 1992 performance in Tintal (see 
HMV STCS 04B 7564) and Acharya Goswami Gokulotsavji Maharaj’s 1987 recording in Jhiimrd (see 
RHC 240 358).
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and in particular the practice of converting compositions in other tals to Ektal. The 
criticism is most usually directed at members of other ghardnas, especially Kirana, 
but I have also heard Gwalior singers reproached by their ghardnd colleagues for the 
same supposed offence. Hence one could argue that the use of Ektal for ‘Kaise sukha 
sove’ is simply part of this general phenomenon. However} Bhatkhande’s notations, 
dating as they do from the early part of the twentieth century, appear to challenge this 
hypothesis. Without his original transcriptions, we cannot know the factors which 
prompted the choice of Ektal over Tilvdra here, but it seems unlikely that he would 
have opted for this tal unless it had some basis in contemporary practice, be it from 
Gwalior or non-Gwalior sources.
In our analysis of text variants in the previous chapter, we quoted two 
examples from the revised version of Vyasadeva’s Saiiglta ragakalpadruma which 
bear a striking resemblance to the version(s) of our featured bandis normally sung by 
Gwalior artists (see p. 183-84). Of these, the one which more nearly matches the 
modem version(s) -  that beginning ‘kaise sukha sovu’ -  was listed by the author 
among those to be sung in 4TitaT [s/c] (i.e. Tintal -  1914:309), as opposed to the 
iCautaT specified for the other (ibid.:329). Since the label 4Tilvdra5 is not one used 
by Vyasadeva, it is conceivable that his 4TitaT may, in fact, denote Tilvdra, in the 
same way as the label4 TritaT does in a number of older publications (see p.204), and, 
if nothing else, this would at least indicate that there was in circulation in the early 
part of the 19th century a version of our featured bandis in the same tal as that sung by 
the majority of the singers in our featured comparison. On the other hand, the 
4CautaT given for the other text, though resembling the other alternative, Ektal, in
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terms of length (12 mdtrds) and vibhag pattern, is a tal normally associated with 
dhrupad rather than khydl P 1
Comparing the tal indications given in the publications of Gwalior singers, we 
see that metric divergence within the ghardnd is far from unusual. Looking at those 
bandises which appear in two or more publications, we discover that the proportion 
which divide this way is comparatively high. Although two tals per bandis is the most 
usual pattern, examples in three tals are not difficult to find, and even compositions 
considered particular specialities of the Gwalior tradition -  e.g. c Jaba hi saba nlrapata’ 
in Bhupdll -  have not proved immune to this kind of divergence (see below). 
Examining the relationships between individual artists/notators, we discover that 
pattern of similarity and difference as regards the tdl varies from bandis to bandis in 
much the same way as we saw it did in the case of texts. An idea of the variety of 
configurations here can be gained from the selection of examples given in Fig. 6.9 
below. Here the Pandit branch of the ghardnd is represented by Krishnarao Pandit and 
Neela Bhagwat, with the others, Bhatkhande aside, belonging to the teaching line of 
Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar:
137 It is not, of course, unknown for dhrupads to be converted into khyals, or indeed for khyals to be 
performed in Cautdl.
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Fig. 6.9138
Table comparing the tal details for a selection of compositions 
as notated or performed by various Gwalior artists
RAG BANDI& TITLE TAL LA Y
{where indicated)
NAME
JogiAsdvari Manu / Mainu mata Tilvara - Mirashi Buwa
mara ve Jhumra - V.D. Paluskar
Ektal - V.N. Patwardhan
Sankara Ada maliadeva Tilvara - Mirashi Buwa
Jhumra - V.D. Paluskar
ft vilambit V.N. Bhatkhande
If - V.N. Patwardhan
BdgeSri Mana manave Tilvara - Mirashi Buwa
1 - V.N. Patwardhan
Ektal vilambit V.N. Bhatkhande
II - Krishnarao Pandit
If - Neela Bhagwat
Bhimpaldsi Abato ban bhal Tilvara - Mirashi Buwa
II - Omkamath Thakur
It - Neela Bhagwat
Trital [= Tilvara vilambit V.N. Bhatkhande
Ektal - Krishnarao Pandit
It - V.N. Patwardhan
Bhupali Jaba hi saba ntra pata Tilvara - Mirashi Buwa
Tintal [= Tilvaral] madhya lay V.D. Paluskar
Trital [= Tilvara}] vilambit V.N. Bhatkhande
Ektal - V.N. Patwardhan
\\ - Krishnarao Pandit
II - Neela Bhagwat
Asdvari Kagava bola(h)I Ektal - Mirashi Buwa
II vilambit V.N. Bhatkhande
Jhumra Patwardhan
Tilvara - Krishnarao Pandit
(Performance)
Multam (E) gokula gSvako / Jhumra - Mirashi Buwa
(Dhanasn) gavake II vilambit V.N. Patwardhan
II - Neela Bhagwat
Trital [= Tilvara'}} vilambit V.N. Bhatkhande
Ektal II Omkamath Thakur
Bahdr Bahara ai re/ve Tintal madhya lay Mirashi Buwa
Jhumra vilambit V.N. Bhatkhande
If - V.N. Patwardhan
Tilvara - Krishnarao Pandit
II - Neela Bhagwat
138 In giving the titles of the compositions here, I have included only the main spelling variants. The 
complete range of such variants can be found in Appendix 2.
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One item which requires explanation here is the suggestion that Bhatkhande’s 
category 4vilambit TritaV may be intended to cover Tilvara as well as slow Tintal 
bandises. Looking through the volumes of the KPM\ the rationale for this equation 
may not be immediately apparent. For, unlike some collections (e.g. V.D. Paluskar5s -  
see p.204) in which Tlntdl/Tritdl is employed as a generic term to cover both Tilvara 
and the standard Tintal, this collection not only makes use of both terms, but also 
appears to maintain a clear distinction between them, both in the labelling of 
individual bandises and by the inclusion in Vol. 3 of their respective thekd patterns 
(1988:7). Looking more closely, however, we find evidence that the distinction is not 
so clear cut. In Vol. 4 of the series, for instance, Bhatkhande does at one point 
explicitly equate Tilvdra with 4vilambit TritaV (1987a:49). Still more crucial evidence 
from our present viewpoint, however, comes from Bhatkhande’s chief collaborator in 
preparing the KPM, Rajabhaiya Poochwale. It will be recalled that in his 3-part Tan 
mdlikd series, written specifically as a teaching supplement to the first four volumes 
of the KPM,‘ Poochwale reproduces a number of the notations from the latter 
publication, including a number which were originally marked 4Trital (vilambii)\ 
Examining these, we see that while some have retained their KPM  designations, 
others have been relabelled 4Tilvara (vilambity.m  Since it is improbable that 
Poochwale would have contradicted his own mentor on this point, especially in a 
series designed to be used in conjunction with the KPM, it seems safe to assume that 
both he and Bhatkhande regarded the 4vilambit TritaV category as equivalent, in some 
cases at least, to Tilvdra.
139 See the examples in rag Des, Bindrabani Sdrang and Bhimpaldsi in Vol. 2 of the Tan mdlikd 
(1936: 54,101, 111) and inHindol andDeskar in Vol. 3 (1971: 49, 74).
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In order to put the examples given above into context, I have prepared a 
further table showing the extent to which Gwalior singers coincide with respect to tal. 
This takes as its basis for comparison the khydl bandises given in the three volumes of 
Mirashi Buwa’s BhdratJy sahgTt-mdld collection, comparing the tal details given there 
with those given for the same bandises in other published sources. The findings, 
shown in Fig. 6.10, are broken down into columns in line with the tal and tempo 
categories used by Mirashi Buwa, with the totals for all tals given in the final column, 
along with percentages. Within each column the number of compositions whose tals 
coincide with those of Mirashi Buwa is shown in the ‘Same5 category, while the 
remainder are listed either according to the tal in which they were found in the source 
in question or in the case of the final ‘All Tals' column as a single total:
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In interpreting this or, for that matter, any of the other tables in this chapter, it is 
important not infer too much from the figures given. The size of the sample, as can be 
seen here, varies considerably depending on the source, and while a sample of more 
than 200 examples (e.g. those of Patwardhan and Bhatkhande here) might well be 
judged a sufficient basis from which to draw general conclusions, the same cannot be 
said for much smaller samples (e.g. those of Kundgolkar or Bhaya Joshi). Added to 
this, it is worth remembering that the distribution of the sample in relation to the tal 
categories may also affect the results in that certain trends may be more pronounced 
in some categories than in others.
If we examine the overall figures in the present case (those in the ‘All Tals* 
category), we find that the percentage of matches is, in descending order, as follows:
100% (Kundgolkar; Joshi)
93.2% (Paluskar)
88.9% (Bhagwat)
82.1% (Deodhar)
79.3% (Pandit)
77.2% (Patwardhan)
75% (Bhatkhande)
68.9% (Thakur)
The three highest percentages here are perhaps not unexpected given the fact that 
Paluskar and Kundgolkar were Mirashi Buwa’s gurubhais and that Bhaya Joshi was a 
gurubhai of their teacher, Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar. On the other hand, for 
the other Gwalior singer from the same generation here, Krishnarao Pandit, the figure 
is slightly lower, a finding which again one might have predicted from the fact that he 
belonged to a different branch of the gharana. Recalling the dispute over the 
‘authenticity5 of Bhatkhande5s notations, it is interesting to find that his overall
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percentage, though lower than that of Krishnarao Pandit, is not substantially so (75% 
as opposed to the latter’s 79.3%). From this evidence it would be difficult to accuse 
him of deviating significantly from the Gwalior tradition in this area. Breaking down 
the figures according to lay, however, the case becomes a little stronger. For here we 
find that in the slow-tempo category, the gap between the same two singers has 
widened somewhat (61.3% for Bhatkhande compared to 71.9% for Krishnarao Pandit 
-  see Fig. 6.11 below), though whether to a significant extent is debatable. In any 
case, Bhatkhande5s is not by any means the lowest percentage of matches in this 
category, as we will see shortly. One further point which deserves comment here is 
the fact that four of the khyals notated by Mirashi Buwa appear in Bhatkhande’s 
collection as other genres. Three, namely ‘Jaya malaram’ in Jaijaivanti, 4Are mana tu’ 
in Lai it and 4 Gay aka saba mila bicara leho’ in Marva, set by Mirashi Buwa to Jhaptdl, 
vilambit Ektal and drut Ektal respectively, are given by Bhatkhande as dhrupads in 
Cautal, while the remaining one, ‘Lala jina karo’ in Hindol, labelled a medium tempo 
Tintal khydl composition by Mirashi Buwa, is given as a dhamdr (a species of 
dhrupad sung in dhamdr tal). We noted previously that the ‘traditional’ khydl 
repertoire does include some compositions converted from dhrupads, and these 
examples are most likely a reflection of that trend.
Looking at how the figures break down by tab it is possible to discern some 
clear trends. The first is the greater propensity to variation exhibited by tals performed 
at slow tempo when compared with their medium- or fast- tempo counterparts. The 
differences can be seen more clearly in the table given in Fig. 6.11, which breaks 
down the figures in the previous table into ‘Slow’ and ‘Medium / Fast’ tal categories:
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Fig. 6.11
Table detailing the degree of metrical correspondence for ‘Slow’ and 
‘Medium/Fast’ tal categories based on a comparison between the khydl 
compositions given in Mirashi Buwa’s Bharaffy sangTt-mala 
and those found in other published sources
SOURCE SLOW TEMPO140 MEDIUM/FAST TEMPO
Same Different Total Same Different Total
K.S. Pandit 23 9 32 23 3 26
[71.9%] [28.1%] [100%] [88.5%] [11.5%] [100%]
V. N. 68 43 111 85 8 93
Bhatkhande [61.3%] [38.7%] [100%] [91.4%] [8.6%] [100%]
Neela 43 9 52 45 2 47
Bhagwat [82.7%] [17.3%] [100%] [95.7%] [4.3%] [100%]
Bhaya Joshi 3 0 3 20 0 20
[100%] [0%] [100%] [100%] [0%] [100%]
U. Kundgolkar 2 0 2 10 0 10
[100%] [0%] [100%] [100%] [0%] [100%]
V.D. 11 3 14 30 0 30
Paluskar [78.6%] [21.4%] [100%] [100%] [0%] [100%]
V.N. 78 58 136 128 3 131
Patwardhan [57.4%] [42.6%] [100%] [97.7%] [2.3%] [100%]
Oinkarnath 9 17 26 33 2 35
Thakur [34.6%] [65.4%] [100%] [94.3%] [5.7%] [100%]
B.R. 3 5 8 20 0 20
Deodhar [37.5%] [62.5%] [100%] [100%] [0%] [100%]
As can be seen by comparing the percentage of matches here, in all but two cases 
(those of Kundgolkar and Joshi, where there is no difference) the proportion of 
matches is higher in the faster category, in some cases by a substantial margin (see the 
figures for Bhatkhande, Patwardhan, Thakur and Deodhar). One possible explanation 
for this tendency is that there are simply fewer alternative options in the respect of the 
faster lays. Gwalior gharana singers, it will be recalled, traditionally used 5 tals for 
their vilambit performances (though in the case of Savarl, only rarely), as compared
140 Note that the small number of ‘Dhima5 Tintal examples have been included in this category.
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with only 2 for drut lay. In theory, therefore, it could be argued that for any chota 
khydl bandis there was only one other choice of tal. In practice, however, we find that 
the number of possible alternatives is slightly greater: as can be seen in Fig. 6.10, 
some of the chota khydl bandises in Mirashi Buwa’s collection appear in other 
sources as slow-tempo compositions either in the same or in other tals. However, 
since these represent only a small proportion of the total, our original explanation is 
not entirely discredited. That said, however, it is clear that this explanation in itself 
could not really account for the wide margins of difference which can be seen in the 
case of Paluskar’s three students, Patwardhan, Thakur and Deodhar.
In this case the explanation is probably connected with wider trends within the 
khydl scene in general which we touched on earlier. For if we look carefully at the 
figures for the slow-tempo tals given in the earlier table (Fig. 6.10), we find the drift 
of change in respect of these singers to be fairly decisively in the direction of Ektal. It 
can be seen most clearly in the Tilvdra colmnn. In the case of Patwardhan, for 
instance, 39 out of a sample of 94 bandises (i.e. 41.5%) are set to Ektal rather than 
Tilvara as in their Mirashi Buwa counterparts. For Thakur the proportion is even 
higher -  12 out of 18 (i.e. 66.7%). In commenting on the difference between the 
latter’s notation of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ earlier, we referred to the modem penchant for 
singing in slow Ektal and the idea that some Gwalior singers may have altered the tal 
in which they were taught a bandis to Ektal. The evidence of the figures here would 
certainly seem to support this view.
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6.3 Structure
In this section we will examine the relationship between the tal and the bandis 
structure. After a brief review of the principal structural features of a khydl bandis and 
a description of the place of the bandis in the overall khydl structure, we will proceed 
to a preliminary comparison of the structural features of the various versions of ‘Kaise 
sukha sove\ Then we will move on to examine certain aspects of the structure in 
more detail.
The khydl composition, as we have seen, generally comprises two parts or 
tuks, namely asthai (or sthdyi) and antard. Those incorporating an additional tuk — 
often labelled ‘dusra [i.e. ‘second’] antard5 or ‘antard 2’ in the published bandis 
collections -  can also be found, but these are very few in number. The lengths of 
asthai and antard vary from composition to composition. Among the ‘vintage’ 
compositions given in Mirashi Buwa’s collection, for instance, the lengths of the 
asthais range from 1-6 dvartans (cycles), with most falling into the 1-4 dvartan range. 
In the case of the antaras the range is rather greater, stretching from under 1 cycle to 
almost 10, though again with the majority falling into the 1-4 dvartan range. Sections 
may begin at any point in the tal cycle, from the first beat (sam) to the last. In the case 
of the asthai, however, the most usual formula is to begin somewhere towards the end 
of the cycle. As we saw in Chapter 2 (see p. 55), asthais of this kind are constructed in 
such a way as to focus attention on the arrival of the sam. The design of this opening 
segment, known as the mukhrd (or cehrd) (‘face’), is held to be of particular 
importance since, as Wade observes, it is the one portion of the asthai ‘which remains 
intact as a melodic verbal-rhythmic entity in the improvisation’, where it serves 
throughout as a kind of cadence point ‘leading up to and including sam’ (1973:449).
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A similar role in punctuating passages of improvisation is also fulfilled sometimes by 
the initial portion of the antard, also known as the mukhra, though this role is 
generally confined only to a small part of the performance.
In the early days of the ghardnd, it was customary for Gwalior singers to sing 
the bandis complete at the very start of their khydl performances. According to the 
accounts given by Gwalior singers (e.g. Deodhar 1993:20; Poochwale, Int.; Ranade, 
in Mirashi Buwa 1944:xix), the usual practice was to sing the asthai twice and the 
antard once before proceeding to the improvisation, though listening to the recordings 
left by singers considered representative of traditional practice, it is clear that they did 
not always adhere to this formula. In any case, during the second half of the twentieth 
century Gwalior singers increasingly began to delay their renditions of the antard 
until later in the performance, generally when the focus of the improvisation had 
begun to shift from the lower and middle registers to the upper register. In the 
majority of slow-tempo Gwalior performances nowadays the antard is sung just after 
the singer has begun to highlight the upper tonic note (Sa), though some performers 
prefer to explore the upper register for a more extended period before introducing 
it.141 The usual approach is either to sing the antard straight through, or to introduce 
the mukhra first, repeat it a few times, perhaps with slight variations, and then to 
proceed to the remaining portion. Occasionally, however, singers will do their 
improvisation for a prolonged period using the antard mukhra before finally bringing 
the aldp portion of their improvisation to an end with the full rendition of the antard 
and a return to the asthai mukhra. I have occasionally heard performances where the 
antard is either not completed or not sung at all, though this is unusual.
141 We will discuss the melodic differences between the two sections of the bandis itself in the next 
chapter (see pp. 315-16).
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In chota khydl performances, too, Gwalior singers often spend some time 
improvising on the asthai before introducing the antard, though some performers 
continue to sing both asthai and antard near the beginning. Although occasionally the 
two parts are sung straight through, it is more usual for both asthai and antard to be 
sung in sections. The usual formula is to sing the opening portion a few times, before 
moving on to the remainder, which may itself be sung in sections,
6.3.1 ‘Kaise sukha sove’: A Preliminary Structural Analysis
Having ascertained, then, some of the principal structural features of the khydl 
composition, we return now to our featured comparison to see the extent to which this 
aspect of the musical design remains constant in the different artists’ renditions of 
‘Kaise sukha sove’. To begin, let us look briefly at the composition in the notated 
form in which it is given by Krishnarao Pandit (see Ex. 4.1 in Vol. 2). As we saw in 
Chapter 3, the latter’s notations represent only a skeletal version of the compositions 
as actually sung, but for our purposes they provide a useful starting point from which 
to launch our structural comparison. What is immediately noticeable in this version is 
the balance between the two sections. Set to Tilvdra tal, both asthai and antard begin 
on the 13 th matra of the cycle, each extending to cover exactly 3 dvartans of the tal 
(i.e. 48 matrds) in all. The mukhra of the asthai comprises the initial portion of the 
composition, setting the words ‘kaise sukha sove’. It is designed to reach the sam on 
the first syllable of the word ‘sove’. The equivalent portion of the antard, in this 
version at least, comprises the portion setting the words ‘soca soca’, arriving at sam 
on the first syllable of the second word.
In order to see how the other versions of this bandis compare as regards these 
general structural features, I have compiled a table listing the following details for 
each version: tal used, length and starting point of asthai and antard, and an
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indication of the text syllable with which the mukhra of each one arrives at the sam. 
This is shown in Fig. 6.12. In the case of actual performances, details of the 
approximate tempo and the time taken to complete each section are also provided. 
Note that along with the transcribed performances here, I have opted to include details 
from two additional performances of the same bandis, one by Sharadchandra Arolkar 
(taken from an All India Radio programme broadcast from Bombay on 12th April 
1991) and one by Veena Sahasrabuddhe (from the commercial cassette recording 
VDBG-018, released on the Venus label in 1994 under the title ‘Gopika Chali 
Suranvan’).142 These should provide further evidence as to how consistent individual 
singers are in their renditions of the same bandis. Similar reasons underlie the 
decision to include details of a second version of the antard from Chandrakant 
Pandit’s performance. In preparing the transcriptions, the general rule followed in the 
case of versions like this one obtained from complete khydl performances, was to take 
the first complete rendition of each part of the bandis as the basis for comparison. 
And indeed this was the rule followed in the present case. The complication, however, 
was that the same performance included another statement of the antard later on 
which turned out to be rather different structurally from the earlier version, and indeed 
in some respects closer to the versions of other members of the Pandit family. For this 
reason, it seemed sensible to include it in the comparison here.
142 In Fig. 6.12 these additional performances are indicated with an asterisk placed after the singer’s 
name.
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Fig. 6.12
Table showing structural data relating to various versions of ‘Kaise sukha sove’
Artist/Compiler m Tempo of
AsthSJlAntarS 
(malms per minute)
Asthai'.
No ofAvartamMBMs 
[Starting Matra]
AntarS:
No of Avarfam 
[Starting Matra]
Length of 
AsthaT/Autard 
(in seconds):
Mu khi’d Text 
AsthdilAntara 
(sam syllable underlined)
K.S. Pandit 
(Notation)
Tilvara - 3
[13]
3
[13] -
kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga
L.K. Pandit (1) Tilvara c.21-22
(Both)
1
[Unmetered: 15-167]
1
[16-end]
46/45 kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga
L.K. Pandit (2) Tilvara c.23
(Both)
1
[Unmetered: 15-167]
1
[16-end]
44/39 kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga
Chandrakant
Pandit
(includes a 2nd vision 
of the antard )
Tilvara c.30-31/ 
c.30-31 & 
35-36
2
[Unmetered: 15-167]
Initial ! Later 
Version : Version: 
0” 1 1 
[51 j [14-15]
64/21&26 kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga 
(Note that the initial version of the 
aiitara does not encompass the sam)
Sharadchandra 
Arolkar (1)
Tilvara c.27-28/ 
c.31
2
[Unmetered: 15-167]
Incomplete
[15-16]
68/- kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga
Sharadchandra 
Arolkar (2)
Tilvara c,29-30/ 
c.32-33
2
[Unmetered —13-147]
1^2-13
[16-end]
64/53 kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga
Sharadchandra 
Arolkar (3)*
Tilvara c.34-35/
c.37
3
[Unmetered: 13-147]
l 15
[15-16] 83/49
kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga
Sharad Sathe Tilvara c.38
(Both)
3
[Unmetered: 12-137]
2 6 
[7]
78/62 kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sada-_ ranga
Neela Bhagwat Tilvara c.38
(Botli)
3
[12-13]
3 3-4
[9]
74/80 kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga
JalK.
Balaporia
Tilvara c.35/
c.39-40
2
[Unmetered: 14-157]
y 14-15
[15-16]
57/46 kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga
V.N. Bhatkhande 
(Notation: GM 6,1917)
Ektal - 3
[10]
3 1 
[9]
- kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga
V.N. Bhatkhande 
(Notation: KPM 3,1922)
Ektal - 3
[10]
3 1 
[9]
- kaise sukha sove / 
soce soce sadaranga
V.N. Bhatkliande 
(Notation: KPM 3 ,1988)
Ektal - 3
[9]
3
[9]
- kaise sukha sove / 
soce soce sadaranga
Balasahab
Poochwale
Ektal c.27-28/ 
c.28-29
3
[Unmetered: 9-107]
j  11-12 
[11-12]
75/49 kaise sukha sove / 
soce soce sadaranga
Mirashi Buwa 
(Notation)
Tilvara - I 15 
[13 (or 12)]
23
[9]
- kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga
Yashwant
Joshi
Tilvara c.35-36
(Both)
2
[Unmetered: 14-157]
I 5'6
[9-10]
56/35 kaise sukha sove /  
soca soca sada-_ rahga
V.D. Paluskar 
(Notation)
Tilvara - 3
[9]
33
[6]
- kaise sukha sove /  
soca soca sadaranga
V.N. Patwardhan 
(Notation)
Tilvara - 1
[15]
1
[15]
- kaise sukha sove /  
soce soce sadaranga
Vinay Chandra 
Maudgalya
Ektal c.32-33/  
c.34-35
2
[Unmetered: 9-107]
2 <+)
[9-10]
44/41 kaise sukha sove /  
soca soca sadaranga
V.R.
Athavale
Elctal c.22-23
(Both)
Q 11-12 
[11-12]
j  10-11 
[11-12]
31/28 kaise sukha sove /  
soca soca sadaranga
Narayanrao
Vyas
Tilvai-a c.44-45/
c.47-48
2
[Unmetered: 14-157]
2 0-1 
[14]
42/41 kaise sukha sove /  
soca soca sadaranga
Vidyadhar
Vyas
Tilvara c.27-28
(Both)
2
[Unmetered: 13-147]
l 14
[15-16]
72/61 kaise sukha sove /  
soca soca sadaranga
Omkamath Thakur 
(Notation)
Tilvara - 2
[13]
2
[13]
- kaise sukha sove /  
soca soca sadaranga
Omkamath Thakur 
(Performance)
Ektcil c.15/ 
c. 19-20
I 1'2
[11]
1
[11-12]
51/47 kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga
Veena 
S ahasrabuddhe (1)
Ektal c. 12-13 
(Both)
1
[Unmetered: 12-end?]
0  11-12 
[12-end]
64/52 kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga
Veena 
Sahasrabuddhe (2)*
Ektal c. 13-14/ 
c. 14-15
1
[Unmetered: 11-127]
1
[11-12]
58/48 kaise sukha sove / 
soca soca sadaranga
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Although the table is for the most part self-explanatory, a few details require 
clarification. Firstly, the figure given for the length of the various sections is recorded 
in dvartans and mdtrds, the latter represented in superscript. However, where, as in a 
number of instances here, the length does not conform to an exact number of mdtrds, 
a more general figure is given. For example, a section covering 2 dvartans plus just 
over 3 mdtrds would be represented by a figure of 2 3'4. A similar approach is adopted 
in recording the starting mdtrds. Thus a section beginning somewhere between mdtrds 
3 and 4 of the cycle would be represented as [3-4]. One complication here is that in 
many of the examples extracted from performances, the asthai begins unmetered. 
Evidently in these cases it is not possible to give the starting matra. However, to give 
some idea of the likely starting point, I have included the figure indicating the point at 
which the mukhra returns after the first statement of the asthai has been completed, 
since this would often represent the start of the repetition. The figures given for the 
lengths of the asthai also rest on the same assumption.
The data shown in Fig. 6.12 suggests that the diversity which we have already 
noted within the Gwalior tradition vis-a-vis the textual and metric parameters of 
bandis presentation is no less marked with regard to structure. Indeed the only 
structural detail here upon which all the versions agree is the fact that the asthai 
mukhra comes to sam on the first syllable of the word ‘sove5. No such consistency 
obtains in the case of the opening of the antard which reaches sam at no fewer than 5 
different points in the text, to which can be added the ‘Initial Version5 of Chandrakant 
Pandit which manages to avoid the sam entirely. In terms of overall length, the 
different versions vary considerably not only in the number of mdtrds covered but 
also the actual time taken. The 48 mdtrds prescribed, as we saw earlier, by Krishnarao 
Pandit for each section lie at the high end of a range, which for asthais stretches from 
just under 12 mdtrds (i.e. almost one cycle of Ektal) in V.R. Athavale5s rendition to a
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figure over 4-times higher at 48 mdtrds (i.e. 3 cycles in Tilvara tal) in the versions of 
not only K.S. Pandit, but also Sharadchandra Arolkar (3rd version), Sharad Sathe, 
Neela Bhagwat and V.D. Paluskar. In the case of the antaras, the range is slightly 
greater, extending from 11 matras in Chandrakant Pandit’s ‘initial’ rendition to more 
than 51 in Neela Bhagwat’s (in Tilvdra tal). In terms of actual duration the gap is 
narrower, ranging from 31-83 seconds for asthais and 28-80 for antaras, but this still 
leaves us with some performances lasting well over twice as long as others. The 
balance between asthai and antard which we observed in relation to K.S. Pandit’s 
notation is maintained in only a minority of versions here. Of the remainder, too, there 
is a division between those in which the asthais are longer and those where they are 
shorter than their respective antaras. The point in the tal from which each section is 
begun also varies from version to version.
Comparing the data for the different generations of Gwalior singers, we see 
that the versions of gurus and sisyas frequently differ. Examining the figures given for 
the lengths of the bandis in terms of mdtrds, for example, we find no instance where a 
disciple’s version of both asthai and antard matches that of his or her guru precisely, 
though there are a few matches for the asthais alone.143 In some cases, of course, the 
tal itself is different, but even if we compare disciples who have retained their guru's 
tal we discover examples where the number of dvartans covered has been reduced by 
as much as three-fold (compare, for example, the versions of K.S. Pandit and L.K. 
Pandit, and those of V.D. Paluskar and V.N. Patwardhan). The evidence from the 
singers for whom we have two or more versions points to a certain degree of 
flexibility in individual interpretation among some Gwalior artists at least. The
143 This is from a sample of 12 possible matches, or more if we take account of the second or third 
versions included for some performers here.
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difference in tal in the versions of Omkamath Thakur has already been mentioned, but 
even for singers who adhere to the same tal the length of sections appears to vary. In 
most instances the difference is slight, a few matras at most. However, in the case of 
Sharadchandra Arolkar’s asthais, the difference is as much as 16 matras (i.e. one 
cycle in Tilvdra).
In order to explain some of the trends which have produced such variety here, 
we will look in more detail now at certain aspects of the structure, focussing first on 
the notations of the earliest generation of singers/notators featuring in our comparison 
(i.e. K.S. Pandit, V.D. Paluskar, Mirashi Buwa and V.N. Bhatkhande) and then 
moving on to the later generations.
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6.3.2 The Earlier Generation
6.3.2.1 Bandis Dimensions
Looking at the figures for the number of avartans covered by asthdl and antard given 
for each source in the previous table, we see that those of the earliest generation are 
all situated towards the upper end of the spectrum. The longest in terms of matras are 
the K.S. Pandit and Paluskar versions in which asthaJ and antard each cover 3 cycles 
of Tilvara, or in the case of Paluskar5 s antard slightly more. Next come the three 
Bhatkhande notations, whose sections again cover around 3 avartans each, though 
this time of Ektal. Interestingly, for the final version Bhatkhande decided to alter the 
starting-point of the antard from the 10th to the 9th beat, thereby lengthening the 
section by one mdtrd. The shortest of the versions by artists of the earlier generation is 
that of Paluskar5 s gurubhdl, Mirashi Buwa, Set to Tilvara, the asthaJ is slightly under 
and the antard slightly over 2 avartans in length, which is in both instances one 
avartan less than their Paluskar counterparts.
It should be noted that the scale of variation between the versions here is not 
especially great. Looking through the bandis collections of these and other singers of 
this generation, I have found examples where the difference is rather greater. A case 
in point is the slow-tempo composition ‘Kabaho kapl5 in Rag Malkauns. Here are the 
section lengths for the notations given by Paluskar and Mirashi Buwa:
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Fig. 6.13
‘Kabaho kapi’ in rag Malkauns
Artist Tal No oi Avartans Mmrns
Asthai Antara
Paluskar Tintal (i.e. Tilvara?) 2 44
Mirashi
Buwa Tilvara
p*)144 26
Sources: Paluskar 1903:135-37  
Mirashi B uw a 1951:2-3
As can be seen, both of the Paluskar sections here are substantially longer than their 
Mirashi Buwa counterparts, the asthai covering twice as many matras, and the antard 
over 1% times as many matras as their Mirashi Buwa counterparts, a difference in the 
latter case of almost 2 avartans. Yet despite these differences, the asthai and antara 
of the two versions do at least maintain, to some extent, their relative proportions, 
with both antaras taking up a little over twice as many matras as their respective 
asthdfs. However, this is not always so. Fig. 6.14 and 6,15, for instance, give the 
section lengths for two more slow-tempo bandises, one in rag Malhdr and the other in 
rag Malkauns, as notated in the first case by Mirashi Buwa and Bhatkhande and in the 
second by Mirashi Buwa and Paluskar:
144 The additional Vz matra in parentheses here takes account o f  the fact that the asthai begins halfway  
through the 14th matra o f  the tal cycle  but returns slightly later on the 15th matra.
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Fig. 6.14
‘Bajata tatata bTtata’ in rdgMalhdr
Artist Tal No of Avartans MBtras
Asthai Antara
Bhatkhande Jhumra 3 6
Mirashi
Buwa Jhumra 3 42
Sources: Bhatkhande 1987a:586-87  
M irashi B uw a 1946:34-36
Fig. 6.15
Miyera/Jiyara imlso’ in rag Bhairav
Artist Tal No of Avartans Matm
Asthai Antard
Paluskar Tintal (i.e. Tilvdral) 6 4
Mirashi
Buwa Tilvara 3 33
Sources: Paluskar 1913:26-31
M irashi B uw a 1944:7-8
In the first example, it can be seen that while there is a large difference between the 
length of the two antaras, Bhatkhande5s covering 26 matras (i.e. almost 2 avartans) 
more than its Mirashi Buwa counterpart, there is none at all between the two asthdTs. 
In the second example, on the other hand, both parts of the composition are longer in 
the Paluskar version. However, whereas in the case of the antaras the difference is a 
relatively small one (i.e. 13 matras), in the case of the asthdTs it is considerable (i.e. 
48 matras or 3 avartans), with the Paluskar asthai taking up twice as many matras as 
that of his gurubhdi. Furthermore, while in the Paluskar notation the asthai is 
significantly longer than the antard which follows it, in the Mirashi Buwa version the 
asthai is, in fact, slightly shorter than its antard. It is worth adding that in none of the
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three examples just discussed can the contrasting dimensions be attributed to 
discrepancies in the texts used, since the texts in each version are, minor differences 
aside, the same.
It should be noted that, although all of the foregoing examples involve slow- 
tempo bandises, the kind of variations they display are not confined to compositions 
in this lay. Similar examples could be cited for bandises in both medium and fast 
tempi.145 To add further to the variety, however, there are a few bandises where the 
versions differ with regard to not only section length but even the lay itself. A good 
example is the composition ‘Mammadasa rangTlare7cMahammadasa ranglla’ in rag 
Malhar. Here are the section lengths for the notations given in 5 different sources:
Fig. 6.16
‘Mammadasa raiigIlare7‘Mahainniadasa rahglla’ in Rag MalMr
Artist Tal Lay No of Avai 
Asthai
-tansMBtrBs
Antara
Mirashi Buwa Ektal vilambit 2 23K
K.S. Pandit Ektal vilambit 3 4
V.N. Bhatkhande Ektal vilambit 4 46
U. Kundgolkar Ektal 4jaldf (i.e. drut) 4 44
V.N. Patwardhan Ektal drut 4 46
Sources: M irashi B uw a 1946:36-37  
Pandit 1953:55  
Bhatkhande 1987a:578-79  
Kundgolkar 1924:90-91  
Patwardhan 1991:19-20
145 Further exam ples can be found in the comparative table given  in A ppendix 2  (see Vol. 2).
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Looking first at the three versions set to vilambit Ektal, we see that none agree 
as to section length. Mirashi Buwa’s is the shortest version, with its asthai and antara 
covering 2 and 2V/2 avartans respectively. The Pandit version is rather longer, with its 
two sections covering respectively 12 matras (i.e. 1 dvartan) and 201/2 matras more 
than their Mirashi Buwa counterparts. The most expansive version, however, is that of 
Bhatkhande, whose asthai and antard together take up around twice as many matras 
as those of Mirashi Buwa. Yet we also have the versions by Kundgolkar (Mirashi 
Buwa’s gurubhdt) and Patwardhan which are similar to Bhatkhande5 s in terms of 
matras covered, but which are labelled as fast-tempo bandises and so would probably 
be rendered in less time than Mirashi Buwa’s.
Within the Gwalior tradition there are, in fact, a number of compositions 
which are sung, like the Malhar example above, in more than one lay. In the 
publications of singers of the Balakrishna Buwa line, for instance, the bandis ‘Kauna 
gata bhailf in rag Bdgesri appears as a chotd khyal composition in Tintal (see, for 
example, Mirashi Buwa 1959:198; Paluskar 1916:144; Patwardhan 1991:203), 
whereas I have heard artists of the Pandit line sing it as a bard khyal (in Tilvara in the 
case of Neela Bhagwat and Ektal in the case of L.K. Pandit). Another bandis, ‘Bahara 
al ve/re’ in rag Bahdr is given as a chotd khyal composition in Tintal by Mirashi 
Buwa (1959:225), while Krishnarao Pandit (1953:52) and Patwardhan (1982:116) 
treat it as a slow-tempo bandis, in Tilvara and Jhumra respectively. In such cases, it is 
difficult to be certain whether these singers learnt the bandises in this form or whether 
they themselves decided to change the lay. Another possibility is that they were taught 
the bandis in both lays. Neela Bhagwat told me, for instance, that she learnt ‘Aba na 
jagao pyare maika’ in rag Ramkali as both a medium- and a fast-tempo bandis. On the 
other hand, there is certainly evidence that Gwalior singers, including those of the 
earlier generation, were prepared to change the lay of a composition on occasions.
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Mirashi Buwa, for instance, after publishing ‘Banare ghara kajaff in rag TodJ as a 
medium-tempo Adacautal bandis in Vol. 1 of his Bhdrafiy sangTt-mala series 
(1944:48-49), republished it in Vol. 3 as a fast-tempo composition in the same tal but 
with the lay-out revised, having decided in the meantime that it sounded, as he put it, 
‘more beautiful in drut lay ' (1951:195).
Returning to our discussion of section length, it is worth noting that the degree 
of difference which we observed in the examples given above is unusual. Evidence of 
this can be seen in Fig. 6.17, which compares the section lengths of the compositions 
notated by Mirashi Buwa with their counterparts in the collections not only of 
Paluskar, Pandit and Bhatkhande, but also of Kundgolkar and Bhaya Joshi. To 
simplify matters, the comparison is confined exclusively to those bandises in the same 
tal and tempo region (which effectively means avoiding comparisons between 
vilambit compositions and their fast tempo chotd khyal counterparts). The findings for 
asthai and antard are presented separately. The figures given represent the number of 
examples recorded for each category, together with their percentage values. In the 
case of the asthai, differences are expressed in terms of an increase or decrease in the 
number of avartans. Among Mirashi Buwa’s asthaJ notations there are a few which 
do not cover an exact number of tal cycles. This situation arises most often when the 
return to the mukhrd at the conclusion of the initial presentation of the asthaJ comes at 
a point slightly earlier or later in the tal -  generally no more than one or two matras -  
than that from which it was initially launched. Since such differences are not 
significant in terms of our present discussion, it was decided to ignore them for the 
purposes of this table. No such ‘simplifications’ were possible in the case of the 
antaras, however, since their lengths are much more variable. For this reason the 
classification categories in this instance are given as ranges.
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Fig. 6.17
Tables comparing the dimensions of selected khyal bandises given in Mirashi 
Buwa’s Bharafiy sahglt-mdld with their counterparts in other published sources146
AsthdTs
SOURCE DECREASE SAME ■H ■ ■ INCREASE . . SAMPLE
SIZE
3 Avartans 2 Avartans 1 Avartan 1 Avartan 2 Avartans 3 Avartans
V.D. Paluskar - - 1[2.5%]
28
[70%]
10
[25%] -
1
[2.596]
40
[10096]
U. Kundgolkar - - - 9[81.8%]
2
[18.296] - -
11
[10096]
Bhaya Joshi - - 2[8.7%]
21
[91.3%] - - -
23
[10096]
K.S. Pandit - 1
i m
1
[3%]
24
[72.7%]
7
[21.2%] - -
33
[10096]
V.N. Bhatkhande - i[0,7%]
25
[16.6%]
95
[62.956]
27
[17.9 %]
2
[1.394]
1
[0,796]
151
[10096]
Antaras
SOURCE SAME ilM^OTr A Cl? SAMPLE
SIZE
2 to <3 
Avartans
1 to <2 
Avartans
Less than 
1 Avartan
Less than 
1 Avartan
1 to <2 
Avartans
2 to <3 
Avartans
3 to <4 
Avartans
V.D. Paluskar - 1[2.596]
2
[596]
24
[6096]
5
[12.596]
5
[12.536]
3
[7.596] -
40
[10096]
U. Kundgolkar - - 2[18.296] 7[63.696] 1[9.196] 1[9.136] - - 11[10096]
Bhaya Joshi - 1[4.394]
1
[4.3%]
16
[69.696]
4
[17.4%]
1
[4.396] - -
23
[10096]
K.S. Pandit - 4[12.196] 13[39.496] 7[21.296] 8[24.296] 1[396] - - 33[10056]
V.N. Bhatkhande 1[0.796] 14[9.3%] 54[35.856] 37[24.536] 33[21.836] 7[4.696] 4[2.6%] 1[0.796] 151[100%]
As can be seen, the proportion of examples in which the asthai or antard 
differs from its Mirashi Buwa counterpart by 2 or more avartans is comparatively 
small. Indeed, there are no such examples among the Joshi and Kundgolkar samples. 
In the majority of instances Mirashi Buwa’s bandises are, in fact, of roughly similar 
proportions to their counterparts. This can be seen most clearly in the case of the 
asthals, where the proportions of exact matches are, in descending order: 91.3%
146 Som e o f  the percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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(Joshi), 81.8% (Kundgolkar), 72.7% (Pandit), 70% (Paluskar) and 62.9% 
(Bhatkhande). The figures for the antaras are less easy to assess in this regard. 
Looking solely at the exact matches here, the percentages are noticeably lower, 
especially in the case of Bhatkhande (24.5%) and Pandit (21.2%). However, this is 
probably due, in part at least, to the mode of classification which we were obliged to 
adopt in this case, through which even small differences in the starting point would be 
enough to prevent the bandis from being recorded as a match. If we broaden our 
measure of correspondence, however, to embrace also those bandises which differ by 
less than one avartan, then we get large majorities in each case -  91.3% (Joshi), 
90.9% (Kundgolkar), 84.9% (Pandit), 82.1% (Bhatkhande) and 77.5% (Paluskar).
It is worth stressing that whatever the actual scale of the differences between 
the dimensions of the bandises given in the notated collections, the fact that they do 
often differ in this regard does suggest that the relationship between the bandis 
structure and the tal during this time was not a rigid one, a point which we will 
explore further in the next section.
6.3.2.2 Aspects of Structure
a) The Position of the Initial Sam
In our table comparing the structural features of the various versions of ‘Kaise sukha 
sove’ earlier (see p.247), we saw that the one element which remained constant in all 
the notations and performances was the position of the initial sam in the asthai, with 
all 26 versions arriving at sam on the first syllable of ‘sove’. We also saw that the 
antaras were much less consistent in this regard, reaching the sam at 5 different 
points in the text. Even among the notations of the earliest generation in our sample, 
we found the antaras reaching the sam on 3 different text syllables. Such variation 
with respect to the positioning of the initial sam is not unusual in the case of the
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antaras. Comparing the versions given in the publications of this earliest generation, I 
have found many other bandises where the antaras diverge in this way. As evidence I 
offer two more examples from well-known slow-tempo compositions. The sam points 
are underlined:
The Opening of the Antara of Maba hi saba nira pata’ in Rag BhitpalT
guru/guru pada kamala bande
guka [x/c] pada kamala bande 
guru pada kamala bande
f  K.S. Pandit (1953:4)
\  Bhatkhande (1988:41)
V.D. Paluskar (1907:94) 
Mirashi Buwa (1946:19)
The Opening of the Antara of ‘Kahe sakhi kaise kariye’ / ‘Kaise ke kaisa 
khai karlye’ / ‘Kai sakhi kai sakhi kariye’ in Rag Yaman KalyaA,
sunorl saklil maika 
sunari sakhi maika 
sunarl sakhl_ maika 
sunakl sakhi mai ka
K.S. Pandit (1953:1) 
Bhatkhande (1989b:49)
Y.D. Paluskar (1922a: 108-9) 
Mirashi Buwa (1946:6)
Such variation is not confined to the antaras, however; sometimes the asthals, too, 
display the same divergence, as, for instance, in the case of the following chotd khyal 
bandis in Gaud Sdrang :
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The Opening of the Asthai of ‘Mande kaban* / ‘Mandl khabare’ /
‘Mandl khabara’
mande kabari Kundgolkar (1924: 18)
mandl khabare f  Mirashi Buwa (1944:104)
\  Bhaya Joshi (in Clements 1988:19)
mandt khabara K.S. Pandit (1953:18)
Although in this case the variation is confined to the asthdTs, I found many others 
where it occurs in both asthai and antard. Two examples, from slow-tempo 
compositions in rags {Bindrabant) Sdrahg and Malkauns respectively, are given 
below:
The Opening of the Asthiu and Antard in ‘Bhore jina/jlna’
Asthai Antard Source
bhore jina ala kou adaranga sac! Mirashi Buwa (1946:69-70)
bore jina a kouna adaranga sacT K.S. Pandit (1953:38-39)
baure jina alia ko adaranga piya s|cT Bhatkhande (1988:482-83)
The Opening of the Asthdi and Antard in ‘Kabaho kapT’
Asthai Antard Source
kabaho kapf mere naina cakora prltl Mirashi Buwa (1951.2-3)
kabaho kapl_ mere naina cakora pit! V.D. Paluskar (1903:135-37)
To get an idea of the extent of variation vis-a-vis the location of the initial sam 
in asthai and antard, I have compiled a table comparing Mirashi Buwa’s notations in 
this regard with their counterparts in the publications of the same five artists/notators 
who featured in our table comparing section lengths earlier. This is shown in Fig. 6.18.
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Here the figures are given first for asthdis and antaras separately, then in the final 
column for the bandis as a whole. In the latter case the figures are broken down to 
indicate whether or not both sections of the composition match or merely one. One 
difficulty in undertaking a comparison of this kind arises from discrepancies in the 
texts used in the different publications. Differences range, as we saw in Chapter 5, 
from slight variations in orthography through to fairly extensive changes in the textual 
content. In this context any analysis involving the comparison of text syllables will 
inevitably entail at times a choice as to what constitutes a match. Bearing in mind that 
our main concern here is with the position of the sam in relation to the text rather than 
with orthographic or semantic differences, I chose to count as matches anything that 
might reasonably be considered to relate to the version given by Mirashi Buwa. Thus, 
for instance, the following asthai variants were considered as matches (the syllable 
coinciding with the sam is underlined): ‘vendi yendi...5 and ‘aindi aindi...’ (Rag 
Basant); ‘dolana mende ghara ave..’ and ‘dholana mainde ghara amT...’ (Rag 
Bhimpalasi); ‘sakala bana olaT,.. ’ and ‘sakala banahu laye,.. ’ (Rag RdmdasiMalhar); 
‘erl jasoda tuse Jarogi.. .5 and ‘eri e jasoda tumse karugi.. .5 (Rag Sohnt).
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Fig. 6.18
Table comparing the khyal bcindi&es given in Mirashi Buwa’s 
Bharaffy sahgTt-millu with their counterparts in other published sources 
as regards the positioning of the initial sam
SOURCE ASTHAIS ANTARAS ASTHAI & ANTARA
V.D. Paluskar Same: 42 (95.5%) Same: 33 (75%) Both Same: 33 (75%)
Different: 2 (4.5%) Different: 11 (25%) Both Different: 2 (4.5%)
Mixture: 9 (20.5%)
Total 44 (100%) Total 44 (100%) Total 44 (100%)
U. Kundgolkar Same: 10 (83.3%) Same: 9 (75%) Both Same: 8 (66.7%)
Different: 2 (16.7%) Different: 3 (25%) Both Different: 1 (8.3%)
Mixture: 3 (25%)
Total 12 (100%) Total 12 (100%) Total 12 (100%)
Bhaya Joshi Same: 22 (95.7%) Same: 20 (87%) Both Same: 19 (82.6%)
Different: 1 (4.3%) Different: 3 (13.%) Both Different: 0 (0%)
Mixture: 4 (17.4%)
Total 23 (100%) Total 23 (100%) Total 23 (100%)
K.S. Pandit Same: 36 (92.3%) Same: 11 (28.2%) Both Same: 10 (25.7%)
Different: 3 (7.7%) Different: 28 (71.8%) Both Different: 2 (5.1%)
Mixture: 27 (69.2%)
Total 39 (100%) Total 39 (100%) Total 39 (100%)
V.N. Bhatkhande Same: 165 (80.9%) Same: 48 (23.5%) Both Same: 39 (19.1)
Different: 39 (19.1%) Different: 156 (76.5%) Both Different: 30 (14.7%)
Mixture: 135 (66.2)
Total 204 (100%) Total 204 (100%) Total 204 (100%)
Looking first at the figures given in the final column, we see that there is an 
obvious division between the sources. In the case of Paluskar, Kundgolkar and Joshi 
we observe that there is a clear majority of bandises (75%, 66.7% and 82.6% 
respectively) in which both asthaJ and antard match their Mirashi Buwa counterparts 
with regard to the position of the initial sam. In the case of K.S. Pandit and 
Bhatkhande, on the other hand, such bandises are in a distinct minority (25.7% and 
19.1% respectively). One possible explanation for the higher figures for Paluskar, 
Kundgolkar and Joshi here is that they belong to the same stream of the gharand as 
Mirashi Buwa (Bhaya Joshi, it will be recalled, was the gurubhaT of Balakrishna 
Buwa Ichalkaranjikar, the guru of Mirashi Buwa, Paluskar and Kundgolkar). It could 
be argued that their versions are more likely, therefore, to coincide with his than those
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of K.S. Pandit, who belonged to a different branch of the gharand, or Bhatkhande 
whose notations were based, in some cases at least, on versions collected from more 
than one singer, including sometimes representatives of other ghardnds. On the other 
hand, the fact that two singers belong to the same branch of the ghardna is, as we 
have seen previously in relation to other musical parameters, no guarantee of greater 
correspondence with regard to their notations. Added to this, when it comes to the 
sam points, there is also reason to be cautious about drawing firm conclusions from 
the evidence of the notations alone, since, as I will show later, in their own 
performances the notators did not always themselves adhere to their notations in this 
regard.
In any event, more important from our present standpoint are the findings for 
the individual sections (given in the 2nd and 3rd columns). Here we observe that the 
proportion of matches recorded for the asthai category is relatively high, with all 
sources, including K.S. Pandit (92.3%) and Bhatkhande (80.9%), displaying clear 
majorities. For the antard category, however, the picture is rather different. In this 
case only Joshi (87%), Paluskar (75%) and Kundgolkar (75%) agree with Mirashi 
Buwa in the majority of instances, though each with noticeably lower figures than for 
the asthai category. The figures for K.S. Pandit and Bhatkhande, on the other hand, 
are considerably lower at 28.2% and 23.5% respectively. All in all, these findings 
show that, as regards the positioning of the initial sam, there is much less consistency 
in the case of the antaras than the asthdis.
One factor which is not shown in Fig. 6.18 is how the figures break down with 
regard to lay. In fact, looking carefully at the figures from this standpoint, we find that 
the difference between the percentages recorded for the asthai and antard categories 
is especially great in the case of slow-tempo bandises. This finding can be seen most
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clearly if we compare the figures for the two main tals used for bard and chotd khyals 
in the Gwalior tradition, Tilvara and Tintal respectively, as shown in Fig. 6.19 below:
Fig. 6.19
Table comparing Mirashi Buwa’s khyal notations set to Tilvara and medium to 
fast Tintal with their counterparts in other published sources 
as regards the positioning of the initial sam
SOURCE TILVARA TINTAL
(Slow Tempo) (Medium to Fast Tempo)
asthAis ANTAJRAS ASTHAIS ANTAJRAS
V.D. Same: 8 (88.9%) Same: 3 (33.3%) Same: 23 (95.8%) Same: 22 (91.7%)
Paluskar Different: 1 (11.1%) Different: 6 (66.7%) Different: 1 (4.2%) Different: 2 (8.3%)
Total 9 (100%) Total 9 (100%) Total 24 (100%) Total 24 (100%)
U. Same: 1 (100%) Same: 0 (0%) Same: 8 (100%) Same: 7 (87.5%)
Kundgolkar Different: 0 (0%) Different: 1 (100%) Different: 0 (0%) Different: 1 (12.5%)
Total 1 (100%) Total 1 (100%) Total 8 (100%) Total 8 (100%)
Bhaya Joshi Same: 1 (100%) Same: 0 (0%) Same: 14 (100%) Same: 12 (85.7%)
Different: 0 (0%) Different: 1 (100%) Different: 0 (0%) Different: 2 (14.3%)
Total 1 (100%) Total 1 (100%) Total 14 (100%) Total 14 (100%)
K.S. Pandit Same: 10 (83.3%) Same: 0 (0%) Same: 17 (100%) Same: 10 (58.8%)
Different: 2 (16.7%) Different: 12 (100%) Different: 0 (0%) Different: 7 (41.2%)
Total 12 (100%) Total 12 (100%) Total 17 (100%) Total 17 (100%)
V.N. Same: 62 (82.7%) Same: 5 (6.7%) Same: 62 (80.5%) Same: 30 (39%)
Bhatkhande Different: 13 (17.3%) Different: 70 (93.3%) Different: 15 (19.5%) Different: 47 (61%)
Total 75 (100%) Total 75 (100%) Total 77 (100%) Total 77 (100%)
Examining the figures for the five sources, we see that in every instance, irrespective 
of tal, the percentage of matches recorded for the asthdTs exceeds that recorded for the 
antaras, but that in the case of the Tilvara bandises the margin of difference is 
considerably greater than for the corresponding Tintal sample. Looking more closely, 
it can be seen that this difference is due largely to the much lower percentage of 
matches recorded for the antaras in the Tilvara sample, which range from Paluskar’s 
33.3% through Bhatkhande’s 6.7% down as far as 0% for the three remaining sources. 
This compares with figures for the Tintal bandises ranging from Paluskar’s high 
91.7% down this time only as far as Bhatkhande’s 39%.
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The clear difference between the findings for the asthaJ and antard categories 
in the preceding analysis accords with the differing attitudes of musicians to these two 
sections. Thus, for instance, when I have mentioned to Gwalior singers that another 
member of their ghardna arrives at the initial sam of their asthai on a different text 
syllable from the one on which they themselves do, most have responded with 
surprise, regarding this as a significant difference. By contrast, when informed of a 
similar variation in the case of the antard, I have found that the same singers have 
tended to play down its importance, some maintaining, like Neela Bhagwat (Int.) that 
in this instance the placement of the initial sam is something which may be ‘left up to 
the individual performer’. In fact, even individual performers may sometimes vary the 
point at which they come to the sam on different occasions. We have already seen one 
such example in comparing the two statements of the antard found in Chandrakant 
Pandit’s performance of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ earlier, one of which reached the sam on 
the first syllable of the second ‘soca’, while the other avoided it altogether (see Fig. 
6.12 on p.247). When comparing the notations and perfonnances of his father, 
Krishnarao Pandit, one often finds a similar discrepancy. Consider, for instance, the 
bandis whose asthai featured in our earlier notation/performance comparison in 
Chapter 3, namely ‘NabI ke darabara’ in rag Basant. In his notated version, the antard 
covers exactly 32 matras (i.e. 2 avartans in Tilvara), beginning on the 13th matra and 
reaching the initial sam on the 2nd syllable of the second word (underlined here: ‘oliya 
murada’). In his performance of the same bandis, however, he begins the antard much 
earlier in the tal cycle (i.e. midway through the 2nd mdtrd\ and proceeds to finish it in 
only 13 matras, before reaching the sam with the asthai mukhra. A comparison of the 
notations and performances of Mirashi Buwa shows that he, too, did not always 
follow his notational paradigm with regard to the positioning of the initial sam of the 
antard. Again, taking one of the compositions whose asthai featured in our earlier
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comparison, ‘ [Y]ala sal sajana5 in rag Adana, we find that in the notated form the
antard commences halfway through the tal cycle (on the 9th matra) reaching the
initial sam on the 1st syllable of the 5th word, c savana’. However, in his commercial 
recording featuring the same bandis he starts the antard rather earlier (i.e. midway 
through the 4th matra), reaching the sam at a later point in the text (underlined in the 
second example below):
Notation: kara kangana karake meha savana barase
Performance: kara kangana karake meha savana bara-se
Taken together, then, the evidence presented in this section all seems to point 
to the antard being viewed by singers of the earlier generations in much more flexible 
terms structurally than the asthai. It also suggests that slow tempo bandises were 
subject to a greater degree of structural variation than their faster-tempo counterparts, 
though with the position of the initial sam of the asthai remaining relatively consistent 
in all tempi.
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b) Vishnu Digambar Paluskar’s View of Bandis Construction
In the context of our discussion of lay earlier in this chapter (see p.211), we referred 
in passing to V.D. Paluskar5s views on the construction of the bandises in the 
repertoire of his gharana, as reported by his disciple and biographer, B.R. Deodhar. 
At this point in our discussion, it is worth quoting them in full:
Panditji held that the Gwalior Khayals were old and were constructed in a 
peculiar way. The first part (Asthayi) is set in a specific number of breaths and 
so is the second (Antara). A breath is the period of time required for singing a 
number of words continuously till one pauses to breath[e] again. If one sings 
perfectly in accordance with the regulation of breath in relation to the number 
of words in the text of the song as prescribed by the Gwalior Gayki, one finds 
that the cheesa automatically covers the gamut of the given cTal5. So 
meticulously have the cheesas been composed by the Ustad[s] of yore. 
(1973:50)147
Deodhar goes on to recount a story, related to him by another of Paluskar5 s disciples, 
Rambhau Ashtekar, which suggests that these ideas were not limited to Paluskar 
himself:
Once during his tour in Sindh, Panditji halted at Karanchi, when Ustad 
Mubarak Ali Khan came to see him along with some muslim musicians. The 
Ustad called himself a follower of the Gwalior Gharana. He said to Panditji, 
[‘]the Gwalior Gayaki and cheesas are based on the conception of the 
continuity of breath. A number of breaths is assigned to cAsthayi* and ‘Antara5 
in each cheesa, so as to present it in its compact form in the prescribed Tal. 
Since you are a ‘Shagird’ [disciple] of the great Gwalior representative, Pt. 
Balkrishna Bua, please sing to us your Gwalior Gayaki5! Panditji explained to 
them the technique of breath regulation involved in the immaculate rendering 
of the ‘cheesas5 and gave an impressive demonstration to clarify his points. 
The musicians were very much impressed and they went away praising 
Panditji5s art profusely, (ibid.)148
147 Note that this account of Paluskar’s views appeared originally in Deodhar’s Marathi biography of 
his guru, published two years earlier (see Deodhar 1971:42).
148 To clarify, the Mubarak Ali Khan referred to here is most likely the one whom Deodhar identifies 
elsewhere as one of the three sons of ‘[t]he famous old musician Gaman Khan5 (1993:100).
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If these ideas were indeed, as this account suggests, part of the Gwalior tradition at 
one time, then they could offer important clues on the nature of the relationship 
between the bandis structure and the tal in the early days of the gharana. Accordingly 
they are worth investigating a little further.
One immediate difficulty with the theory as set out here is the idea of the 
‘given’ or ‘prescribed’ tal, which does not sit easily with our earlier findings of 
differences between Gwalior singers of Paluskar’s generation, including his own 
gurubhdis, in this regard. Another problem lies in the relative obscurity of Deodhar’s 
account. From the descriptions given, it is difficult to make much sense of Paluskar’s 
ideas: too many variables are left undefined. We are informed, for instance, that each 
portion of the ‘cheesa’ (composition) is ‘set in a specific number of breaths’, but not 
whether this number is the same for each portion, whether it varies depending on the 
lay in which the composition is set, or indeed whether it changes from bandis to 
bandis. The definition of a ‘breath’149 is equally vague, especially insofar as it relates 
to the words of the text. The initial suggestion of a number of breaths assigned to 
asthai and antard seems to imply a definition independent of the text, as might ‘the 
concept of the continuity of breath’ mentioned by Mubarak Ali Khan. On the other 
hand, the subsequent definition -  ‘the period of time required for singing a number of 
words continuously till one pauses to breath[e] again’ -  could be read as implying that 
the length of the ‘breath’ is somehow determined by the text. In either case, it is still 
not apparent how long a breath might be, or indeed whether it is necessarily the same 
length each time.
149 In Deodhar’s earlier Marathi account, the term used is tsvas’ (1971:42).
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It is not clear whether the obscurity of Deodhar’s account derives from the fact 
that he himself was not fully conversant with the particulars of Paluskar’s views, or 
whether the latter’s ideas were such that they could only be properly conveyed with 
the help of practical demonstration, something to which, according to the account 
above, Paluskar did indeed resort in order to help elucidate certain points in his own 
explanation. I have put Paluskar’s views of bandis structure to a number of present- 
day Gwalior artists, including some from Paluskar’s branch of the gharana, but I have 
yet to find anyone who is able to clear up the ambiguities pinpointed above. Few, in 
fact, appeared even to know of these ideas, let alone be in a position to explain them. 
In Paluskar’s own publications I have not been able to discover any reference to his 
ideas on this topic, though admittedly I have only had access to a certain proportion of 
his output. Deodhar, who as Paluskar’s disciple and biographer was, one assumes, 
reasonably well acquainted with the latter’s publications, also makes no mention of 
any writings by Paluskar on the subject. He would presumably have done so had his 
guru written anything substantial.
On the other hand, Paluskar has left us some potential clues to his thinking in 
this area in the form of his published notations. In fact, it emerges that the manner in 
which he presents his notations is especially helpful here. As we saw in Chapter 3 (see 
p. 75), Paluskar, unlike some of his contemporaries like Bhatkhande, endeavoured in 
his notations not only to represent the notes sung, but also to indicate, by means of 
what he termed a ‘visrdntf (equivalent to the ‘rest’ in Western notation), where the 
breaks occurred in the melodic line. It will be recalled that the central structural unit 
upon which Paluskar built his theory, namely the ‘breath’, is defined as the ‘time 
required for singing a number of words continuously till one pauses to breath[e] 
again’. It would be remarkable if pauses of such structural significance were not 
captured in the notations.
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Accordingly, let us turn to Paluskar7 s notation of our featured bandis. 
Paluskar, in fact, published at least two versions of this composition.150 The first 
appeared in one of his earliest publications, SdhgTt [sic] dvitly pustak, published in 
Lahore in 1902. In this Paluskar did not confine himself to notating the composition 
itself, but also endeavoured to give a flavour of the subsequent improvisation by also 
notating passages of aldp and tan (see 1902:44-67). Evidently not satisfied with this 
first version, Paluskar revised it, publishing it first in later editions of his Sahglt series 
and then again in a volume entitled Rag Bihdg, part of a series of five books devoted 
to individual rags. The revised version of the composition has already been given 
earlier in this study (see Fig. 4.15). However, to allow for comparison, it is given 
again, along with the original version, in Fig. 6.20:
150 Note that I have not been able to examine all of Paluskar’s early publications, so I cannot say for 
sure that there were no other versions of this bandis.
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Paluskar's original and revised notations of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ in rag Bihdg
Asthai
Tab. 1 V ilam bit T ita la ’ [sic] -  i.e . TilvayS?
O  •  •  •  3 ■ •  •
O r i g i n a l  V e r s io n :  r . Q . ....... ..........  , .......................
( '1 9 0 2 : 4 4 -4 6 )  «  J  i  
k a i  -  -  -  se
Tilt: lM a d h ya  TtntBMP [sic] -  i.e . TilvS fS?  
O  •  •  •  3 
R e v i s e d  V e r s io n :  J J r  t  i
* 1
s u - k h a
> •  •
-------------------------------------------------- v _
R a g  H ih a p  7 -1 1 )  . V j ------  --------— -j------------->—
k a i  -  -  -  -  se
X  •  •  •  2  •  •  •  O  •  •  •  2
^ ------------------------------------------------------
1-...J J J— y
s u - k h a  
•  •  ■
--------------------------J J J ------------- T V -------------------------------------------------------- T >  --------------------J J «
so  - - - - -  v e  n l - - - - d  
X  •  •  •  2  •  •  * O  •  •  •  3
u -------------------------
a -  r i  -  yft
•  •  •
| i | i — j------ ----------- --------— — —
^ ------------------------------------------------------T S -------------------------------------------------------T
s o  - - - - -  v e  n l - - - - d
1-J-jiU „ --------------
a -  r i  -  y 5
Antara
9 9 O  •  * 3 •  •  •
ca so
9 9 9 O •  •
t
9 9
ca so
X  9 9 9 2  •  •  • —>? O
1= ^ i p*r *■■[ ...............f J=d,J
sa - da
X  •  •  •  2  •
[ii]
- 3  1 |---- 3  1 j—3 — | |---- 3 ------ 1 j— 3
ga
3
hu - ka
r TrJr  t MYtt rr
sa - dii [ii] ran - ga hu - ka
2 • • •
f o
ye yii bl - dha ga tha pa
•  •  O  •  •  •  3 * •  *
o
ye ya vi - dim tha pa
The original contains rhythmic errors at this point.
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Comparing the two versions here, it can be seen that Paluskar confined his revisions 
largely to the rhythmic sphere, making only two changes to the melody line. 
Focussing specifically on the visrantiya or ‘rests’, we see that the versions differ 
slightly in this regard. Here is a summary of where the ‘rests’ (represented here by 
their counterparts in the Western notation system) appear in relation to their 
respective texts:
Original 1902 Version 
Asthai
kaise sukha [£] sove [—-] nT-[£]-darIya [* ]  sama murata cita cadi
Antara
soca soca [—] sada-[£j-aranga hukalaye [—] ya bidha gatha pari
Revised Version 
Asthai
kaise sukha [J] sove [* ]  rif-[7]-dariya [* ]  sama murata cita [£] ca-
Antara
soca so-[7]-ca [£] sada-[~H-aran--ga  hukalaye [—] ya vidha gatha parf [£|
A comparison of the two versions reveals the number of breaks in the melodic line to 
be slightly higher in the later version; the revision retains all the original breaks, albeit 
with their duration altered in some instances, while adding two more each to asthai 
and antara. Although this would seem to offer a number of places where a singer 
might potentially ‘pause to breath[e]’, not all of these conform to the definition given
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by Paluskar, which clearly locates such ‘pauses’ between, rather than within, whole 
words, thereby eliminating from consideration all the rests which break up the words 
‘nldarlya’, ‘cadi5, ‘sadarahga’ and ‘soca’. This reduces the possibilities somewhat, but 
still leaves us with two slightly divergent versions:
Original Version 
AsthaJ
kaise sukha [$] sove [-■-] nldarlya [—] sama murata cita cadi
Antara
soca soca sadarahga hukalaye ya bidha gatha pari
Revised Version 
AstlulT
kaise sukha [$] sove nldarlya [* ]  sama murata cita [fl cadi
Antara
soca soca [£] sadarahga hukalaye [---] ya vidha gatha pari [£]
From here on our argument becomes necessarily more speculative. In order to 
establish which of the remaining rests might form the boundaries of the ‘breath’, we 
need to recall first the importance which Paluskar attaches to the ‘breath’ as a 
structural unit. Although we cannot be certain, it does not seem unreasonable to 
suppose that he would have endeavoured to mark the boundaries of such a significant 
unit in both the earlier and later notated versions of this bandis. This would allow us 
to eliminate from consideration all breaks in the melodic continuity which are not
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found in both versions (ignoring differences in duration). The casualties in this case 
would be the rest separating ‘cita’ and ‘cadi’ in the revised edition of the asthaT and 
the rest at the end of the antara in the same edition. The result would be an asthai 
divided into four parts and an antara divided into three. Whether some or all of these 
remaining segments do in fact correspond to the ‘breaths' talked of by Paluskar is not 
certain. We do know, however, that they were meant to relate in some way -  how is 
not specified (see the quotations above) -  to the ‘prescribed TaT.
A summary of how the text is distributed in relation to the tdl is given below. 
The tdl structure is shown in the usual way by means of the talT-khali pattern (X 2 0 
3). The position of all rests appearing in either original or revised editions of this 
notation is indicated, with alternatives (e.g. [£ / */]) given in order of edition. If a rest 
appears in only one edition, its absence from the other edition is marked with a dash 
(e.g. [- /  £]). The text is divided up in different ways, broadly in accordance with the 
stages proposed in the discussion above. The first level of division, marked below the 
text itself, is governed purely by the distribution of rests, taking no account of word 
boundaries. The next level, marked by arrows above the text, is based on similar 
principles, but conforms more closely to Paluskar's definition of the ‘breath’ in 
eliminating from consideration all rests occurring within individual words. Above this 
I have also included suggestions for further possible mergers:
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Asthai
(Length: 3 avartans -  i.e. 48 matrds )
16? '
10
0 3  X 2 0 3  X 2 0  3 X 2
kaise sukha [t ] sove [—] nT[t/7]danya [-] sama murata cita[-/£] ca[~/i]dT
I____________________________ I I______________ I__I________ 11_____________________ I__I______________________________________ I I__________IL___ I
8 8 4 12 10 2 4
Antara
(Length: 3 avartans, 3 matrds -  i.e. 51 matrds)
15 20 16 ► ^ ^ -----------------
0 3 X 2 0 3 X 2  0 3 X 2
soca so- [“/v]ca [— /fj sada[i/N[a]ranp/Nga hukalaye M  ya vidha gatha pari [/£]
i______________ ii_________ i i__________ii___________ ii__________________ i___ i_____________ :________________
11 4 4 4 12 16
Note that the suggestion of a possible amalgamation of the first two divisions of the 
asthaT here was prompted largely by the fact that these sections appear 
disproportionately small compared with the others. The Paluskar definition, of course, 
contains no explicit stipulation that the ‘breaths’ must be of shnilar duration, but it 
could nonetheless be read as implying as much. It could also be argued that the rest 
which separates the two shorter divisions (i.e. the ‘£’ following ‘sukha’), rather than 
marking the boundary of one of Paluskar’s ‘breaths’, is simply his attempt to 
represent the break which singers frequently make just before arriving at the initial 
sam. This is something which Paluskar did in many of his notations. But in any 
event, from a purely analytical perspective, the structural symmetry which would 
result from merging these divisions -  namely, 3 equal structural units, each covering 
exactly 1 cycle of the tdl -  is sufficiently striking as to make the possibility of such a 
merger worth considering.
It would be instructive at this juncture to return to the versions of the bandis 
given by Paluskar’s gharand contemporaries. If, as the earlier description suggests, 
Paluskar’s views on bandis construction were indeed widely shared within his
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gharand, then we would expect to see this reflected in the versions given by his 
fellow ghardneddrs from the same generation. One of the claims made for the theory 
of ‘breaths’ was that it allowed the bandis to be presented ‘in its compact form in the 
prescribed Tal\ Yet we have already seen that Mirashi Buwa’s version is, in fact, 
more compact than Paluskar5 s, reducing each portion of the composition by at least 
one avartan. One possible explanation for the difference is that Mirashi Buwa simply 
performed the composition in a slower lay -  i.e. using a slower thekd, but delivering 
the text at approximately the same speed. As will be demonstrated shortly, the trend 
towards slower vilambit lays, which probably began somewhere near the beginning of 
the 20th century, led to a general reduction in the number of avartans covered by slow 
tempo bandises. Since a gap of over 40 years separated the publication of Paluskar’s 
first version of this bandis (1902) and that of Mirashi Buwa (1946), it is conceivable 
that the latter could have been affected by the trend towards slower lays. This 
conclusion is belied, however, by both the testimony of his disciples and the evidence 
of his recordings, including ones dating from his later years, which locate his vilambit 
performances at the extreme high end of the tempo spectrum, above contemporaries 
like Krishnarao Pandit and Vaze Buwa.151
The overall length of the bandis is not the only respect in which Mirashi 
Buwa’s version departs from that of his guru-bhdi\ the distribution of the text is also 
different. Since Mirashi Buwa’s notation contains no indication of any breaks in the 
melodic line equivalent to Paluskar’s ‘visrantf, it is not possible to duplicate the 
stages by which we arrived at the structural summary given above, but we can use 
Paluskar’s textual divisions as a template for comparison:
151 For more details, see Fig. 6.5 (p.213).
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Mirashi Buwa’s Version
Asthai
(Length: 1 avartan, 15 matrds -  i.e. 31 matrds )
I  8 --------1 \-----------  15 ----------- ,
4 4 8 8 7
< ► * ► < ► <— ------------- ► <—►
3 X 2; v 0 3 X 2 0
kaise sukha so-ve nfdariya syama murata cita cadi
Antara
(Length: 2 avartans, 3 matras -  i.e. 35 matras )
8 18 9^ ------------ ► 4 ------------------------------^  4 ---------------------------►
0 3 X 2 0 3  X 2 0
soca so-ca sada-ranga ukhalaye ya bidha gatha pari
In both sections here the relative proportions of the various divisions are very 
different. The neatly symmetrical tripartite division of Paluskar’s asthaT is here 
replaced by a rather more uneven structure. Of the three divisions, only the last comes 
close to its Paluskar counterpart in terms of length.152 The other two divisions, which 
in Paluskar’s version were each allotted one avartan, are here compressed into half an 
avartan apiece. The antara more nearly resembles its Paluskar counterpart in terms of 
the relative balance of its sections -  i.e. which one is the largest, the next largest and 
so forth -  but again their relative proportions are different (8-18-9 matras as opposed 
to Paluskar’s 15-20-16), as is the placing of the initial sam which comes on the first 
syllable of ‘sadaranga’ rather than the final syllable of the second csoca’ as in 
Paluskar’s version.
152 Here the difference is due simply to the fact that the mukhra in Mirashi Buwa’s version returns at a 
slightly earlier point in the tal cycle than at its original launch -  the 12th matra as opposed to the 13th at 
the start.
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In the version given by Krishnarao Pandit the pattern of text distribution is 
different again. Enlisting Paluskar’s divisions once more as a template for 
comparison, we arrive at the following summary:
K.S. Pandit’s Version 
AsthaT
(Length: 3 avartans ~ i.e. 48 matras)
I 12--------1 j---------------24  ,
4 8 12 7 17
 ► 4  ^  h*------------------► ^ -------------------------► 4 -----------------►
3 X 2 0 3 X 2 0 3 X 2 0
k a i s e  s u k h a  s o - v e  n i d a r i y a  m a T  s a m a  m u r a t a  c i t a  c a l l
Antara
(Length: 3 avartans -  i.e. 48 matras)
8 19 21
A----------- ► A-----------------------------► A--------------------------
3 X 2 0  3 X 2  0 ^ 3
s o c a  s o c a  s a d a - r a n g a  u k a l a y o  j a  v i d h a  g S t h a  p a r i
Although the asthaT here exactly matches Paluskar’s with respect to its overall 
dimensions, the balance of its internal divisions is different. In fact, comparing the 
relative sizes of the sections we discover that the proportions are very close to those 
found in Mirashi Buwa’s version (12-12-24 matr'as as opposed to Mirashi Buwa’s 8- 
8-15), though the pattern of word distribution within these sections is distinct (note 
especially K.S. Pandit’s extended ‘call’). Common to all three versions, however, is 
the parity between the two initial divisions, which is maintained despite the presence 
of the additional ‘maf in the Pandit version. Looking at the relative proportions of the 
antara divisions, on the other hand, we find no such common relationships between 
any of its sections, and in the Pandit version the text syllable assigned to coincide with 
the initial sam -  the first syllable of the second ‘soca’ — is different again from those 
found in both other versions.
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It should be stressed that the fact that the lengths of the divisions in the 
Paluskar notation do not exactly match those in the Mirashi Buwa and Pandit versions 
does not necessarily mean that they are not structuring their renditions according to 
the principles described by Paluskar. It could simply be, for instance, that the 
structural template is elastic. Without asking the singers in question, however, there is 
no way of being certain.
One possible objection to the foregoing analysis is that it is based solely on 
notations, and that a comparison between the actual performances of each of these 
artists might elicit different results. In this regard we are, of course, constrained not 
only by the absence of any recordings of V. D. Paluskar himself, but also by the 
severely limited sample left by his Gwalior contemporaries. The lack of alternative 
sources, however, should not blind us to the potential dangers of relying on notational 
sources. We saw in Chapter 3 (see pp. 101-111) that there are often discrepancies 
between an artist’s notation and performance of a bandis and that these tend, 
moreover, to increase as the tempo diminishes so that by the time we have moved into 
the vilambit lay band the connection between the two, especially in the rhythmic 
sphere, is often difficult to discern. Our findings then were based on an analysis of the 
asthdTs. However, more recently, in the preceding section of the present chapter (see 
pp.265-66), we have seen evidence that the connection may be, if anything, even 
looser in the case of the antards. Hence it is possible that the notations of our featured 
bandis -  and hence the summaries given above -  do not always reflect even the large 
scale rhythmic contours of the bandis as actually performed. Although this possibility 
is worth keeping in mind, however, it is not in itself a reason to discard notational 
evidence. After all, it might be contended that as idealised, albeit simplified, 
representations of the bandis, notations could, in fact, constitute a more accurate 
guide to some aspects of the bandis than would any single performance. In any case,
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the very fact that some Gwalior singers treat the bandis with such flexibility would 
itself seem to argue against Paluskar’s views being a part of the wider Gwalior 
tradition. For, although Paluskar’s theory, or at least what we know of it from the 
second-hand descriptions given above, does not explicitly preclude the possibility of 
rhythmic flexibility, it does appear, implicitly at least, to impose certain limits on the 
degree of freedom allowed, particularly in relation to the distribution of the text. If, 
therefore, an artist is prepared to depart radically from their notational paradigm in 
this regard, then it is difficult to believe that the view of bandis construction attributed 
to Paluskar can be influencing their rendition to any significant extent.
I have repeated the procedure described above for a number of other slow- 
tempo bandis notations published by Paluskar, comparing them, as before, with those 
published by his gharand contemporaries. However, I have not been able to discover 
any clear evidence of any shared principle of construction which accords with the 
system of ‘breaths’ described earlier. As regards Paluskar’s notations themselves, I 
was not able to arrive at any firm conclusions. This was partly due to the relatively 
small number of slow-tempo examples available to me, but I also found that most did 
not lend themselves so easily to the kind of analysis which we were able to apply in 
the case of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ earlier. Space precludes detailed discussion of this 
topic here. However, for those wishing to pursue the subject further, I have included 
in Appendix 3 (see Vol. 2.) an analysis of another example, in which I endeavour to 
bring out some of the difficulties involved.
In conclusion, it is worth emphasising that, while we may not have been able 
to reach any definitive conclusions with regard to Paluskar’s theory, it is certainly an 
avenue of research worth pursuing further. For at the very least it offers us an insight 
into how at least some Gwalior singers of the late nineteenth century thought about 
bandis structure. In particular, it shows that they viewed bandis performance as a
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generative process, one which involved actively planning their renditions rather than 
simply reproducing them from memory.
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6.3.3 Later Generations
So far our discussion of the structural aspects of the khyal bandis has focussed on 
singers of the third and fourth generations of the gharand, those whose performances 
would be considered by most modem Gwalior exponents as broadly representative of 
traditional Gwalior practice. In the course of that discussion, we identified many 
different ways in which the structure of the same khyal bandis might vary. Many of 
the observations which we made then concerning differences in bandis dimensions, 
variations in the position of the initial sam, and so forth could apply equally well to 
later singers. However, rather than simply giving further examples of divergence, we 
will concentrate in this section on investigating the consequences for bandis structure 
of what was probably the most important single change to occur in khyal singing in 
the course of the twentieth century, namely the slow-down in the vilambit lay.
As we saw earlier, the move towards slower vilambit tempi reportedly 
originated with two members of the Kirana gharana, namely Abdul Karim Khan and 
Abdul Wahid Khan, in the early decades of the twentieth century. Restricted initially 
to the circle of their immediate disciples, the new tempo was gradually taken up by 
members of other traditions. As the fashion took hold, some singers, most notably 
Amir Khan, took the trend still further by adopting even slower vilambit tempi. 
Gwalior singers, as we saw, tended at first to be quite resistant, indeed even hostile, to 
the change, but as time passed it became so firmly established that gradually more and 
more of them began to adopt, if not always the very slowest vilambit speeds, then at 
least ones noticeably slower than those which had been used previously in the 
gharana. Among modem performers there remain some who still adhere to the 
previous tempo nonns, but they are in a clear minority.
The slow-down in the vilambit lay naturally had consequences for the 
rendition of the bandis. Having chosen to adopt a slower tempo, performers were
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faced with a choice: either to retain the relationship between composition and tdl as 
before, or to endeavour to compress the bandis into a smaller number of avartans. 
Opting for the first of these alternatives would effectively mean increasing the 
duration of each note and syllable of the bandis. Where the slow-down was only 
slight, this approach would probably make little difference, but where it involved a 
rather more radical reduction of the tempo -  by, say, as much as 2 or 3 times -  then 
the character of the original composition would inevitably be altered. Perhaps for this 
reason most singers chose the second option. Of course, it could be argued that 
reducing the number of avartans occupied by a bandis would also affect the character 
of that bandis by changing the relationship between its notes and the tdl structure. 
And indeed, were we proceeding from the assumption of a single agreed version 
existing before the slow-down in the vilambit lay, then this might be regarded as a 
significant change. However, if, as our earlier findings suggested, the dimensions of 
the bandis were not fixed even before the slow-down, then reducing the metric canvas 
in this way might not have seemed such a radical departure from traditional practice. 
We will return to the question of how the slow-down in the lay affected the character 
of the bandis shortly, but first let us look in more detail at the nature of the change. 
For this we turn again to our featured bandis.
It will be recalled that the summary of structural details for the different 
versions of this composition, given in Fig. 6.12 earlier, included information on the 
tempo, dimensions and duration of each performance. From our present perspective, 
however, the order in which these details were presented, following as it did the order 
of the transcriptions, was not ideal. Consequently, to enable us to see the effects of the 
slow-down more clearly, I have separated the relevant data into two tables, one 
containing the figures relating to performances in Tilvdrd, the other to performances 
in Ektal (see Figs. 6.21 and 6.22 below). Within each table the figures for asthaT and
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antara are presented separately, with individual performances arranged in accordance 
with the tempo of the asthaT, beginning with the fastest:
Fig. 6.21
Table giving details of the tempo, dimensions and duration 
for various Tilvara performances of the bandis ‘Kaise sukha sove’
ARTIST
Tempo
{Matras per 
Minute)
asthAJ
No of 
Avartans ^
Total Length
(in seconds):
Tempo
{Matras per 
Minute)
ANTARA
No of 
Avartans MSMr
Total Length
(in seconds):
Narayanrao
Vyas
c.44-45 2 42 C.47-48 2 °-i 41
Sharad Sathe c.38 3 78 c.38 2 6 62
Neela Bhagwat c.38 3 75 c.38 3 3‘4 80
Yashwant
Joshi
c.35-36 2 56 c.35-36 |  5-6 35
Jal K. 
Balaporia
c.35 2 57 c. 3 9-40 1 14‘15 46
Sharadchandra 
Arolkar (3)
c.34-35 3 83 c.37 l 1 49
Chandrakant
Pandit
c.30-31 2 64 c.30-31 
& 35-36
0n/ l 21&26
Sharadchandra 
Arolkar (2)
c.29-30 2 64 c.32-33 Y12-13 53
Sharadchandra 
Arolkar (1)
c.27-28 2 68 c.31 Incomplete -
Vidyadhar
Vyas
c.27-28 2 72 c.27-28 l 14 61
L.K. Pandit (2) c.23 1 44 c.23 1 39
L.K. Pandit (1) c.21-22 1 46 c.21-22 1 45
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Fig. 6.22
Table giving details of the tempo, dimensions and duration 
for various Ektal performances of the bandis ‘Kaise sukha sove’
ARTIST
Tempo
(hlatrils per 
Minute)
ASTHAl
No of 
Avartans
Total Length
(in seconds):
Tempo
(Miiirils per 
Minute)
ANTARA
No of 
Avartans *lmras
Total Length
(in seconds);
Vinay Chandra 
Maudgalya
c.32-33 2 44 c.34-35 2 (+) 41
Balasahab
Poochwale
c.27-28 3 75 c.28-29 j 11-12 49
V.R.
Athavale
c.22-23 0 1M2 31 c.22-23 j  10-11 28
Qmkaraath Thakur 
(Performance)
c.15 Jl . 2 51 c. 19-20 1 47
Veena 
Sahasrabuddhe (2)
c.13-14 1 58 c. 14-15 1 48
Veena 
Sahasrabuddhe (1)
c. 12-13 1 64 c. 12-13 0 11-12 52
Looking first at the figures for tempo, we see that they cover a wide spectrum. 
The highest figures are found among the Tilvara performances, which range from 
Narayanrao Vyas5 44-45 and 47-48 MM for asthaT and antara respectively, down as 
far as L.K. Pandit’s 19 and 21 MM for the same sections, a tempo more than twice as 
slow. The figures for Ektal, on the other hand, are rather lower, ranging from Vinay 
Chandra Maudgalya’s 32-33 and 34-35 MM for asthaT and antara respectively, down 
to Veena Sahasrabuddhe’s 12-13 MM for both sections, a tempo at least 2Vz times 
slower. In the case of both tals here, the highest figures are roughly in line with 
traditional tempo norms, though the Ektal tempo would probably have fallen at the 
lower end of the traditional spectrum. At the other end of the scale, the lower figures 
recorded for Ektal compared with Tilvara accord with our earlier finding (see p.225) 
that the slow-down tended to be greater in the case of tals, like Ektal, favoured by 
gharanas in the vanguard of change such as Kirana, than for those like Tilvara, which 
were more associated with older gharanas like Gwalior.
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The tables also provide further evidence of the effects of the move towards 
slower vilambit tempi on bandis dimensions. It can be seen that the bandises covering 
the greatest amount of space in terms of avartans tend to be those located in the upper 
part of each table, the portion containing the faster-tempo performances. The 
dimensions here are similar to those found in the notated versions of this bandis 
published by the earlier generation of singers -  that is to say, in the region of 2 or 3 
avartans per section. However, as we move down each table in descending order of 
tempo, we see a shift from asthais covering mostly either 2 or 3 avartans in the earlier 
collection to ones covering mostly 1 or 2 avartans. And by the time we reach the 
slowest tempi at the bottom of each table, the sections have been reduced to a single 
avartan or less. This, as many commentators (e.g. Gautam 1980:42; Van Der Meer 
1980:61; Atre 1988:18) have noted, is the usual length for a bandis in vilambit lay 
nowadays.
Having seen, then, something of the effects of the slow-down in the vilambit 
lay on the outward dimensions, so to speak, of the bandis, let us move on now to 
consider what were the implications of the change with regard to the debate over 
bandis ‘authenticity’. As we saw earlier, within the gharana initial reactions to the 
fashion for slower vilambit tempi were not generally favourable and, as might be 
expected, opponents of the change had few qualms about pointing out what they saw 
as its shortcomings. Prominent among these were its alleged harmful effects on the 
bandis. We have already mentioned Krishnarao Pandit’s view (see p.218), given in an 
article on Gwalior style, that to sing a bandis at a tempo below that traditionally 
employed by singers of his gharand — which, following modem nomenclature, he 
labels ''madhya lay’ -  would rob it of its beauty. In an interview with the musicologist 
and critic, Mohan Nadkami, he spelled out his objections in more detail:
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Khayal is a song-form, a composition. If it is rendered in [the modem] 
vilambit laya, it is bound to lose its significance and meaning. The text of the 
composition would be bereft of its character. How, then, can you hope to 
achieve that homogeneous fusion \boI\ (words), dhun (tune) and theka 
(rhythm) which is the quintessence of the [Gwalior] gharana gayakil 
(Nadkami 1982:26)
I have heard similar sentiments expressed by a number of other Gwalior singers. Not 
surprisingly, these were mostly traditionalists, those whose own lays had remained in 
line with earlier practice -  e.g. Sharadchandra Arolkar, Jal Balaporia, Sharad Sathe 
and Neela Bhagwat. However, I have occasionally heard criticisms also from those 
who had themselves adopted the slowest tempi. Some, like Madhav Umdekar (Int.), 
even appeared to view the change in the tempo nonns with some regret, attributing his 
own decision to slow down his lay to the need to satisfy the expectations of modem 
audiences.
Examining the objections in more detail, we find that they can be divided into 
two categories. The first type is concerned with the altered relationship between 
bandis and tdl. Criticism here is aimed mainly at performances in the very slowest 
tempi, those in which the gap between individual matrds has become so long that for 
many listeners they no longer register as the primary pulse, the focus having shifted 
instead to the subdivisions of the matrd. As a consequence, the critics allege, the 
original structure and character of the theka become obscured, with the result that a 
bandis performed in this lay all but loses its connection with the tal. Of course, we 
have already shown that the relationship between the bandis and tdl was quite a 
flexible one even among the earlier generations of Gwalior singers, but the faster 
tempo at that time at least meant that the structure of the theka could always be clearly 
felt as the bandis was being rendered. In the case of the very slow vilambit tempo of
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modem times this is no longer true and so, traditionalists insist, one of the dimensions 
which gave the bandis its aesthetic appeal has been lost.
The other category of criticisms is concerned with the way in which the bandis 
is rendered, irrespective of the rhythmic accompaniment. The main complaint here is 
that under the new lay the speed at which the bandis itself is delivered is often slower 
than it was previously with the result that, as Krishnarao Pandit suggests in the 
quotation above, the character of the original bandis becomes distorted. In particular 
the interval between the syllables of the text can become so large that the words cease 
to register as meaningful units and so the overall sense is lost. As Sharad Sathe (Int.) 
put it, when singers stretch out the text in this way, they ‘end up singing the letters, 
not the words’. Here it is not necessarily the slower delivery as such which critics 
object to, so much as the way in which it is done. Sharad Sathe (ibid.), for instance, 
maintained that if an artist knows which syllables of the text to extend and where to 
make their pauses, then it is perfectly possible to extend the duration of the bandis, to 
a certain extent at least, without it becoming distorted.
Another drawback of rendering the composition more slowly is, according to 
some critics, that it can sometimes lead to unduly elaborate versions of the bandis, 
since singers often fill the increased space with extra notes and ornaments not present 
in the ‘original’ composition. It is not so much the decorations per se that 
traditionalists dislike, as the extent to which they are used. Even the most ardent purist 
is generally prepared to accept minor additions of this kind. It is unlikely, for instance, 
that there would be many objections if a singer chose to add slight inflections to a 
prolonged note, e.g.:
Fig. 6.23
O  ...........V/  .........  ' S'
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Some might be prepared to tolerate still more additions, e.g.
Fig. 6.24
However, even allowing for some differences of judgement in this regard, there will 
inevitably come a point, so purists insist, where such ‘additions' begin to detract from 
the ‘original5 design of the bandis. Quite how different performances may be in this 
respect can be seen from Fig. 6.25. This consists of three versions of the opening 
portion of the antara. of our featured bandis, two in Tilvara and one in Ektal These 
are arranged in order of tempo (measured in matras per minute), with the fastest at the 
top. For comparison, the examples have been spaced out horizontally roughly in 
accordance with their relative durations when performed:
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Fig. 6.25
Narayanrao Vyas {Tilvara: J = c. 47-48)
X
sat
so - ea so
VidyadharVyas {Tilvara: J = c.27-28) 
• » X
W
Omkarnath Thakur {Ektal: J = c. 19-20) 
4 x
j y
p, * I,..,,, 1
J ” S / S
Of the three examples here, the simplest is undoubtedly that of Narayanrao Vyas. In 
this version, each syllable is rendered with a single note. Decoration is confined to a 
slight inflection at the end of the extended Sa. By contrast, the version sung by his 
son, Vidyadhar Vyas, is much less bare. Lasting almost twice as long, its main notes 
are, with one exception, the same as those in his father’s version, but now every note 
but one is decorated in some way, whether it be with a single kana svara (grace note), 
as on the second syllable of the initial ‘soca’, or in more elaborate fashion, as on the 
preceding syllable of the same word. Still more elaborate is the version of Omkarnath 
Thakur. If we compare this with the version of Narayanrao Vyas, his gurubhai, we 
find that although the Thakur version follows the same basic melodic outline, it 
contains a number of additional notes -  e.g. the stepwise descent to Pa on the second 
syllable of the initial ‘soca’, or the Ni preceding the Sa which comes on both of the 
syllables of the following word. In the Vidyadhar Vyas performance, there are also
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some additional pitches, but in this case they are sung so rapidly as to leave one in no 
doubt as to their status as embellishments. In the case of the Thakur performance, 
however, the distinction is not always so clear.
I should emphasise here that in pointing out the differences in the three 
versions, it is not my intention to suggest that one or other of them is any more 
‘authentic" than the others in respect of their melodic content, but merely to 
demonstrate the kinds of additions to the bandis which critics of the new tempo object 
to. Viewed in this light, it is easy to see why someone who regarded, let us say, the 
Narayanrao Vyas performance (rightly or not) as the ‘correct5 version of the bandis 
might not look too favourably on the more elaborate version sung by Omkarnath 
Thakur.
It is worth adding that by no means all Gwalior singers view the consequences 
of the slow-down in negative terms. Some maintain that, if done properly, it is 
certainly possible to render the bandis at this lay without its original character 
undergoing any significant change. One such singer is L.K. Pandit, whose father's 
views on the modem vilambit tempo were quoted above. L.K. Pandit himself adopted 
the new tempo fairly early in his career. Asked about the effect on the composition, he 
told me he had always remained faithful to its original fonn: ‘I have not changed the 
structure of the bandis; it’s only that if the asthaT and antara were [previously] in two 
avartans, I now sing them in one avartan5 (Int.). In other words, by reducing the 
number of avartans covered by each part of the bandis, he believes that he has been 
able to compensate for the slow-down in the lay and hence to preserve the bandis in 
the form he leamt it from his father. The speed of the accompanying theka may now 
be slower, but the pace at which he delivers the bandis is, he maintains, in line with 
tradition.
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A comparison of his own renditions of various slow-tempo bandises with their 
notated counterparts in his father’s SahgTt praves collection bears out his comments 
regarding changes to the dimensions of the sections. Those covering an even number 
of avartans in his father’s notations will generally, as in the case of the example he 
gave, be reduced to half that number in his own performances. In his father’s notation 
of ‘Mubaraka badiya’ in rag DarbarT Kdnadd (1955:85), for example, the asthaT and 
antara cover respectively 4 and 2 avartans of Ektal, but when L.K. Pandit recorded 
this bandis for me in 1990, he sang them in 2 and 1 avartans respectively. On the 
other hand, sections covering 3 avartans in his father’s notation, are reduced typically 
to a single avartan in his own renditions, as was the case, for instance, with both of 
his versions of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ included in our featured comparison. In the rare 
instances of a section covering only a single avartan in the notated version (e.g. the 
asthaT of ‘Raina ka sapana’ in rag Lai it, covering one cycle of Tilvara. -  see ibid. :71- 
72), however, plainly no reduction is possible.
In view of the competing claims with regard to the effects of the slower lay on 
the delivery of the bandis, it is perhaps worth clarifying matters at this point by 
considering some hypothetical examples. Let us consider first the case of two 
bandises, one with sections covering 3 avartans apiece and the other with sections 
each covering only 2 avartans. Let us assume that both are set to Ektal and performed 
at a tempo falling somewhere within the traditional vilambit range for Gwalior 
singers. To keep our calculations simple, let us choose one tempo -  say, 36 MM. At 
this tempo the sections of the first bandis (covering 3 cycles or 36 matrds) would each 
take 60 seconds to complete, while those of the second bandis (covering 2 cycles or 
24 matras) would each take only 40 seconds. Suppose now that a singer wished to 
change this original format so that each section covered only 1 avartan, while at the 
same time ensuring that the duration of the sections remained unchanged. To achieve
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this they would have to reduce the tempo of the original theka accompaniment by the 
same proportion as that by which they had reduced the number of avartans. In the 
first case, this would mean reducing the tempo from 36 to 12 MM (a 3-fold 
reduction), and in the second from 36 to 18 MM (a 2-fold reduction). From these 
examples, one might conclude that to maintain the original duration of a bandis all a 
singer would need to do is to choose the tempo appropriate to the change in the 
dimensions. However, the situation is not quite that simple. In the first place, as we 
have seen, the asthaT and the antara are not always the same lengths. If, for instance, 
we start out with a bandis whose asthaT and antara cover respectively 3 and 2 
avartans, then there is no single tempo which one could choose which would permit 
one to reduce the number of avartans while leaving the duration of both sections 
unchanged. Secondly, there are a few bandises which start out with one or other of its 
sections covering only a single avartan. In these cases any reduction in the tempo 
would inevitably increase the duration of the section in question.
Another complication is the fact that many singers tend to choose roughly the 
same tempo for all their slow-tempo bandises in a particular tdl, which means that the 
duration of at least some of these compositions must change. Let us return to the first 
two examples mentioned above, for instance, and imagine a singer performing both 
bandises at a tempo of 12 MM, with each section reduced to a single avartan as 
before. We have already seen that in the case of the first example this would be the 
appropriate tempo in order to maintain its original duration. However, the same 
cannot be said for the second example, which, if sung at this tempo, would end up 
with sections lasting rather longer than before (i.e. 60 rather than 40 seconds).
It is worth recalling at this point that the criticisms of bandis performances 
discussed earlier, namely the stretching of the text syllables and the unduly elaborate 
versions of the melody, are directed chiefly at performances, like the one just
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mentioned, in which the duration of the sections has increased. Talking to critics of 
the modem vilambit speeds, I found that many of them take it for granted that the 
change in the tempo norms has led to the bandis being delivered at a slower pace. Yet 
this is not necessarily the case. To illustrate, let us return once more to the first of our 
examples above (the one with sections covering 3 avartans each), and imagine that 
rather than choosing a tempo three-times slower than the 36MM of the original (i.e. 
12 MM, the tempo which we established as appropriate for maintaining the original 
duration of the sections), our hypothetical singer had opted for one only twice as slow 
(i.e. 18 MM). Then, if he wished to sing each section of the bandis in only 1 avartan, 
then the speed of his delivery would certainly have to be faster than before the change 
in the lay. Yet there is another way in our singer might be required to speed up their 
delivery even if they kept to the slower 12 MM tempo, and that is if the tdl also 
changed. To see how this could happen, let us continue with the same example and 
suppose that it had originally been set not to Ektal, but to Tilvara. In that case, 
assuming the original tempo remained 36 MM as before, then each of its 3-avartan 
(i.e. 48-mdtra) sections would have taken 80 seconds to complete. Suppose then that 
the tempo is slowed down to 12 MM and the sections reduced to a single avartan 
each, but that now the tdl is changed to Ektal. We have already seen evidence of a 
trend towards converting bandises previously in other tals to Ektal, so such a change 
would not be particularly unusual. In any case the change would result in sections 
now taking only 60 seconds to complete.
It should be clear from the preceding analysis, then, that there is no simple 
relationship between tempo and duration. This fact is also evident if we compare the 
figures for tempo and duration of the various versions of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ given in 
Figs. 6.21-6.22. Interestingly the longest performances here are those sung at speeds 
of over 30 matras per minute. In the case of the asthdls, for example, the
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performances of Sharad Sathe (78 secs, at a tempo of c.38 MM) and Neela Bhagwat 
(75 secs, at c.38 MM), as well as one of Sharadchandra Arolkar’s (83 secs, at c.34-35 
MM), all last longer than performances in much slower tempi, like those of Veena 
Sahasrabuddhe (whose two versions lasted around 58 and 64 secs, at speeds of c.13- 
14 MM and c. 12-13 MM respectively), L.K. Pandit (whose two versions lasted 
around 44 and 46 secs, at speeds of c.23 MM and c.19 MM respectively) and 
Omkarnath Thakur (51 secs, at c.15 MM). On the other hand, one of the shortest 
asthals, that of Narayanrao Vyas, lasting only 42 secs., is the one sung at the fastest 
tempo (44-45 MM).
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6.4 Summary153
In this chapter we focussed on the rhythmic and structural dimensions of the khyal 
bandis. Comparing the different versions of ‘Kaise sukha sove’, we saw that they 
were set to one of two tals, Tilvara (16 versions) and Ektal (8 versions). Subsequent 
analysis of the bandis collections published by Gwalior singers revealed that such 
variations with regard to the tdl were not unusual even among the earliest generation 
of singers in our sample, with some bandises sung in as many as three tals. Among 
the examples compared, we observed that such variation occurred most often in the 
case of slow-tempo bandises. We also saw evidence among later singers like V.N. 
Patwardhan and Omkarnath Thakur of a trend towards converting bandises set 
originally to Tilvara into Ektal bandises.
Extending our analysis to the structure, we compared selected features of the 
various versions of ‘Kaise sukha sove’, namely: (i) the length of the asthaT and antara 
(in avartans and matrds)', (ii) the starting mdtra of each; (iii) the text syllable on 
which they arrived at the initial sam; (iv) the duration (in secs.) of each. Of these, the 
only feature upon which all versions agreed was the location of the initial sam in the 
asthaT, which came on the first syllable of ‘sove5. The antards, by contrast, reached 
the initial sam on 5 different text syllables, with one version avoiding it altogether. 
The comparison also revealed significant differences in the dimensions of the bandis, 
with asthaT lengths ranging from 48 to just under 12 matras, and antara lengths from 
51 to 11 matras, more than a 4-fold difference in each case. In terms of duration, the 
gap was slightly narrower, but the longest performance still lasted well over twice as 
long as the shortest.
153 A summary of the findings for § 6.1 was given on pp.230-231.
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A similar comparison involving bandises from the published collections 
showed that the kinds of structural differences we observed in relation to our featured 
bandis were not uncommon. We saw that even among the earliest generation of 
artists, including gurubhals like V.D. Paluskar and Mirashi Buwa, the dimensions of 
the same bandis could sometimes vary considerably and that in rare cases even the 
syllable on which the asthaT arrived at the initial sam might differ. We also saw 
evidence that the antara tended to be treated more flexibly than the asthaT, especially 
in the case of slow-tempo compositions.
In the course of our analysis, we looked at the account of traditional bandis 
structure offered by V.D. Paluskar, who maintained that bandis construction was 
based originally on the principle of ‘the continuity of breath’. According to this view, 
the bandis was divided into a specific number of sections known as ‘breaths’, each 
encompassing a certain (unspecified) number of words. Unfortunately, however, the 
account did not contain sufficient detail to permit us to make a proper assessment of 
his views. A subsequent examination of his notations however, did offer some clues 
as to how the theory might operate.
During the twentieth century the slow-down in the vilambit lay led to a general 
reduction in the number of avartans covered by sections of the bandis. Sections once 
rendered in around 3 or 4 avartans, were now typically being rendered by Gwalior 
singers in 2 avartans or even 1 avartan. Within the gharana some traditionalists 
criticised the change not only for altering the relationship between tdl and bandis, but 
also for changing the manner in which the bandis was rendered.
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CHAPTER 7
MELODY
In this chapter we move on to consider the dimension of the music which features 
most prominently in discussions of bandis ‘authenticity5, namely the melody. 
Traditionally Gwalior singers attached great importance to bandis melodies, valuing 
them not merely for their own sake but also for the light they shed on the structure 
and character of the rag. As we saw in Chapter 2, in the early days of the gharana, 
disciples acquired their knowledge of the rag almost exclusively through the learning 
of bandises. Under this approach, compositions served as melodic paradigms, each 
one revealing different facets of the rag. Hence to gain a proper understanding of 
rags, it was considered essential to leam numerous bandises in each one. In their 
khyal performances, too, disciples were taught to base their improvisation around the 
melodic phrases of the bandis. It is not surprising, therefore, that many Gwalior 
singers came to regard the bandis melody as something sacrosanct.
In examining the views of Gwalior artists earlier, we found that for some this 
meant absolute fidelity to the bandis as taught by the guru, down to the smallest 
melodic detail. There was even a suggestion that this was once looked upon as a 
gharand ‘rule5. Yet we also saw that there were others who viewed bandis
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presentation in more flexible terms, accepting and even welcoming a certain degree of 
variation as a mark of individual expression or creativity. In the course of the 
forthcoming analysis, we will have the opportunity not only of tracing the progress of 
the melody as it is passed from one generation to the next, but also of examining the 
performances of singers representing each of these positions to see how far their 
beliefs are reflected there.
Our discussion will centre principally on an analysis of the different versions of 
‘Kaise sukha sove\ Naturally with so many examples, it would not be feasible to 
analyse each one in depth. Therefore, in order to keep our discussion within 
manageable limits, I propose to restrict the complete analysis to a small number of 
examples, and to use the remaining ones to bring out other important points. The 
discussion will begin with a brief summary of the principal features of the rag in 
which our featured bandis is set, after which we will proceed to the detailed 
comparison. In keeping with the chronological approach adopted in the previous 
chapter, we will focus first on the notations published by K.S. Pandit, V.D. Paluskar 
and Mirashi Buwa. These, of course, represent only skeletal versions of the 
composition, but they should provide some indication of how similar or otherwise 
were the bandis renditions of these singers. If there was indeed a ‘rule' in operation in 
the early days of the gharand forbidding any deviation from the melodic path set out 
by the guru, then one would expect to find a good measure of agreement between all 
three versions here, and especially between those of the two gurubhdJs, V.D. Paluskar 
and Mirashi Buwa.
Following this, we will move on to examine the performances of singers 
belonging to later generations of the gharand. We will focus initially on the disciples 
of Krishnarao Pandit, namely L.K. Pandit, Chandrakant Pandit (his sons), and 
Sharadchandra Arolkar, seeing how closely their renditions conform to their guru’s
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notational outline. With two versions each for L.K. Pandit and Sharadchandra 
Arolkar, we will also be able to judge how consistent they are in their renditions. 
From here we will proceed to a more general discussion, drawing on evidence gleaned 
from the remaining examples. This will include a comparison of the three successive 
notated versions published by Bhatkhande.
7.1 RagBihag
Bihag is among the most frequently performed rags in the Gwalior repertoire. 
According to Garg (1957:395), it was one of Haddu Khan’s favourites. Rajabhaiya 
Poochwale (1980:38) attributes its widespread popularity to its beauty and relative 
simplicity, but its appeal may also have something to do with the particular flavour of 
its beauty. For, as Krishnarao Pandit (1953:11) observes, the sringara rasa (one of the 
nine basic categories of emotion recognised in traditional Sanskrit-Hindi aesthetic 
theory) is prominent in this rag, imbuing it with romantic, even erotic feeling. 
Capable of expressing the joys of union as well as the pangs of separation (Poochwale 
1980:38), it perfectly complements the mood of romantic longing expressed in the
text of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ itself. Sung normally in the late evening, its pitch structure
in ascent {aroh) and descent (avroh) is given by Krishnarao Pandit (1953:11) as 
follows:
Aroh
Sa Ga Ma Pa Ni Sa
Avroh
Sa Ni Dha Pa t.Ma Ga s.Ma Ga Re Sa
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As this summary shows, the ascending and descending patterns differ with regard to 
the configuration of notes used. The ascent is limited to five different notes. These are 
also found in the descending fonn along with three additional pitches, namely Re, 
t.Ma and Dha. In the hierarchy of pitches the most important notes are Ga (the vadi) 
and Ni (the samvadt). Re, t.Ma and Dha, on the other hand, are all considered ‘weak5 
notes and accordingly a performer must take care not to place too much emphasis on 
them. In practice, the descending patterns Ni-Dha-Pa, Pa-t.Ma-Ga and Ga-Re-Sa 
are often taken as a mind. In rendering his father’s aroh-avroh pattern for me, for 
instance, L.K. Pandit (Int.) certainly took the last two of these in this fashion:
Fig. 7.1
L.K. Pandit’s rendition of his father’s aroh-avroh pattern
Aroh ,  .  Avroh7 7 —  i
o  o ....  I p
:—& L ® ...... ;f  f J J fr — J b M
Sa Ga Ma Pa Ni Sa Sa Ni Dha Pa t.Ma Ga 5.Ma Ga Re Sa
The vakra phrase Pa-t.Ma-Ga-s.Ma-Ga, containing both tivra and suddh forms of 
Ma, is a characteristic feature of the rag. At one time it was customary to sing this rag 
without the t.Ma, which may explain why some commentators, even those like 
Bhatkhande (1988:167), Poochwale (1980:38) and Vajhe (1938:178) who accept it as 
a legitimate ingredient of the rag, choose to omit it from their aroh-avroh 
summaries.154 Note that the straight descent Pa-s.Ma-Ga is sometimes done, though it 
tends to occur more in tcm sequences than in the slower dlap portion of a 
performance. In ascent, the move from Ma to Pa is frequently taken via Ga, though 
sometimes the latter’s presence is reduced to a slight inflection, as in Fig. 7.1 above.
154 Bhatkhande’s view of this rag will be discussed in detail later (see especially pp.348-49).
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Examples of the melodic movement characteristic of rag Bihag can be seen in 
Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.3. These show the alap patterns for this rag as notated by Krishnarao 
Pandit and V.N. Patwardhan respectively.155 Although these agree in most respects, they 
do differ slightly in their treatment of Re and Dha. In their descriptions of this rag, both 
agree that these notes are ‘varjif (i.e comitted’) in the aroh. This does not mean that 
they can only ever be approached from above.156 As the alap patterns given show, both 
Re and Dha do sometimes occur as part of an ascending phrase, but always followed 
immediately by a descent. In such cases, the approach is usually made from the lower 
neighbour note -  i.e. Sa Re..., and Pa Dha..., but other approaches are possible. In 
descent the treatment of Re and Dha also varies. For whereas in the Pandit alap the 
descent from Re to Sa and from Dha to Pa is always a direct one, in the Patwardhan 
version the descent is normally made obliquely by way of a lower neighbour note thus:
Re Ni Sa 
Dha t.Ma Pa
The same melodic patterns also figure prominently in the alaps published by other 
singers of the Balakrishna Buwa Ichalkaranjikar line, like V.D. Paluskar (n,d.:7-74), 
Omkamath Thakur (1954:3-4) and Mirashi Buwa (1961:38-62). The latter even includes 
them among the main characteristics of this rag (1946:127; 1961:35).
155 The text of Sahgit alap sancari indicates that the alap phrases given are intended to lead into the 
mukhfd of ‘Kaise sukha sove’, so I have included the notation for this portion of the composition as it 
appears in Pt. 1 of Sahgtt proves. Note that Krishnarao Pandit often uses the final phrase of the asthdT and 
antard as a conclusion for his alaps. In the present case, for instance, the Ga-Ma-Pa-Dha-Ga-Ma phrase, 
which comes at the end of both the asthdT and antard in his notation of ‘Kaise sukha sove’, appears in 3 
out of the 4 alap examples.
156 According to North Indian musical theory, ‘a note prohibited in ascent may generally be approached 
from below but must be followed by a lower note’ (Jairazbhoy 1971:40).
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Fig. 7.2
Alap patterns for Rag BiM g as notated by Krishnarao Pandit
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[ kai se su - kha
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Sources: SangTt alap sancari (1935:15-16) 
SangTt praves 1 (1953:11-12)
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Fig. 7.3
Alap patterns for Rag Bihag as notated by V.N. Patwardhan
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Source: Rag~vijnan 2 (1970:176-77)
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7,2 ‘Kaise sukha sove’ : A Comparative Analysis157
Keeping in mind, then, the slightly different interpretations of rag Bihag noted above, 
let us proceed now to consider the melodic structure of our featured ‘Sadaranga’ 
composition. For an overview, we turn first to the notational outlines given by 
Krishnarao Shankar Pandit, Mirashi Buwa and V.D. Paluskar (henceforth KSP, MB 
and VDP respectively).158 In comparing these, it is worth recalling that each was 
written in a distinct notational format. KSP and VDP both used the systems they 
themselves created, while MB made use of the revised version of Paluskar’s system 
which was developed originally by the latter’s disciples. In our brief survey of 
notation systems in Chapter 3, we saw that the later Pandit and the ‘revised’ Paluskar 
systems, though differing in some particulars, are nonetheless fairly alike. From our 
present perspective, the only noteworthy difference is the absence of a symbol for a 
silence in the Pandit system, though in practice this makes little difference since MB 
uses this sign very sparingly and not at all in his notation of ‘Kaise sukha sove’. This 
does not mean that MB never made breaks in his perfonnances -  our comparison of 
his notations and performances made in the previous chapter show that he did so often 
-  but simply that he did not endeavour to notate all of them. VDP by contrast made 
frequent use of the visranti (‘rest’) symbol, as we saw earlier. Superficially, his three- 
tier system looks very different from the other two, but, in fact, in terms of what it is 
capable of representing the gap is fairly small. In this regard, it is marked out only by 
its lack of a sign for a kana svara (grace note). Probably more important than the
157 N o te  that the com plete versions o f  each notation or performance referred to  in this chapter can be 
found in the section o f  m usical exam ples at the beginning o f  Vol. 2  o f  this study (see F igs. 4 .1 -4 .25 , pp. 
6-50). However, in order to  ease the path for the reader, I have also chosen, in the earlier parts o f  the 
chapter at least, to  include portions o f  these exam ples in the text itself.
158 For the com plete notations, see Figs. 4 .1 , 4 .14  and 4 .16 respectively.
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representational capacity of the individual notation system, however, is the question 
of how much detail the notator chooses to include. After all, it is possible even for two 
singers whose renditions of a particular bandis are exactly alike to produce notations 
which appear, as a result of such decisions, to be very different. We have already seen 
something of this divergence as regards VDP and MB’s use of rests, but similar 
differences are also possible in the melodic sphere, a point worth bearing in mind in 
the comparative analysis which follows.
The opening of the as that, the segment encompassing the words ‘Kaise sukha 
sove’ in which the singer expresses the frustration of a disturbed sleep, is undoubtedly 
the most important part of the composition -  the portion known as the mukhra. This, 
it will be recalled, is the cadential phrase to which the singer will return again and 
again throughout every stage of their subsequent improvisation. Accordingly its 
design is not only crucial to the composition itself, but will also help in some measure 
to determine the character of the entire performance. In a composition which begins, 
like this one, towards the end of the tdl cycle, the spotlight, melodic as well as 
rhythmic, will fall inevitably on the note which coincides with the inital sam. Not 
surprisingly, therefore, the pitch on which it alights is crucial to the whole design. 
Normally this role is confined to the more important pitches in the melodic hierarchy 
of the rag in question. The vddi and samvadl are the prime candidates here, but other 
pitches may also be possible depending on the rag. With Bihag, the choice is 
normally limited in practice to one of four options -  Ni, Sa, Ga or Pa.159 In the present 
instance, we find that all three notated versions of our featured bandis agree in giving 
the sam note as the vddi, Ga. Interestingly, looking at the other Bihag bandises 
popular with Gwalior singers, we find that the proportion in which Ga comes on the
159 N ote  that other pitches may som etim es appear at this point as kana svaras (grace notes).
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sam is especially high in the case of those set to a slow-tempo. Of the seven such 
bandises published by MB, for instance, all arrive at the sam on this note.160
While our three Gwalior masters concur, then, as to the immediate destination 
of the opening phrase, the paths mapped out to reach it are distinct. In KSP’s notation 
this segment, sometimes termed the amad (lit. ‘approach’ -  i.e. to the sam in this 
context), begins on Ga then moves down stepwise as far as Ni before rising again, 
following the aroh pattern up to Ma from where it only needs to fall by one step to 
reach Ga on the sam\
Fig. 7.4 
K.S. Pandit
3 * *  • X • • • 2 • • •
- ‘— i J  J -  ;
kai - se su - kha so - - - - - ve
In expressive terms this ascent, peaking as it does just above the sam note, serves to 
point up the arrival of that note. In performance singers will often make a slight break 
after the Ma at this point, thus heightening the impact of the sam note still further. 
Overall the effect of the music accords well with the implied frustration expressed in 
the opening exclamation. In performance, of course, KSP would undoubtedly have 
rendered the pitches here in rather more elaborate form. Indeed the notation itself does 
give some indication of where the embellishments are to be concentrated. Short 
repeated notes of the kind we find setting the syllable ‘se’ here (i.e. Sa Sa Ni Ni), for 
instance, will probably have been rendered in a highly ornamented fashion. This at 
least is how L.K. Pandit and Sharadchandra Arolkar render them (though not
1601 exclude here the com position in w hat Mirashi B uw a classifies as an unusual form o f  Bihag.
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Chandrakant Pandit, whose melody line is different at this point, a finding which we 
will consider presently):
Fig. 7.5 
L.K. Pandit
First Version Second Version
I - - .  j $
kai - se knl - se
Sharadchandra Arolkar 
First Version Second Version
4- — ^
kai-se kai - se
Comparing the remainder of KSP’s notation with the transcribed performances of his 
disciples, it can be seen that whenever similar repeated notes are assigned to a single 
syllable in the notation, they are always rendered in an elaborate manner by L.K. 
Pandit (e.g. on the syllable ‘ni’ of ‘nidariya’; ‘ta’ of ‘murata’; ‘ga’ of sadaranga’, 
‘dha’ of ‘vidha’) and mostly so by Arolkar and Chandrakant Pandit. Without a 
recording of KSP’s own performance of this bandis we cannot know for certain how 
he himself would have realised his notation at these points, but it can be said that in 
the example for which we do have both his notation and recording, discussed in 
Chapter 3 -  the asthal of ‘NabT ke darabara’ in rag Basant -  he does render all 
repeated notes of this type in a highly ornamental way (see Fig. 3.8, p. 106).
Of the two other notations which we are considering presently, the one whose 
amad most closely resembles KSP’s is that given by VDP. This, too, begins with a 
descent from Ga to Ni, though this time not in a simple stepwise fashion, the 
progression from Re to Sa being made obliquely via Ni:
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Fig. 7.6
V.D. Paluskar
O • • •  3 • • •  X •  ■ *
fe -J j-L j- J- ;-J- J jJ ' I . J]J.
kai - - se su-kha so -
This difference is consistent with the contrasting interpretations of Bihcig 
which we found when comparing the notational paradigms given for this rag by 
various Gwalior singers. This is not the only point on which the two versions diverge, 
however: they also differ as to the placement of the text syllables. In the KSP version 
the first syllable of ‘kaise’ is set to Ga-Re, with the second syllable coming on the 
following Sa which then descends to Ni, In the VDP notation, however, the arrival at 
Sa occurs within the ambit of the first syllable, after which, on the second syllable, we 
get the progression Ni-Sa-Ni. Turning now to the MB version, we see that this opens 
not with Ga as in the other two versions, but with Sa, a difference which might be 
thought to affect the character of the mukhra quite radically:
Fig. 7.7 
Mirashi Buwa 
3 * * *  X • • •
kai - se  ^ su-kha so - - - ve
Upon closer inspection, however, we find that this opening is more or less the 
same as VDP’s, but with the first three notes excised. Moreover, we also discover that 
this excision is confined to the initial statement only; where the mukhra returns at the 
end of the asthai and again at the close of the antara, it begins each time from Ga,
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following thereafter until the word ‘sukha' an identical melodic path to that taken in 
the VDP version except for the additional Dha which appears as a kana svara attached 
to the second Ni:
Fig. 7.8 
Mirashi Buwa 
• 3 •
^  'J^J. j  J
kai  - - - - se
Note that the option of a kana svara was not in any case available to VDP since his 
notation system did not have a sign for it.161
Comparing the settings of ‘sukha’, we see that while all three versions agree 
on the concluding note, Ma, the way they approach it is different in each case -  i.e. Sa 
Ga-Ma (KSP), Sa Ma (VDP) and Ga Ma (MB). VDP even notates the break before 
the sam. The latter arrives on the first syllable of ‘sove’ with an elongated Ga. 
Extending across two matras in each version, this is in every case the longest note met 
so far. In slow-tempo compositions in particular the note which comes at this point is 
often prolonged in this manner. Structurally it serves to highlight the arrival of the 
sam still further, a characteristic which will become especially important when the 
mukhra assumes its cadential role. After the prolonged Ga all versions begin their 
descent to the tonic, either directly (KSP) or in vakra fashion (VDP and MB) 
according to their usual practice. The KSP version then moves back up to Re before 
falling back to Sa for the syllable ‘ve’, whereas VDP and MB reach ‘ve’ by simply 
repeating the Sa.
1611 refer here to the ‘original’ Paluskar system rather than the ‘modified’ version adopted later by his 
pupils (see §3.1.1, p.72),
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With the word ‘nidariya’, the melodic focus shifts downwards into the mandra 
saptak (lower octave). Again here we have agreement both on the point of departure 
and the final destination of the phrase -  i.e. Sa and Pa respectively -  but some minor 
disagreements as to the route taken on the way. Note that just as VDP and MB evaded 
a direct descent from Re to Sa earlier, so they here avoid, albeit in contrasting ways 
this time, moving directly from Dha to Pa:
Fig. 7.9 
V.D. Paluskar
X
da - ri ya
Fig. 7.10 
Mirashi Buwa
o
i  i - J  joill da - ri ya
KSP’s interpretation of the rag requires no such evasion, so that his descent beginning 
on the syllable ‘ya’ can be a direct one (i.e. Ni-Dha-Pa):
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Fig. 7.11
K.S. Pandit
O •  •  •  3 X
o
mani  - da - ri - yu
Of the three versions under consideration here, only KSP’s includes the word ‘maf. 
In discussing textual authenticity earlier, we mooted the possibility that this word may 
not have been present in the original ‘Sadaranga’ composition, and that it may have 
been a ‘filler’ added at a later date. Looking at the way it is set here hardly seems 
likely to persuade anyone towards the opposite view. The long repeated Sa’s have 
neither any particular melodic interest in themselves, nor do they appear to contribute 
much to the overall melodic scheme. Of course, this does not prove that they are a 
later accretion, but it is doubtful whether their absence would affect the character of 
the asthal to any significant extent.
In the last part of the asthai the source of disturbed sleep is revealed to be 
S[y]ama (i.e. Krishna). At this point the melody in each version begins gradually to 
rise upwards, as if  animated by the stirrings of frustrated passion portrayed in the text, 
reaching a climax on the word ‘call7‘cadf before moving downward again to link 
into the mukhra:
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Fig. 7.12
K.S. Pandit
•  • •  •
I - o -
Si! - ma mu-ra-ta 
X •  •
ta II
0
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Fig. 7.13 
Mirashi Buwa
±  1 |- -------- ----------------------------------------------i--j....... . .. -- ■----- -------- 1---Lyj----J“
J
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sya-ma mu-ra-ta ci - ta dl
Fig. 7.14 
V.D. Paluskar 
• • x <
sa - ma mu - ra ta ta dl
Comparing the details of the three melodic outlines given, we find many points of 
agreement. All, for instance, begin their respective ascents from the tonic (on the first 
syllable of ‘s[y]ama’) and reach the final syllable of ‘murata’ on Ga. There is similar 
convergence as regards the Pa assigned to the final syllable of ‘cita\ Between these 
points of convergence, however, the melodic movement is rather less consistent. A 
good example is the configuration of notes setting ‘s[y]ama murata’, which is 
different in each instance. More important in terms of its impact, however, is the 
divergence which occurs at the climax of the ascending phrase. In the MB and VDP
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versions the peak is reached with Ni on the first syllable of ‘cadf, while KSP’s ascent 
rises up one step further to top Sa, falling then in all versions by one step on the 
following syllable. The MB and VDP notations subsequently tread a similar path 
downwards to Ga, rising once more to Ma before sinking back again at the return of 
the mukhra. The KSP pattern of descent is rather different and includes an additional 
surge upwards from Ga to Dha followed by a leap down to end with the same two- 
note (Ga~Ma) pattern as the others.162 His asthdT closes on the 12th matra of the cycle, 
allowing it to lead neatly back into the mukhra, whose return is implied rather than 
notated, in accord with his usual practice. In the other two versions the mukhra is 
notated, either completely (MB) or partially (VDP). VDP’s is more or less identical 
with the opening apart from one small rhythmic change on the word ‘sukha’. In the 
MB version, on the other hand, the return comes a matra earlier than at the start, 
perhaps to accommodate the three additional pitches (Ga Re Ni) which, as we saw 
earlier, he inserts at this point (see Fig. 7.8 above). There is also a minor rhythmic 
change in the setting of the first syllable of ‘sove’.
Before proceeding to the antard, it would be instructive to consider for a 
moment what musicians identify as one of the most important differences between the 
two parts of a bandis. In descriptions of compositions given in the musical literature, 
asthdT and antard are commonly distinguished by reference to the pitch areas they 
occupy. Opinion is divided, however, as to precisely where the distinction lies. 
According to some commentators (e.g. Ram 1962:61), the asthdT ought, strictly 
speaking, to be located largely in the melodic region extending from the lower register 
(generally no lower than Ma or Pa) up into the first half of the middle register, with
162 We mentioned earlier that this phrase also featured prominently in the alap patterns for Bihag 
published by KSP (see fn.155 on p. 303).
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the antard occupying the region above, stretching from the top half of the middle 
register upwards into the upper register (generally to Sa or Re, though occasionally 
slightly higher). Others (e.g. Deodhar 1989a: 13; Deva 1995:55), taking account 
perhaps of the frequency with which sections overlap in practice, opt to allow a little 
more leeway, assigning the asthdT to the low and middle registers, and the antard to 
the middle and upper registers. Both alternatives are shown in Fig. 7.15 below:
Fig. 7.15
Asthal? <«-
Mandra Saptak 
(Lower Register)
1 r
Madhya Sapfak 
(Middle Register)
Antara  ► ?
Tar Sap(ak 
(Upper Register)
i  r
J2-
rrcr- o
Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni
Asthal
Antara  ► ?
Each position admits of exceptions, however, in the case of bandises set to 
rags classified as uttarahgapradhan, in which the notes of upper part of the scale are 
naturally prominent and where preserving the registral distinction would result in the 
rag's character being distorted. In reality, of course, as many commentators have 
pointed out, the exceptions are not confined to these rags alone. Looking through the 
various published bandis collections, one finds that asthals frequently stray into the 
supposedly forbidden territory of the upper register. Of the 11 Bihag compositions 
published by MB, for instance, 8 have asthals which extend into this register, 5 
touching on Sa, and 3 more continuing up to Re. Antard melodies, too, occasionally 
venture into the lower register, especially near the end when preparing the way for the 
return of the asthdT mukhra. The same sample furnishes us with another 8 such
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examples, though in this case none go lower than Ni. Even in instances such as these, 
however, the greater part of melodic movement in each section will normally remain 
in accordance with the general distinction identified above.
Among the MB sample referred to above, ‘Kaise sukha sove’ is one of the 
minority whose asthals remain within the limits prescribed by theory. Like the VDP 
version, it spans the area from t.Ma in the low register to Ni at the upper limit of the 
middle register, covering a distance of a perfect 11th (i.e. an octave plus a perfect 
fourth). The KSP version, on the other hand, covers the same melodic distance only 
one note higher, ranging upwards from Pa to touch briefly, as we have seen, on Sa. 
Top Sa also represents the upper limit of his antara melody, albeit stressed much 
more, descending later as far as the middle register Sa. It is possible, of course, that in 
performance KSP may have ascended further; his sons’ performances certainly touch 
on Re -  see the antara of L.K. Pandit’s commercial recording (Fig. 4.2) and both the 
asthal and antara of the Chandrakant Pandit performance (Fig. 4.4). In any case, the 
range notated by VDP and MB extends beyond that of KSP at both extremes, 
stretching from top Re down as far as Ni in the lower register.
All three antaras begin in typical fashion with an ascent to the top Sa, 
launched here from Pa in each case. However, the nature of the ascent varies. In the 
KSP version it is effected Pa Pa Dha Pa Sa, reaching the upper tonic of the initial 
syllable of the second ‘soca’:
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Fig. 7.16
K.S. Pandit
3 • • • X • • •
J J d -. . . j .. )■ I' '==p=p ^ . .
so - ca so - ca
By contrast, the MB and VDP versions leap directly from Pa to reach Sa on the 
second syllable of the first ‘soca’:
Fig. 7.17 
Mirashi Buwa 
O • • • 3 • * •
 f  g
so - ca so - - - - ca
Fig. 7.18 
V.D. Paluskar
2 • • • 0  • • • 3 • • • X • • •
i ........  V-A .—™-------------------fJ------1—IIMP—-------- o ----------- -------1------------- .............. :..ft.:.........f
so ca so -
----------------!---------------y i — 1------ 1---------------1---------
ca
The effect is very different and the significance of the contrast is all the greater for its 
occurring at the opening of the section as this sets the tone for the whole antara. To 
add to the variety at this point, we also have the differing placements of the sam in 
relation to the text, referred to in the previous chapter. After a few repetitions of the 
upper tonic, the KSP version begins its descent on the word ‘sadaranga’, moving 
down stepwise from Sa until it reaches Ga on the final syllable of that word, with 
most of the descending steps occurring on the syllable ‘da’:
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Fig. 7.19
K.S. Pandit
2 • • • O * • • 3
y  _ ..  — 1 I
= m - ------ ---J —*-n— --r4f-r-----------------------------------^ ^ ......  O--------------- '^9 ---K---0 ---#
sa - da - - - ran - ga
One noteworthy feature here is the move from Pa to Ga by way of tivra and suddh 
Ma’s. In this rag it is unusual for both forms of Ma to be sung consecutively in this 
fashion. Since the notation represents no more than an outline of the melodic 
movement, it is difficult to be certain whether KSP meant this step to occur in 
precisely this way in the actual performance. It can only be observed that in the 
performances of his sons and of his disciple, Sharadchandra Arolkar, the arrival on 
s.Ma at this point is always preceded by at least a touch of Ga. In the MB and VDP 
versions the t.Ma-s.Ma step is not present, but their treatment of the word ‘sadaranga’ 
is in any case rather different. Rather than launching immediately into the descent, 
they both spend several matras circling around the Sa, ascending at one point as far as 
Re:
Fig. 7.20 
Mirashi Buwa
X • • • 2 • • •  O • • • 3 • •
i-r ■ r r r ■J igcrgrrT r J s . . . .
sa - da - - - - - - ran - ga
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Fig. 7.21
V.D. Paluskar
2 • • • O • • • 3 *
»  I— •?— | |— 3 — ) |— 3 — | (—3 — | |— 3 — | p i — |
fr- r-rrJr  ■ rrrri^ t r - f ^ ^
sa - da - [a] - - ran - ga
In the KSP, by the time the syllable ‘da’ is complete the melody has already 
descended as far as t.Ma. At the same point in the MB and VDP notations, however, it 
still remains at Sa. Up to this point in the antara the melodic paths followed by MB 
and VDP have been almost identical. Now, however, there is some divergence. 
Probably the most important difference comes with the arrival on the final syllable 
‘ga’. In the MB version this is set initially to Ni, which is given added prominence by 
being prolonged for 4 matras before moving down to Dha to continue, in vakra 
fashion, the descent to Ga. The prominent Ni is entirely absent from the VDP version 
at this point. Instead we reach the syllable ‘ga’ immediately with Dha before 
descending via a slightly different route to Ga.
The next word -  given variously as ‘ukalayo’/‘ukhalaye7‘hukalaye’ -  is 
accompanied in each version by a mainly stepwise descent from Pa to Sa. Generally 
in this rag the move from Pa to Ga is made, as we have seen, via tlvra Ma, but here, 
for the first and only time in this composition, it is taken via suddh Ma. All three 
versions agree on the descending path as far as Re, diverging only in their approaches 
to Sa, taken either directly (KSP) or obliquely via Ni (MB and VDP) in accordance 
with their usual practice, described above. VDP, however, gives rather more 
prominence to the Ni than does MB, who limits it to a kana svara (grace note):
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Fig. 7.22
K.S. Pandit
• • X • • • 2 •
11 - ka - la - - - - yo
Fig. 7.23 
Mirashi Buwa 
X •
^  J — i j - J  :
u - kha - la -  ^ - ye
Fig. 7.24 
V.D. Paluskar 
• X • • • 2 * • •
J J J  " :
hu - ka - la - - - ye
With the word ‘jaV‘ya’ we reach the second and final line of the antard text. 
At this point the melodic line changes direction again, each version moving upwards 
from Sa, via slightly different routes, to reach either Ni (MB) or Sa (KSP and VDP)
on the first syllable of ‘parf. After this, all versions converge on Ni on the following
syllable ‘r f  before beginning a descent to Ga:
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Fig. 7.25
K.S. Pandit
x
m
j i i  v i  -  d h a gfi -  t h a p a
Fig. 7.26 
Mirashi Buwa 
2 •  •  •  O
£
ya hi-dli a ga - tha pa-rl
$
Fig. 7.27 
V.D. Paluskar
x 2 •
£ dpa c x■&-
ya vi - dha ga tha pa - ri
Comparing the KSP and MB settings of the word ‘pari’ with their respective 
settings of ‘calf/’cadi’, the final word of the asthal, it can be seen that they are, apart 
from a few minor variations in the rhythm near the start, identical (see Figs. 7.12 and 
7.13 respectively). Similar parallels can be seen also in the VDP notation (see Fig, 
7.14). The only difference here is that whereas in the asthal VDP, like MB, reaches 
the first syllable of ‘cadf on Ni, at the equivalent point in the antard -  the initial 
syllable of cparf -  he goes one step higher to top Sa, thereby parting company with 
MB whose version remains at Ni. The return to the mukhra later is notated only by 
MB and VDP, and then only partially. Both in any case simply duplicate the mukhra
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which came at the end of the asthal\ except for the rest just before the sam in the VDP 
version which is omitted on this occasion.
The foregoing analysis revealed numerous discrepancies between the three 
versions ranging from relatively trivial ones to those which have a significant impact 
on the character of the bandit as a whole. Overall, as might be expected, the versions 
of the two gurubhaTs, MB and VDP, are the most similar, though they still differ on a 
number of details. Some of the smaller differences may be simply the result of the 
process of notating itself, while others may be due to differing interpretations of the 
rag. But this still leaves a number which cannot be explained in this way. In Chapter 2 
we considered anecdotal evidence that some Gwalior masters of the earlier 
generations, such as Krishnarao Pandit, may have varied, perhaps even significantly, 
their performances of an individual bandis on different occasions. Regrettably the 
rather limited supply of recordings from this period prevented us from confirming 
this. Nonetheless, in our subsequent comparison of the notations and performances of 
Gwalior singers we did find some evidence of artists, including Mirashi Buwa and 
Krishnarao Pandit, departing from their models in ways which could not be explained 
simply as the result of ‘filling out’ the notational outline. This raises the prospect that 
the versions of our featured bandis discussed above may not necessarily reflect the 
full range of possibilities as regards their respective notator’s actual renditions.
Evidence to support this suggestion can be found in the versions given for the 
disciples of these three performers. Let us look first at the two versions we have for 
L.K. Pandit.163 As we saw in previous chapters, L.K. Pandit takes a firm position as 
regards bandis ‘authenticity’. Its form, he insists, is sacrosanct, something which Tike 
the Vedas...cannot be changed’ (Int.). For this reason he, like his father before him,
163 For the complete transcriptions of these, see Figs. 4.2 and 4.3.
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takes a dim view of the modifications reputedly made to the traditional bandises by 
Bhatkhande in his published notations. By contrast, his own performances, he 
believes, remain faithful to the ‘original’ form of the bandis as handed down to him 
by his father. The only modification which he acknowledges he has made is, as we 
have seen, a reduction in the number of avartans covered in slow-tempo 
compositions, a concession, he maintains, to the modem fashion for slower vilambit 
lays, but one which leaves the form of the bandis untouched. On the question of 
variation in bandis renditions, his position is equally clear, as demonstrated in his 
responses to the following questions I put to him in 1998:
ADM: When you sing a bandis, do you sing it in exactly the same way each
time?
LKP: Yes
ADM: You don’t even make tiny changes?
LKP: No. Why should we make tiny changes? We are not allowed to make
any changes... We are not allowed to meditate [sz'c] or do anything of our own.
In Chapter 2 (see p.63), we discussed the need for caution in interpreting artists’ 
statements about identity and difference in music. For when an artist talks about an 
exact reproduction, they may not always mean a verbatim replica in a literal sense. 
And indeed when questioned further, L.K. Pandit did accept that it might be possible 
to detect ‘minor differences’ between his renditions on separate occasions. Yet, he 
was adamant that he would never deviate from the ‘basic structure’ of the bandis.
The very firmness of L.K. Pandit’s convictions with regard to bandis 
authenticity, then, would seem to make his transcribed renditions an ideal starting 
point from which to investigate the extent of allowable variation in presenting a 
bandis. If we compare both versions first with the notated version given by his father, 
we find his claim of adherence to tradition to be broadly justified. Naturally the
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performances are much more elaborate, and include extra notes, breaks and 
ornaments, but they still follow for the most part the same melodic path as that 
mapped out in the notation. Moreover, even the small number of exceptions, which 
we will come to shortly, are no more numerous than those which we found previously 
when comparing his father’s performance with its notational counterpart. The same is 
true of the way in which the text is distributed in relation to the tal In fact, in this 
regard L.K. Pandit’s versions are, allowing for the reduction in the number of 
avartans covered, closer to the notated version than was Krishnarao’s own. Thus one 
could say that overall L.K. Pandit adheres to his father’s notation at least as well as 
his father himself did.
Before moving on to compare his two performances, a few remarks 
concerning the transcriptions are in order. To provide a fair basis for comparison, I 
endeavoured to capture as much of the melodic and rhythmic detail of the original as 
possible. Although in the present context the advantages of this approach can be 
readily discerned, it does nonetheless have some drawbacks. The most important here 
concerns the distinction between the way the music sounds and how it looks in 
notation. The effort to represent the rhythms of the original, for instance, can often 
result in an extremely cluttered transcription, filled with apparently complex 
combinations of tied and dotted notes, which might at times seem remote from the 
actual aural experience. When comparing transcriptions as we are here, this means 
that sometimes what are in reality merely trivial rhythmic differences can appear, to 
casual eyes at least, to be rather more significant in their notational representations. 
For instance, a note lasting one matra might in one context be notated as 'o ’, but were 
the singer to begin the same note just a fraction later, we might end up with something 
like the following: ^  J O J  . In the melodic sphere, too, decisions as to the 
prominence given to particular notes -  e.g. whether to notate a particular pitch as an
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ornament or as a main note can also serve at times to magnify the appearance of 
difference. A good example is the notation of the first syllable of ‘ukalayo’ in the two 
L.K. Pandit transcriptions:
Fig. 7.28 
L.K. Pandit
a. First version b. Second version
U -  U -
In the first version the Ma is only barely touched on, while in the second it is 
clearly articulated. From the singer’s perspective the difference is probably minimal, 
but in the notation it is sufficient to result in the Ma being promoted from an ornament 
in the first version to a main note in the second. Unfortunately some anomalies of this 
kind are inevitable no matter what notation system is employed; they are an 
unavoidable consequence of the attempt to translate a purely aural experience into its 
visual analogue. In view of this, it is important in assessing the transcriptions, and 
particularly in judging the extent of difference between performances, to bear in mind 
always the aural context and to guard against reaching any hasty conclusions based on 
the visual evidence alone.
Proceeding, then, with our examination of the two L.K. Pandit performances, 
we find that they are on the whole remarkably alike, albeit not, perhaps, to the degree 
suggested by the performer’s earlier comments. They both follow for the most part the 
melodic path outlined in KSP’s notation. At times there is agreement even on the 
minutest details: for example, the complex ornamental figures which accompany the 
syllables ‘nf’ (of ‘nfdariya’), ‘ta’ (of ‘murata’) and 4dha (of Vidha’), whose 
constituents are barely distinguishable in a full-speed recording, are rendered in 
almost precisely the same manner in each performance:
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Fig. 7.29
L.K. Pandit
a. First version b. Second version
2
ta ta
O
i S?----------
dha
m
dha
In other places, however, there is less agreement. Some of the differences are 
comparatively minor, involving merely the absence or presence of particular 
ornaments or variations in voice inflections -  e.g. compare the initial renditions of 
4sukha’ or the first syllable of ‘call’:
Fig. 7.30 
L.K. Pandit
a. First Version b. Second Version
* Tsu - kha 0su - kha
f i t  u .
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As these examples show, often the added grace notes do no more than repeat the pitch 
with which the previous syllable ended. In this way direct leaps are avoided and 
replaced instead by slides or minds. Another example of such smoothing of the 
melodic contours can be found with the setting of ‘mal’ in the second of the two 
performances. It will be recalled that in his father’s notation each of these syllables is 
set to an extended Sa, and indeed in the first version this is how L.K. Pandit sings 
them. In the second version, however, the first Sa has acquired a prefix, Pa, the same 
note as that with which the preceding phrase concluded. Moreover, this time the Pa is 
sustained for too long to be characterised as an ornament, though its role in smoothing 
the link between this and the previous melodic phrase remains the same:
Fig. 7.31 
L.K. Pandit
a. First Version b. Second Version
•  •
L j .  u f
ma - 1 ma - I
It can be seen that changes of this kind do not really alter the basic melodic movement 
in any significant way. Indeed so much a part of normal practice is it to introduce 
such additions that in comparing two performances many musicians do not deem 
them worthy of comment. It is not that they go unnoticed, but simply that they do not 
register as a criterion of demarcation. In these circumstances it is easy to see how 
some musicians might regard both L.K. Pandit’s versions of ‘m af as essentially the 
same.
Whether other discrepancies would be regarded in a similar light, however, is 
not clear. L.K. Pandit’s setting of the initial syllable of the second ‘soca’ in the first 
version, which rises from upper Sa to Re before sinking back to Sa on the next
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syllable, certainly looks like a perfectly legitimate realisation of his father’s notational 
outline. Yet at the equivalent place in the second version the melodic line never rises 
above the upper Sa specified by the notation:
Fig. 7.32 
L.K, Pandit
a. First version b. Second version
so - - - - ca so - - - ca
A similar divergence occurs in the context of the descent from Pa through to 
Ga which comes with the second syllable of ‘sadarariga’, where the highly elaborate 
movement of the first version contrasts starkly with the simple unadorned descent of 
the second:
Fig. 7.33 
L.K. Pandit
a. First version
i ->
-  - n
L j
**
>
p = \
"
P>>
__>
1
sa - da - - - - a -
b. Second version 
•  •
jp , . rq r  -i v "i *■= cp - 'O —f - -  H—
sa - da
In this instance both versions could claim to be a valid realisation of the KSP notation, 
but this is not always so. A case in point is the descent which accompanies the arrival 
of the initial sam on the first syllable of csove\ In the second version, L.K. Pandit
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adhered closely to his father’s outline -  Ga Re Sa Re Sa -  filling it out only with the 
odd touch of Ni. In this first version, however, the final Re-Sa step is omitted, 
reducing the descent to a simple Ga Re Sa, bringing it closer to the Ga Re Ni Sa of the 
MB and VDP notations:
Fig. 7.34 
L.K. Pandit
a. First version
b. Second version 
x • >
--------- :---------- J
so - - - - - - - v-e
A similar departure from the notation comes on the first syllable of ‘gafha’, but this 
time it is the second version which is, as it were, the culprit, replacing the Ma given in 
the notation with Ga. The importance of the difference here, however, should not be 
exaggerated. After all, the other version, which is rather closer to the notation at this 
point, also includes a touch of Ga in the midst of the move from Ma to Pa, which, as 
we saw earlier, is a common feature of this rag:
Fig. 7.35 
L.K. Pandit
a. First version b. Second version
Yet there is one point where both performances deviate from the KSP notation -  that 
is in the rendition of ‘sukha’. In our comparison of the notations earlier, we 
discovered three separate ways of rendering this word:
KSP
Fig. 7.36 
VDP MB
su - kha su - kha su - kha
Of these three, it is not his father’s but VDP’s version which most closely matches 
L.K. Pandit’s own renditions of this word, in the initial form in which they appear at 
least (see Fig. 7,30). Yet he himself increases the range of variants still further. For in 
his first performance, when the mukhra returns at the end of the asthaT and antara, it 
appears in a new guise, one in which, among other things, the Sa SaMa with which he 
originally rendered ‘sukha’ has been changed to Pa Ma. In the course of a khyal 
perfonnance, it is not unusual for the mukhra to return in a varied form. Indeed the 
average performance will include numerous such variations. Most singers, however, 
make a distinction between such variants and the bandis proper. In the present case 
therefore it might be argued that L.K. Pandit’s new version is simply a variant of this 
kind. This view is lent further credibility by the fact that in his second perfonnance 
the ‘sukha’ does not undergo any such transformation, returning each time in more or 
less the same fonn as the opening (aside from some minor rhythmic changes). Against 
this, however, we have the evidence of his younger brother, Chandrakant Pandit’s, 
perfonnance in which ‘sukha’ is rendered with Pa Ma at every occurrence, including 
the first. Although this does not prove anything with regard to L.K. Pandit’s own
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practice, it does show us that within the Pandit family at any rate there are, or have 
been, at least three ways of rendering ‘sukha’.
Chandrakant Pandit’s own attitude to bandis presentation seems to have been 
a little different to that of his brother. When I asked him, for instance, if he always 
sang the bandis initially exactly as taught to him, he told me that sometimes he did, 
but that he might also on occasions vary it slightly (Int.). His transcribed performance 
here would seem to fall into the latter category.164 It certainly departs more often from 
his father’s outline than do either of his brother’s performances discussed above. The 
most prominent departure is the very opening, where the pitches he sings in the 
approach to the sam — which includes his rendition of ‘sukha’ referred to above — are 
entirely different (compare Fig. 7.4 with Fig. 7.37 below):
F i g .  7 . 3 7
Chandrakant Pandit
kai - - - se su - kha
It is worth noting that when presenting the bandis for the first time, singers do 
sometimes render the opening mukhra in a rather more stylised or elaborate fashion 
than in subsequent repetitions. The effect is something like an initial flourish or 
fanfare, pointing up the start of the composition and preparing the way for the entry of 
the tabid}65 Looking at Chandrakant Pandit’s opening here, with its initial rapid 
ascent spanning just over an octave, one could easily believe that this mukhra fell into
164 See Fig. 4.4.
165 An example can be seen in the transcription of Veena Sahasrabuddhe’s performance of the same 
bandis given in Fig. 4,24.
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this category. But, in fact, listening to the perfonnance from which this composition 
was obtained, one finds that he continues to adhere to this form of the mukhra (albeit 
varied at times) throughout.
Later in the asthaJ his rendition of ‘call’ is also difficult to reconcile with his 
father’s version in some places (compare Fig. 7.12 with Fig. 7.38 below ):
Fig. 7.38 
Chandrakant Pandit
Similar deviations also occur in the antara. This, as we saw in the previous chapter, is 
unusual in that it is compressed into less than one avartan. Comparing it with his 
father’s version, we see that one way in which he achieved this was by leaving out 
some parts of the melodic movement, most notably the final ascent before the return 
of the mukhra (compare Fig. 7.25 with Fig. 7.39 below):
Fig. 7.39 
Chandrakant Pandit
pa - - - n
The remaining disciple of the Pandit family whose versions we have is 
Sharadchandra Arolkar, who learnt from both Krishnarao and Eknath Pandit.
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Arolkar’s attitude to the bandis appears to have been rather different from that of L.K. 
Pandit. As we saw previously, he specifically decried the idea of a khycd bandis as 
something cast in stone, characterising it instead as ‘a fluid sculpture’. For him a 
verbatim reproduction of a bandis, or a ‘tracing...by memory’ as he put it, was 
necessary only at the learning stage; later, given sufficient training, an artist ought to 
have gained enough experience to enable him or her to deviate from the ‘letter’ of the 
bandis without the ‘substance’ being destroyed. In this context, he recalled that the 
bandis renditions of his own gurus, though following the same basic structure, were 
far from carbon copies of each other; nor were they always reproduced with perfect 
consistency each time. Given these facts, it is perhaps not surprising to find rather 
greater variation between Arolkar’s two bandis performances than there was between 
those of L.K. Pandit.166 However, the degree of ‘fluidity’ -  to use Arolkar’s term -  
varies considerably. At one end of the scale there are comparatively minor variations 
of the kind found in the renditions of ‘sove’ (including the extensions) and the first 
and last syllables of ‘mdariya’ (see Fig. 4.25a&b). In the last case, for instance, the 
simple Ni-Dha-Pa descent on ‘ya’ in the second version is rendered in a slightly 
varied form, Ni-Dha-Ni-Dha-Pa, in the first:
Fig. 7.40
Sharadchandra Arolkar
a. First version b. Second version
166 See Figs. 4.5 and 4,6 for a complete transcription of these Arolkar performances.
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Similar melodic discrepancies can also be found in respect of the opening ‘kaise’, 
though this time it is the second version which contains the additional notes (namely 
the concluding Dha-Pa -  see Fig. 7.5 on p.309). More importantly, however, the 
same example suggests that the ‘fluidity’ may extend to the relationship between text 
and notes. Take, for instance, the placement of the syllable ‘se’. The second version 
follows KSP’s notation in beginning with a stepwise descent Ga-Re on ‘kai’ reaching 
‘se’ on the following Sa. In the first version, however, the initial Ga-Re-Sa descent is 
the same, but now the ‘se’ is placed a note earlier on Re, a position which it also 
retains when the mukhra returns at the end of the asthai.
Variations such as these are relatively easy to reconcile in terms of the 
Arolkar’s ‘letter’-‘substance’ distinction mentioned above. Where the versions 
diverge more radically, however, deciding what is the ‘substance’ becomes more 
tricky. A case in point is the portion of the performance immediately following the 
word ‘cita’ and embracing the first stage of the descent on ‘carhl’ (at least until Pa):
Fig. 7.41 
Sharadchandra Arolkar
a. First Version
  :-7
ci - til a co-rhl
b. Second Version
J~M4' yriLr J ...
ta ca - rhl
In the face of the two very different Arolkar versions here, where lies the ‘substance’? 
If one were to use elements in common as a criterion here, for instance, then the best
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one could say is that both feature an ascent of some kind from Pa to Sa and back 
again, which is in effect doing no more than outlining the direction of the melodic 
movement. This, however, would seem to reduce the ‘substance’ of the bandis to a 
level of generality far beyond that even of the notational outline. If we compare the 
two versions here with KSP’s notation at this point, in fact, we see that in the second 
Arolkar adheres much more closely to his guru's outline than in the first, which 
includes not only an additional initial ascent from Pa to Sa but also a slightly abridged 
descent on ‘carhF in which the steps linking Sa and Pa are omitted. While this does 
not tell us anything about Arolkar’s view of the ‘substance’, it does at least suggest 
that the second version is perhaps closer to the ‘letter’ of the bandis at this point. In 
other places, however, both of Arolkar’s versions diverge from the KSP notation. One 
instance is the first syllable of ‘cita’, notated as Ma by KSP, but rendered by Arolkar 
as PaGa in both performances. Interestingly, according to Neela Bhagwat (Int.), when 
teaching her this composition Arolkar specified that this should actually be sung as 
paMa Ga, bringing it slightly nearer at least to the notational form. In perfonnance the 
difference between PaGa and PaMaGa, especially when they are linked by means of 
mtijds (i.e. slides or glissandi), can sometimes be so subtle as to be almost 
undetectable even by experienced musicians. Hence it is possible that the PaGa given 
in the transcriptions, which seems to me to best represent the notes as actually heard 
here, were really meant a sPaMaGa. Given Arolkar’s readiness to stray from the ‘letter’ 
of the bandis, it is difficult to be sure what his intentions were here, but this example 
should at least serve to remind us once more of the need for caution in assessing and 
comparing transcriptions.
Another point where Arolkar’s versions differ from the KSP notation is in the 
setting of ‘sukha’. We have already encountered a number of different ways of 
rendering this word. To these Arolkar adds two further varieties not met with so far -
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Ni SaGa (1st version) and PaSaGa-Ma (2nd version), to limit ourselves to initial settings 
only. The subsequent mukhras provide still more varieties -  Sa Ga (1st version); Sa 
s“Ga-Ma-Pa-Ma and Pa Ma (2nd version), the last of which we encountered in the 
performances of the two Pandit brothers earlier. In the midst of such ‘fluidity’, 
deciding which, if any, of these versions is the ‘original’ one is problematic. Indeed it 
is not clear what status the notion of an ‘original’ version, in the sense of a single 
‘authentic’ model, would have within Arolkar’s analytic framework. The nearest he 
came to this was, as we saw, in his comments about teaching the bandis when he 
would insist on a single form. With this in mind, it is interesting to note that his 
disciples’ renditions of ‘sukha’ differ from all of his versions given above. Sharad 
Sathe, both in his initial and subsequent renditions, sings Sa Ga-Ma, reproducing 
exactly the notes of KSP’s outline (see Fig. 4.7). Neela Bhagwat’s version, which also 
recurs unchanged, is similar, merely inserting an extra Sa on the second syllable, 
giving Sa Sa-Ga-Ma (see Fig. 4.8). It may be, therefore, that the form in which 
Arolkar taught this bandis was, in respect of ‘sukha’ at least, quite similar to that 
given in KSP’s notation.
To sum up, the foregoing discussion revealed clear differences in attitude 
among Krishnarao Pandit’s direct disciples with regard to bandis flexibility. Although 
these attitudes were not always borne out precisely by their actual renditions, they did 
correlate to some extent with the degree of flexibility observed. Thus while L.K. 
Pandit’s two performances were not as close to each other or to his father’s notational 
outline as his views on ‘authenticity’ might have led one to expect, they were 
certainly closer than those of Arolkar. Comparing the notations of the three Gwalior 
masters earlier, we warned against inferring too much from the notational evidence on 
the grounds that these may not reflect the full range of possibilities as regards their 
actual renditions. Judging by the examples just discussed, our caution would seem to
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be justified. The variations which we found even among this limited sample are 
certainly on a scale similar to that we found in the earlier three-way comparison. And 
as then, we found that there were variations as regards the setting of ‘sukha5. Indeed 
some of these variations found in the performances of Krishnarao5s disciples turned 
out to be closer to the MB and/or VDP versions than to their guru's. Whether this 
meant that these disciples had deviated from their guru's version, or whether 
Krishnarao himself varied the way in which he sang it is not certain.
In an interview in 2002,1 mentioned these differences to L.K. Pandit. At first 
he assumed I must be talking about later recurrences of the mukhra, which do often 
vary. When I told him that I had also noticed differences in the initial rendition of the 
mukhra (of which, it will be recalled, ‘sukha5 is a part), including between his own 
and his brother's versions, he seemed genuinely surprised, though he was reluctant to 
comment on them without hearing them for himself. On further questioning, he 
continued to insist that while later renditions of the mukhra could be varied, or ‘taken 
from different angles', as he put it, the initial rendition should always be the same. I 
never got a chance to ask either Chandrakant Pandit or Sharadchandra Arolkar about 
this specific point,167 though, judging from Arolkar's other comments on bandis 
presentation, I suspect he might have taken a different view.
Space precludes a similar in-depth analysis of the renditions of Mirashi 
Buwa's and V.D. Paluskar's disciples, and consequently we will confine ourselves to 
a few salient points. The picture is, in fact, broadly similar to that just seen. This time 
we do not have any multiple performances, but we do have Omkamath Thakur's 
notation and performance.168 The finding reached in the course of our earlier
167 Both died before my return to India in 1998.
168 See Figs. 4.22-4.23.
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comparison of individual artists’ notations and performances of the same bandises 
(see Chapter 3) that the relationship between the two tends to become looser as the 
speed of the lay decreases is given further support here. As well as being set to a 
different tdl from that of its notational counterpart (i.e. Ektdl as opposed to Tilvard), 
Thakur’s performance is, at around 15 matras per minute, much slower than any of 
the examples featured in the earlier comparison. Comparing it with its notated 
counterpart, we find that, as predicted, the relationship has loosened still further. In all 
the earlier examples, even the slowest, the performances never strayed to any serious 
extent from the path mapped out in the notation. While this is true of most of the 
Thakur rendition too, there are a few places where their paths diverge significantly. 
The most notable example is the move into the tar saptak (Sa and Re) and ensuing 
descent to Ga which come on the word ‘carhf in the notation, of which only the final 
portion survives in the perfonnance (an abridgement more drastic even than that 
found at the same point in the first of Arolkar’s perfonnances discussed earlier):
Fig. 7.42 
Omkarnath Thakur
a. Notation b. Performance
O • • • 4
 ^  ^  r j r
ca - rhT ca - rhl
Moreover, the idea of the notation as a melodic 'outline’ in this case is also open to 
question. For while at times in the performance Thakur certainly looks to be ‘filling 
out’ the notational ‘outline’, there are other times where the melodic line he sings is 
actually simpler -  e.g. his rendition of ‘nidariya’ or ‘bidha’:
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Fig. 7.43 
Omkarnatk Thakur
a. Notation 
• o
i f f x  * ^rda - n  - ya
b. Performance
o
^ | =
da - ri - ya
Fig. 7.44 
Omkarnath Thakur
a. Notation b. Performance
— J- J 4 — 0 — e i
bi dha b i- dha
The extent to which the versions of MB and VDP match those of their 
respective disciples again varies considerably. Yashwant Joshi’s version is the closest. 
One noteworthy difference comes in the rendition of the opening of the mukhra. It 
will be recalled (see p.310) that in MB’s notation the form in which the mukhra 
appears initially (see Fig. 7.7) is different from that in which it returns after the 
completion of the asthai and antara (the original Sa on the first syllable of ‘kaise’ 
having acquired the prefix Ga-Re-Ni -  see Fig. 7.8). In the Joshi performance, 
however, the initial form, albeit rendered in a slightly more elaborate fashion, is 
retained in both recurrences. In every case, though, the following ‘sukha5 is sung in 
conformity with MB’s Ga Ma (again allowing for some elaboration on the first 
occurrence):
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Fig. 7.45 
Yashwant Joshi
a. Initial Occurrence
kai kha
b. 2nd Occurrence
kai su - kha
c. 3rd Occurrence
— *
kai su - kha
The versions of Paluskar’s disciples diverge rather more often from their 
guru's notational outline. Two of these, Narayanrao Vyas and Vinayakrao 
Patwardhan, regularly sang together in jugalbandis, where according to the latter5 s 
disciple, Vinay Chandra Maudgalya (Int.), their bandis presentations coincided to a 
high degree (see p. 63), though one would hardly suspect as much from looking at 
their versions given here.169 From the opening the versions of all three disciples are 
markedly different both from each other and from Paluskar’s. The Patwardhan, 
Thakur and Paluskar renditions of ‘kaise sukha’, though different, do at least cover 
the same pitch area (Ni to Pa). In the Vyas version, however, even this is different, the 
melody line ranging from Ga up to Ni. In the renditions of ‘sukha’ we find the same 
kind of variety which we saw among KSP’s disciples -  Vyas (Pa Ma); Patwardhan 
(GaMa-Ga;) and Thakur (G a^M a; SaMa; PaMa):
169 For the Patwardhan and Vyas versions, see Figs. 4,17 and 4.20.
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Fig. 7.46
V.N. Patwardhan
m
J  * - d
kai - se su - kha
Fig. 7.47 
Narayanrao Vyas
*  *
kai su - kha
Fig. 7.48 
Omkarnath Thakur
Notation
a. Initial Occurrence b. Subsequent Occurrence
kai s u - k h a kai su - kha
Performance
— s-
kai kai se su - kha
Within the Pandit teaching line there was at least one thing upon which all 
versions agreed -  the pitch of the note which coincides with the initial sam. Whether 
sung bare or with a touch of another note, the sam was always reached with an 
extended Ga (see Fig. 4.25a). Among the singers of the Balakrishna Buwa teaching 
line, the picture is largely the same. There is, however, one exception -  namely the 
version published by Patwardhan which arrives at sam on an extended Pa:
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Fig. 7.49
V.N. Patwardhan
x
so ve
What led Patwardhan to part from his own guru at such a crucial point in the structure 
is not clear. Of his disciples, Vinay Chandra Maudgalya and V. R. Athavale, only the 
latter follows Patwardhan’s notation in this respect, and then only in the mukhras 
which follow the initial presentation of the asthai and antarct.
Having seen, then, something of the diversity among the versions of 
Krishnarao Pandit, Mirashi Buwa and Y.D. Paluskar and their direct disciples, let us 
widen our purview now to take in the remaining Gwalior performances (see the full 
comparative chart given in Figs, 4.25 a-j). As might be expected, these add still 
further to the range of variants. If we compare the Pandit and Balakrishna Buwa 
teaching lines, it is difficult to point to any melodic features which clearly distinguish 
the two. In fact, the only point on which there is a clear divergence between the two is 
with regard to the word ‘maT’, which, as we noted previously, is sung only by 
members of the Pandit line. In other cases one might point to certain general trends 
within each line, which seem to set them apart, but these are rarely without 
exceptions. Take, for instance, the first syllable of ‘sove’ (see Fig. 4.25a). With the 
exception of Patwardhan’s, all versions here render this on its initial appearance with 
a descent of some kind from Ga to Sa (or Ga to Re in the case of Maudgalya). 
However, whereas in the case of the Balakrishna Buwa line the arrival at Sa marks the 
conclusion of the syllable, among singers of the Pandit line it is normally followed by 
a rise to Re (the Balaporia version and the first of L.K. Pandit’s versions being the 
exceptions). A similar example can be found on the word ‘cadi’/1 cadhl7‘carhT/4 calf
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at the end of the asthm (4.25d). All versions again begin with a descent here, more 
extended this time, stretching variously from Sa, Re or Ni down as far as Ga or Sa. In 
the case of the Pandit line, this is generally followed immediately by an ascent at least 
as far as Dha (the exceptions being Jal K. Balaporia and, in his first version, L.K. 
Pandit). Among their counterparts in the Balakrishna Buwa line, however, this ascent 
is absent, the melodic line rising no further than Ma. A comparable division between 
the two branches occurs also on the word ‘pan’ at the end of the antara (though in 
this case the exceptions include not only Balaporia but also Chandrakant Pandit -
4.25i). The opening of the antara offers one further example (4.25f). Among singers 
of the Pandit line the first ‘soca’/’soce’ is rendered with a move from Pa (usually via 
t.Ma) up to Dha and back again. By contrast the renditions of the Balakrishna Buwa 
line generally involve a leap from Pa either to Ni or, more often, to top Sa (the 
Athavale and Sahasrabuddhe versions being the exceptions).
Having seen, then, the scale of melodic variation within the gharana, the 
obvious question which arises is: how did these differences come about? In the 
preceding analysis, we have already mentioned some possibilities in this regard. 
However, in the next chapter we will explore this question in more depth. First, 
though, let us look at what light our findings so far throw on the controversy over 
Bhatkhande’s notations.
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7.3 Bhatkhande’s Notations
In discussing Bhatkhande5 s notations earlier, we saw that the process through which 
he arrived at his final versions was far from straightforward. His basic approach 
involved collecting, where possible, multiple versions of the same composition and 
then comparing them, with the aim of reconstructing the bandis in something like its 
‘authentic5 form. In many cases, however, this ‘reconstruction5 was not achieved in a 
single step. From the evidence of his various publications, we see that the notations 
often went through a series of revisions before they reached their final form. Gwalior 
singers, as we saw, played a significant role in this project, featuring prominently 
among Bhatkhande5s sources, as well as assisting him in the process of revising and 
editing the notations for publication. Yet at the same time, despite, or even perhaps 
because of this, Gwalior artists also numbered among the most vehement critics of the 
final result. In attempting earlier to assess the validity of the claims and counterclaims 
in this area, we looked closely at a few examples of Bhatkhande notations, comparing 
them with their counterparts in Krishnarao Pandit’s Sangttpraves series. Our findings 
then certainly appeared to support L.K. Pandit’s claim that Bhatkhande had ‘changed 
the form of the bandis taken from the Pandit family5. Since then, however, the picture 
has been complicated somewhat by the evidence which has emerged in relation to our 
featured bandis. Such is the breadth of variation which we have encountered even 
among the sons and disciples of Krishnarao Pandit himself that the differences we 
observed between his and Bhatkhande5 s notations begin to look rather less significant.
In the analysis which follows we will revisit the question of the ‘authenticity5 
of Bhatkhande5 s notations drawing on evidence gathered from an analysis of the three 
versions of our featured bandis published by Bhatkhande. Some of the differences 
between the three have already been touched on in the previous sections concerned
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with text and rhythm. However, for our examination of the melodic content here, we 
will adopt a more systematic approach, focussing on each version in turn. As well as 
detailing the changes, we will endeavour not only to determine the place of each 
version in the complex chronology of bandis collection and revision discussed 
previously, but also to see how the changes relate to the Gwalior versions already 
discussed.
Bhatkhande’s first published version of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ appeared in 1917 
as one of the 24 notations making up Part 6 of his GTtmalika series which he had 
begun publishing a year earlier (see Fig. 4.10). By this time Bhatkhande’s project of 
bandis collection and notation was already well advanced, and if the figures given by 
various commentators are reasonably accurate, then it is likely that the number of his 
transcriptions ran into the thousands, drawn from a variety of stylistic traditions. This 
collection will have included substantial numbers collected from Gwalior singers, 
including most notably Ganpati Buwa Milbarikar and, just recently, Eknath Pandit. 
Without access to Bhatkhande’s transcriptions from this time, only 13 of which have 
ever been published,170 we cannot know how many versions of our featured bandis 
were available to him at this point, nor indeed whether they included any derived 
from non-Gwalior sources,171 but the relative popularity of this composition does at 
least mark it out as one of the more likely candidates for repeated collection.
Yet whatever the sources of this particular bandis, we do know the reception 
of Bhatkhande’s Gitmalikd notations in general was not entirely favourable. The 
charges of distortion which were to become familiar later in relation to the notations
170 See fn. 86, p. 124.
171 Possible candidates here include Muhammad Ali Khan and his son Ashiq Ali of the so-called 
Manrang gharana from whom Bhatkhande had previously collected some three hundred or so 
compositions (Ratanjankar 1966:17).
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of the KPM., were already being levelled at this stage. Earlier we quoted the remarks 
of one of Ganpati Buwa Milbarikar’s disciples, the distinguished commentator G. H. 
Ranade, to the effect that the form in which bandises appear in the Gltmalika 
notations differed considerably from the versions he had learned from his guru. He 
further asserts, however, that a similar comparison with the published notations of 
Krishnarao Pandit and Rajabhaiya Poochwale elicited a very different finding, with 
their versions turning out to be ‘virtually identical’ to that of his guru. Ranade does 
not specify any particular bandises in this context, but if his generalisation holds for 
‘Kaise sukha sove’, then it would be reasonable to assume that his guru’s version 
closely resembled that published by Krishnarao Pandit. This being so, his accusation 
that Bhatkhande had deliberately modified the form of the bandis given to him by his 
guru would be justified. The problem is that Ranade’s remarks on this subject appear 
in the introduction to Part 1 of Mirashi Buwa’s Bharatiy sangit-mala, a collection in 
which, he assures us, compositions are given in their ‘original’ form (1944: xvii). But, 
as we have already seen, the notations of KSP and MB in this case are far from 
‘identical’, which rather undermines his case or at least the idea of a simple 
‘authentic/inauthentic’ dichotomy upon which it appears to rest. Comparing all three 
notations, one would probably conclude that MB and KSP are the closest, but the case 
is not as clear-cut as might have been anticipated from Ranade’s comments. There 
are, for instance, points in the notation where the GTtmdlika version more closely 
resembles Mirashi Buwa’s than does KSP’s (e.g. the setting of ‘sukha’ -  see Fig. 
4.25a), and others where it has more in common with the latter’s (e.g. in its inclusion 
of the ‘mal5 in the asthai). There are still others where all three differ (e.g. the 
opening of the antara -  4.25f).
While there may be no simple distinction, then, between Bhatkhande’s version 
on the one hand and those of MB and KSP on the other, there are some aspects of
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Bhatkhande’s version which do appear to place it at odds with the Gwalior tradition, 
suggesting the possible influence of non-Gwalior sources. At certain points in the 
notation, for instance, Bhatkhande’s version differs from all of the Gwalior 
versions.172 The most notable example -  the additional ‘m af in the antara -  has 
already been mentioned, but there are others -  e.g. the top Sa which coincides with 
the arrival of the second syllables of both ‘cadhT’ and ‘parf (see Figs. 4.25d and
4.25i). Such examples, of course, do not prove the influence of other traditions: after 
all, many of the Gwalior versions also contain elements which find no match among 
those of their fellow gharaneddrs here.
There are some aspects of the melodic movement in Bhatkhande’s version, 
however, which do appear to mark a decisive break with Gwalior practice. The most 
important is undoubtedly the absence of the pitch tivra Ma from his version. In 
discussing the characteristics of Bihdg earlier, it was mentioned that it was once 
customary to perform this rag without t.Ma. By this period, however, its use was 
fairly widespread, though there still remained some musicians who adhered to 
previous practice (Mirashi Buwa 1946:127; Poochwale 1980:38). With differences in 
practice like this there was naturally scope for disagreement as to the status of this 
pitch in this rag. In his detailed discussion of Bihdg which had appeared a few years 
earlier in Part 1 of his Hindnsthdm sahgltpaddhati, published in 1910, Bhatkhande 
indicated his own view of this question as follows:
You will come across singers using tivra Madhyam in this rag. In night-time 
rags and rags in which the notes Ga and Ni would be taken sharp [meaning 
‘natural’ here], the tivra Ma note cannot do much harm, since, according to 
informed opinion, t.Ma is more common in night-time rags. It is not
172 In talking of the ‘Gwalior versions’ here, I do not include the version sung by Balasahab 
Poochwale since, as we have seen, his father was closely involved, albeit at a later stage, with 
preparing Bhatkhande’s notations for publication. This version will be discussed separately at the end 
of this section (see pp.357-358).
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necessarily applied in every rag, but used in appropriate places a vivadT svar173 
like this will not, experience suggests, spoil the rag. (My Translation -  
1910:256-57)
From this description it is evident that Bhatkhande did not regard t.Ma as an 
indispensable melodic ingredient of Bihdg, and indeed he does not include it in either 
the aroh-avroh pattern or the extended svar-vTstdr which he gives for this rag 
(ibid. .256, 258). Bearing in mind the charges of distortion which were being levelled 
at this stage, the obvious question which follows from this is: to what extent did his 
theoretical conclusions regarding this rag influence the shape of his notations? More 
particularly in the present case, did it lead him to exclude t.Ma from his notations? 
Again without access to his original manuscript transcriptions of this bandis, it is 
difficult to be sure. It is possible, for instance, that he came across a version of ‘Kaise 
sukha sove’ in which it was absent. On the other hand, this was not the only Bihdg 
notation from which it was absent. Looking through the various parts of the 
GTtmdlika, we discover that it is not until Part 15 (1920:2) that we find a Bihdg 
composition which contains a t.Ma. In fact, comparing the notations before and after 
this point suggests that around this time Bhatkhande may have begun to change his 
policy regarding this note; for while none of the 8 Bihdg compositions published 
previous to this volume contain t.Ma, all but one of the 7 which appear in Pts 15-19 
(the last I have seen) do include it. The picture is not clear, however, for the one 
exception turns out to be Bhatkhande’s own laksan-gft for this rag (see Vol. 16, 
1921:17).174 We will return to this question later.
173 Vivadi svar (lit. ‘dissonant note’) is a term used to denote either a note omitted entirely from a rag 
or else one which may only be used sparingly.
174 The term "laksan-gif refers to ‘a composition versifying the musicological features of a raga set to 
tune in the raga it describes’ (Ranade 1990:27).
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Another aspect of the melody on which Bhatkhande’s GTtmalika notation of 
our featured bandis appears to part company with its Gwalior counterparts is with 
regard to treatment of the ‘weak’ pitches, Re and Dha, in descent. Earlier, comparing 
the descriptions and the aldps/vistdrs given for Bihag in various Gwalior publications, 
we distinguished two basic ways of effecting the descent from Ga to Sa and from Ni 
to Pa, either directly (Ga Re Sa and Ni Dha Pa) or obliquely (Ga Re Ni Sa and Ni Dha 
t.Ma Pa). Of these approaches, to judge from his writings, Bhatkhande appears to 
have preferred the direct descent. His own discussion of the rag, however, includes 
another possibility -  to omit Re and Dha entirely from the descent, reaching Sa 
instead directly from Ga, and Pa from Ni, an option which, he warns, requires both 
‘skill and care5 (1988:167). This, in fact, appears to have been Bhatkhande’s favoured 
approach. According to Rajabhaiya Poochwale’s disciple, P. N. Chinchore, 
Bhatkhande ‘disliked, from an artistic standpoint, the unrestrained use of Dha and Re 
in descent found in the Gwalior form of Bihag’ (1966:62), preferring instead the 
approach he had observed among representatives of the Senia tradition of Rampur in 
which the descent from Ni to Pa and Ga to Sa was taken with a mind These 
preferences appear to be reflected in part at least in his Gitmalika notation of our 
featured bandis. Dha and Re certainly occur less frequently here than in the notations 
given by Gwalior artists, and never once within the context of a Ni-Pa or Ga-Sa 
descent. On the other hand, the other favoured ingredient, the mind, is absent, though 
this may simply be due to his approach to notating at this time which tended to be 
more sparing in its use of minds compared with the approach adopted for the KPM  
notations subsequently.
Bhatkhande’s next version of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ appeared five years later in 
Volume 3 of the original Marathi edition of the KPM, published on the 25th of 
February 1922 (see Fig. 4.11). In the intervening years, as well as maintaining his
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contacts with at least some of his previous Gwalior sources, like Ganpati Buwa 
Milbarikar, he also, as we saw previously, developed close links with a number of 
singers belonging to the Pandit teaching line, whom he had recruited and trained to 
serve as teachers in the Maharaja of Gwalior’s music school.175 Although we know 
that these singers played an important part in preparing the next edition of this 
volume, it is not clear to what extent they contributed to the original edition. The fact 
that two of them, namely Rajabhaiya Poochwale and Krishnarao Date, were included 
among the list of Bhatkhande’s principal sources given in the next volume of the 
KPM, published in the following year, however, would seem to argue for their having 
contributed at least some compositions to this volume, though whether this included 
our featured bandis is uncertain. In any case, comparing this version with the previous 
one, we find that the differences are mostly small ones, involving the inclusion of a 
few additional ornaments and minds. By this stage Bhatkhande had added a new 
notational symbol to his repertory, namely ‘( )’, representing a four-note 
embellishment centring around any pitch placed within the brackets -  e.g. (Sa) will be 
realised as Re Sa Ni Sa.176 In this version it always appears in the context of a descent 
from Sa to Ni. In a few places in the notation changes have been made to the main 
notes, as, for instance, on the initial syllable of ‘cadhi5 (4.25d) and both syllables of 
cbidha’ (4.25h) as well as at the conclusion of both asthai and antard (4.25d&i). The 
latter modification was probably made in response to what is undoubtedly the most
175 Their training, which reportedly included notating the compositions in their repertoire 
(Ratanjankar 1967:38), had, in fact, begun in 1917, the same year that Bhatkhande had published his 
first version o f ‘Raise sukha sove’ in Pt 6 of the Gitmalika. Since their training did not start until 
October (Audak, in Poochwale 1942:20), however, it seems unlikely that there would have been time 
for their performances to have had any influence on the notations of this volume.
176 Note that Bhatkhande had also used this symbol in later volumes of the Gitmalika series. In fact, it 
was listed among his notational symbols for the first time in Part 7, the volume immediately following 
that in which ‘Raise sukha sove’ appeared, though it did not feature in a bandis notation until Part 8.
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significant change, that which comes at the opening on the words ‘kaise sukha’ 
(4.25a). Among the Gwalior examples we have examined, none really matches 
Bhatkhande’s version at this point. There are some, such as those of Mirashi Buwa 
and his disciple Yashwant Joshi, which also proceed from Sa, but the direction they 
take subsequently is different. On the other hand, the setting of ‘sukha’, changed from
Ivfsi Pa Ortt
Ga Ma originally to Pa Ma now, is certainly among the options we have 
encountered among members of both the Pandit and Balakrishna Buwa lines.
Yet whatever had prompted these changes, they clearly did not satisfy 
Bhatkhande since a few years later he was to produce yet another version of the 
bandis, incorporating still more extensive revisions (see Fig. 4.12). This version, 
published originally in the second (‘revised and enlarged’) edition of the KPM( 1928) 
became the standard Bhatkhande notation for this composition and it continues to be 
published in this form to this day. In discussing the background to this volume in 
Chapter 3, we examined the recollections of both Rajabhaiya Poochwale and his 
disciple Narayan Gune. By this stage Rajabhaiya appears to have sufficiently 
overcome his earlier reservations regarding Bhatkhande’s approach as to consent to 
assist him in the task of revising the notations for publication. His account, it will be 
recalled, talked of his preparing ‘drafts’ of the compositions and even included a few 
of Bhatkhande’s general comments on his efforts, though not in enough detail to cast 
much light on Bhatkhande’s thinking at this time. Rather more illuminating in this 
regard were Narayan Gune’s recollections of the daily seminars held in the summer 
vacation of 1924 or 1925, during which Bhatkhande worked with, among others, 
Rajabhaiya Poochwale and Bhaskarrao Khandeparkar to produce a final version of the 
compositions in the third Kramik book. The approach involved each of these three 
artists first singing their versions in the form they had learnt them, and then 
endeavouring to derive from these a single version. Where the versions disagreed,
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Gune maintained, Bhatkhande would generally opt to accept -  often, it seems, against 
his better judgement -  the version sung by Rajabhaiya, apparently calculating that this 
would be the version most likely to pacify the critics of his previous efforts within the 
Gwalior tradition. To this same end, Bhatkhande was reportedly prepared even to 
accept musical phrases which conflicted with his own view of the rag in question. In 
our attempt to verify the accuracy of these recollections, we looked at a small number 
of compositions, comparing the successive versions given by Bhatkhande with the 
notated version given by Krishnarao Pandit, the son of Rajabhaiya’s guru. The 
evidence was not conclusive, but it did appear to confirm Gune’s claim regarding the 
direction of change in respect of the final Bhatkhande notations: they were indeed 
closer to their Pandit counterparts than their predecessors. On the other hand, they 
were nothing like as similar as one might have anticipated from Gune’s account. 
Indeed in the case of one composition he mentioned, ‘Bore jina alia’ in rag Sarang, 
the gulf between Bhatkhande’s final version and its Pandit counterpart turned out to 
be so wide that it is difficult to believe that it could have been derived ‘with no 
alterations’, as Gune (1966:292) claimed, from the version which Rajabhaiya had 
learnt from Shankar Pandit earlier. Of course, at that time the utility of our 
comparison was limited by its reliance on only a single specimen to represent the 
Pandit line. Now, however, we have a rather wider selection of variants upon which to 
base our judgements.
Turning, then, to Bhatkhande’s final version of our featured bandis, we find 
that there is one important respect in which it is decidedly closer to the Gwalior 
tradition in general than its two predecessors, and that is in its inclusion for the first 
time of tivra Ma. We saw earlier that Bhatkhande had first begun to include this pitch 
in his Bihag notations in the later volumes of his Gitmalika series, from 1920 
onwards. He had, in fact, continued this policy in the first edition of the KPM., even
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updating some of his previously published bandises from the earlier Gitmalika 
volumes to include it -  e.g. ‘Balamure more’ (cf. Gitmalika 6, 1917:13 and KPM  3, 
1922b: 85-86). On this occasion, however, ‘Kaise sukha sove’ had not been among 
them. Now for the final revision, however, we find that he has included four examples 
of t.Ma, all kana svaras attached to Pa. Whether these revisions can be attributed 
merely to a desire to placate his Gwalior critics or whether they reflected a genuine 
change of view is not clear. But in any case, they were part of a trend which 
culminated in t.Ma being included in both the svar-vistar (see 1988:693-94) and the 
(newly revised) laksan-glt (ibid.: 169-70) for this rag.
On the other hand, Bhatkhande was clearly not persuaded of the need to revise 
his ideas on the treatment of Re and Dha in descent. In fact, in this version he moves 
further towards the Senia tradition in notating for the first time the minds linking Ni 
and Pa, and Ga and Sa. As regards Gune’s claim that Bhatkhande revised the 
notations of this edition of the KPM  to conform more closely with the version sung by 
Rajabhaiya Poochwale, the evidence is mixed. Indeed one could even argue that on 
balance the trend here was more in the direction of the Balakrishna Buwa than of the 
Pandit branch of the gharcmd. Earlier we saw that one factor which clearly 
distinguished singers of the Pandit line from those of the Balakrishna Buwa 
Ichalkaranjikar line was the presence of TnaF in their asthdls. In the first two of 
Bhatkhande’s versions, as we have seen, this cmaF was present not only in the asthdl 
but also in the antara. For the final notation, however, both cmaT’-s are discarded, 
bringing it into line with the versions sung by members of the Balakrishna Buwa line. 
Another example which one might offer as evidence of the same general trend is the 
opening of the antara where the gradual ascent from Ga has been replaced now by an 
immediate leap from Pa to top Sa similar to that found in the YDP and MB notations 
(4.25f). Of his main Gwalior sources, the most likely model for these changes would
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seem to be Ganpati Buwa Milbarikar, who had trained under both Krishna Shastri 
Shukla and Balakrishna Buwa (both themselves disciples of Yasudeva Buwa Joshi).
Notwithstanding the general tendency here, it is possible to detect in a few 
places the possible influence of versions derived from the Pandit line. The notation of 
the opening ‘kaise’, for instance, is closer to the KSP version than any of its 
predecessors (4.25a). In addition to restoring Ga as the starting point for the first 
syllable here, Bhatkhande also made an attempt, as KSP did, to represent the 
ornamented move from Sa to Ni which comes on ‘se’. Although neither of these 
features is restricted to artists of the Pandit line, it does seem likely that their versions 
had some bearing on Bhatkhande’s thinking here. Interestingly in notating the 
following ‘sukha’, Bhatkhande decided finally upon N‘ Sa s°Ma, which is yet another 
variant found among Gwalior singers (see, for instance, the versions of L.K. Pandit, J. 
K. Balaporia, V.D. Paluskar and Veena Sahasrabudde), though what led him to settle 
on this one remains uncertain.
Tracing the sources of some musical phrases can be extremely tricky. Take, 
for instance, the setting of the ‘sadaranga’ (4.25f). In one important respect, this 
version has moved further towards the Gwalior tradition compared with its earlier 
counterparts -  namely with regard to the final destination of the descent, which 
continues past the Pa of the previous versions as far as Ga, taking in on the way both 
tivrd and suddh Ma’s via the vakra phrasetMa Pa- PaGa s.Ma R° Ga- At the other end 
of the descent, however, on the syllable ‘sa’, the change from Sa previously to Re 
now puts it at odds with the most of the Gwalior versions. In fact, the only version 
which matches Bhatkhande’s here is Maudgalya’s. Looking more generally one 
would probably conclude that Bhatkhande’s setting was on balance closer to versions 
found within the Balakrishna Buwa than the Pandit teaching line. Like those of the 
Balakrishna Buwa line, for instance, Bhatkhande’s version hovers around the upper
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octave for a few matrds before commencing its descent. By contrast, the singers of the 
Pandit line launch immediately into their descent. The difference is reflected in the 
placement of the text syllables. With one exception, the latter group is already at the 
bottom of the descent by the time they reach the final syllable of the word, whereas at 
the same point in Bhatkhande’s version the burden of the descent is still to come. The 
exception, that of Jal K. Balaporia, however, is interesting. Without the example of 
his performance here, one would probably infer from the examples that the influence 
of the Pandit line on Bhatkhande’s version at this point was negligible. However, 
scrutinising the Balaporia performance, it can be seen that his rendition of the final 
two text syllables is among the closest to Bhatkhande’s notation. Apart from 
Balasahab Poochwale (whose connections with Bhatkhande are acknowledged), only 
Balaporia renders ‘ran’ in an ornamented form akin to that suggested in the notation. 
The significance of this becomes clear if we recall that he had acquired his repertoire 
of Gwalior bandises from one of Eknath Pandit’s disciples, Dr. H.G. Moghe. In 
addition, he is one of those for whom ‘authenticity’ in bandis presentation is of 
particular importance, an attitude apparently shared by his own guru (Balaporia, Int.). 
Hence, if we assume, as Balaporia himself believes, that his rendition of this 
composition closely reflects that of Eknath Pandit, then it could be that the latter’s 
version influenced Bhatkhande’s notation at this point.
Such influences aside, it is easy to see from the evidence here why Eknath 
Pandit might have found himself ‘shocked’, as L.K. Pandit maintains, by the notations 
of the KPM\ However, the question is: would he have been any less surprised by the 
extent to which the MB or VDP versions differed from his own? If we compare 
Bhatkhande’s notation with those of KSP, MB and VDP, we do find some portions 
where Bhatkhande goes his own way. One instance, the upper Re which comes on the 
first syllable of ‘sadaranga’ has already been mentioned, but there is also his rise to Ni
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on the second syllable of both ‘cita’ (4.25c) and ‘gatha’ (4.25h), which contrasts with 
their versions which only reach Pa. Yet even these examples could have derived from 
Gwalior sources. In fact, if  we examine the remaining versions, we find that, except 
for this last example, they do indeed have their counterparts in at least some Gwalior 
renditions. Consequently there remains only one respect in which we can say with 
reasonable certainty that Bhatkhande steps outside the Gwalior tradition and that is in 
his avoidance of Dha and Re in descent.
On this point, there is reason to believe that Bhatkhande’s collaborator in 
preparing the final notations of the KPM., Rajabhaiya Poochwale, may have differed 
from his mentor, at least to judge from the performance of his son. Balasahab 
Poochwale was bom in 1918, and thus it seems likely that by the time he was old 
enough to begin his musical training in earnest, the KPM  notations had already 
reached their final fonn. According to his own testimony, his father taught him 
compositions in the traditional manner through imitation, furnishing him with the 
relevant notation afterwards merely cas a record’ (Int.). In the years since, he insists, 
he has not, as far as he knows, changed these bandises in any way. Assuming his 
perceptions are correct here -  something which, as we have seen in the case of other 
artists, cannot be taken for granted -  then his performance should give us a good idea 
of how his father would have rendered our featured bandis. On examination we find 
that his performance is to an extent a compromise between the version his father is 
likely to have received as a disciple of Shankar Pandit and the notated version his 
father worked out subsequently in association with Bhatkhande, albeit one weighted 
overwhelmingly towards the latter. Thus while for the most part, it conforms closely 
to the standard KPM  notation, there are a few places where it is much nearer to 
orthodox Gwalior practice. The treatment of Re and Dha is a case in point; for 
wherever we find in the KPM  notation a miiid linking Ga to Sa and Ni to Pa,
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Balasahab Poochwale always opts instead for a stepwise descent (Ga-Re-Sa and Ni- 
Dha-Pa respectively). It will be recalled that this does not conflict with Bhatkhande’s 
own description of rag Bihag, and indeed the svar-vistars given in the same volume 
of the KPM  do include a few examples of such descents. However, as far as this 
particular bandis concerned, this is undoubtedly a departure from Bhatkhande’s 
notation. Looking carefully one can detect in Balasahab’s performance other possible 
remnants of his father’s training under Shankar Pandit. The descent as far as Sa on the 
first syllable of ‘sove’ (4.25a), for instance, is more in line with the approach of 
singers of the Pandit line than it is with Bhatkhande’s notation, which only reaches Sa 
on ‘ve’.
To summarise, then, our comparison of the three Bhatkhande versions of 
‘Kaise sukha sove’ provided evidence of progressive revisions similar to those found 
in respect of the other Bhatkhande notations examined previously. Between the first 
two versions, the revisions were largely minor, only the mukhra undergoing 
significant change. The next and final version, however, saw rather more extensive 
revisions, which included not only the decision to remove parts of the text (the 
cmal’s), but also important changes to the opening of the antara and a further 
reworking of the asthdi mukhra. Comparing each of the successive notations with our 
Gwalior variants, we found that the revision process, far from culminating in a 
version more in accord with those of the Pandit teaching line, as Gune had claimed, 
had actually swung in its final stage in the opposite direction. The outcome was a 
version which, even allowing for the variation observed previously among singers of 
this line, was clearly distinct from theirs. The latter finding was in line with those 
obtained in respect of the other Bhatkhande examples examined previously. 
Broadening our focus, however, we saw that many of the details distinguishing the 
final Bhatkhande notation from this group were also to be found in the versions sung
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by members of the Balakrishna Buwa line. In fact, overall Bhatkhande’s final notation 
could be seen to comprise elements found in both teaching lines, a finding consistent 
with his having derived his notations from divergent Gwalior models. One factor 
which clearly set all three of Bhatkhande’s notations apart, however, was the 
treatment of the rag. In the first two notations, the absence of t.Ma and the avoidance 
of Re and Dha in the context of descents from Ga to Sa and Ni to Pa respectively 
marked a break with usual Gwalior practice. In his final notation, Bhatkhande went 
some way to reducing the gap by introducing t.Ma, but his treatment of Re and Dha 
remained the same.
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7.4 Summary
Our discussion of the melodic dimension of bandis performance in this chapter was 
centred mainly around the different versions of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ in rag Bihag. 
Examining the descriptions of this rag given in the publications of Gwalior singers, 
we saw that there was broad agreement as to its principal features. However, we did 
find evidence of a division between certain singers of the Pandit and Balakrishna 
Buwa lines with regard to the treatment of the pitches Re and Dha in descent.
In order to test the various claims regarding the ‘authenticity’ of the bandis 
melodies performed by Gwalior singers, we looked first at the notations of ‘Kaise 
sukha sove’ published by the oldest singers in our Gwalior sample, namely 
Krishnarao Pandit, Vishnu Digambar Paluskar and Mirashi Buwa. Descriptions of 
Gwalior practice, discussed previously, had suggested that there would be a high 
degree of correspondence between them. In the event, however, the comparison 
uncovered a surprisingly large number of differences, ranging from relatively trivial 
ones to those which affected the overall character of the bandis. Even the notes of the 
mukhra were different in each case.
Moving on to the next generation of singers, we looked at the performances of 
three of Krishnarao Pandit’s disciples to see how closely they adhered to their guru's 
notational outline. We found that the resemblance was closest in the case of L.K. 
Pandit’s two performances, though they differed both from the notation and Rom one 
another to a greater extent than his strict views on bandis ‘authenticity’ might have 
led one to expect. The versions of Chandrakant Pandit and Sharadchandra Arolkar, on 
the other hand, diverged rather more often from their guru's paradigm. Arolkar’s two 
versions also differed markedly from each other in a number of places, reflecting,
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perhaps, his view of the bandis as a ‘fluid sculpture’. Among singers of this line, we 
also found that there were a number of different versions of the mukhra.
A similar comparison involving Mirashi Buwa, V.D. Paluskar and their 
respective disciples revealed a still greater range of variation. Of the disciples, we 
found that it was Yashwant Joshi whose version corresponded most closely to that of 
his guru (i.e. Mirashi Buwa). The versions of Paluskar’s disciples, by contrast, often 
strayed quite far from their guru's notation. In the case of V.N. Patwardhan, even the 
structurally significant sam note was different. In addition, we saw that Omkamath 
Thakur’s two versions, notation and performance, differed markedly in places not 
only from those of his guru and fellow disciples, but even from each other.
Widening our purview to embrace all of the versions in our sample, we saw 
that the range of variants was enormous. Comparing the versions of the Pandit and 
Balakrishna Buwa lines, we found that there were certain melodic features which 
were more common among the singers of one line than the other.
An examination of Bhatkhande’s three published notations of the same bandis 
showed that he had revised them more than once. Between the first two versions the 
revisions were confined mainly to minor details, only the mukhra undergoing 
substantial change. The final notation, by contrast, was subjected to more extensive 
revisions, including further amendments to the mukhra. Comparing the progress of 
the revisions in relation to the larger Gwalior sample, we found further confirmation 
of some of our earlier findings. In particular, we saw that, as was the case with the 
Bhatkhande examples discussed in Chapter 3, the final set of revisions did not always, 
as some of Bhatkhande’s followers had claimed, lead to a version closely resembling 
that of the Pandit family. However, claims that Bhatkhande had simply distorted the 
form of the bandis collected from Gwalior singers looked less justifiable given the 
scale of variation within the gharand itself. One point on which Bhatkhande’s version
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did depart from Gwalior practice, however, was in its omission of the pitches Re and 
Dha in descent.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
In setting out the aims of this study in Chapter 1, we noted the contrast between the 
Gwalior gharana’s reputation for ‘correctness’ in bandis presentation and the often 
conspicuously different versions sung by its members. Faced with such differences, 
we asked, where lies the ‘authentic’ bandisl To what extent is the idea even tenable? 
Since then, we have explored the subject of bandis transmission and performance 
from many different angles, amassing in the process a wealth of evidence. Now, 
however, we are ready to draw together all the different strands of the discussion to 
see what light they shed on our original questions.
To begin, let us look at where our musical analysis has left us in respect of the 
Gwalior reputation for bandis ‘authenticity’. Let us focus in particular on what might 
be considered the three principal assumptions underlying many of the claims in this 
regard, namely: (1) that in its early days the gharana possessed the ‘correct’ or 
‘authentic’ form (however that may be defined) of the khyal compositions in its 
repertoire; (2) that this was the version sung by all of the early disciples of the 
gharana; and (3) that this same version was passed on largely unchanged to 
subsequent generations of disciples. As regards the first of these assumptions, the
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absence of recordings or even notations either from the early days of the gharana. or 
from the preceding hundred or so years, when most of the traditional bandises were 
composed, obviously prevented us from undertaking any detailed comparisons of the 
bandis renditions from this period. However, our investigation did provide some 
evidence that the bandises had not always survived the years of transmission 
unchanged. In our analysis of the bandis texts, for instance, we saw that in preparing 
their collections of bandis notations Gwalior singers had sometimes felt it necessary 
to correct what they regarded as distortions in the language of the texts as they had 
learnt them. The same analysis also showed that the version of the text employed by 
Gwalior singers for certain bandises differed significantly from the version given in 
Krishnananda Vyasadeva’s mid nineteenth century treatise, SahgTta ragakalpadruma, 
indicating that the Gwalior version was not the only one in circulation during the early 
days of the gharana.
The second assumption, namely that the early generations of disciples all sang 
the same basic fonn of the bandis, follows quite naturally from the more general 
belief in the ‘authenticity’ of the gharana's bandis renditions. After all, faced with 
two very different versions of a particular bandis, it would be difficult to argue that 
both were in their ‘original’ fonn. In Chapter 2 we saw some anecdotal evidence 
suggesting that there were differences between the renditions of certain Gwalior 
singers of the earlier generations of the gharana, but these were represented as 
relatively minor. However, when comparing the texts of the earliest singers in our 
sample, we saw that there were some examples where the versions were very 
different, to the extent in a few instances of having entirely different antaras. In the 
case of ‘Kaise sukha sove’, too, we found evidence of a split, albeit less dramatic, 
between the Balakrishna Buwa and Pandit teaching lines with regard to, for example, 
the presence or absence of the word ‘maT’, suggesting that Balakrishna Buwa may
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himself have sung a slightly different version of this bandis from that sung by 
members of the Pandit family. While such differences could have arisen as a result of 
changes made by one of the early Gwalior singers themselves, it is also possible that, 
in some cases at least, they reflect a divergence in the bandis form dating from before 
the birth of the Gwalior gharana itself. This being so, it suggests that some of the 
early disciples of the gharana may have obtained at least part of their bandis 
repertoire from sources other than the Gwalior founders.
The third important assumption underlying the gharana* § claims with regard 
to the ‘authenticity’ of its bandis renditions is one which we were able to investigate 
more fully, namely the belief that the bandis was transmitted largely unchanged from 
one generation to the next. This was generally expressed, as we saw, in terms of the 
requirement that disciples of the gharana always adhere precisely to the form of the 
bandis as it was uttered from the ‘mouth of the guru’. Yet, when we came to examine 
the notations and recordings of Gwalior singers, we found that the degree of variation 
between all the different versions was considerable. Perhaps most noteworthy were 
the differences we found between the notations published by the earliest generation of 
disciples in our sample, K.S. Pandit, Mirashi Buwa and V.D. Paluskar. These were 
singers whom most present-day Gwalior singers would regard as clearly in the 
traditional mould. Hence one might have expected their versions to be fairly similar. 
However, when we compared their notations of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ we saw that they 
differed noticeably. Our analysis revealed variations not only in the texts, but also in 
the dimensions of the two sections of the bandis, the rhythmic structure and the 
melodic content. Moreover, in the last instance, the differences were not confined to 
minor details but even included portions, like the mukhra, which are generally 
regarded as crucial to the bandis structure.
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As we traced the progress of the bandis into the following generations, we saw 
that the differences multiplied, with scarcely any facet of the music remaining 
unchanged. Moreover, our wider analysis of the various bandis collections showed us 
that our featured composition was not unusual in this respect. Indeed for every 
parameter examined we were able to find examples of even greater divergence.
The extent of the variation we found, particularly among the earliest 
generation of singers, also had consequences for our understanding of the evolution of 
the khyal notations found in V.N. Bhatkhande’s Kramik pustak-malika collection. In 
the first part of this study we saw that Gwalior gharana singers had played a 
significant role in producing his notations, not only providing Bhatkhande with large 
numbers of compositions for his collection but also helping him in the editing process. 
Yet in spite of this, his final notations had drawn sharp criticism from certain 
members of the gharana, who charged that they did not reflect the version of the 
bandis provided to him by his Gwalior sources. Our initial comparison of his 
notations with those published by the nephew of one of his principal Gwalior sources 
provided some support for this view. However the often wide differences between the 
versions of Gwalior singers themselves, revealed in our subsequent analysis, made 
claims that Bhatkhande had simply distorted the form of the bandis collected from 
Gwalior singers look rather less justified. Indeed from the evidence of our featured 
bandis, it was even possible that he could have been drawing on contrasting Gwalior 
versions in producing his final version.
All in all, then, our findings paint a conspicuously different picture of bandis 
performance and transmission from the one normally associated with the gharana. 
The question then arises: how did the gharana end up with such diversity with regard 
to bandis performance? In the course of our analysis we have already made some 
attempts to account for the various differences which we encountered. In certain
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instances the explanation related to the specific circumstances of a particular bandis 
or version, but we did also offer more general explanations. At that time our focus 
was directed primarily on the individual musical parameters, which meant that it was 
not always easy to see the broader picture. Having reached now the final stages of our 
study, it is worth reviewing briefly some of the main explanations.
The first of these has to do with the source of the bandis. In our discussion of 
bandis acquisition in Chapter 2, we saw that although Gwalior singers generally 
acquired the majority of their bandises directly from their (Gwalior) guru or, in some 
cases, gurus, these were not necessarily their only source of khydl compositions. 
Other potential sources might include not only other members of their own gharana, 
but also artists from other traditions, and possibly even on occasion sdrangl or tabla 
players. Naturally, with such a variety of possible sources, one could never be 
absolutely certain as to where a singer obtained each and every bandis in their 
repertoire. Consequently, when we observe differences between the versions of guru 
and disciple, this could simply be because the guru in question was not, in fact, the 
source of the bandis. Similarly, where the versions of two gurubhais are different, it 
could be because they acquired the bandis from different sources. However, while this 
explanation is always worth keeping in mind, it probably applies only to a small 
number of cases. Where it looks most plausible is in cases where the divergence is 
particularly marked, as in the examples we have seen where two gurubhais sing the 
same bandis but with entirely different antaras.
Another possible explanation, one with rather broader application, is that the 
singers simply misremembered the bandis. In Chapter 2, we quoted the views of the 
well-known educationalist and one-time Gwalior gharana disciple, S.N. Ratanjankar, 
expressing wonder at the ability of musicians trained along traditional lines to 
reproduce ‘verbatim’ compositions which they might have learnt as much as half a
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century earlier. To remember them correctly after a lapse of so many years, he 
suggested, the musicians in question must have practised them ‘at least five thousand 
times’. Yet later in our discussion we saw evidence that singers’ memories were not 
always so efficient. We saw, for instance, that it was not unusual for singers to forget 
a composition entirely. Indeed there was one Gwalior singer who appeared to have 
forgotten a substantial proportion of his bandis repertoire. From this, we argued, it 
seemed reasonable to assume that singers might also sometimes have forgotten details 
of individual bandises. Since then the findings of our detailed comparative analyses 
have only served to strengthen this view. Faced with evidence of consistent 
differences between teachers and disciples in particular, it is difficult to believe that 
these were not due, in some instances at least, to imperfect recollection on the part of 
the disciple.
In the course of our analysis, we mentioned a number of factors which could 
adversely affect recollection. We saw, for instance that the language of the texts was 
not the mother tongue of most Gwalior singers and that consequently many rendered 
the bandis without fully understanding the meaning of what they were singing. In 
these circumstances, it is easy to see how the text could become distorted without the 
singer being aware of the change. In the rhythmic sphere, too, we saw that the 
distribution of the text in relation to the tdl cycle is often subject to considerable 
variation, especially in the case of slower-tempo bandises. Indeed in some cases the 
relationship between the bandis and the tdl structure is so loose as to make one 
wonder whether it would really matter to the performer if the tabid accompanist were 
playing a different tdl. This being so, it is not difficult to imagine a singer forgetting 
which particular tdl the bandis was originally set to, let alone the number of avartans 
it covered.
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However, it is in the melodic sphere that the potential for unconscious change 
is probably the greatest. This is particularly true of the slower-tempo bandises, whose 
melody lines tend to be both longer and more complex than those of their faster 
counterparts. Again there are a number of factors here which might be thought to 
increase the chances of the bandis being changed. The first relates to the size of the 
bandis repertoire. Gwalior singers are generally, as we have seen previously, thought 
of as possessing a good stock of bandises. Among the early generations of the 
gharana in particular the numbers seem to have been especially high. One of the 
benefits of possessing so many bandises in each rag, it is claimed, is that it deepens 
the singer’s knowledge and understanding of that rag. However, from the standpoint 
of preserving the bandis, there is a potential drawback to possessing such large 
numbers of compositions, namely that they might become mixed up. How likely this 
is is difficult to gauge. Talking to Gwalior singers, I found that most were reluctant to 
admit to this possibility in relation to their own performances at least, but some 
accepted that it could have happened sometimes, especially in the days before 
disciples were allowed to keep a record of the bandis in notation.
Another factor with perhaps an even greater potential to cause change in the 
bandis was the traditional practice of basing the improvisation on the melodic phrases 
of the bandis. Where singers devote so much time to varying elements of the 
composition in this way, there is always a chance that they might, especially after a 
period of many years, begin to forget the precise melodic make-up of the original.
While unconscious change, then, might account for some of the variation we 
see within the gharana, it is unlikely that this is the main reason for the differences 
we have seen. It would not explain, for instance, why the notations of gurus and their 
disciples differed so markedly despite the fact that the guru’s notation would 
undoubtedly have been available to the disciple when preparing their own version.
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Nor would it explain why a singer like Omkamath Thakur would depart so 
dramatically from his own notation. For these, we need to move on to our next 
explanation. This relates to the nature of the bandis itself.
In discussing Gwalior singers’ views of bandis performance in the early part 
of this study, we saw that opinions differed as to how much freedom a singer was 
permitted in their bandis renditions, with some apparently insisting on strict 
adherence to the bandis as taught, and others arguing for a certain degree of 
flexibility. We noted at the time that in reality the distinction was not as clear-cut as 
this, and that even those most committed to preserving the bandis unchanged 
generally turned out to accept a greater degree of flexibility than their own statements 
might have led one to suppose. Our subsequent analysis complicated the picture still 
further. We saw, for instance, that some dimensions of the music tended to be viewed 
in more flexible terms than others. Singers who placed great store by the ‘correctness’ 
of the melody line, for example, were frequently willing to accept much greater 
variation with regard to the placement of the text syllables. We noted a similar 
distinction in respect of the two sections of the bandis, with singers generally being 
prepared to accept a greater degree of structural variation in the case of the antara 
than the asthai. And even among those who stressed the importance of preserving the 
bandis in its ‘authentic’ form, there were differences of opinion as to what this 
entailed, as we saw in relation to the question of the acceptability or otherwise of 
employing much slower vilambil tempi.
The picture of the khyal composition which emerges from these findings, then, 
is certainly not a straightforward one. Indeed, from all we have seen, Sharadchandra 
Arolkar’s characterisation of the bandis as ‘a fluid sculpture’ seems particularly apt. It 
will be recalled that Arolkar decried the idea of the bandis as something ‘frozen’. As 
he put it, ‘The song which freezes is not a classical thing; it becomes a light
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thing...The substance should be there -  the expression, the meaning -  but [it’s] not 
like tracing. You have to create, not to trace by memory’ (Int.). This way of looking at 
the khyal composition is certainly consistent with what we have observed in relation 
to bandis performance in this study. It is one which cuts across the traditional 
distinction in Western art music between ‘performing a composition’ and 
‘improvising’. It views the ‘composition’ not as a fixed entity but rather as something 
inherently flexible. In a sense, therefore, the performance of a bandis might be seen 
more as an act of ‘recreation’ than of ‘reproduction’. This view of bandis performance 
is similar to that put forward by Leo Treitler to explain the production and 
transmission of medieval plainchant:
In place of the paradigm in which one presumes an act of composition that 
produces a piece which, in the absence of writing, is submitted to memory and 
then repeatedly reproduced in performance, we might think of a repeated 
process of performance-composition -  something between the reproduction of 
a fixed, memorized melody and the extempore invention of a new one. I 
would call it a reconstruction', the performer had to think how the piece was to 
go and then actively reconstruct it according to what he remembered. 
(1975:11)
Treitler goes on to offer an account of the process which chimes well with our own 
findings in relation to the performance of bandis melodies, especially those sung at 
slow tempo. In ‘reconstructing’ the melody, he suggests:
[The performer] would have proceeded from fixed beginnings and sung 
toward fixed goals, following paths about which he needed only a general, 
configurational sense, being successively reinforced as he went along and 
recognized the places he had sung correctly. Different places in the melody 
would have been fixed in different degrees in his mind; there would have been 
some places where it would have been most helpful to him to have a note-for- 
note sense of exactly how it went and others where he could go by this way or 
that, making certain only that he passed through particular pitches or pitch- 
groups of importance and that eventually he arrived at the goal that he had 
before the mind’s eye, so to speak, (ibid.)
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The suggestion of ‘different places in the melody5 being ‘fixed in different degrees5 in 
the mind of the performer certainly ties in with what we found in our analysis of our 
featured bandis. The best evidence of this came when we compared the melodic lines 
of two different performances of ‘Kaise sukha sove’ by the same performer. In the 
case of L.K. Pandit, for instance, we saw that there were some portions of the bandis 
which he reproduced more or less identically each time (including, it will be recalled, 
certain complex ornamental figures), suggesting that he must have viewed these as 
relatively fixed, while there were other portions where the degree of variation was 
rather greater, suggesting that he may have viewed these in less precise terms. On the 
other hand, the rather greater degree of difference which we found between the two 
versions of Sharadchandra Arolkar would seem to indicate that there were rather 
fewer ‘fixed’ places in his conception of this bandis.
Clearly, then, if we accept the view of the bandis as something relatively 
‘fluid’, then over the gharana as a whole one would expect to find a certain degree of 
variation in the way it is rendered. Indeed this would be true even if the gharana 
consisted solely of ardent purists, doggedly resisting any change, let alone in one like 
Gwalior where attitudes to tradition and change are more mixed. Naturally within a 
framework which allows a degree of creativity, it is difficult to draw a clear 
distinction between remaining faithful to the bandis as taught and actually changing 
it. Thus, it is easy to see how over numerous generations of gharana singers the 
differences between the various versions could widen to reach the kind of proportions 
we have seen in our own analysis.
Having reached now the end of our discussion, it is worth stressing that, 
although we have covered a great deal of ground in this study, there clearly remains 
much work to be done in the area of bandis research. Let me conclude, therefore, by 
reiterating my hope, expressed in the opening chapter, that this study will prove a
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useful contribution to the subject, providing future researchers with a firm foundation 
upon which to build.
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APPENDIX 2
Table Comparing Selected Features of the Khyal Bandis Notations found in 
Mirashi Buwa’s BharatTy sahglt-mdld Collection with their Counterparts in other 
Notated Collections and Repertoire Lists
54
The following table compares various details of the khyal bandis notations 
found in the 3 volumes of Mirashi Buwa’s Bharafiy sahglt-mdla collection with their 
counterparts in other notated collections and repertoire lists. Full details of the sources 
consulted are given on p. 109. It can be seen that the table includes some Mirashi 
Buwa notations for which no counterpart was found in any of the other sources. 
Although these clearly do not feature in the comparison, I opted to include them in 
order to provide the reader with a complete list of Mirashi Buwa’s notated khyal 
compositions. The table is for the most part fairly self-explanatory, but there are 
certain points which require some comment.
The title of the bandis has been given in both Devandgarl and Roman scripts, 
with the spellings and word boundaries reproduced as given in the original source. 
Where the same publication contains more than one spelling of a particular word, 
generally only one version is included. In such cases priority is given by and large to 
the standard spelling. However, where the context suggests that the author probably 
intended the non-standard spelling (e.g. where the latter is given five times and the 
standard spelling only once), all of the alternatives are given (separated by a forward 
slash -  e.g unhlse / unhauso / unlso). The same practice is followed where it is unclear 
as to which version the author intended. In the small number of instances where the 
sources themselves specify either alternative versions or additional text, these are 
given in parentheses.
Occasionally one finds inconsistencies in the titles given for a particular 
bandis due to differing views of where the bandis actually begins. For instance, the 
beginning portion of the asthai in one publication sometimes appears at the end of the 
asthdl in another. In such cases I have extended the length of the title to include both 
options, placing the text from the end of the asthdl in square brackets. To illustrate, 
here are two versions of the text for a chotd khyal bandis in rag Hamlr:
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Patwardhan Version
tendere karana mendere yara avT tapa dise kandi tendere manu 
I____________ 1
Bhatkhande Version
mendere yara avi mendere yara tapa dise kandi tendere manu tendere karana
In the first case the title will be given as ‘tendere karana mendere yara’, and in the 
second as ‘[tendere karana] mendere yara’.
In the Romanised version of the title, the syllable with which the asthai 
reached the initial sam is underlined. The signs * and placed after the title, are used 
to indicate whether or not the antara of the bandis notation in question reaches the 
sam on the same syllable as in Mirashi Buwa’s notation. The sign * represents a 
match, while * indicates that the syllable is different. Where the first of these signs 
appears in parentheses -  i.e. ^  -  it indicates that although the antara reaches the sam 
at the same point in the text, the word or syllable is different.
The name of the tdl is given in its standard modem form. In some cases this 
differs from the name given in the source itself Thus, for instance, I have given 
‘EktaV in place of Paluskar’s *CartaV, ‘Tilvara' rather than K.S. Pandit’s ‘Jalad 
TritaV and ‘ TlntdV rather than Kungolkar’s ‘ Trivat Tdl\ In Chapter 6 we saw that 
some authors use the label ‘TintdV (or ‘TritaV) to cover both ‘ Tinted ’ and Tilvara. As 
a result it is difficult to be certain in any particular case which is meant (or indeed 
whether the author would have considered the distinction important). For this reason I 
opted to keep to the label given in the source. The lay designations are given where 
they appear in the original source. I have used the abbreviations V  for ‘vilambit' and 
*mF for madhya lay. Other lay designations are written out in full.
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The length of the asthdl and antara is given in matras, with the starting matra 
given in square brackets. Occasionally at the end of the asthai the mukhra returns at a 
different point in the tal cycle from that on which it originally began. Where this 
happens, the alternative starting point is given in parentheses. Thus, for example, 
[9 (10)] means that the asthdl begins initially on the 9th matra but the subsequent 
mukhra returns on the 10th matra. In calculating the length of the antara I generally 
included all of the matras leading up to the return of the asthai mukhra, including any 
rest before the asthai. If there is a possibility that the rest before the mukhra might 
have been considered an essential part of the asthai then I have included alternatives 
in parentheses (see, for example Mirashi Buwa’s version of ‘Gayaka saba’ in rag 
Mama).
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APPENDIX 3 
Paluskar’s ‘Theory of Breaths’: Further Analysis
In our examination of Paluskar’s views of bandis construction in Chapter 6, we 
attempted to pin down precisely what he meant by looking at his two published 
notations of ‘Kaise sukha sove’. Our analysis then led us to propose a tripartite 
division of asthai and antara, with each division corresponding to one of Paluskar’s 
‘breaths’. From an analytical standpoint, the structure of the asthai looked especially 
impressive, consisting as it did of 3 equal parts, each covering exactly one cycle of the 
tal. Naturally, were an arrangement of the latter kind to be found in other Paluskar 
notations, our efforts to understand his theory of ‘breaths’ would be made 
considerably easier, since it would be difficult to argue that such perfect structural 
symmetry could have arisen in a number of different notations simply by chance. In 
the event, however, this degree of symmetry turned out to be unusual. When I applied 
to other Paluskar notations the procedure by which we arrived at the structure given 
for the earlier Paluskar example, I found no cases in which the resulting sections of 
either asthai or antara were as perfectly balanced. This fact made the job of 
identifying possible units of ‘breath’ much more tricky. It will be recalled that our 
earlier analysis involved choices as to which of the ‘rests’ in Paluskar’s notation to 
count as structurally important and which not. Whether we made the right decisions in 
this regard, we cannot be sure, but the perfect balance of the final tripartite structure 
did seem to lend at least some credibility to the choices made. Without an outcome of 
this kind to guide us, however, the choice as to which ‘rests’ to regard as structurally 
significant proved rather more difficult.
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To illustrate some of the difficulties, let us consider the case of another slow- 
tempo bandis notated by Paluskar, namely ‘Daiya kaha gayelo51 in rag Alhaiyd 
Bilaval. Like the earlier example, this is set to what Paluskar labels ' Tinted \  by which 
he probably here means Tdvara.2 In the structural summary below, the text is divided 
up in various ways using brackets and arrows in accordance with the scheme adopted 
in the similar summary given in Chapter 6, only this time I have included rather more 
suggestions as to which divisions might be merged. To simplify matters, I have 
indicated the alternative structural schemes resulting from such mergers with the 
labels (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f). It should be said that these do not represent the frill 
range of possible schemes, but merely those which I judged to be the most likely ones 
based on the account of Paluskar’s ideas quoted earlier:
1 The spelling ‘kaha’, given here, occurs three times in Paluskar’s notation. However, on the contents 
page of the same volume it is given as ‘kaha’, which is closer to the ‘kaha’ found in the notations of the 
same bcmdis published by his disciples, V.N. Patwardhan (1991:154-55) and Omkamath Thakur 
(1955:17-18).
2 See Vol. l,p. 205
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Asthai
(Length: 3 avartans -  i.e. 48 matras)
(b) i  26  1 |----------  22  1
. . 14 matras 12 matras 22 matras(a) -<-------------------►-< -----------► <----------------------------►
3 X 2 0  3 X 2  0 3 X  2  0
dai-ya ka[v]ha g aye-lo  brijake b a [-“]saiya [- ]  [a]
i_________ ii____ i_i_________ i i___________ it______ 11__i
9 5 12 12 6 4
Antara
(Length: 3 avartans, 7 matras -  i.e. 55 matras)
(t) l  31  1-|----------------- 24  1
(e) I----------  15  1 l 16 -------1-i----------------- 24  1
(d)---------------- i- 15 1 ,  25%  , |---------- 14%  1
(c) I------------- 15  1 i 16  j |— 9% —| |------------ 14%   1
2 matras 13 matras 16 matras 9% matras 14% matras+ M----------------- ► <.... ► A--------------------------►
2 0 3 X  2 0 3 X  2 0 3  X 2 0
na[v] m ore pan-khana [J] pa-yala orabala [-] na kou p] sudhako !e -[* ]b a i-[-]y a  [v]
i 1 i-------------------------------1---i---------------  i_i___________i i_______________ii______ii_____i
2 13 16 9*/2 6V2 4 4
Source: Paluskar 1922a:77-79
As regards the asthai here, the summary identifies two different patterns of division 
which might potentially represent the units of ‘breath’: (a) the 3-part division, 
indicated with the arrows; and (b) the two-part division which would result from a 
merger of two of the smaller sections, as indicated with brackets above. There are 
arguments for and against each of these options. Of the two, option (a) is the one 
which seems to accord most closely with our earlier conclusions with respect to 
Paluskar’s ‘Kaise sukha sove’ notations. The most obvious similarity, of course, is in 
the number of divisions. In Deodhar’s description of Paluskar’s theory, it was stated 
that both the asthai and antara are ‘set to a specific number of breaths’. There was no 
mention of the number of such ‘breaths’, nor indeed whether this number varied from 
bandis to bandis, so it is difficult to be certain as to precisely what Paluskar had in 
mind, but it does not seem to be stretching the argument too far to suggest that, given
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the fact that both of the asthais being compared here are of equal length (i.e. 48 
matras), one might also expect the number of ‘breaths7 in each to be the same. The 
similarity is not confined to the number of divisions, however: there are also some 
parallels in the way the texts, notwithstanding their different lengths, are distributed. 
For example, in both instances the first section comprises the mukhra, the second 
section, the following word, and the third section, the remainder of the text, as shown 
below:
1 2  3
(jntikhfa)
I-------------------- 1-I------------1 I----------------------------1
kaise sukha sove nidanya sama murata cita cadi
daiya kaha gayelo brijake basaiya
Of course, the parallels do not extend to the relative dimensions of the sections, which 
in case of ‘Daiya kaha gayelo7 vary quite widely, to the extent that the last of the 
divisions covers almost as many matt'as as the first two combined (i.e. 22, compared 
with 14 and 12 matras respectively for the first two). In our earlier analysis we argued 
that the description of Paluskar7 s ideas given by Deodhar seemed to imply -  the 
description was too vague to be certain -  that the ‘breaths7 would be of similar length. 
Indeed this was one of the arguments we employed when discussing the asthai of the 
earlier Paluskar example to justify the merger of its two initial 8-matra sections. Yet, 
if the same logic were applied in the present instance, it could be argued that we ought 
also to consider merging the first two sections here. The result would be a two-part 
structure with sections of similar, albeit not identical, length (i.e. 26 and 22 matras 
respectively), or, in other words, option (b), mentioned above. With its more balanced 
divisions, one could argue that it would thereby have moved closer to the perfect 
symmetry of the earlier example. Unfortunately, however, it would also have lost in
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the process one of the most important elements it previously had in common with that 
example, namely the tripartite structure.
Turning now to the antara of ‘Daiya kaha gayelo’, we find that the number of 
possible structural schemes which could be considered consistent with Paluskar’s 
theory of ‘breaths’ is rather greater in this case. In the summary above I have 
indicated only what I regard as the four most promising candidates. Having already 
discussed the kind of factors which might influence any final choice, I will not set out 
all of the arguments for and against each candidate here. Suffice to say that none 
emerges as a clear winner. For my own part, I would tend to favour options (d) and
(e) on the grounds that their 3 divisions are more in line with our conclusions 
regarding the antara of our earlier Paluskar example. Deciding between these two 
options, however, would be more difficult. If we consider the relative balance of its 
sections, for instance, we find little to choose between them. Each contains two 
sections of roughly similar length and one which is noticeably longer. One could 
perhaps argue that, of these, option (d), with its longer second section, comes closer to 
the balance of divisions which we found in the antara of Paluskar’s ‘Kaise sukha 
sove’ notations, but this resemblance is not in itself sufficient to settle the question.
Ultimately, of course, questions of this kind could only really be settled, if at 
all, through an analysis of a large sample of Paluskar’s slower-tempo bandis 
notations. Unfortunately, however, he published only a limited number of such 
notations, of which I have managed to get access to only a certain proportion. With 
samples of 5 or less examples per tal, it is evidently difficult for me to offer any firm 
conclusions regarding Paluskar’s ideas.
